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SNOW-SHOES AND CANOES.

CHAPTER I.

Black Fort-The Pack-horse Train sets out-Sandy McTavish's
Sagacity-The Night-watch-The two Redskin Horse-Thieves
-A Snowstorm-An uncomfortable Bed and a terrible Night-
My Delight at finding my'Horse alive-We obtain Shelter in a
Wood-Desperate Encounter between a Lynx and an Eagle for
the -Possession of a Hare-The Hare. becomes my Prize-The
untimelyfAppearance of a Wolf.

THE short suminer of the North-West Territory of British
America, the region in which the events I am about to
describe took place, was rapidly drawing to a close.

I had been sent from Black Fort, of which my eider
brother Alick had charge, with Sandy McTavish, an old
follower of our father's, and two other men, to bring up
ammunition and other stores as a winter supply from Fort
Ross, about 150 miles off; a distance, however, of which we
did not think much.

The stores ought to have been brought up the greater
part of the way by the Saskatchewan, but a canoe had been
lost in ascending the rapids, and no other was at that time
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SNOW-SHOES AND CANOES.

to be procured to replace her. It became necessary, there-
fore, at all costs to transport the required stores by land.
We had eight pack-horses, besides• the four animals my
companions and I rode.

We were all well armed, for though the Crees and other
Indian tribes in the northern part of the territory were
generally friendly, we might possibly encounter a party of
Blackfeet on the war-trail who, should they find us unpre-
pared, would to a certainty attack us, and endeavour to
steal our horses and goods. We were but few in number
for such an undertaking, but no more men could be spared.
Sandy, however, was a host in himself. He thoroughly
knew all the Indian ways, and from his long experience
was well able to counteract them.

Many an evening while seated at our camp-fire or at the
stove in the Fort, during winter, has he beguiled the time
with accounts of his. hairbreadth escapes and desperate
encounters with the redskins. He had no enmity towards
them, notwithstanding the attempts they. had made on
his life.

"They were but following the instincts of their savage
natures,". he used to observe: " and they were not o'er weel
pleased with the white men for hunting in the country
which they call theirs, though it must be allowed they
dinna make gude use of it."

Sandy was as humane as he was brave, and I am very
sure he never took the life of an Indian if he could avoid
doing so with due regard to his own safety. He had come
out from Scotland when a mere boy with our father, who
was at that time a clerk in the Hudson's Bay Company,
but who had ultimately risen to be a Chief Factor, and was



NIGHT ENCAMPMENTS.

the leader in many of the adventurous éxpeditions which
were made in those days. He was noted for being a dead
shot, and a first-rate hunter whether of buffalo, elk, or
grizzly bear. Sandy had followed him in all his expe-
ditions, and took the greatest delight in describing them
to us.

Having rema *d at Fort Ross a couple of days, to rest
our beasts and .repare the packages for transport, we set
out, Sandy and I leading, and the two men, Pat Casey and
Pierre Lacrosse, following in the rear with the baggage
animals.

We travelled at the rate of about twenty-five miles each
day; that distance being accomplished we encamped at night
under shelter of a grove of poplars or willows, we being glad
of the protection they afforded ; for although the weather
was fine the wind had begun to blow somewhat cold.
• Our beasts having been unloaded were hobbled near at
hand, the goods being piled up so as to form a breastwork
in case of an attack. Fuel to last the night had then to be
collected, when the fire was lighted, and the pot put on to
boil.

Supper being ready, we sat round our fire to discuss it,
with good appetites. We then, after a chat for half an hour
or so, drawing our buffalo robes over us, with our saddles
for pillows, lay down to rest, our feet turned towards the
fire. One of us, however, always remained on guard, to
watch the horses, and to give warning should any Blackfeet
Indians or prowling wolves draw near our encampment.

We did not believe that we had much to fear from either
one or the other. The Blackfeet seldom ventured so far
north, into the territory of their hereditary enemies the
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SNOW-SHOES- AND CANOES.

Crees; and should any wolves approach, the horses would
be sure to make their way up to the camp for protection.

The two hours' watch, which each of us took in turn,
made us sleep the sounder for the remainder of the time.
We were ail too well inured to the sort of life to think it
any hardship. Just before dawn the last man on watch
roused up the rest of us. The ashes were raked together;
fresh sticks put on, the water boiled for the tea, and a
breakfast of slices of bacon or dried buffalo meat, with flour
cakes, prepared us for the toils of the day.

The country over which we travelled was seldom traversed
by white men. The grass-covered prairie extended often
as far as the eye could reach; here and there hills rising in
the distance, or long lines of trees .marking the course of
some stream falling into the main river.

We had to cross several of these streams, but at that time
of the year were able to ford then without difficulty, the
drought of summer having greatly diminished their depth.

Sandy and I were jogging along at the head of our
party when, as we reached the summit of a slight hill from
which we could obtain an extensive view over the surround-
ing country, he stopped and gazed, I thought somewhat
anxiously, around the horizon.

"We must push on faster than we have been going, if we
are to reach Black Fort before bad weather comes on," he
observed.

"I see no change in the appearance of the sky," I
answered. "There's not a cloud in any direction, and the
wind is as moderate as it was when we started."

"The sky is blue and cloudless Ill allow, but it's whiter
away in the nor'ard than I like to see it. There will be
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THREATENINGS OF BAD WEATHER.

wind from that quarter before long, and the wind won't
come alone," said Sandy. "It may not reach us to-morrow
or the next day, and we may be safe within the Fort before
it is down upon us."

Though I had a high opinion of Sandy's sagacity, I
thought that in this instance he might be mistaken. It was
very important for us to reach the fort before the snow
ýshould cover the ground to any depth. The stores we were
bringing were much required, and the heavily-laden animals
would have great difficulty in making their way through
it. Of course I agreed, as Sandy advised it, that we should
push on that day as long as the light would allow, and that
we should make a forced march on the following day, so
that we might reach the Fort on the next before nightfall,
which we calculated we should thus be able to do.

Waiting till the two men with the loaded beasts came up,
we told them of our intentions, and ordered them to push
on as fast as they could. We had not gone far, however,
when Sandy's horse stumbled, a very unusual thing for the
animal to do. It continued to walk lame, evidently in pain.

We dismounted and examined its .feet, when we found
that a sharp stone had wounded its hoof. We extricated it
with considerable difficulty, and when we again moved on
the animal walked with as much pain as before. Nothing
could make it move on. We were therefore compelled to
encamp at the first suitable spot we reached.

The weather remained fine, and we hoped in the morning
that Sandy's horse would have recovered, and that we
should be able to make a long *day's journey. .According
to our intention our camp was formed as usual under
shelter of a wood, but there was scarcely any good grass in
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the immediate neighbourhood, and we were compelled to
let the animals roam much further than we liked in search
of it.

We agreed that, in order to keep a proper look-out, two
of us should.remain on the watch at a time, one in the camp,
and the other in the direction the animals had taken.

Sandy had Pierre for his mate; I, Pat. Sandy and
Pierre took the first watch. The latter went off with his
rifle and a brace of pistols in his belt, to walk backwards
and forwards near where the horses were feeding, Pat and
I then lay down with our feet to the fire.

"We'll sleep as fast as we can, Mister David, to make up
for the shortness of time we've got to do it in," observed
Pat, as he rolled himself up in his buffalo robe.

I endeavoured to follow his advice but somehow or other
the presentiment that danger threatened us kept me awake
longer than was .usual. It seemed that I had scarcely
closed my eyes when Sandy aroused me, and sprînging to
my feet I examined the -priming of my rifle and pistols,
and prepared to relieve Pierre, who was to wait near the
horses till I arrived. I had to walk nearly a quarter of a
mile before I found hini in a grassy valley, between two
slight hills running in the direction ofthe river. Had there
been any trees thereabouts it would have been a better
place than the one we had chosen for our encampment.
Pierre reported all right, and went back to camp.

By walking to the top. of one of the hills I could get a
view all round, and watch the horses feeding belQw me. I
counted them and found that all were there, and then went
down again to:find some shelter from the wind behind a
small clump of low bushes. I could watch from this most
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AN ENCOUNTER WITH REDSKINS.

of the horses, but some of them would wander up the valley
out of my sight.

At last I saw by the movements of those near me that
they were becoming somewhat uneasy, and presently two
which had got to a distance came up as fast as their hobbles
would allow them, the whole heading towards the camp. I
rushed forward to cut the hobbles as fast as I could get up
to the animals, when they all set off in the direction they
had before been going.

I had just set the last free when, looking up, I -saw two
dark figures which I knew were those of Indians, who had
been endeavouring to get up to the horses before I could
set them at liberty. The moment they found that they
were discovered they stopped short. I pointed my gun,
they hesitated, and then once more began to %ove towards
me, their scalping knives gleaming in. the moonlight
Anxious not to shed blood, I again shouted to them to
stop ; but perhaps seeing, by my voice and slight figure, that
I was but a youth, they fancied that they could intimidate
me, and uttering terrific shrieks they continued to approach.
My life depended, I knew, on the steadiness of my aim,
and pulling the trigger I sent a bullet into the body of one
of the strangers. He staggered and fell, when drawing a
pistol I prepared to receive his companion, who, however,
stopped, and lifting the wounded man to his feet, the two
made off faster than I should have supposed possible.

I thought it prudent not to follow, as I felt sure that
other Indians were in the neighbourhood. The sound of
my shot would have aroused my friends, and from the
appearance of the horses they would understand what had
happened.
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As the Indians made off in one direction, I ran as fast
as my legs could carry me towards the camp. Before I
reached it, I met Sandy and the other men coming out to
my assistance. They expressed their satisfaction at finding
me safe.

Pierre and Pat wanted to set off in pursuit of the enemy,
but Sandy would not allow them.

"Na ! na! laddies, we'll gain nothing even if we were to
shoot a score of redskins. We shall want our ammunition
to defend ourselves when we are attacked. Let's count
the horses, and see if all have corne in," he said.

On doing so, we discovered that one was missing. The
animal had evidently been carried off by some Black-
feet.

The loss was a serious one, as we should have either to
add to the weight of the loads of the others, or place the
packages on one of the saddle-horses, taking it by turns to
walk.

One thing was ·certain, that even if not attacked, our
j ourney, which we were anxious to finish as soon as pos-
sible, would be prolonged.

As may be supposed, we got no more sleep that night.
We had to hobble the horses, and keep a bright look-out
on every side, lest the treacherous Indians might steal
upon us and catch us unprepared. They must have guessed
from the number of horses that our party consisted of
several men, well armed, and from the experience they had
had of my rifle they knew that they could not come
openly upon us without the certainty of some of their
number being laid low.

As the sky remained clear, and the moon was bright, we
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could see objects at a considerable distance; our enemies
could not therefore get near without being discovered. Our
chief fear was that they might, if they were resolved on our
destruction, make a wide circuit, and getting into the wood
attack us in the rear. To prevent the risk of this, Pierre
made his way among the trees and watched on that side;
on hands and knees he crept cautiously from place· to
place, as the panther does watching for its prey. Wary as
the Indians were, it was not likely that they would surprise
him. There is an excitement in an adventure of the sort
we were engaged in which affords actual pleasure, and for
my part I enjoyed it greatly, caring neither for being
deprived of sleep, nor for the danger to be apprehended.

We let our fire remain in, though we kept it low, with
plenty of sticks at hand which we could throw on and
make it blaze up, should we find it necessary. At last
dawn appeared in the eastern sky, and we believed that, as
the Indians had not attacked us at night, they would not
molest us during our journey.

Having collected our horses and distributed the load of
the animal which had been stolen, among them, after a
hasty breakfast we set off. We were much disappointed
at finding that Sandy's animal was as lame as on the
previous day, and as it could not move out of a walk, he
dismounted .and proceeded on foot. Our progress was
therefore slower even than usual.

The country as we advanced became much rougher than
that which we had hitherto passed over. When the greater
part of the day had been spent, we reached the foot of an
excessively steep hill, on the top of which was a wide
extending plain. We all here dismounted, and allowed
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our horses to scramble on as best they could. To climb
up with more ease I disencumbered myself of my cloak,
which together with my gun I fastened on to one of the
pack-horses. We had provided ourselves with thick sticks,
which helped us along.

Sandy's poor horse had great difficulty in making its
way, and dropped behind the rest. . There was no fear of
its straying.; the animals being accustomed to keep together,
it was sure to follow.

"I wish that we had been able to make our way as fast
as we had intended," said -Sandy. "We shall have more
difficulties on this journey than we looked for; hoirever,
there's-no use sighing about what cannot be helped. Just
do you go on, David, to the top of the hill, and take a look
round to.see if you can catch sight of any Indians. You
are more active than I am, and will be at the top before I
can reach it; l'Il wait and bring up the rest of the horses.
If the Indians were to come upon us at this moment they
might take us at a disadvantage."

From the way Sandy spoke* I saw that he was not like
himself. It struck me that he was ill; or, had he expected
that we should have been attacked by the Indians during
our ascent of the hill, he would have made preparations
beforehand. I, however, did not hesitate to do as he
wished, and springing forward soon climbed up among the
rocks and shrubs to the top. Before me, stretching to the
westward, was a perfectly level plain, on the edge-of which
I looked down on the other side over the lower country,
across which we had passed.

I could see our horses toiling upwards among the rocks
and shrubs to the top, followed by Sandy and the two other
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A FEARFUL SNOW-STORM.

men, he having stopped to speak to them. The sky over-
head and on three sides was clear, but on looking to the
northward I observed a dense black mass which came sweep-
ing along at a tremendous rate towards me. Though the
air had just before been perfectly serene, on a sudden a
keen cutting wind struck me with a force which almost
took me off my feet.

The next instant I was in the midst of a fearful snow-
storm. The sun in a moment became obscured, and the
wind increasing rose to a perfect hurricane. I could dimly
discern two of the horses which just then had reached the
plateau. I ran towards- one of them to secure it, hoping
that it was my own, but I found that it was one of the
loaded animals, and unfortunately not the one on which I
had laid my coat and gun. - In a few seconds of time, so
fearful had become the darkness, that I could not see three
feet ahead of my nose. I shouted at the top of my voice
to the rest of the men who were, I knew, not far from me
to mount their horses and come on, allowing the others to
shift for themselves.

We should all be frozen to death if we were to remain
where we were. Our only hope of safety was to reach a
thick grove of trees at the further end, and I hoped that
we might get to it before the snow became too deep to
allow the animals to move rapidly over the ground.

In vain I looked for my own horse. I could faintly hear
Sandy and the other men shouting in return to my cries
but whereabouts they were I could not tell. I fully
believed that they would all follow the course I proposed,
and as I could not discover nîy own animal I cut the
tyings, and threw off the 'load fr.om the pack-horse I had
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caught, then mounting on the pack-saddle I rode off at
full speed through the deep snow, in the hope of reaching
the wood.

So rapidly did the snow come down that in a few
moments it was several inches deep. Every instant it was
increasing, and rendering my progress more difficult. I
urged on the poor animal, which seemed to know its danger
and did its utmost, but thicker and thicker fell the snow,
and in a short time, night coming on, it became so dark
that I was literally unable to · see my hand held close to
my face; except judging by the wind I could not tell in
what direction we were going. I could only hope that the
instinct of the animal might guide it towards the wood in
which shelter could be obtained.

As to seeking my companions that was out of the ques-
tion. I shouted to them every now and then, but no voice
answered my calls. I knew, however, that they all being
well acquainted with the country would endeavour to reach
the shelter for which I was aiming, and I hoped at length
to meet them there.

The cold was intense; even had I possessed my overcoat
it would have been bad enough to bear, but with only
moderately thick clothing on, I felt the wind pierce to my
very bones. I rode on, however, as long as I was able to
sit my horse, but at length my limbs became so benumbed
by the cold that I could ride no further. The poor beast
also was almost exhausted with his exertions in plunging
on through the deep snow.

Hoping to keep somewhat warm by walking I dis-
mounted, and leading him by the bridle tried to get along.
At every step I made I sank halfway up to my knees, and
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could scarcely lift my feet high enough to make another
step forward still, it would be death to stay where I was.
I went on, hoping that I was approaching the wood. Now
and then I stopped and shouted, still there was no reply.

I became at length convinced that I must have either
passed the wood or been going in another direction. No
sound reached my ears.but that of the thick-falling snow,
which seemed to come down in a mass upon the earth, so
rapidly did it accumulate.

Sandy I knew would be very anxious about me, and
would take every means to discover where I had gone; but
even in daylight he could not have followed my track, as
the snow must instantly have obliterated it.

I resolved as long as I had strength to push on, though
I had .missed the wood for which I was aiming. I might, I
hoped, in time reach another which would afford me pro-
tection.

The storm instead of abating only seemed to increase in
violence. As the night wore on I found my poor horse
advancing at a slower and slower pace, showing how
fatigued it had become, while I had scarcely strength left
to move forward ; still I was afraid to halt. At last it
stopped altogether, and I myself felt utterly exhausted.
Further it was impossible to go, but how to endure the
cold and keep the blood circulating in my veins was the
question. It seemed to me that I must inevitably perish;
still I resolved to make an effort to preserve my life.

My horse was standing stock-still, with its back to the
wind. I bethought me* that the only chance I had of
retaining existence was to dig a hole in the snow, in which
I might crouch down, and wait till the storm was over. I
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set desperately to work. While so employed the drift
eddying around my head nearly suffocated me, still I
persevered.

Having dug down to the ground, J took off the pack-
saddle from the horse's back, which I placed as a cushion
below me, and then putting the saddle-cloth over my
shoulders I crouched down in the hole I had made, which
I could not help dreading was more likely to prove my
grave than to afford any efficient shelter.

I knew for certain that, should I fall asleep, death would
ensue, and that I must exert all my energies to keep
awake. I had not been long seated, doubled up in my
burrow like a mummy, before I felt the cold begin to steal
over me. My feet were. the first to suffer. I tried to
keep them warm by moving them about, but it was of no
use.

At last I took off my frozen shoes, and tucked my feet
under me on the pack-saddle; then I rubbed them as hard
as I could. I was tempted at last to take the horsecloth
off my shoulders, and to wrap my feet up in it, but all was
of no use. They appeared to me to be frozen, while my
whole body seemed changing into ice. At last J had
scarcely strength to move either my hands or feet. During
this time the inclination to sleep almost overcame me. I
struggled against it with all the resolution I possessed. I
was perfectly well aware that, should I give way to it,
death would be the consequence.

I took every means I could think of to keep awake. - I
shouted ; I even sang, or rather I tried to sing ; but the
most melancholy strains were the only results of my
efforts, my voice sounding as hollow as that from a skull-
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if voices ever do come out of skulls, on which subject I
venture to be sceptical.

I kept noving from side to side, and up and down, filled.
with the dread that, should I stop, I should fall asleep.
The snow all the time was gathering round my head, form-
ing an arch over me, and I had frequently to make a hole
in front, so as to obtain sufficient air for breathing.

How I lived through that dreadful night I cannot tell.
Morning came at last; the snow had ceased to fall as
thickly as before, allowing the light to .penetrate through
the veil drawn over the earth. Faint as was the light, it
gave me a glimpse of hope. I might stili reach the wood,
and by obtaining a* fire thaw my benumbed limbs. My
first efforts were directed towards breaking out of my icy
prison; but the hole in front of me was so small that it
was not till I had made several attempts that I could force
my body through it.

I at length managed to get up on my feet, wlhen I took
a look round. There stood my poor horse, wher I had
left it, rigid as a statue, and, as I believed, frozen to death.

On every side I could see nothing but one vast expanse
of snow. I could not, however, remain where I was.
Either on horseback or on foot I must try to reach a place
of shelter, and to find my companions. I now remembered
that I had taken my shoes off. How to get them on again
was the 'difficulty, for when I felt them, I found that they
were frozen as hard as iron. I made several attempts to
thrust in my feet, for I knew that they would be dreadfully
cut should I attempt to walk without shoes. The exertion
contributed somewhat, perhaps, to restore the circulation in
my veins, and at last, after many efforts, I got on my shoes.
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Having accomplished this I broke entirely out of my
burrow, and staggered towards my poor steed. To my
great relief the animal moved its head and looked at me,
giving evidence that it was still alive. I accordingly
returned to the hole and dug out my saddle, when, after
great exertion, I managed to reach the horse and put it on.
Then, digging round the poor beast's front feet, and patting
it on the neck, I induced it to move forward a few paces.

It seerned surprising that, after the fearful night it had
endured, it should still be alive and could move, its legs
apparently without much difficulty.

I now tried to mount, but could not bend my frozen
limbs sufficiently to get into the saddle. I therefore,
taking the bridle in my hand, led forward my horse, stum-
bling at every step. I hoped, however, that the exercise
would restore circulation, and that I should be able at last
to get on horseback.

I looked round, but could nowhere see the wood of
which I was in search ; though the snow was not falling as
thickly as it had done during the night, the weather, still
looked very threatening. Dark masses of snow-clouds
obscured the sky, like a canopy but a few feet, it seerned,.
above my head.

The wind was still piercingly cold, and at any moment
the snow might again come down, and overwhelm me.
The rough training I had gone through, however, had
taught me never to despair, but to struggle on to the last.

I had no thoughts of doing otherwise, though every limb
ached, and I had scarcely strength to draw one leg after
the other.

At last, finding that I could walk no longer, I made
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another effort to mount, and succeeded, though not without
great pain, in climbing into the saddle ; when I was there,
however, my poor horse showed his utter inability to carry
me, and refused to lift a leg; indeed, his strength was
insufficient for the task. In vain I patted his neck, and
tried to make him go forward. The only movement he
made was to sink down on his knees. To prevent him
from fallingaltogether, when I might not have been able
to get him up again, I threw myself off his back.

At the same moment the storm burst forth with greater
fury than before. I began to believe that I should perish';
but still I had some strength left in me, and resolved to
exert it to the utmost. As to facing the storm, that was
impossible, so all I could do was to turn my back to it and
move forward.

I might be going further and further from the wood, but
I trusted that Providence, which had hitherto preserved
me, would direct my steps towards some other shelter.
Still I in vain looked out for any object rising above the
apparently interminable plain of snow. The saddle-cloth
drawn tightly over my shoulders, somewhat protected my
back, but the wind whistled past my ears, which had lost
all sensation.

On and on I went, I knew not for how long. I could
scarcely think, indeed, I could scarcely feel, except that I
was suffering all over from pain. The storm sent me
along, in what direction I could not tell, though I supposed
that it was towards the south. The thick-falling snow hid
all objects, if any there were, from sight. My companions
might be in the neighbourhood, but I was not likely to see
them, nor they me.

c
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I tried occasionally to shout out, but I had not power to
send my voice to any distance. Still I went on, like a
hawker crying his wares in a town, but I had lost all hopes
of hearing an answer to my calls. At last so great became
my exhaustion, that I thought of killing my horse, opening
him, and getting into his body, fancying that I might thus
save my life. I drew my hunting-knife, and was about to
plunge it into the poor brute's chest, though even then I
felt a great repugnance to kill the faithful creature ; when it
occurred to me, should I get inside, that, after the heat had
left the body, it would freeze, and I might be unable to
extricate myself. I should thus be immured in a tomb of
my own making. The idea was too dreadful to contem-
plate for an instant.

I sheathed my knife, .and again walked on. Shortly
after this the storm sensibly abated. The snow ceased, the
wind fell; and as the atmosphere became clear I found
that I was on the edge of the plateau, and I saw before me
in the far distance a thick wood extending away to the
south. It bordered a stream flowing, I concluded, into the
Saskatchewan. I could find shelter within the wood should
the storm again come on, and I might be able to kill some
creature or other to satisfy the cravings of my appetite.

The hope that I might stili preserve my life raised my
spirits. My horse, too, appeared to be somewhat re-
covered: so I' again climbed up on the saddle, and this
time the animal consented to move forward, its instinct
telling it that food was to be found in the direction we
were going. Had I possessed my gun I should have been
better satisfied, as I could thus, without difficulty, be able
to obtain provisions and defend myself against any wild
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beasts or Indians I might encounter. My impatience made
me fancy that my horse was moving at a very slow pace.
He seemed to gather strength as he advanced, or rather his
muscles became more pliable, and he moved with less pain.
I was still, I calculated, at least two days' journey from the
Fort. It would be impossible for either my steed or me to
perform the distance in our present condition.

About the animal I had no fear, as it would be able to
pick up grass from under the snow, even should that not
disappear ; but my chance of obtaining food was far more
problematical. At last the sun shone forth and warmed
my well-nigh frozen body. Its bright rays cheered my
spirits, and I could look more hopefully to the prospect of
getting back to the Fort. I had not given up all expecta-
tion of falling in with some of my companions. It occurred
to me that they might at once have put before the wind, as
sailors say, and steered for the wood towards which I was
directing my course.

I looked out, almost expecting to see a wreath of white
smoke curling up from amidst the trees. . No signs of
human beings, however, could I discover. As we advanced
my horse increased its pace, and at last the wood was
reached, but on the weather side the snow was piled
up more thickly than even in the open ground. I
had, therefore, to make a circuit, till I could get to the lee
side.

In course of time, however, I reached it, and found a
deep bay or hollow formed by the trees. Here the snow
was comparatively shallow. As I threw myself from my
horse and took off the bridle, the sagacious animal imme-
.diately began to grub away with its nose in the snow, and

C 2
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soon got down to the green grass which grew there abun-
dantly.

I was very sure that my steed would not stray away, so
that there was no necessity for hobbling it. Fastening the
bridle over my shoulder, I hurried into the wood to collect
sticks to light a fire, at which I might thaw my shoes and
warm myself thoroughly. I was satisfied that, in spite of
the cold I had endured, I was nowhere severely frostbitten.
As I came along I had rubbed my ears with snow, which
had restored circulation. Even my feet and fingers,
though bitterly cold, had escaped.
- Having collected a number of sticks, I scraped away the

snow at a short distance from the trees, and piled them up.
I then felt in my pocket for my flint and steel and tinder
box. I at once found the latter, but to my dismay I could
not discover the flint and steel.
• I remembered giving it, the last time we encamped, to
Pat Casey, but I could not recollect whether he had
returned it. I was almost in despair. I feared that,
should I attempt to pass another night without fire, I must
perish, even were the cold less intense than it had been
previously.

Pat Casey was bound to give them back to me! He
must have done so.

I remembered that I had pockets in my waistcoat. I
unbuttoned my coat, and there at the bottom in the left-
hand pocket of my waistcoat I found my flint and steel.
They were of more value to me just then than a purse of
gold.

T quickly struck a light, and going down on my knees,
by the aid of some dried moss and leaves, and by dint of
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careful blowing, I soon had a fire started, as we say in the
far West. Eagerly I bent over it. Its genial warmth im-
parted new life to my chilled limbs and body. Then,
sitting down with my feet so close that I almost singed
my stockings, I gradually thawed my shoes. How com-
fortable they felt when I again put them on!

.I now began to feel the pangs of hunger, for I had taken
nothing since the previous morning. Food I must have at
all costs. I even glanced at my poor horse with wolfish eyes.

"I must eat it, if I can get nothing else," I said to
myself; but then again I thought, " by what means shall
I reach the Fort? I cannot trudge on foot all the distance
through the deep snow. I must let my horse live. It
would sorely grieve me to have to kill him."

Thoroughly warmed I got up with the intention of push-
ing into the wood, and trying to knock over some bird or
small beast. There were few young birds at that season
not well able to fly out of my way, and the animals of the
forest were likely to have been driven under shelter by the
snowstorm.

I still had the stick which had served me to mount the
hill, and make my way over the snow. I had left my
pistols in my hoisters. I mention this to account for my
not now having them. My only weapons, therefore, were
my long hunting-knife and this stout stick.

I was, I knew, more likely to find some animals deep in
the wood than on the borders, as they would have gone
there for shelter. As I went along I anxiously examined
every tree I passed in search of birds or the traces of squir-
rels, or any other of the smaller inhabitants of the woods.

Now and then a squirrel would look out of its hole; and
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on seeing me would be off to the trëe-top. Birds were rare,
and being perfectly silent at this season their notes did not
betray their whereabouts. The evening was drawing on.
I considered whether I could manage to -set any traps. It
would take time tó construct them, and I was starving.

As I wandered along, I found myself again near the
borders of the wood with a thick bush near me. At that
moment I caught sight of an animal of nearly three feet
in length, which I at once recognized as a " peeshoo," as the
French Canadians call it, though properly denominated the
Canadian lynx. Its fur was of a dark grey, freckled with
black. It had powerful limbs, and thick, heavily-made feet.
It was still when I first caught sight of it, but. presently it
commenced a succession of bounds with its: back slightly
arched ; all the feet coming to the ground at the same
moment.

Instead of moving forward in a direct line, I observed
that it was making a large circle, which it gradually de-
creased. I concealed myself behind the bush, hoping that
it would come near enough to give me a chance of rushing
out and striking it a blow on the back, when I could at
once have killed it. With intense interest, therefore, I
watched its proceedings. I now observed a small animal
which I saw was a hare in the centre of the circle it was
forming. The little creature, terror-stricken, seemed un-
able to run off, though being a fleeter animal than the
lynx it might easily have escaped.

The lynx approached nearer and nearer the hare, keep-
ing one of its sharp eyes fixed on it all the time, when
having got sufficiently near to reach its prey, it made two
bounds, and the hare the next moment was dead.
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A FIERCE COMBAT.

I was on the point of rushing out to secure, as I hoped,
both the lynx and the hare, when I saw a dark shadow cast
on the ground, and, looking up, I caught sight of a golden
eagle which must have come from the far-off rocky moun-
tains, in the act of pouncing down on the lynx ; the latter,
seeing its enemy, dropped the hare and prepared to defend
itself, and prevent its prey being carried off. In spite of the
large size of- the lynx the eagle .swooped downwards to the
attack, striking with its powerful beak the quick-sighted
animal on the back, into which it fixed its sharp talons.

The eagle·had, however, not so firm a hold as to prevent
the lynx from freeing itself ; then with its formidable claws
it sprang at the bird, tearing some of the feathers from
its breast.

On this the eagle rose into the air, and circling several
times round, a short distance above the earth, prepared
undauntedly again to descend, and renew the combat. The
lynx, watching every movement, as it saw the bird coming
made a tremendous leap, trying to seize it by the neck, but
the eagle striking its antagonist's body with its talons threw
it on its back, and again attempted to plunge its beak into
the throat of the lynx.

So furiously did the two creatures struggle, and so thickly
was the snow sent flying round theni, 'while the air was so
filled with the eagle's feathers, that I could scarcely distin-
guish what was taking place.

I should have rushed forward to destroy both the com-
batants, had I not feared that seeing me coming the eagle
might fly off, and the lynx scamper.away out of my reach,
and I was too weak to follow it to any distance. I there-
fore let the fight proceed, hoping that I might benefit by
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the utter exhaustion of. the two parties, as is often the case
when nations go to war, and a third interferes to reap an
advantage from the folly of the others. I had to restrain
my impatience for some minutes while the furious struggle
continued.

The bird now made an attempt to rise, but it seemed to
me that the lynx held it fast.· I could restrain myself no
longer, and, grasping my stick, I rushed forward. Both
creatures saw me coming. The lynx got on its feet, but
before it could make a single bound a well-directed blow
on its.back laid it dead on the .snow.s The eagle, to my
surprise, did not fly off, and Inow saw that one of its wings
was broken. It still presented too formidable a front to
be approached unless with due caution, for its beak might
inflict a serious wound.

Holding my stick ready I swung it with all my force
against its head, and the bird rolled over stunned. As it
might quickly come. to, I immediately drew my knife and
severed the head from the body.

I was too hungry, however, to stop and examine either
the eagle or the lynx, except to ascertain that the latter
was perfectly dead. A few cuts of .my knife soon settled
that point, and then eagerly taking up the hare, I hurried
with it back to the* fire. I did rot stop to skin it very
artistically, but running a spit through the body, I at once
placed it to roast-camp fashion-on two forked sticks. I
watched it eagerly for a few minutes, when, unable longer
to resist the cravings of hunger, I cut off one of the legs,
which I devoured nearly raw.

The keenness of my appetite being satisfied, I felt that I
could wait till the rest was more properly cooked. I now
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bethought me that it would be wise, while the hare was
roasting, to bring in the lynx;-at all events; for though not
dainty food, I had seen Indians eat the flesh of the animal,
and it was very possible that wolves might be attracted to
the spot and deprive me of it.

I might have to wait a long time before my larder was
supplied in so curious a manner as it had been on this
occasion. I therefore hastened back to where I had left
the lynx. As I got up to it, I saw in the distance an
animal which I felt nearly sure was a wolf. I must get
back to the fire with my game or the wolf might deprive
me of it.

Shouldering the lynx, the weight of which was as much
as I could carry, I struggled along with it towards my
camp. Every moment I expected to hear the wolf behind
me, bu't as I at once struck into the wood I kept out of the
creature's sight. I was thankful when I saw the bright
blaze of my fire between the trunks of the trees. Hurrying
forward, to my infinite satisfaction I found the hare safe on
the spit and almost done.

I threw down my burden close to the fire, having made
up my mind to fight for my prize should the wolf attempt
to take it from me. I might have to do battle also I knew,
not only for myself, but for my horse, which, should the wolf
discover, it would very probably attack.

The hare, which was now sufficiently cooked to be eaten,
wonderfully restored my strength and spirits. A portion
remained for my breakfast next morning, and I must then
commence on the flesh of the lynx.

I had been so far preserved, and I was under no appre-
hension as to what might happen. I reflected, however,
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that it would be necessary to prepare some defence both for
myself and my horse during the night against the attack of
wolves, and I considered how that might best be done.

As I had still a few minutes of daylight, I employed
them in cutting some stout sticks, which I fixed in the snow
at a short distance from the fire ; others I fastened with
withes to the top as rafters, on which I laid some branches,
covering the whole with snow.

I also formed the walls of my hut with snow. There was
fortunately a moon in the sky, which enabled me to continue
my labours long after sunset.

Having completed my hut, J collected a further supply
of sticks, and made up· my fire to last as I hoped for two or
three hours. I then went out, intending to bring my horse
close to the hut. I found him still at his supper, and he
seemed very unwilling to leave the spot where he had
cleared away the snow. On my speaking to him, with a
little coaxing, he, however, followed me, and I led him to
the side of the hut, where I secured him to a stake which I
managed to drive into the ground, for though covered with
snow, it was soft below it.

I then cleared away the snow sufficiently to enable him
to get at the grass. This seemed to content him, and I
hoped that he would remain quiet and get rested for the
journey which I expected to commence the next morning.
On examining my pile of sticks, I thought it would be
prudent to get a further supply so that I might keep the
fire blazing till daylight, and be able to cook some of the
lynx for breakfast, as also a sufficient quantity to take with

me.
For this object I was going along the edge of the wood,
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when suddenly a large animal rushed out from a thick
copse a short distance before me, planting itself in a
threatening attitude as if determined to dispute my pro-
gress. It was scarcely twenty feet off, and I knew that in
a moment its fangs might be fixed in my throat.

My situation appeared desperate, for I felt sure that
should I show the least symptom of fear the creature would
attack me. I prayed for the courage and firmness I so
much needed. Should I retreat, the monster would to a
certainty follow. Holding the bundle of sticks I had
already collected in front of me as a shield, I flourished
my stick, shouting as loud as my weak voice would
permit.

The wolf appeared somewhat startled and retreated a few
steps, still keeping its piercing eyes fixed firmly on me.
The creature's retreat, though it was but for a short distance,
encouraged me. I advanced. On seeing this it set up a
most fearful howl, which I concluded it did for the purpose
of collecting some of its fellows to assist it in its meditated
attack on me.

I redoubled my cries, shouting out, " Sandy ! Pat ! Pierre!
Come along !" with the idea that the wolf would suppose
I had companions at hand, who would come at my call.
As I advanced it kept retreating, but still continued its
appalling howls.
. It occurred to me that it was the wolf I had before seen,
and that it must have its aL the neighbourhood. This
was not a pleasant thought, but still I hoped that if I could
frighten it off I should not be further molested.

The wolf continued howling and I shouting for nearly a
quarter of an hour. At length finding that no other wolves
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came to join it, and that I was determined not to flinch,
it turned round, and in a few seconds was lost to view in
the surrounding gloom.

I learnt an important lesson from the adventure. It
showed me that by an exhibition of courage and determina-
tion, even enemies of far superior force may be deterred
from making an attack, and be put ignominiously to flight.
Having satisfied myself that the wolf had really gone off, I
returned to my but, looking back, however, every instant
to ascertain whether or not it was following me. I found
my horse still cropping the grass. He welcomed me with
a neigh, as I approached, to show his gratitude. It was a
sign also that he was regaining his strength.

I felt very thankful that I had not killed him, as I had
contemplated doing.

Having deposited my bundle of wood on the pile pre-
viously formed I crept into my hut. I then placed some
sticks across the entrance as a protection against any sudden

attack, and lay down on the pack-saddle, covering my feet
with the horse-rug. Though the cold was sufficiently severe
under other circumstances to have kept me awake, before
many minutes were over I was fast asleep.
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CHAPTER II.

First Night in my solitary Camp-Pat Casey rescued-Lynx
Broth-The Wolfs Second Appearance-Pat's "dhrameing."-
The Wolf again appears-Pat recovers and shoots the "Baste"
-Pat's novel Method of making a Fire burn-Loss of our
Powder-We construct Hunting-spears, and commence our
Journey-Our Horses mysteriously disappear-Marching without
Food-The infuriated Elk-Having taken Refuge in a Tree, my
Spear proves useful-Deers' Flesh a good Preventive against
Starvation-Smoked Venison-Miskwandib is starving, and so
are his Squaw and Children-Our narrow Escape from being
poisoned by Roots.

I HAD remembered before closing my eyes the importance
of awaking in a couple of hours. It was the last thought
that had occupied my mind. I recollect staiting up and
seeing the fire blazing brightly, which showed me that I
could not have slept half the time I had intended. The
next time, however, I awoke but a few embers were still
burning.

I sprang to my feet, and rushing out threw on some
sticks. I was compelled to blow pretty hard to make them
blaze up. I was afraid before they would do so that the
wolf might pay me a visit. Perhaps he might appear with
several companions.
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I was greatly relieved when the flames once more blazed
up, and on looking round beyond them I could see no
animal in the neighbourhood. I therefore again retired
within my hut, hoping that I might now rest securely till
daylight.

The appalling howls of the wolf still rung in my ears;
and though I slept on, it was under the impression that the
monster was about to attack me. I believe that the howl-
ings were only in my own fancy, for when I once more
awoke, and looked out, it was broad daylight.

My horse was standing quietly cropping the remainder
of the grass, though there was little enough he could
manage to reach. Having moved the stake to a little dis-
tance, and cleared away the snow, so that he might get at
the grass without difficulty, I made up the fire, and put
some of the lynx flesh to roast before it.

It would not I expected prove very palatable, but it
would enable me to support existence. While the flesh
was cooking I sat down inside my hut and devoured the
remainder of the hare. It was but a small animal, and
what I had left from the previous evening was not sufficient
to satisfy my hunger, which was somewhat ravenous after
the many hours I had gone without food.

I found in the morning, when attempting to move about,
that my limbs were very stiff, while my strength had
greatly diminished, and I began to doubt whether I should
be able to accomplish the journey I proposed without
taking longer time to recruit. I was, however, very un-
willing to delay longer than I could help. Alick would
be anxiously looking for me. I hoped that Sandy and
the other men had escaped, for I knew that they also,
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if they had strength sufficient, would not return home
without endeavouring to discover what had become of
me.

I however still suffered a good deal of pain, and when I
walked about my legs felt. stiff, and scarcely able to sup-
port my body; still I hoped that after I had breakfasted
I should be sufficiently recovered to commence my journey.
The lynx flesh being cooked, I ate a portion, but it was
tough and unsavoury, and I was not sorry to finish my meal.

I then got up, with the intention, before starting, of
watering my horse at the stream, which I knew would not
be yet frozen over, in spite of the cold. Putting on the
saddle and bridle, I led him along the edge of the wood in
search of some narrow part through which we could make
our way, for the wood, as far as I could see, bordered the
stream for its whole length. I went on for some distance
in the direction from which I had come, when I caught
sight afar off of a dark object rising out of the plain of
snow.

On examining it carefully between my hands, placed on
either side of my head, I saw that it was a horse standing
stock still, and it appeared to me that there was another
small body at its feet. It naturally occurred to me that
the horse must be that of one of my companions, and
immediately throwing myself into the saddle I rode
towards it. In a short time I was convinced that J had
not been mistaken-that the object I saw was a horse, and
that at its feet lay the body of a man.

Every moment was precious, for if he was still alive he
must be in an almost dying state, and would require instant
attention. As I got nea r I saw that the horse was held by
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the bridle, which the man on the ground was still grasping
in his hand. This gave me some hope that the person was
still alive.

I urged on my poor steed, who could scarcely move
through the thick snow. At length, on reaching the man
and horse, a glance showed me that the man was Pat
Casey!

Throwing myself out of my saddle, and kneeling down
by his side, I had the satisfaction of discovering that he
still breathed, though he was apparently perfectly un-
conscious. His horse was almost as far gone, and I saw
was unable to carry him.

My first thought was to get poor Pat to the fire and give
him some food. Exerting all my strength, I accordingly
lifted him on to my saddle, and holding him there, as
well as I could, I set off to return to my camp. His
horse followed mine, so that there was no necessity to
lead it.

Though the distance was not great, it took me a long
time to perform it, and I was greatly afraid that he would
expire before I could give him some food, and restore the
circulation in his veins. Hurrying on as fast as I could
make my horse move we at last reached the hut, before
which the fire was still burning. I brought my horse close
to the entrance, when, lowering Pat down off the saddle, I
dragged him inside, for I had not sufficient strength to
carry him; indeed, I had found it a hard matter to get
him into the saddle.

The first thing I did was to examine his brandy flask,
but found it empty. I would have given much for a small
portion just then. I next took some of the roasted lynx
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meat, which I applied to his mouth, and squeezed all the
juice out of it down his throat.

The slight quantity of nourishment he thus swallowed
with the warmth of the hut, had a beneficial effect, and he,
opening his eyes, seemed to recognize me though he
could not speak. This encouraged me to persevere in my
efforts to restore him. I got off his shoes and stockings
and rubbed his feet; then warming the stockings at the
fire, again put them on. I applied friction* also to the
palms of his hands and to his chest.

While I was thus employed I saw his horse, which had
followed us, approach the 1> it. It struck me that there
was something very like a pot hanging to the saddle. I
rushed out and caught the animal, when, to my delight, I
discovered our saucepan, with a tin mnig, which Pat at our
last encampment had probably forgotten to fasten to the
baggage-mule, and had consequently secured to his own
saddle.

Making up the fire, I instantly put on some of the lynx
meat to concoct some brotb, which would, I knew, prove
more efficacious than anything else I could give to my
suffering companion, while I myself should be very glad of it.

Fortunately his gun was fastened to his saddle, and he had
on his thick coat. A brace of pistols were also in his holsters.
Whatever might befall him I should thus have the means of
defending myself and of procuring game, for he had on his
ammunition-belt, which was well supplied with powder and
shot. The coat with the aid of the horsecloths would con-
tribute greatly to our warmth at night, though I could
dispense with it during the daytime.

While the broth was boiling, I continued to feed him
D
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with as much juice as I could press from the meat, for he
was not in a fit state to eat solid food. While I was
attending to Pat I allowed the horses to remain loose, as I
was sure that they would not wander far. I had given up
all idea of travelling that day, for Pat was utterly unable to
move, and I felt myself scarcely in a fit state to ride any
distance.

As soon as the soup was ready I took some in the cup,
and having cooled it in the snow, poured it slowly down
Pat's throat. His eyes seemed to be regaining their usual
brightness, but yet he did not speak. Waiting a little I
gave him some more, when I heard him say in a low voice,
" Arrah! now, but that's foine! Blessings on you, Masther
David."

"I am glad to hear you speak, Pat," I said; "you'll get
all to rights in time."

I next took some of the soup myself, but I cannot say
that I admired its flavour, though it warmed up my inside,
and contributed much to restore my strength. I kept the
pot on boiling, that I might give Pat more soup.

Thus the day wore on, Pat gradually recovering, though
as yet he was unable to give any account of himself. The
expenditure of the lynx flesh was c.onsiderable in making
the soup, but I hoped to be able with Pat's gun to shoot
some birds, or some other animal, and did not begrudge it.

Leaving Pat asleep I took his gun, and went out to see
how the horses were getting on, and to gather more sticks
for our fire. I brought in several bundles, and was re-
turning for some more, when, almost at the spot where I
had encountered the wolf on the previous evening, it again
made its appearance, snarling savagely at me. I should
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have shouted to frighten it away, but I did not wish to
awake Pat, as he could not have come to my help, so
holding the gun ready to fire, I advanced slowly with the
same success as before. When I stood still, so did the
wolf. When I moved forward, it retreated; I was un-
willing to fire lest I should miss it, and I thought it best to
refrain from doing so till it should come nearer to me.
At last, to my great satisfaction, it turned round and
bolted off. So rapidly did it retreat that I had no time to
take a steady aim at its shoulder, though I lifted my gun
for the purpose of doing so.

"I will not let you go another time, my fine fellow," I
said to myself. " If you show your ugly face here again,
look out for the consequences."

The wolf could not have been very hungry, or it would, I
suspected, have attacked the horses ; though I have since
heard that a single wolf will seldom attempt to kill a horse, a
pair of heels proving more formidable weapons than its fangs.

Having collected enough wood, I returned to the hut.
Pat was in the same semi-conscious state as before, still he
appeared to me to be getting better, and I hoped that by the
next day he would be sufficiently recovered to set off with
me towards the fort. I watched him anxiously for some
time, wishing, should he awake, to give him some more
broth. Finding that he slept on, I was compelled by sheer
drowsiness and fatigue to lie down, when I myself was soon
fast asleep. When I awoke, I found him sitting up and
scratching his head.

" Arrah! now, what's it all about?" he muttered.
"Shure I've been drameing. I thought I was out riding
along in the snow."

D 2
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" I hope you feel better, Pat ? " I said.
"For the matter of that,- I'n mighty ager after some

mate, for I do not know when I last put some between my
grinders," he answered.

" If you wait a bit, you shall soon have some broth," I
said, seeing that he was still weak and scarcely himself.
"Lie down, and Ill get it ready for you."

I quickly warmed some broth as I had promised, and
brought it to him. He eagerly swallowed it, and asked for
more. This I had not to give him, but I promised if he
would go to sleep again that I would get some ready for the
morning. I accordingly cut off some more meat, and
putting it into the pot, filled it up with snow. I then put
the pot on the fire, and sat inside the hut watching it while
it was boiling.

The occupation kept me awake. As I was looking out
into the darkness beyond the fire, I fancied that I saw a
shadowy form gliding by. It was, I suspected, that of the
wolf, which had been attracted by the scent of the boiling
meat.

The creature was afraid of approaching the fire, or I
should soon. have had the contents of my pot carried off.
I got Pat's gun, and having withdrawn the charge and
carefully reloaded it, I placed it by my side, to be ready
for use.

Now and then the wolf got near enough to show me its
glaring eyeballs, and several times I was greatly tempted
to fire, to try and kill it, but I did not wish to throw a shot
away; and, should I miss, the bullet might find its way
towards one of our horses, which were feeding at some
distance beyond.
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At last, on my throwing some more sticks on the fire,
which made it blaze up brightly, the wolf scampered off.
My cooking kept me awake the remainder of the night, and
I had some strong broth ready for Pat in the morning.
It had a flavour of its own, which would have been much
the better for some salt and pepper, not to speak of a few
vegetables ; but as they were not to be procured, we had
to take it as it was. Pat, as before, pronounced it "mighty
foine." Though it evidently did him good, he showed no
inclination to get up and exert himself. To my regret,
indeed, I found that he was still very weak, and had not
entirely recovered his senses.

I had, therefore, to make up my mind to stay in the hut
another day. To leave him in that state was impossible,
and I was scarcely in a fit condition to set out alone,
though I should have done so had I not found him.

The weather was tolerably warm, and the snow was
diminishing in depth, though where it went to it was diffi-
cult to say.

Pat, evidently getting better as the day drew on, I took
his gun and went out in the hopes of finding some game to
replenish our larder. The constant attack I made on the
lynx to supply our broth-pot, had greatly diminished the
flesh on the body. The first night, I had kept it inside the
hut ; but it becoming not over pleasant, I afterwards
fastened it to a cross-piece between two high poles, out of
the reach of wolves.

I was not afraid of meeting my old enemy in the day-
time, as by slipping a bullet into my gun I could quickly
have disposed of him. . I went sometimes into the wood,
and at others kept along just outside it ; b- t no animals of
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any description could I meet with, though I fancied I saw
some deer in the distance. They did not, however, come
near enough to enable me to be quite certain. It was pos-
sible that I might fall in with a buffalo-some solitary bull
perhaps-driven from the herd, but no traces of one could I
see on the snow. At last, as I was becoming fatigued and the
evening was drawing on, I unwillingly returned to the hut.

Pat was sitting up, almost himself again. I fully ex-
pected that the next day we should be able to start.
Having had some supper, I advised him to lie down ; but
he insisted on sitting up and watching while I took some
sleep, which I confessed I greatly required.

On awaking, I saw that he was at the entrance of our
hut, kneeling down with his gun at his shoulder.

" Hist ! " he said. " There's a baste looking in upon us,
and I'm just going to make him wish that he hadn't come
this way."

Before I could advise him not to fire he pulled the
trigger, and rushing out I saw my old enemy, the wolf,
struggling in the agonies of death on the ground.

" It will give us some mate, at all events, if not the
pleasantest food in the world," exclaimed Pat; " but
don't get near his jaws till you are sure he's dead
intirely."

Pat had taken good aim, and the animal's struggles were
soon over. I went round, and dragged the carcase close to
the fire, so that it was not likely to be carried off by any of
its comrades during the night. It was a huge, savage-
looking beast, and I thought that I must be very hard
pressed before I could eat its flesh.

No other adventure occurred during the night. Pat,
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whom I advised to lie down again, slept on soundly till the
morning, when he appeared to have almost recovered. On
looking out, I found that our fire had been extinguished.
The weather was very much warmer, and a slight shower
of rain had fallen, which had tended gradually to decrease
the depth of the snow.

We could not expect a more comfortable time for
travelling, and I proposed that we should at once set out.
Pat got up and tried to walk about.

" Shure! it's mighty quare I feel," he said, " but if I can
but climb on to the back of my baste, we'll be able to get
along somehow."

On observing Pat's weakness I felt rather doubtful about
this, and saw that it was necessary at all events that le
should have a good meal first, and that we should have

enough to eat on our journey. The first thing to be done
was to get the fire lighted. I set to work with some dried
leaves and bark which I had kept inside; but the sticks
being wet and somewhat green, would not burn up.

" Here, Pat! give me a little powder from your powder-
horn," I cried out.

It is customary, I should say, to use it in such cases.
Pat crawled forward, while I had stepped aside to look out
for some drier sticks. What was my dismay to see him,
instead of handing me the powder, or taking a little out in
his hand, uncorking his horn and pouring out the contents
on the burning leaves! Before I could cry out it explode.d,
blowing all before it, and sending Pat himself sprawling, six
feet from where he had stood, and myself nearly as far. I
lay stunned and senseless for some minutes. When I came
to my senses, I was seized with the dread that Pat was
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killed. The fire I saw was completely extinguished, and at
a distance lay Pat. I got up, and to my surprise, ascer-
tained that I had suffered no material injury, beyond having
my clothes somewhat singed.

On reaching Pat, I found that the horn which he had
held in his hand when the powder exploded, was blown to
atoms; but, on examining him, I could not discover that
he had received any wound, nor were his face or hands
even blackened. While I was looking at him, he opened
his eyes.

"Arrah! now, what's become of the powder," he ex-
claimed, lifting up his hand, which had held the horn, and
gazing at it ; "shure ! it's blown to smithereens."

"Indeed it is, and it's a mercy that you were not killed,"
I said. "What could make you do such a thing ?"

" Shure! just from not thinking of what I was about,"
he answered, endeavouring to get on his legs.

I helping him, he was able to walk back into the hut.
He soon completely recovered, and I sat by his side feeling
anything but comfortable or happy.

As it had turned out, the most serious result of his
thoughtlessness was the loss of our powder, for not a grain
more did we possess. Though we had a gun and shot,
they were ùseless.

"It's of no use mourning over our loss," I said at length.
"I'il try again to light the fire, and after breakfast we will
consider what is best to be done. There is a greater
necessity than ever for pushing on."

Pat agreed with me in this, and after several efforts· I
got the fire to blaze up, boiled some water, and cooked the
remainder of our lynx-flesh. Unpalatable as was our food
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we made a hearty meal, washing it down with warm water.
We would have given much for a pinch of salt, and an
ounce of tea, not to sp eak of sugar and milk.

" As we cannot use the gun we must be afther making a
weapon instead," observed Pat. " The best thing we can
do is to fasten our hunting-knives to the end of long poles.
They will serve as spears, and enable us with some chance
of success to defend ourselves against either Indians or
bears or wolves. We can at any time, if we want to use
our knives, take them off the poles again."

As Pat's idea was a good one, we immediately carried it
out. While we were shaping the poles, I saw him eyeing
the wolf.

"We may get some more tasty mate than that baste will
give us, but it's just possible that we may not, and shure it
will be wise in us to take as much as we can carry,"
he said.

I agreed with him, and before we bound our knives on
to the poles, we skinned and cut up the wolf, hanging the
hide on to the cross-piece to which the skin of the lynx was
suspended. Pat then chose what he considered the best
portions of the animal, leaving the remainder of the carcase
on the ground.

It was time to take another meal before we were ready
to start, so we cooked a piece of the wolf's flesh. It was
tough and unsavoury, but our teeth being in good con-
dition we managed to masticate a larger portion than I
should have conceived possible. I then got the two horses,
and, having saddled them, assisted Pat to get on to the
back of his.

"Forward !" I cried, and we moved on; but I saw that
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Pat sat his saddle as a sick man does, bending down, and
occasionally swaying from side to side; I was afraid that he
would fall off.

"Never fear, Masther David," he said, "'lil catch hold of
the mane before it cornes to that, and sure I can stick on
as well as Dan O'Rourke when he had got a skinful of the
crayther."

We both of us knew more or less the direction we were
to take, but having got out of the route between the forts,
the country immediately around was strange tc us. We
went on and on, keeping on the lower ground, and hoping
in time to strike the right trail. Our horses making
no objection, we concluded that we could not be far
wrong.

We had lost so much time before starting, however, that
evening overtook us before we expected, and we were
compelled to.camp at the first suitable spot we reached.
It was under shelter of a wood with a stream running
near it, at which we at once watered our horses. We then,
as customary, took off their saddles and bridles and turned
them loose to feed.

The weather being somewhat threatening I thought it
prudent to build a hut, both for Pat's sake and my own;
and while he, having collected some sticks, prepared a fire,
I set to work to cut the necessary stakes. It was very
similar to the one I had before constructed, and, as there
was plenty of snow on the ground, I formed the walls
of it.

The hut would be thus much warmer than if formed
merely of branches, which, though affording sufficient
protection in summer weather, are not calculated to keep
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out the cold. The only difference between our present
and former hut was that the one we had last built was
somewhat larger, so as to afford accommodation to both
of us.

We had nothing but the wolf's flesh for supper, and
though we tried it roasted and boiled, in neither state
could I manage to eat more than a very small quantity.
Pat munched away far more to his satisfaction, if not
greedily. It was, perhaps, in consequence of this that he
awoke in the night complaining of great pain. The only
remedy I could think of was hot water. It somewhat
alleviated his sufferings, but in the morning he was too ill
to proceed.

He urged me to go on to the fort, but this I refused to
do. I might be three or four days reaching it, or longer
should any untoward circumstance occur, and he might be
dead before I returned. This event made me feel very much
out of spirits. I was anxious if possible to procure better
food than the wolf's flesh afforded, so taking my spear I
went out to try and kill some animal or other. In vain I
searched in every direction. I was tantalized by the sight
of birds. I caught glimpses of a racoon and a couple of
squirrels, but I could not get at them. Had I possessed a
charge of powder I might have killed something.

At last, hunger compelled me to return, and I set to
work to cook more of the wolf's flesh. Detestable as I
had thought it, I was thankful that we possessed even that
on which to sustain life. I was too tired to go out again;
indeed Pat was so ill that I did not like to leave him.

Having led the two horses to the stream to drink, I
returned with our pot full of water to the hut; then making
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up the fire I lay down to sleep. On awaking at night, I
heard-the sound of falling snow. Our fire was out, and as
it would be a hard matter to relight it, and to keep it in
when alight, I did not rnake the attempt.

Next morning, when I looked out, the whole country
was a foot or more deep in snow. I turned my eyes in
the direction I expected to see the horses. They were
nowhere visible. Still, I hoped that they had only gone
round to the other side of the wood, and would soon
return. Pat was rather better. When I told him that the
horses were missing he looked much aghast, and acknow-
ledged that having awakened in the night, he had seen
several figures like shadowy forms passing in the distance
before the hut; but fancying he was dreaming he had
again dropped off to sleep.

" I hope you were dreaming," I observed, "but I shall
be more satisfied when I see the horses again."

Immediately after breakfast, taking my trusty spear, I
sallied out in search of our steeds, with very little doubt
that I should soon find them. Great was my disappoint-

ment, therefore, on reaching the place to which I supposed
they had gone not to see them. I went completely round
the wood and looked up the stream, but not a trace of
them could I discover.

Our condition had been bad before; it was now much
worse. I was convinced that Pat had really seen some
Indians, who had carried them off. We had cause to be
thankful that they had not attacked us; perhaps they were
deterred from the belief that we possessed fire-arms. They.
knew also that they would not be pursued as the snow
would have completely obliterated their trail.
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Here we then were, several days' journey distant from the
fort, without fire-arms, and my companion too ill to walk.
I looked at our store of wolf-flesh, and calculated how
many days that would last us. It would soon come to an
end, and then what could we do? Our friends might,
indeed, come in search of us, but the snow almost hid our
low hut; and, unless we had a fire burning, they might
pass by without discovering us.

I pass over the next three days. Pat got better, but our
store of meat came to an end. We had a few bones, which
we pounded, and with some roots which I dug up in the
wood I made a kind of broth. It was more palatable and
nutritious than I could have supposed.

I proposed going back to our former camp, to fetch the
skins of the wolf and lynx, as they would cut into strips,
and boiled, give us sufficient food to sustain life. Pat
advised me not to make the attempt. In the first place, he
thought that the skins would probably have been carried
off by the Indians, who were sure to have visited our camp;
and they might be in the neighbourhood, and seeing me
alone might take my scalp as a trophy of their prowess.
Notwithstanding the limited amount of unsavoury food
we had eaten, I retained my strength, and Pat regained
his.

At last every particle we possessed was consumed. Not-
withstanding the danger of marching without food, it was
better than remaining where we were, and early one morn-
ing, with our spears in our hands, Pat carrying the saucepan
and mug, we started forth. We had no great fear of
Indians, for should those who stole our horses have wished
to kill us, they would have done so at once. They could
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now track us easily in the snow ; but this they were not
likely to do.

We had got to some little distance along the bank of the
stream when Pat, who was rather in 'advance, stopped, and
made a sign to me not to move, while he pointed ahead.
There I saw several magnificent deer, which had come
down to the water to drink. It would have been a sight to
cheer our hearts had we possessed powder; but in spite of
our want of it, I at once resolved at all hazards to try and
kill one of the animals.

There were several young ones with them. We were
near a bush, behind which we slipped; then in low voices
we arranged our plan of operation. It was important to
keep to leeward of the deer, or they might have scented us.

We at once crept forward, crouching down and keeping
ourselves concealed by the brushwood. As we got nearer,
we perceived that the animals were moose or elk, the
largest of the deer tribe, with magnificent thick antlers.
We well knew the danger of attacking such animals, which
defend themselves both with these antlers, and alsý with
their fore feet; with the latter they can strike the most
terrific blows, sufficient to kill any assailant.

Stili, hunger made us daring. Besides the wood through
which we were making our way, poplars and several other
trees grew in the open ground.

We would, if we coùld have approached them, have
attacked one of the smaller animals, but they were feeding
farther away from our cover, and their mothers would
quickly have led them out of our reach. Close to the
wood, however, stood a magnificent stag, feeding leisurely
as if unconscious of the approach of a foe.
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Our plan was to rush out and attack him; and we hoped
mortally to wound him before he had time to take to
flight. The attempt was a desperate one, but it was worth
making.

We crept on noiselessly in Indian fashion, stopping every
now and then to be sure that the elk did not see us till we
had got within eight or ten yards of him.

" Now!" I whispered to Pat, and we both sprang up
and dashed forward with our spears aimed at the elk's
breast.

So completely surprised was he, that he did not even
attempt to fly, but stood staring at us with his large
lustrous eyes, till Pat's spear entered his chest, and I, who
was more on the outside, had wounded him in the
shoulder.

Pat, instead of pressing home his spear, withdrew it with
the intention of making another lunge, when the animal
started back, and reared on its hind legs, as if about to
strike Pat, who, seeing his danger, leaped back under
cover, calling to me to follow him. I had no time to do
this; but hoping that the wound which Pat had inflicted
would prove mortal, ran off to a distance.

The elk missed Pat but saw me, and immediately came
bounding towards me. I had barely time to slip behind a
thick poplar, when the elk's horns came crashing against it.
The animal, apparently, in its fury had not seen the tree.

Finding itself stopped, it retreated, when it again caught
sight of me, and made another rush, but, as before, I
avoided it by slipping round the tree.

Now it rushed with its antlers against the trunk ; now it
reared pawing with its feet ; one blow from either of which
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would have laid me low. My life depended on my quick-
ness of sight and agility. Each time long strips of bark
were torn off the tree, showing how it would have treated
my body.

Again it retired to charge in the same way as before. I
hoped that it would soon get tired of these performances,
but it seemed resolved on my destruction. To mount the
tree was impossible, and I dared not turn round to ascer-
tain what trees were behind me with branehes sufficiently
low to enable me to climb out of the way of the enraged
animal.

Pat did not come to my assistance. I hoped indeed that
he would not, for the elk would probably have seen him,
and would have pierced him with its antlers before he would
have had a chance of retreating. I was,.however, getting
very weary of the fearful game I was playing.

I wanted to ascertain what had become of Pat, but I
dared not withdraw my eye for a moment from the move-
ments of the elk. Ail my energies, all my senses were
required, to es;cape the dreadful charges it was making.
Now it would rush to one side of the tree now to the other,
while I had to slip round and round to escape its blows.
Not having my usual strength to begin with, I was
becoming very tired.

There seemed to be no likelihood that my antagonist
would give in. At last, I determined at all hazards to
carry out the plan I had formed, and to escape to some
tree, up which I could climb. I knew that should my foot
slip, and I fall to the ground, the elk would in a moment
be upon me.

I shouted to Pat, telling him what I intended to do, and
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hoping that he might appear and attract, if even but for a
few moments, the attention of the elk.

Some time elapsed before I could get to the side from
which I intended to take my flight. I waited for the
moment that the deer should make his charge against the
tree, when, as it would be some seconds before he discovered
that he had not caught me, I might have the start of him.

With a crash his antlers struck the trunk, and as I heard
the sound I darted off. I did not dare to look round to
see whether he was following. Almost breathless I reached
a tree, but it was not one I could climb. As I ran round it, a
glance I cast over my shoulder showed me the savage brute
tearing across the open ground in the direction I had taken.

On I went; another and another tree was passed. He
was nearly tip to me, when I saw one a short distance
ahead with a branch projecting at a height which I could
reach. The elk was close upon my heels when, grasping
hold of the bough by an effort of which I scarcely supposed
myself capable, I drew myself up beyond the reach of his
antlers, which the next instant came crashing against the
trunk just below my feet.

I had no wish, however, to let my antagonist go, and
having saved my spear I resolved to make effectual use
of it ; so, getting into a position between the branches
where I could sit securely, I got my weapon ready for use.

The elk having lost me retreated for a few paces, when
again catching sight of me he dashed forward, rearing up
on his hind feet.

With all the strength I possessed, I darted down my
sharp-pointed spear towards the top of its head. I knew
that the skull was thick, but that if my knife would pene-

E
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trate it, I should certainly kill it. The blow was more
effectual than I had dared to hope for. The moment the
moose was struck, down it sank to the ground, without
giving a single struggle. I could then for the first time
look out to ascertain what had become of Pat, shouting as
I.did so, and presently I saw him rushing out of the larger
wood towards me.

As he caught sight of the dead elk, he threw up his hat,
exclaiming "Hurrah! good luck to you, Masther David!
Erin go bragh! We'll not be afther starving at any rate."

On seeing him coming I descended from my perch. We
greeted each other with a hearty shake of the hands, as if
we had been long absent. We lost no time in skinning our
game, cutting out the tongue, and is large a portion of the
haunch as we could carry.

Having prepared our loads, I was about to set off, when
Pat exclaimed: " Stay, Masther David, before we are back,
the wolves or vultures will have got hould of our mate.
It's more than they desarve, the varmints."

Saying this, he carefully cut away the inside of the
animal, and drew forth a large bladder which he emptied of
its contents, and then blew into it till it was inflated to the
full. He then secured it by a thin line drawn from the
intestines, which he fastened to a branch overhead, so that
it hung vibrating in the breeze over the body of the carcase,
glittering brightly as it slowly moved to and fro.

"That will keep the bastes away till we come back," he
observed.

I rather doubted, however, the success of the experiment.
We at once returned to our camp, where we left our pot
and Pat's useless gun, and the few other articles we had
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brought with us. We soon got a 'ire lighted, and our veni-
son cooked, and a very hearty meal we made.

Having secured the meat inside the hut, before which we
left the fire blazing, we returned for a farther supply, as we
intended to dry enough to last us for the time we should
take to reach the fort.

As we approached the spot, we saw numerous birds
seated on the branches of the surrounding trees, and at a
short distance a dozen at least of the smaller prairie wolves.
Both one and the other were evidently scared by the glit-
tering balloon.

Our shouts prevented the wolves from approaching, and
allowed us ple:nty of time to obtain a farther supply of
venison. More we could not have carried with us even
when dried, so we left the remainder of the carcase to the
birds and beasts of prey, who would certainly, after sunset,
pounce upon it.

Our first ca re on arriving at our camp was to cut the
venison which we did not require for immediate use into
thin strips. These we proposed drying in the sun and
smoke, and then packing in as small a space as possible to
carry on our backs.

Thankful for our preservation, we lay down that night to
sleep, hoping that nothing would prevent us from con-
tinuing our journey on the following morning. Eager as
we were to proceed, we agreed that it would be wiser to
spend another day in' preparing our meat, and recruiting
our strength, for though both of us were much recovered,
we were not fit for a long tramp, with the fatigue at the end
of the day's journey of building a hut and collecting wood
for our fire.

E 2
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We were very busy all day smoking the venison and
drying it in the sun, the heat of which was still sufficient
for our object. We could hear the wolves during the night
wrangling over the carcase of the deer, but they did not
pay us a visit. As they would have had sufficient food, we
did not fear that they would attack us ; should they do so,
we were prepared to receive them with our sharp spears.

The morning of our departure arrived. Breakfasting on
the remainder of our fresh venison, we did up our provisions
in two packs, including our other articles; and with our spear-
handles as staffs, set forward on our journey in good spirits.

We had met with many dangers, and surmounted them
all ; and we hoped that should we have more to encounter,
that we might be preserved by the same merciful Providence
which had hitherto watched over us. My chief anxiety
now was about what had happened to Sandy and Pierre:
still, thoroughly well acquainted with the country as they
were, and accustomed to emergencies of all sorts, I hoped
that long before this they would have made their way home.
Pat could give no account of them. He had been separated
froni them as I was in the snow-storm, and had ridden on,
not knowing where he was going. Had I not found him,
he would undoubtedly have perished.

We trudged on manfuily all day, stopping only for a
short time about noon to eat a portion of the cold venison
which~we had cooked, so that there was no necessity for
lighting a fire till we reached our camping-ground at night.

Had we possessed more clothing we should have been
saved the trouble of building a hut; but as we had only our
horse-cloths to put over our shoulders, we were afraid of
suffering from the cold should we sleep in the open air.
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We marched straight forward without even looking for
game, as we had food enough, and were unwilling to lose
any time. Our belief was that we were directing our course
exactly for the fort, .but, after marching on for four days, I
began to have some uncomfortable misgivings on the sub-
ject. We might have kept too much to the south and
passed it, for the snow covered up the slight trail which
existed, and we had only the general appearance of the
country to go by.

I had never led a party, having trusted to Sandy or
others, and therefore had not sufficiently noted the land-
marks. I now bitterly regretted my carelessness, and re-
solved in future to note for myself, on every journey, the
most remarkable points, so that I might, when alone, be
able to find my way.

" Shure! the fort's a mighty dale furder off than I
thought for," observed Pat, as we were forming our camp
on the evening of the fifth day.

I then told him my own apprehensions. He looked
somewhat uncomfortable.

." But we have still got some venison in our packs, and
must try back, I suppose," he said. "I can think of no
other course to take."

After we had fixed up our hut, we had a serious talk as
to what was best to be done. I proposed going northward,
and endeavouring to reach a branch of the Upper Sas-
katchewan, on the batik of which our fort was situated, as
by following the stream up .or down we must eventually
come upon it.

This was, indeed, our only safe plan, and we determined
next morning to pursue it. Darkness had come on. We
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were engaged in cooking our supper, roasting a portion and
boiling some of the dried venison to serve as a beverage.
We had had no time to dig for roots during our journey,
but as soon as we halted, while I was preparing the fire,
Pat went into the wood to search for some. He brought in
a large handkerchief full, but, as we were very hungry,
we agreed that we would wait until the next morning
to cook them for breakfast, as they would require a good
deal of boiling. We therefore piled them up on one
side, that we might peel and prepare them after
supper.

I was stirring the pot, when, looking beyond the flames, I
I caught sight of the figure of a man slowly approaching.
The light falling on him showed me that he was an Indian.
He held a bow in his hand, and a quiver of arrows was at
his back.

" Hillo! some one is coming," I exclaimed to Pat, who
was lying down, and did not therefore see the Indian; and
was probably not seen himself.

Pat started up, and mechanically placed his hand on his
gun which was lying near him, forgetting that it was un-
loaded.

The Indian must have observed the action, but without
taking notice of it, he quickly came up and stood opposite
to us on the other side of the fire.

" Whaugh !" exclaimed the stranger, in a tone of surprise,
looking at Pat and me. "I did not expect to find white
men here, at this time of the year."

"Who are you ?" I asked.
I am Miskwandib, and wish to be your friend," answered

the Indian. "At present I am h.ungry, and should be glad
of food. Had I been an enemy I could have killed you
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both with my arrows at a distance, and taken what I
require."

"Much obliged to you, friend Miskwandib, for your kind-
ness," said Pat. "Sit down, and make yourself at home,
and you shall have some of our supper." Pat spoke partly
in English, and partly in the Cree language.
. The Indian understood him, and coming round to our
side of the fire sat down next to Pat. We immediately
handed him some of the venison, which he eat ravenously
while I put on a fresh piece to roast. It greatly diminished
our stock of provisions but we could not withhold it from
the starving Indian.

" Have you any friends in the neighbourhood, Misther
Miskwandib ?" asked Pat.

" I have my squaw and children encamped at the farther
end of the wood," he answered. " They, too, are starving
and want food. They. nearly perished in the snow-storm
which occurred some time back, and since then I have been
unable to kill any game for their support. You with your
fire-arms will be able to obtain what you may require."

We, of course, did not wish to say that we had no
powder, or that I had not even a gun. Pat and I, after a
short consultation, agreed that humanity demanded we
should share our provisions with the starving Indians.

While we were talking, the Indian's eye fell upon the
roots by Pat's side.

"What are these for ?" he asked.
" Shure! to cook and até," answered Pat.
" If you eat these roots, before many hours are over you

will be dead men," exclaimed the Indian, taking them up
one after another, and throwing them to a distance, re-
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serving only four or five of a different species to the rest.
"These are wholesome, if you boil them sufficiently ; they
are such as my family and I have lived on for many days
past."

Being assured that the Indian spoke the truth, we thanked
him for the timely warning he had given us. We now did
up the larger portion of what remained of our meat, re-
serving only enough for the following day, and giving it to
him, asked if he knew Fort Black, and would agree to guide
us to it. He seemed somewhat surprised at our liberality,
and replied that if we would wait a day or two, till his
family were fit to travel, he would show us the direct way to
it. We understood from him that it was some distance off.

I replied that, as our friends were expecting us, wewished
to set off at once, and that if he would point out the direction
of the fort we could find our way alone.

"As such is your resolution, may the Good Spirit guide
you! I cannot leave my family, and they will be unable to
travel for two days at least." Saying this, he got up and
drew a line on the ground pointing to the north-east.
" That is the direction you must follow," he said. "In
three days you will reach the fort."

We knew by this that we had gone too far to the west-
ward, and not sufficiently to the north. We hoped that
now we should be able to make our way. We were thank-
ful to think that we had only two nights more to stop out,
and unless the weather changed very much for the worse we
were not likely to suffer.

The Indian having done up the meat we had given him,
without expressing any gratitude took his departure, and
was soon lost to sight in the gloom.
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"Miskwandib! that's the name of the 'red head' or
'copper-snake,"' I observed. "What do you think of our
friend, Pat ?"

"I don't altogether trust him," he answered. "He may
be an honest man, and have told us the truth; but he may
be a rogue and mean us harm, notwithstanding all he said."

" He might have shot us with his arrows had he been so
inclined," I answered, "and at all events he did us a great
service in warning us of the poisonous character of the roots
you dug up. I feel pretty sure, too, that he pointed out
the right direction to the fort."

Still Pat was not convinced of the honesty of Miskwan-
dib. He was never very friendly to the Indians, and cer-
tainly begrudged parting with so much of our venison
though ready to do as I wished.

We sat up for some time, half expecting another visit
from the Indian, but we did not see him, and at length
lay down to sleep, Pat promising to keep one eye open,
in case he should steal into our camp and help himself to
the remainder of our venison.
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CHAPTER III.

Our Last Fragments of Meat are consumed-Fortunate Discovery of
a Flask of Powder-Pat's Lasso-The maddened Buffalo Bull-
Pat's Lasso is turned to useful Account-Buffalo Tongues roasted
-Pat's "Irish "-Our Buffalo Meat becoming exhausted, we are
sadly in Want of Food-Pat's strange Behaviour-His mysterious
disappearance, with the Gun-I go in Search of him-Failing to
find him, I am overjoyed at meeting Bouncer-The " Bull
Boat," or Parchment Canoe-Shooting Rapids-Black Fort once
more-Sandy and Pierre's Adventures-Our Young Lady Visitors,
Rose and Letty-The Meat Pit.

"COPPER-SNAKE " did not return during the night, nor did
we the next morning see anything of him; we therefore
packed up, and began our tramp in the direction he had
pointed out.

The sky had hitherto been clear, but the clouds now
began to spread over it, though there was scarcely a breath
of air. In a short time the sun was so obscured that it no
longer enabled us to steer our course. We had marked
a hill, however, in the distance, and marched on guided by
it.

The hill was of less height,and not so far off aswe supposed,
and when we had crossed it, we could fix on no object to
serve as a mark. Notwithstanding this, we kept straight on
till we came to a stream. We then had to make our way
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for some distance down it till we could find a ford. Though
the water was very cold, by taking off our shoes and trousers
we waded across without wetting our clothes.

We were unable to decide in what direction the stream
ran, and crossing it somewhat confused us. It might, Pat
argued, be running north, or north-west, and still fall into
the Saskatchewan; or be running east.

Neither the appearance of the sky nor the wind served in
any way to guide us. At last we were obliged to camp, as
neither of us had strength to go farther. By the next even-
ing we had exhausted, with the exception of a few
mouthfuls, the whole of our stock of dried venison, but as
we hoped during the next day to reach the fort, we agreed
that we could manage to keep body and soul together with
the little which remained; still, I did not feel very com-
fortable. The idea would intrude, that "Copper-Snake"
might have misled us, or that we had wandered out of our
course. If so, we should be very hard pressed for food, or
death by starvation might after all be our fate. I remembered
too the anxiety mybrotherAlick would be enduring about me.

There were, in the neighbourhood, others who, should
they hear that we were missing, would be greatly concerned
about us. Some way off, farther to the westward at the foot
of the hills, was a Missionary Station, of which a Mr. Crisp
had charge. His two children, Martin and Rose, were great
friends of ours.

In the winter, when we could travel over the country on
sleighs, we frequently paid them a visit at the Missionary
Station, which, in the summer, when the river was full, we
could reach in a canoe, by making three or four portages
past the rapids.
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Martin was rather younger than I was, and Rose was
somewhat older. She was a sensible, clever girl, and we
were all much attached to her and her brother.

Mr. Meredith, who had charge of Fort Ross, had a
daughter, Letty. I admired her very much. She was a
fair, blue-eyed little girl, just a couple of years younger
than me, and I would have gone through fire and water to
serve her.

I was much disappointed at not finding her at Fort
Ross, for, she had been spending the summer with Mr.
and Mrs. Crisp, for the purpose of receiving instruction
with Rose from Mrs. Crisp, who was a highly educated lady.

Mr. Meredith looked a little more careworn than usual.
Reports had been brought him that a large party of Sioux
had made an incursion into our territory, and it was not
known in what direction they had gone. He had advised
us to keep constant watch, and to push forward as fast as
our horses could move.

Should Sandy and Pierre not have returned to Fort
Black, I felt confident that Alick would send to Fort Ross to
ascertain when we .had set out, and to obtain assistance in
searching for us.

Remembering, however, that it was wrong to indulge in
anticipations of evil when we had already been so mercifully
taken care of, I succeeded in putting away my anxious
thoughts.

The next day was like the past. The sky was clouded;
there was not a breath of air, and we had no certain means
of knowing in what direction we were proceeding. We ate
the last fragments of meat we possessed, before starting, to
give us strength for the journey.
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On we went, but still I was unable to recognize any of
the features of the country. Noon approached, and we
were·getting desperately hungry. After the danger we had
run of being poisoned by the roots Pat had dug up, we were
afraid of trying others, for neither of us were certain which
were wholesome and which poisonous, they both looked so
much alike.

We were passing the border of a small wood, when Pat
gave a shout.

"It's my belafe th'ere's the remains of a camp-fire," he
exclaimed, pointing to a spot a little distance off.

We hurried towards it. There was a black spot round
which the snow had been scraped away, and near it was a
pile of sticks, but none of the embers remained; the ashes
having apparently been blown away by the wind. There
were marks of several feet around, in all directions, which
made us suppose that the party had been a numerous one.

I was looking about when my eye fell on a small object,
almost covered by the snow.

I ran towards it. It was a powder-flask!
Eagerly I pulled out the cork. It was almost full.
"Here's a prize, Pat !" I exclaimed, holding it up.
"Thank Heaven for it," cried Pat. "l We shall now be

able to shoot any bird or baste we catch sight of, but it was
a bad look-out for whoever left it behind."

"I think it tells a tale," I answered. "The party, whoever
they were, must have hurried away; perhaps from the
appearance of a body of Indians, or they might have gone
off in chase of some deer or buffaloes."

"If that was so, no one would have left his powder-horn
behind," observed Pat. "It's my belafe they took to flight
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to escape from Indians. It must have been in the day-time,
for there are no pieces of bark about, or any signs of a night
encampment; but how the Indians came to miss the
powder-flask, is more than I can say. Let me look at
it?"' He examined the flask carefully, as I had been
doing.

"It's my belafe," he said; "that it does not belong to any
of the people of the fort. My idea is that a party of white
men have come over the Rocky Mountains by Jasper House,
and have stopped here on their way eastward, intending to
reach Fort à la Corne, or Fort Pelly farther south, though
I doubt unless they can procure sleighs, if they vill get there
this winter."

"Be that as it may, the powder-flask is a God-send to
us," I said ;" and I hope that the owner will not be the
worse without it. At all events, let us load your rifle to be
ready for any animal which may come across our path."

We searched about for any other treasure which might
have been left behind, but could discover nothing in the
immediate neighbourhood of the fire.

It would be useless to stop where we were, so taking it
for granted that the fugitives had gone eastward, we con-
tinued on at right-angles to their trail.

We had not gone far when, crossing a piece of meadow,
where from its exposure the snow had almost disappeared,
Pat cried out, "There is something else worth having;" and,
darting forward, he lifted up a long lasso composed of
buffalo hide. One end had been cut, the other was fixed
by an iron stake with a ring, into the ground.

"The owner of this must have mounted his horse in a
desperate hurry, and cut him free," he observed. "If the
Indians had taken him, they would have carried off the
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lasso and stake. We shall hear more about this some day,
but I only hope the whites got safe off."

Coiling up the lasso with the stake, Pat hung it over his
shoulders.

" If any buffalo are in the neighbourhood, they are likely
to visit this neadow," he observed ; "and if we see any,
won't we !" and he made signs of biting away with his teeth
so furiously, that I coùld not help laughing at his grimaces.

" Come! that's right, Masther David. It's a great
thing to keep up one's spirits, especially on an empty
stomach."

We were proceeding along the edge of a wood which
bordered the meadow, when we caught sight of several dark
spots. By keeping close under the trees we got still nearer
to them, when to our infinite satisfaction we discovered that
they were buffaloes.

So busily v - re they feeding, that they did not see us,
but they were still too far out from the cover to allow us to
get a shot at one of them; starving as we were, it was a
matter of the greatest importance not to allow them to
escape.

In summer, with proper precautions, when the grass was
long, we might have managed to creep over the ground
without being discovered by the animals, but with the white
mantle which now lay on the ground we should be certain
to be seen.

We remained hid behind some bushes, Pat's mouth
watering with the thoughts of the buffalo meat he hoped
to obtain, and my hand trembling with anxiety. Though
we could not approach the animals, they might draw nearer
to us. We were still waiting in the expectation of their
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doing this, when another buffalo appeared on the scene,
and bellowing loudly approached the herd. They retreated
towards the wood, but still at a distance from where we
were, when a bull advanced from among them to meet the
new comer. The latter bellowed still more loudly, and
was answered by his antagonist.

In another minute the horns of the two animals were
crashing furiously together.

"Now is our time," I cried, and rushing forward with
Pat's gun in my hand, I approached the combatants. Pat
followed, keeping somewhat to the right of me.

I had got to within about thirty yards of the two animals,
who were moving about now on one side, and now on the
the other with the greatest rapidity, so that it would not be
very easy, I knew, to hit a vital part.

Dropping on my knee that I might take a steadier aim,
I raised my rifle and fired at one of the buffaloes, which at
that moment presented its side to me. It was in the act
of making a rush. at its opponent, but fell before their
horns met, when the other immediately rushed at it leaping
over the prostrate body of its foe.

I was about to reload my rifle, when the victorious
buffalo caught sight of Pat and me, and throwing up the
snow with its hoofs, and bellowing with rage, it dashed
towards us.

" Run for a tree ! run for a tree! " cried Pat, "or the
baste will be upon us; " and suiting the action to the word,
he made towards one at no great distance off. I, following
his example, ran in the direction of one which appeared
somewhat nearer to me. As I began to move, I felt some-
thing slip from my fingers. It was my powder-flask ! For-
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tunately, I had not yet withdrawn the cork. I had to
run as fast as I had been compelled to do when escaping
from the elk, with the bellowing buffalo close to my
heels.

I had barely tine to swing myself into the tree, when
the enraged animal was up to me.

The buffalo dashed forward for some paces when, not
seeing me in front, it turned up its eyes and espied me a few
feet only above its head: on this it made a furious charge
at the tree, which shook so that I feared it would be up-
rooted or broken off by the force of its blows.

I shouted to Pat to make a diversion in my favour.
"l I'1 do it if I have the chance," he answered; "but why

don't you shoot the baste ?"
I told him that I had lost my powder-horn, and that my

rifle was unloaded.
All this time the buffalo was going round and round the

tree, charging at it; now on one side, now on the other.
This it continued doing for what appeared to me a very
long time.

Sometimes it retired to a short distance, but it was to
return again with its rage seemingly increased.

The tree, which was but a large sapling, trembled to the
very roots, and I had to hold on tightly to escape being
shaken off.

I entreated Pat to shout, and try and attract the atten-
tion of the savage brute.

At last I saw him descending from his tree, and approach-
ing cautiously, in an attitude which showed that he was
ready at any moment to beat a rapid retreat. As he got
nearer, he began to shout at the top of his voice, clapping
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his hands. Then he took out a red handkerchief, and
waved it. The buffalo did not at first observe him, but as
soon as it caught sight of the red handkerchief, with a loud
bellow it went charging at headlong speed with its horns
close to the ground, at my companion.

Pat lost not a moment in scampering off, but he had only
just time to reach the tree, and to climb*up on to the bough
from which he had descended, when the buffalo's horns
struck the trunk just below his feet.

" It will be all right now, Masther David," shouted Pat,
"don't be afther throubling yourself more about the
matter."

As he said this I saw that he was uncoiling his lasso, and
forming a noose at the end. He then took his seat on the
bough in an attitude which would enable him to throw it
with certainty.

The buffalo, however, was not to be .so easily caught.
Again and again it retreated, charging up to the tree, and
rushing round it, without affording Pat an opportunity of
letting the noose drop over its head.

At last the animal came close under where Pat was
sitting. He dropped the noose, and giving the lasso a jerk
brought it over the animal's horns, and completely round its
neck.

No sooner did the buffalo find itself adorned with this
somewhat tight cravat-an article of dress to which it was
not accustomed-than it began to pull away with all its
might ; but of course the harder it hauled the tighter became
the noose, till, almost strangled, it rushed towards the tree
with the idea, apparently, that it would thus be able to
liberate itself.
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THE BUFFALO SHOT.

• "Now's your time, Masther David," cried Pat, "you can
pick up your powder-horn and soon settle with the baste."
Slipping from the tree, I hurried towards where I had

dropped the powder-horn, guided by the traces of my feet,
and recovering it, immediately reloaded my rifle. Pat
shouted to me to make haste, as he was afraid that the
buffalo would break loose. I, of course, was not likely to
delay longer than I could help. Stopping within a dozen
paces of the buffalo, which eyed me as I approached, I
lifted my rifle to my shoulder, and fired.

The buffalo, a moment before, bellowing with rage and
exhibiting its mighty strength, at that instant sank down
to the ground, and before Pat, who had slipped from the
tree, had time to plunge his hunting-knife into its throat, the
monster was dead.

The remainder of the buffaloes had taken to flight, leav-
ing us masters of the field and in possession of two fine
animals. We had, therefore, only to cut off the humps
and extract the tongues, which are considered the most
delicate morsels; intending, however, to secure a larger
portion as soon as we had satisfied our hunger. Choosing
a spot close to the trees where we were completely sheltered
from the wind, we speedily lighted a fire, and had one of
the tongues roasting before it. The effect of a hearty meal
was very satisfactory. We both of us found our strength re-
stored and our spirits rise, as we now felt sure that we should
have food enough to last us till we could reach the fort,
even should it be farther off than we had supposed.

Having cut off and packed up as much buffalo meat as
we could carry, we proceeded on our journey intending not
to stop till nightfall. Though we had a good load on our

F 2
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backs we trudged along merrily. The air was pure, and
though the cold was considerable we did not feel it while
in exercise. At night, though we had not rnuch to cover
us, we were able to keep ourselves warrm before a blazing
fire. Had we enjoyed sufficient time, we might have skinned
the buffaloes and made two robes which would have formed
sufficient bed--covering, even during the hardest frost, but
of course we could not delay for this purpose, besides which
we should have been unwilling to add them to our loads.

From every height we reached we looked out eagerly,
hoping to see the fort or a portion of the river which
flowed by it. Twice we caught sight of Indian wigwams
in the far distance, but we avoided them, not knowing
whether the inhabitants might prove friends or foes. In
either case they would be sure to deprive us of our buffalop
neat and perhaps of our lives.

Could we have been certain that they would prove friendly,
it might have been worth while to sacrifice our provisions,
for the sake of being guided to the fort, with the road to
which they would be well acquainted. We took care not
to encamp till we had got to a good distance from the
wigwams we had last seen, as the smoke of our fire might
betray us.

"Shure! before the sun sets this day, we shall reach the
fort," observed Pat, as we were preparing to start after our
breakfast; but the sun did not appear in the sky, or rather
the clouds obscured it, and we had no certain means of
directing our course.

As I said before, an Indian or an experienced white
hunter would have been quite independent of the sun, being
able to tell to a certainty the points of the compass by the
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appearance of the bark on the trees, or moss on rocks, or
many other signs of which both Pat and I were ignorant.

I had only lately returned from school in Canada, and
Pat, though a capital follower, was not born to be a leader.
He did not possess the gift of observation, and like many
another Irishman was always making the most curious mis-
takes. I should never have been surprised when he was
loading his gun, had he put in the shot first and the powder
afterwards ; and a story was told of him, that, having for-
gotten to put any powder in the pan of his lock, each time
that his gun missed fire, he added a fresh charge ; and when
at length he did prime his piece, and firing, it went off
knocking him down, he jumped up exclaiming, " Hurrah !
shure, that's only one charge! There's five more to come
presently."

Still Pat was a faithful fellow, and did his best; which
must be allowed was much in his favour, so that he was a
favourite with every one-French voyageurs, English
trappers, and half-breeds.

"I do hope we shall reach the fort before to-night," I
answered to his last remark.

"Shure ! if we do not, we've got mate enough to last us
for a week. If our shoes don't give out, we will have no
raison to complain at all at all," he exclaimed.

I little thought at the time he spoke that a whole week
would pass by, and that even then we should be as far as
ever, for what we could tell, from the fort. Had the sky
been clear we could have proceeded in a straight line, but
obscured as it remained, we, I feel sure, made many a
circuit, though we did not exactly hit on our former camp
fires.
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The snow at this period of the year, just before the early
winter set in, rapidly disappeared, so that the marks of our
footsteps were obliterated. Sometimes, as we trudged on,
I felt as if I was in a troubled dream, aiming at a point and
never able to reach it.

The end of the week came; our buffalo meat was nearly
exhausted, and we saw neither deer nor any other animals.
Though for the past two days we had husbanded our store,
it came to an end at last, and we were as badly off as we
had been before. Our shoes were worn out, our clothes
torn, though we still, with a sufficiency of food, should have
had strength to go on. Even Pat lost his spirits, and he
neither sang nor talked as before. I felt ashamed of myself
at having been unable to find my way, when I thought
that I should have no difficulty in doing.so.

Night was approaching, and we must encamp without a
particle of food to restore our stren'gth. Frost had set in
that day, and the cold before morning might become very
severe. Tired as we were, to prevent ourselves from
perishing we must light a good fire.

At last we reached a wood, and immediately setting to
work collected all the sticks we could find. We had no
time to build a hut, and all we could do was to put up a
few slabs of birch-bark close to the fire, and creep in under
them, and to go supperless to bed.

I could not sleep for thinkinig of our dreary prospects.
Pat's manner too during the day had been very unusual, and
caused me much anxiety: the hardships we were enduring
were evidently beginning to tell on him. Strange to say,
though I was so much younger, I bore them better than he
did. Pat, I must confess, at times had been too fond of "the
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crayther," which had, I concluded, somewhat weaken.ed his
constitution. He frequently did not appear to know what
we were doing or where we were going, and spoke as if we
were out only on a day's shooting excursion. I had
generally kept the gun in my own possession, as I was a
better shot than he was, and had more chance of killing
any game we might corne across. Frequently he. had
declared that he saw buffalo and deer in the distance, and
wanted the gun to go in chase of them; but as I vas very
sure that none were in sight, I had kept it till the idea
wore off. Twice I rose to make up the fire, the flames of
which I kept watching till they sank low. It was very
important to keep it blazing, lest any wolves, or a still
more terrible grizzly bear, should find us out.

Finding myself at last dropping to sleep, I called Fat,
and told him to keep an eye on the fire.

" Of course," he answered, " don't be throubling yourself,
Masther David ;" and I saw him sitting up and rubbing his
eyes. Trusting that he would do as he promised, I lay
back and quickly dropped off to sleep.

It was bright daylight when I awoke. On looking round
J found that Pat was not where I had last seen him. Sup-
posing that he had awoke early, and, unwilling to arouse
me, had gone to collect some sticks to make up the fire, I
did not feel anxious. When, however, I got up and looked
round on every side, I could nowhere see him. Still fancy-
ing that he could not have gone to any great distance and
would soon return, I occupied myself in scraping the
embers of the fire together.

At last, after waiting for some time, I became still more
anxious. He had, I.found, taken the gun with him, but,
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strange tc say, had left the ammunition behind. This cir-
cumstance made me fear that he had lost his senses, and
had gone off, not knowing what he was about.

He might, however, have gone out, I thought, in search
of game.

"Well! if he has gone, I trust that he will bring back
something for breakfast," I said to myself, "if he manages
to hit with his first shot."

Taking my spear in my hand, I at last set out, intending
to track him. The snow, as I have before said, had nearly
all disappeared ; but still here and there I could trace his
footsteps without much difficulty. I went on for some
distance till I arrived at a wood. I entered it, and was
soon utterly unable to discover in what direction he had
gone. Again I felt my inferiority to an Indian under
similar circumstances.

I had left our pot and tin cup at the camp, and I feared
that should I push on in the attempt to discover him, I
niight lose myself altogether, and not be able to make my
way back. I accordingly returned to the camp, having
still some hopes that Pat, making a circuit, might rejoin me.

I waited, but waited in vain. At last I became raven-
ously hungry. I had the skin in which our meat had been
packed, and singeing off the hair, I cut a portion of it into
thin strips. After the skin had boiled for some time,.
I attempted to eat it, by cutting it up into very small
pieces. I managed to chew them, and to drink the water
in which they had been boiled. The food, such as it was,
somewhat allayed the gnawings of hunger. I still kept a
portion for Pat, should he appear without any game, but
the day wore on and he did not corne.
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Though I frequently before during our disastrous expe-
dition had been very miserable, I now felt more wretched
than ever, beginning seriously to fear that I should perish
with hunger. While I thought of myself, I at the same
time thought of poor Pat, greatly dreading that some acci-
dent must have befallen him ; either that he had met a
grizzly bear, and had been squeezed to death, or been
carried off and killed by Indians.

If such had been his fate, the same might be mine.
Stilli, I determined to struggle on, so long as I had life
to do so. The day was already so far advanced that I
thought it wiser to remain where I was, and not to start off
till next morning, when I intended to push northward, in
hopes of at last getting to the fort.

I passed the night in attending to my fire, and taking
short snatches of sleep. In the morning I boiled some
more skin, and having eaten it, slung the pot over my back
and commenced my solitary march. I walked on till
nearly noon, when, utterly exhausted from want of sleep
and food, I sank down under shelter of a copse which I had
just reached. How long I had remained in a state of un-
consciousness I could not tell, when I felt something lick-
i.ag my hand. I opened my eyes with the idea that a wolf
or a grizzly bear was about to seize me.
. What was my astonishment to behold our dog Bouncer,
a general favourite at the fort, but especially attached to
me.

"Bouncer! old fellow, where have you corne from ?" I
exclaimed.

As soon as he heard me speak, he began leaping round
me, and barking for joy at finding me alive.
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"Where are the rest, Bouncer? Are they near at hand ?"
I asked, but the only reply Bouncer could make was to wag
his tail and bark, and attempt to lick me ail over.
. The sight of the faithful dog greatly restored my
spirits, and even my strength, for I was able to get up and
walk more steadily than I had been doing during the whole
morning. I looked about in every direction, expecting to
see some of my friends who had come in search of me; but no
one appeared, nor did Bouncer show any intention of leaving
my side. That he would know the way to the fort I felt
very sure, and I now hoped that I should have no difficulty
in reaching it. He looked in pretty good condition, so I
judged that he could not have been very long on the search.
I walked on as I had been going when I sank down, and
as he did not attempt to lead me in any other direction, I
concluded that I was taking the right course. Before long
we came to a wood. As I suspected that I should be led a
considerable distance out of the direct line of march should I
attempt to go round the wood, I made my way through
it, and found that it bordered a broad stream, too deep
apparently in that place to ford, I therefore continued down
the stream. Before I had gone far, what was my surprise
to see lying on the bank, a small canoe, known among us as a
bull-boat or parchment canoe. It was formed of buffalo
hide with the hair scraped off, stretched over a framework.
It contained a single paddle, but there was nothing else
whatever in it. The canoe appeared to be in very good
condition, and to require nothing whatever doing to it to
make it fit for a voyage down the stream.

From its construction, I came to the conclusion that it
was not a canoe belonging to our fort, though at first I
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EMBARK IN A CANOE. 75
supposed that it must have been left by some of the party
who had come out in search of me. Of on»e thing I felt
sure, that the stream would conduct me into the river Sas-
katchewan, and that i should now be able, without farther
fatigue, to arrive at the fort.

Hunger made me anxious to get off as soon as possible.
As I launched the canoe, Bouncer stood watching my pro-
ceedings with evident satisfaction, and convinced me that
he knew I was right.

Being well acquainted with the management of a canoe,
I had no fears about making the voyage in safety. I
stepped in, and Bouncer followed, sitting in front of me ;
then taking the paddle I shoved off, and commenced my
voyage down the stream.

The current ran gently, and I paddled on, expecting to
have an easy voyage. As I was not acquainted with the
appearance of the banks, I did not know how far off the
fort was; but I knew that I must have some distance to
go. I could not possibly tell when I might reach my
destination.

Had poor Pat been with me, I should have been very
happy, but his disappearance caused me much anxiety. I
knew, of course, however, that as soon as I got to the fort
a party would be sent out to look for him. I paddled
eagerly on, expecting every moment to come to some part
of the river with which I was acquainted.

The stream became more rapid, and the banks were
higher than at the spot at which I embarked. Occasion-
ally there were low cliffs, and here and there rocks pro-
jected some way from the shore, compelling me to keep in
the centre of the stream. Noy and then wild fowl rose up,
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and in their flight passed but a short distance from the
sight of my longing eyes. Had I possessed a rifle, I would
have stopped and shot one of them to satisfy my hunger.
Now I proceeded a mile or two with scarcely any percep-
tible current; now I reached a part of the river with trees
of considerable height, growing on both banks, the wind,
which was pretty strong, blowi ng amid their branches, and
causing a loud murmuring sound. It contributed some-
what to drown another sound which now reached my ears.
The sound I heard was that of rushing water, and I guessed
that some rapids were near, but their exact distance off I
could not tell.

Eager to get to the end of my voyage, I paddled on. I
fancied that I should without difficulty, should I find my-
self near the rapids, paddle to one bank or the other and
land, so that I might examine them before attempting their
descent. If I found them too dangerous, I could carry my
canoe overland and launch it again below them.

Suddenly, however, a loud roar burst on my ears, and I
found the -canoe drawn rapidly forward. Bouncer looked
up and barked, gazing towards the shore. I attempted to
turn the canoe and paddle in that direction; but the current
was too strong to enable me to succeed. I at once saw
that my only chance of safety was boldly to descend the
rapids.

I grasped my paddle tightly. In another moment the
bow of my canoe was on the very edge of the cataract, and
the next instant gliding downwards like an arrow, the water
boiling and hissing on either side.

I looked anxiously ahead, to ascertain if there were any

rocks in the way. Should my frail canoe strike on one, she
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must in a moment be knocked to pieces ; and in so rapid a
current I might find it very difficult to reach the shore,
though I knew that Bouncer would give me all the assist-
ance in his'power.

I held my paddle in the water, my only aim being to
keep the canoe with her head straight down the rapid.

SHOOTING THE RAPIDS.

She floated buoyantly, though it seemed a wonder that she
should not be overwhelmed by the tumultuous waters raging
around her.

Much depended on rny retaining my presence of mind,
and avoiding any rocks which might appear. On and on I
went ; now a dark rock rose on one side, now on the other,
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the spray as the water struck them from above being
scattered far round, and often completely deluging me.

Now the canoe seemed to be hurrying on to a rock, when
by exerting all my strength, I directed her course so as to
avoid it, and the next moment was shooting by, almost
touching as I passed. Thus the canoe rushed forward in
its rapid descent. I had no time to think or to consider
what I should do, if it were to strike. I could not tell how
long a time was spent in shooting the rapid; I only know
that at length I found myself at its foot, floating on the
comparatively tranquil water.

Striking, now on one side, now on the other, I made the
canoe dart forward and continued my course, thankful that
I had escaped the danger, and earnestly hoping that I
should not have to encounter another of a similar character;
still I knew that very possibly there might be more rapids
before the stream emptied itself into the broad Saskat-
chewan.

Should I find myself much above the fort, I might have
others to shoot in that river; but I was well acquainted
with them, and had no fear about being able to guide my
canoe in safety amid the rocks which rose up here and
there across the stream.

I was becoming almost faint with hunger when, to my
great satisfaction, I recognized several spots along the
banks I was passing, and I knew that I was not more than
a couple of miles above the mouth of the stream. As the
current was pretty strong, the distance was soon accom-
plished, and I found myself in the Saskatchewan, which
even thus far, in the very heart of America, and only ten
days' journey or so from the base of the Rocky Mountains,
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is a river of considerable width. Had I not known that
there was a hearty welcome and abundance of food at the
end of my journey, I could not have borne the hunger
I -was enduring, but hope cheered me on.

At length my eyes were gladdened by the sight of the
flag waving above the fort, and I could see the palisades
which extended to the edge of the bank above the
river.

I renewed my efforts, and Bouncer set up a bark of de-
light to announce my coming, feeling, I have no doubt,
very proud in the belief that he had brought me back. So
he had; and he would, I am sure, had I not found the
canoe, have led me overland, but his instinct had told him
that the most speedy way of reaching the fort would be by
water.

Not till I was close to the bank was I discovered, when
my brother Alick, followed closely by several other persons,
hurried out of the gate to welcome me.

"Why! David, you appear as one from the dead," he
exclaimed, wringing my hand. "We had almost given you
up as lost. We have sent out party after party to look for
you, and Bouncer alone has the honour of bringing you
back. Martin and Rose and Letty have been as unhappy
as I have felt. They are all eager to know what has
happened to you."

"I cannot tell you until I have had something to eat," I
answered.

Just then looking up I saw the friends he mentioned,
whom I had no idea were at the fort. They all warmly
shook hands, but forbore to put any farther questions, for
they saw how weak I was; indeed, had not Alick and
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Martin assisted me, short as was the distance, I could not
have reached the fort.

We were soon inside, and Rose and Letty hurried to the
kitchen, to get some buffalo steaks and white fish, which
were fortunately cooking for supper.

A good meal greatly restored me. My first inquiries
were for Sandy and Pierre, whom I had not seen. I was
greatly relieved to hear that they had found their way to
the fort two days after the snow-storm, with all the
baggage animals and my horse, and had since gone out
on the expeditions to search for Pat and me.

Sandy would not believe that I was lost, but had again
set out only two days. before. From the direction he had
taken, I was in great hopes that he would fall in with poor
Pat, and bring him back safe. I-ow Bouncer had come to
find me, or to whom the canoe belonged, no one could tell.
When the previous expeditions had set out, Bouncer had
been chained up, as he had a peculiar antipathy for
Indians ; and it was feared that, should any be met, he
would fly at them, and do mischief, or get killed himself.
He had observed the several parties setting out, and had
sagaciously surmised that they were going in search of me,
without being able to understand why he should.not have
been allowed to accompany them.

Soon after Sandy had last started from the fort, he had
managed to make his escape, and had either followed
Sandy's trail, or had taken an independent course by him.
self. Which he had done, it would be impossible to ascer-
tain, nor did it matter. I, at all events, felt deeply indebted
to him, and we became more attached friends than ever.
On the canoe being examined, Alick and the other people
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in the fort were decidedly of the opinion that it was built
by Indians, and must have come down from the upper part
of the stream, which rose a considerable way to the south-
ward; they also believed from its appearance that it had
not long been hauled up on the bank. It had very
evidently belonged to a Plain Cree, as those people are
hunters of buffalo, and when living in the neighbourhood of
streams or lakes, construct these parchment canoes for the
purpose of fishing. This they are compelled to do, as there
are but fkw birch-trees of any size in the part of the country
they inhabit. Except in shape it was very similar to the
coracles still in use, as I have read, on the Wye and other
rivers in England.

The canoe was carried into the fort; Alick intending,
should the owner appear at any time, to return it, and pay
him for its use.

I now inquired how Martin and his sister Letty came to
be at the fort. They had, I found, arrived a few days
after we left it for Fort Ross.

"My father and. mother," said Martin, when Rose and
Letty were out of the room, "wished us to come, as I am
sorry to say that the Indians in our neighbourhood have
lately been showing a bad disposition; and though the
converts who live round us are faithful, and would defend
us with their lives, they are but few in number compared
to the heathen Indians. The latter have, during the
summer, suffered greatly from srnall-pox, and their cunning
medicine-men have persuaded them it is owing to the
circumstance that some of their people have deserted their
ancient customs, and that the complaint has been introt
duced by the pale-faces. They are not very clear abou-
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the matter, but regard my father with an evil eye, instead
of treating him as before with respect, even when they
declined listening to him. He is not alarmed about him-
self, but he thought it prudent to send Rose and Letty to a
safer place, and directed me to take charge of them.
Though very unwilling to leave him and my mother, I was,
of course, obliged to obey his commands. We came down
the river in a small canoe. It was so severely battered on
the voyage that, though we escaped actual shipwreck, your
brother Alick considered it would be highly imprudent to
continue the voyage in it to Fort Ross. We therefore
despatched a messenger to Mr. Meredith, requesting him
to send us up an escort ; but we greatly fear, as we have
received no answer, that the man must have perished in the
snow-storm which overtook you."

Alick had the same fears about the mniessenger Jacques
Alon, the only man who could be spared from the fort.

Jacques wished, himself, to go, declaring that he could
make his way without difficulty, even though a whole tribe
of hostile Indians were on the watch for him. Whether he
had been cut off by Indians or had perished in the snow,
remained doubtful.

Though very sorry to lose poor Jacques, we were thank-
ful that our friends were safe with us, and we promised to
take very good care of them till Mr. Meredith should hear
of their being at Fort Black, and should come, as he pro-
bably would, to fetch them away. Alick and I would, at
all events, in the meantime enjoy their society.

Martin was a great friend of ours, and the young ladies
added a brightness to the routine of our ordinary life at the
fort; not that we were ever idle or found the time hang
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heavily on our hands. Each season had its various occu-
pations. We were either out hunting buffalo, or deer, or
smaller animals, or were fishing in some of the neigh-
bouring lakes for white fish, or were preparing them or
pemmican for our winter stores, or for travelling ; or pack-
ing the skins we had obtained, or trading with the
Indians.

The buffaloes which we killed when ice could be obtained,
either at the end of the winter or after the frost had set in,
were preserved in a very easy though somewhat rough
manner. We had a deep circular pit, like a well, dug in
the fort. The sides were lined with ice, and a layer of
ice was placed at the bottom. The carcase was then cut
up, and a layer of meat pressed tightly down on the ice;
another layer of ice was then thrown in and another layer
of buffalo meat; and thus layer after layer of ice and meat
was placed in the pit till it was full. It was then covered
over with ice and boards, and earth, so that we had always
an ample supply of fresh buffalo meat at our command,
even during the hottest time of the year.

Fish we preserved in the same manner. Of course,
during the winter, there was no necessity for putting them
into the pit. We had only to let them freeze, and they
remained hard frozen till the return of spring.

We had lately obtained a good súpply of both meat and
fish, so that we were well able to entertain our guests.

On speaking to Alick privately, I found that he was not
very well satisfied with the temper of some of the Indians
in the neighbourhood who had, hitherto, professed to be our
friends; while reports had reached him that the Blackfeet
and other tribes of Sioux were threatening to drive the
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pale-faces out of the country. He, of course, laughed at
the idea of their making the attempt.

" Though they might attack small parties of travellers,"
he said, "or such forts as ours in advanced positions. How-
ever, if they do come, we shall be able to defend ourselves,
and teach them that they would have been wiser to keep
to their hunting-grounds. On the chance of their coming,
I have made every preparation for defence, and they will
not capture Fort Black with as much ease as they may
suppose."
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CHAPTER IV.

Hurrah ! Pat is found-Sandy Mc Tavish's Yarn--His Discovery of
Robin Gray-Toboggining-The Dog-train-Our Sorrow at the
Departure of Rose and Letty-We start on Snow-shoes---Wolves
out Foraging-A Race for Life--The Fort in Sight-Safe at last
-Robin's Story-His Capture by the Indians-Wamegon-His
poor Feet-His Imprisonment in the Log-" Netuobwa," his
Indian Mother-The Indian Dance-Wamegon persecutes him
-Robin's novel Method of killing a Deer-Wamegon perseveres
in his Cruelty.

I HAD been two whole days at the fort, and no news had
been received of Sandy and his party, who had gone in
search of poor Pat and me.

I was rapidly recovering my strength, and Rose and
Letty by their kind attentions greatly contributed to raise
my spirits. They had not been told of the danger Mr.
Crisp apprehended, and Rose only supposed that she was
going to Fort Ross for the sake of being a companion to
Letty. They were therefore perfectly happy, and laughed
and joked as their natural tempers inclined them to do.

We were of course rather anxious about Sandy and
poor Pat. The latter I scarcely expected to see again, for
ill as he was when he went away from me, I feared that if
not at once found, he would have been starved to death.
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I have not yet described our fort. It consisted of strong
palisades, surrounding nearly half an acre of ground, with
wooden towers at the four corners, projecting so as to
enfilade each of the sides. The whole was surrounded by
a trench, which would make it difficult for an enemy to
approach the walls, if they were well defended with
musketry. The interior was occupied by dwelling-houses
and stores, and huts and wigwams for the accommodation
of the hunters and canoe-meri, who might be detained
during the winter.

Though small, our fort was thus of considerable strength,
and we had no fear, should it be attacked, of being able to
defeat any number of Indians who might come against it.

Evening was approaching when the look-out, *who was
always stationed at the top of the highest tower which faced
the open country, gave notice that he saw several persons
on horseback approaching.

We hurried up the tower with our spy-glasses, and before
long, greatly to our satisfaction, we distinguished Sandy at
the head of the party.

"Hurrah !" I exclaimed, "and there's Pat. I'm sure it
must be him, and Pierre is riding alongside him, and
supporting him on his horse."

"I see a boy, too," exclaimed Martin. "He looks to me
very like an Indian, and yet I fancy he's got a white face.
Who can he be ?"

As the party drew nearer, we were satisfied that we were
right in our conjectures. We all hurried out to meet them.

Sandy, as soon as he saw me, jumped off his horse, and
nearly shook my hand off in his délight at finding I was
safe.
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"I thought it was all right," he exclaimed, "as I'il tell
you by and by. We found your last resting-place, and
traced you to the canoe, and as I discovered that Bouncer
had made his way to you, I felt sure that you had gone
down the stream, thongh I was not so sure how you would
have shot the rapids."

"How do yoi know that I came down in a canoe ?" I
asked.

"I have not been so long in the country, and accustomed
to Indian ways, not to have seen that you had launched a
canoe from the bank, besides which I had another proof, if
any had been. wanting; but I'll tell you all about it
presently," he answered.

"And how did you find Pat?" asked Alick.
"And who is that boy in the Indian dress ?" inquired

Martin.

"If you put one question at a time, young gentlemen, I'il
tell you how it all happened," said Sandy ; " but if you have
no objection we'1l go into the fort, and have some supper
first; for as we have pushed on to get here before nightfall,
we have had no opportunity of satisfying our hunger since
noon."

The horses of the party being taken by the other men,
we entered the fort together, Martin regarding the youn'
stranger with a look of curiosity. He appeared to be
somewhat abashed at finding himself among so many white
people, though it was very evident from his features and
complexion that he was himself a white. Martin, who was
always kind-hearted, seeing the unwillingness of the boy
to advance, went towards him, and taking his hand said,
" Come along ! we want to hear all about you."
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The boy opened his large blue eyes, but made ho
answer, though he understood Martin's signs, and accom-
panied him willingly. Martin then led him up to Rose and
Letty.

"Perhaps he can understand you, but he makes no reply
to anything I say to him," said Martin.

Rose spoke to him first, and then Letty exclaimed,
" Surely you can speak English ?"

The boy shook his head, though he tried to say some-
thing, but was unable to pronounce the words.

" You understand what we say, though," remarked Letty,
"I am sure you do by your looks !"

The boy nodded, and a smile for a moment irradiated
his features, * though they quickly again assumed their
former startled look.

" He has spoken English, and I am very sure will be able
to speak it again," said Martin. " He has evidently been
living a long time among Indians, and it's my belief he has
made his escape from them. Is that the case, boy ?"

The young stranger considered for a moment, endea-
vouring to understand what Martin had said, and then he
again nodded.

"I knew it was so," exclaimed Martin. "We shall soon
find out all about him, and in a few days he will be able to
speak English as wei as any of us. Come aloiig ! boy,
you are hungry, I'm sure, after your long ride, and we are
all going in to supper."

Martin taking possession of the young stranger, I did not
int'èrfere, but followed Pat, who had been led into the
house. Though the poor fellow had apparently lost his
senses, he certainly had not lost his appetite, and as soon
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as the food was placed before him he began t6 devour it
eagerly.

"Let him take his meat," observed Sandy. "It'll do
the chiel gude. He hasna had muckle to put intil his
inside, though we spared him all we could from our
store."

We asked Sandy no further questions till supper was
over, when he gave us an account of his adventures.

Pushing directly southward, he had come across the trail
Pat and I had made in our wanderings several days before;
when, following this up, he had reached our last camp a
short time after I had quitted it. At first, misled by the
trail I had formed when going in search of Pat, he had
continued to follow that; but convinced at last that I had
returned, he was on the point of coming back, when one of
the men saw an object, which he was sure was a human
being, lying on the ground under a tree. They soon dis-
covered it to be Pat, who had fallen to the groUnd ex-
hausted, and would very soon have died. By pouring
some spirits-and-water down his throat, he revived, and
still farther recovered when he had taken some. food.
Though able to speak, he could give no account of him-
self or me.

Sandy, who had come across the trail I had formed
when returning to the camp, now pursued it, and dis-
covered that I had passed through the wood, towards the
river. He had gone about half-way, when he caught
sight of a person endeavouring to conceal himself among
the bushes. He at first supposed that an Indian was
lying in ambush for some sinister object, and keeping his
gun ready to fire he made his way towards the spot.
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His surprise was great, when he discovered the young
white stranger whom he had brought with him.

The lad was much alarmed at first, but his confidence
returned when he found that he had fallen into the hands
of people of his own colour. He could speak but a few
words of the dialect of the Plain Crees, though sufficient
briefly to explain that he was making his escape from a
tribe who had kept him in slavery, and that his intention
was to descend the river, which he fancied fell into the
ocean ; and he said that he there hoped to meet with
friends who would be glad to have him b*ack.

Sandy, on hearing this, accompanied him to the bank of
the river, where, not finding his canoe, he expressed the
most bitter disappointment.

Sandy, at length, comforted him with the assurance that
he would take him by a safer route to some white people,
who would endeavour to discover the friends of whom he
was in search.

"More than this I was unable to learn," observed Sandy,
"but it's vera clear that the boy was kidnapped by the
redskins sometime or other, though not long enough ago
to make him forget his relatives and friends. At the same
time, not having spoken a word of English for three or four
years, or, perhaps more, he finds it almost impossible to
express what he wishes to say."

We all agreed that · it would be better to let the young
stranger become accustomed to us, before we questioned
him about his history. If then he had ever, as Sandy sus-
pected, spoken English he would probably recollect it.
At present we had great difficulty in communicating
with him, as he was chiefly accustomed to speak the
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language of the Sioux, with which we were unac-
quainted.

Rose and Letty volunteered to take him in hand.
"We shall soon find out all about him, if he has got a
tongue in his head," said Rose, laughing ; "he will trust us
more readily than he will you boys, and I am very sure
that we shall soon hecome friends."

No event of importance occurred for some time at the
fort. Our hunters went out, and were successful in killing
several buffalo, which gave us an ample supply of meat
for the winter.

The frost had now set in, not to break up for several
months, and snow covered the face of nature. When not
engaged in our duties, we boys and girls amused ourselves
by toboggining, the sloping bank of the river affording us a
capital place for sliding down. We each of us had manu-
factured a toboggin, which is a small sleigh composed of a
long thin slip of willow-wood turned up in front. Several
of ours were large enough to carry two, and we each of us
were eager to obtain the company of one of the young
ladies, I especially that of Letty.

I sat at the extreme after-end of the toboggin to steer it
with my feet, while Letty sat just in front of me. The
snow which lay thickly on the sloping bank was soon
hardened. Placing the toboggin on the top, we took our
seats, when a very slight shove was sufficient to send it off,
and down we slid at a rapid rate, increasing our speed
every instant, till we had gained sufficient impetus to glide
right across the frozen surface of the river to the opposite
bank, which also sloped at a convenient angle.

Steps were cut up on one side.of the slides, by which we
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ascended to the summit. Thus we were able to pass back.-
wards and forwards, the rapidity of the motion and the risk
of upsetting giving excitement to the amusement.

Alick generally took charge of Rose, who was not at all
unwilling to have him as her charioteer. The other boys
had.smaller toboggins, each having one to himself.

TOBOGGINING.

Up and down the icy hills we went, and across the
bright glassy river, laughing and shouting for hours
together ; indeed, I confess that we were never tired of the
sport.

Sometimes, I must own that we were upset, and rolled
down to the bottom, though we were never much the worse
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for the catastrophe ; for of course we were all well wrapped
up in warm clothing.

The young stranger entered into this amusement with as
much zest as any of us. He quickly recovered his spirits,
and, under the tuition of Letty and Rose, soon found
English words in which to express himself. His English
name, he told us, was Robin, though he had been called
Kishkanko by the Indians.

" It is a very ugly name, and we don't intend to call you
by it," said Letty.

" Pray don't ; I would rather be called Robin, as I used
to be when I was a little boy, by my father and mother and
sister."

"Then you had a father and mother and sister," said
Rose.

" Oh, yes! and I love them so much, and they love me;
and I wanted to go back to them, and thought I should
have died when the cruel Indians would not -let me,"
answered Robin.

"We want very much to hear how it was that the Indians
toók you away from your family," said Rose; "you must
tell Letty and me all about it."

Robin passed his hand across his brow, as if to try and
recollect his thoughts. It was very evident that the cir-
cumstances were of a painful description. He was about
to begin, when it was announced that several dog-sleighs
were approaching the fort from the eastward. There was
no doubt that they were coming from Fort Ross.

We all hurried out to meet them, and in a short time we
saw that. Mr. Meredith himself was leading the party,
which consisted of two clerks and several hunters. He was
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on his road, he said, to Mr. Crisp's Missionary Station, to
bring away his daughter Letty, and Rose, if her parents
would allow her to accompaniy him; and he was very happy
to find that they were already with us. He had heard
rumours of the disaffected state of the Indians in the neigh-
bourhood of the station, and was unwilling to allow his
daughter to remain longer there. He intended, indeed, to
try and persuade Mr. and Mrs. Crisp to quit the place, at
all events till the return of spring, when, even if they went
there again, they might at any time make their escape
down the river, should they be threatened with danger.

Martin, however, assured Mr. Meredith that his parents
would not on any account be induced to quit their station;
and that, though they were not blind to the danger, they
were resolved to await whatever events might occur.

On hearing this, Mr. Meredith, who was anxious as soon
as possible to return to Fort Ross, determined not to go
farther, but said that he would spend two days with us to
recruit his men and dogs, and then go back to his own
fort.

We were very sorry to part with Rose and Letty, though
it was, of course, but right that they should be under the
care of Mr. Meredith. I was afraid that I should also lose
Martin ; but he had been so happy with us, that he begged
hard to be allowed to remain on, and Mr. Meredith con-
sented to let him spend the rest of the winter with us.
Alick could give him some work to do, while at Fort Ross
there were already as many clerks as could find employ-
ment.

We were afraid also that Robin would be taken away;
but Alick, having discovered that his great wish was to be
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sent to the eastward, where he affirmed that he had friends
living, it was determined to allow him to remain at Fort
Black ; as any travellers who might be coming from across
the Rocky Mountains were more likely to visit us than
they were Fort Ross, which was out of the road. It was
settled that, should no one appear, Robin should be sent
by water when the navigation was again opened in
spring.

Robin himself would gladly have accompanied Rose and
Letty; but when he understood the object of our keeping
him, he seemed perfectly reconciled to the arrangement.

Al matters having been settled, our friends prepared to
set out. There were three sleighs dravn by dogs. Mr.
Meredith took charge of his daughter Letty, and Rose was
driven by Mr. Màcmillan, the eldest of the two clerks, of
whom I suspect Alick felt rather jealous.

The third sleigh carried a small bell-tent, intended for
the use of the young ladies, as they would- have to encamp
several nights cn the journey. The rest of the men were
to travel on snow-shoes by the side of the sleighs, with
which they could very easily keep up. They were all well
armed, for, thouglh Indians were not likely to be moving
about at that season of the year, it was still possible that,
should they have heard of Mr. Meredith's journey, they
might make an attempt to cut him off; at all events it
was wise to be on the safe side.

We were very sorry indeed to part with them, but we
kept up our spirits ; and as they issued early one morning
from the gate of the fort, we all sallied forth, cheering
them on their way. We little thought at the time, what
events were to occur before we were again to meet.
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Martin and I accompanied them for some distance on
our snow-shoes.

" N:>w, lads! you have gone far enough," said Mr. Mere-
dith. "It is not wise to make too long a journey at the
commencement of winter, before your ankles are well
accustomed to the straps of your snow-shoes. You will be
getting the racquettes, and may knock up before you reach
the fort."

We were compelled to obey him, and wish him and our
fair young friends good-bye. We stood watching them tilI
the sleighs appeared like so many black ants in the far
distance, while we could not even distinguish the men who
ran by their sides.

"Comé !" said Martin, "we must put our best feet fore-
most, and get back as soon as we can. There's no chance

of losing the trail, so long as we have daylight."
It is extraordinary at what speed a person wearing snow-

shoes can run over the hard snow. A snow-shoe consists
of an elongated oblong framework of wood, with cross

pieces; the interior filled up with a strong network, on

which the foot rests, with a hole for the play of the heel.
This is secured to the feet and ankles by leathern thongs.
It necessitates keeping the feet somewhat wide apart, to

prevent the shoes being entangled with each other.
A person not. accustomed to their use is very apt to

topple down and find some difficulty in getting up again.
Martin and I, however, had had plenty of practice during

the two previous winters, though we had not gone very far

on our return before we felt our ankles pain us considerably.

We . stopped to rest, but could not venture to remain

long, as the cold was already intense, and expecting to be
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constantly in exercise, we had not put on our warmest
clothing. A short rest, however, greatly restored us, and
we had made good half the distance back to the fort when
Martin, who happened to look round to the southward,
exclaimed that he saw some dark objects in the snow.

"Whether they are wolves, or Indians crouching down
to try and get on us unawares, is more than I can tell," he
observed ; "but whichever they are, we had better push
forward, and endeavour to keep ahead of them."

I of course agreed with him, and as we went alorncr we
looked to the primings of our rifles, so that we might be
prepared to defend ourselves.

"For my part, I would rather they should follow us than
attack our friends," I observed. " Perhaps they are some
of the tribe Mr. Meredith heard of, and did not come up in
time to see him pass ; if so, we shall render him good
service by leading them up to the fort."

"You take it for granted that they are Indians," said
Martin; "I am not quite so certain of the fact. I rather
believe that they are a small pack of wolves ; and if they
were not so far off, we should hear them howling to their
friends in the neighbourhood, to join in the chase. How-
ever, we need not be afraid of them ; for, if they get within
shot, we can kill a couple, and the rest are sure to stop and
devour their companions, and allow us to increase our dis-
tance." He made these remarks as we were running on
over the snow at a rate which would cost even Indians or
wolves a considerable amount of exertion to overtake us.

Before, however, we had made good another mile, the
objects we had seen were sufficiently near to assure us that
they were wolves out on a foraging expedition. That they

l
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would, on seeing us run, pursue us there could be no doubt,
and we occasionally looked back to determine when was
the best time to stop, in order to take a steady aim at the
leaders.

"Now we must give it them," at length cried Martin,
who had just looked round.

We suddenly halted, and, swinging our right feet round,
confronted the pack; then, both of us taking deliberate
aim, we fired.

The two leading wolves fell, and, as we expected, the
rest of the hungry pack immediately set on them, and tore
their carcases to pieces. Having reloaded, we again con-
tinued our course.

We had got some distance when the pain in my ankles
again came on. I asked Martin how he felt. He con-
fessed that he was suffering in the same manner. " It
won't do to stop, however," he observed ; "fôr these brutes,
when they have eaten up their friends, will again give
chase, and we shall not be safe till we are inside the walls
of the fort."

We were still several miles from it, and I feared that .I
should be utterly unable before long to get over the ground.
Martin encouraged me and I persevered, though feeling in-
clined to drop at every step. We had almost lost sight of
the wolves, and I proposed resting for a few minutes.

"We shall be able to make better play afterwards," I
said.

"I think it would be wiser to go on," he answered ; "but
if you wish it, we'll sit down and loosen the thongs of our
snow-shoes,»

We sat down, and I was induced to take mine off
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altogether and to rub my ankles ;. hoping thereby to relieve
the pain. We had not been seated many minutes when
the yelping of the wolves again reached our ears. Martin,
fastening the thongs, rose to his feet. "They are coming
on; I was afraid so," he exclaimed. "Quick! David,
quick ! or they'l1 overtake us."

He assisted me in getting on my shoes, an operation
which took some time. I again stood on my feet, but the
pain appeared only slightly lessened.

" No time to lose," cried Martin, looking back. "Now
away we go," and we ran on as before.

Fast as we went, the brutes came on faster at our heels,
and their horrible howls sounded louder in our ears. I felt
as I have sometimes, done in a fearful dream. I was
scarcely able to move over the snow ; the pain I was suffer.
ing making me fancy that I could not lift my feet ; still we
· were rally going at a good pace.

Once more the wolves got within reach of our rifles. We
acted precisely as we had done before, and each of us killed
a wolf.

Again we ran on, reloading our guns ready for another
shot. We resolved, great as was the pain we were suffering,
not again, on any account, to stop. The snarling, yelping
sounds emitted by the brutes showed us that, as before, they
were tearing to pieces the wolves we had shot.

We knew that we could not hope for safety till we were
inside the fort, for from the experience we had had on other
occasions, we were certain that the animals would follow us
up to the very walls. Twice in the previous winter they
had pursued our hunters till up to the fort itself. Again
we had to stop and fire. On this occasion we only killed

H 2
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one wolf, which, of course, would take the brutes less time
than two to devour.

To our great relief we at length came in sight of the fort,
by which time the wolves were again on our trail. We ran
on faster than ever, though we were both so fatigued that
we were afraid, should we again have to fire, that we might
miss altogether, We shouted as we approached to caill the
attention of our friends.

Fortunately the look-out on one of the towers saw us,
and several of the men came hurrying out with fire-arms in
their hands.

Seeing the wolves they advanced shouting. The animals
were, however, so directly behind us that, not till we were
up to them, could they venture to fire. They then let fly
a volley which killed several, and the rest, frightened by
the shouts, more than by the reports of the guns and the
death of their companions, turned tail and scampered off.
Once in safety, both of us sank down on the snow, and had
to be carried into the fort. Even after our snow-shoes
were taken off, we suffered intense pain, and it was not for
some days that either of us was able to walk.

The experience we had had made us both resolved to
practise with snow-shoes before we again attempted to
make so long an excursion as we had just performed. The
winter wore on. That season occupies, as most of my
readers must be aware, a large portion of the year in that
region. For months together, that is to say from the middle
of October till late in May, during the whole period, the
ground is covered with snow, the rivers frozen over, the
trees are leafless, every drop of water exposed to the air
congeals. The atmosphere is very clear, the air pure and
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exhilarating, the sun shines brightly from the unclouded
sky, and when no wind is blowing existence out of doors is
far from unpleasant.

Parties from the fort were constantly out hunting, and
buffalo frequently came up close to the very walls. We
have often shot them from the towers.

Robin was rapidly picking up his. recollection of English,
and could now speak quite fluently. He was, also, from
being well-fed and clothed, gradually improving in appear-
ance and strength. His manners and tone of voice were
also good.

I had little doubt from the first that he was of gentle
birth. He was not very communicative about his early life,
some of his recollections, indeed, being painful. I picked
up his history, however, by bits and scraps.

He was born in the old country, and had come over when
very young with his father and mother, Captain and Mrs.
Grey. He spoke of a sister Ella, somewhat older than him-
self, and a little brother Oliver, to whom he appeared to be
greatly attached. His parents had removed from either
Boston or New York to one of the- western cities, where
they lived, I. suspect, with somewhat straitened means.

Mrs. Grey rnust have been an energetic woman, and had
endeavoured, from what I could learn, to support her family
by teaching music and other accomplishments. Captain
Grey, who had been an officer in the army, did not appear
to have conformed willingly to his changed circumstances,
or to have sought for any employment. His great delight
was shooting and fishing, and he frequently took out Robin
on his excursions,-for the sake, notwithstanding his youth,
of his companionship.
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Mrs. Grey appears to have expostulated with her hus-
band, wishing to keep Robin at home for the purpose of
educating him. Captai-i Grey, on one occasion, however,
insisted on carrying off his boy, promising to bring him back
safe. He had bought a small fowling-piece for him, and
wished to teach him how to use it. It was natural that
Robin should have no objection to go, though he was sorry
to leave his mother and brother and sister.

" Now, my boy, that we are away, we'il make a long trip,
and 1 hope to come back with skins enough to pay all our
expenses and have a good many dollars over," said the
captain, as they started from home.
' They pushed away westward, crossing several rivers, till

they reached the very outskirts of the settled districts.
The captain then bought horses for Robin and himself,
and for their two guides, as also a couple of baggage-
animals to carry the skins he expected to obtain. They
reached the region frequented by buffalo, and succeeded in
killing several as also some deer and other·animals.

Robin said he liked the life well enough, though they
had to go through a good deal of hard work. He became
a good horseman, and expert in the use of his fQwling-piece,
so that his father expressed himself highly proud of him.
Robin could not now remember the names of the places
thev visited ; indeed, as he had no map of the country his
geographical knowledge was, as may be supposed, very im-
perfect. His idea was that all the rivers he saw ran into

the ocean.
After hunting for some time, the captain sent. his horses

with the produce of the chase back to a certain place to
wait for him, while he took it into his head to descend a
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river in a canoe, manned by three half-breeds, for the sake
of shooting wild-fowl.

They had gone some distance down, and were steering
north or south, Robin could not recollect which, when they
went on shore in the afternoon to form a camp, where
Captain Grey intended to spend the night. Having landed
all their stores and put up a wigwam, the captain observing
that there was time to shoot some birds, left Robin, who
was not very well, at the camp with one of the men, while
he proceeded some way farther down the river.

Robin, having. a great wish to obtain some raspberries or
bilberries, which were ripe at the time, or some other fruit,
while his companion was engaged in cooking the supper
wandered away from the camp in search of them. It will
be better to give Robin's narrative in his own words:

"I had filled my hat with fruit of various sorts, thinking
how pleased my father would be to have some for supper.
The priming had. fallen out of the pan of my gun, which I
had taken with me to shoot any birds I might see, as also
to protect myself from bears or wolves, and I was in the
act of refilling it when I heard a rustling behind me, and
presently three Indians sprang out of the bushes, and
snatching away my weapon before I had finished the
operation, two of them seized me by the hands.

" I felt dreadfully alarmed, for they were to my eyes
ferocious-looking fellows, dressed in skins and feathers, with
their faces painted all over in different colours. I was
about to cry out for help, hoping that my father might
have returned to the camp and would hear me, when the
third Indian, who had possession of my gun, raising his
tomahawk, threatened to cut me down if I made any noise.
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Without more ado they dragged me along, but finding that
I no longer resisted, did not offer me any farther violence.

"These Indians were, I afterwards found, unacquainted
with the use of fire-arms. They allowed me to retain my
powder-flask and shot-belt, looking upon my weapon, how-
ever, with evident' respect. They therefore did not injure
it, though they took good care not to let me again get it
into my possession, which, as may be supposed, I was con-
stantly attempting to do. One of them carried my hat
with the fruit in it for some distance, when he emptied the
contents out on the ground, and replaced it on my head.
What their object was in carrying me away, I could not tell,
and it was not till long afterwards that I discovered it. Had
I known it at the time I should not have been so much
frightened, for I fully belîeved that their intention was to
kill me.

"It appeared that one of them, who was an old man, had
a wife with several children by a former husband. The
youngest of these had recently died, and she had told her
husband, that unless he would bring her back another son,
to replace the one she had lost, she could not live, inti-
mating that she should prefer a white son to a red one.

" The old man, whose name was Wamegon-at least that
was the first part of his name, for it was really much ,onger-
had associated with himself several younger men, who had
promised to assist him in carrying out the strange com-
mands of his wife.

" They were on their way eastward for this purpose when
they caught sight of our canoe descending the river, and
observing that I was in her, resolved to take me prisoner
They had followed the canoe down the bank till they saw
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us land, when they formed the resolution of attacking our
camp during the night, killing all who opposed them, and
carrying me off. Fortunately for my father and his com-
panions, I had given the Indians an opportunity of captur-
ing me without executing the former part of their intentions.

" They dragged me along in no very gentle way, threaten-
ing me with instant death if I did not keep moving as fast
as they wished to go. It was getting rapidly dark, and I
hoped that they would be compelled to stop, for I was sure
that my father would come after me.

" Had my hands been at liberty, I would have dropped
all the articles I had in my pocket to assist him in tracing
me. As it was, all I could do was to jerk off my hat, but
one of the Indians immediately picked it up and replaced
it on my head. Whenever we passed any soft ground I
stamped with my feet to leave a deeper impression, but
my'captors on perceiving this took off my shoes, perhaps
supposing that I could move faster without them, and
hurried on.

"Frightened as I was, I did not altogether lose heart, and
resolved to make every effort to escape. We must have
gone several miles when two of the Indians, without taking
any supper, lay down, placing me between them, with a
blanket thrown over all three of us, while the other walked
about on the watch, to give timely notice should we be
pursued.

" I was so tired that I soon fell asleep and did not awaken
till dawn next morning, when the Indians, holding me tight
as before, proceeded on their journey. They stopped at
last and gave me a little dried venison, mixed with bear's
fat, but I could scarcely eat it.
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I Thus for four days we hurried.on due west. Every night
I hoped that I might have an opportunity of escaping, but
was night after night completely overpowered by sleep.
My bare feet were so wounded and swollen that at length
I could not walk. Old Wamegon on perceiving this exa-
mined my feet, and took out a number of thorns and
splinters. He then gave me a pair of moccasins, which
afforded me some relief.

"I now thought that I might perhaps escape. One night
when my companions were asleep I got up, and snatching
my gun, ran off with noiseless steps in the direction from
which we had come. I stopped to prime. my piece, intend-
ing to fight for my life, as I heard them all scampering after
me, but before I could pour the powder into the pan I was
overtaken and brought back. They did not in consequence,
however, offer me any violence, though I expected at least
to be well beaten.

" The next day we reached a broad river which was too
deep to wade across. The old man took me on his shoulders
and carried me over, the water being high above his waist.
As I knew that I should be unable to recross it by myself,
I almost gave up all hope of immediately escaping.

It was not till now that I burst into tears ; for, thinking
that I should never again see my father and mother or
Ella, or my dear brother Oliver, I felt very sad at
heart.

"We still continued our journey westward. One afternoon
the Indians stopped at an earlier hour than usual in a wood.
I saw them looking about, when presently they found a
large hollow log open at one end. Into this they put their
blankets and bottle and other articles. They then made
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me crawl in, and closed up the end with logs so firmly that
I could not possibly break out. A few minutes only had
passed after I had been thus unpleasantly imprisoned, when
from the perfect silence which reigned around I was con-
vinced that they had all gone away. Had it not been that
they had deposited their valuables with me in the log, I
should have supposed that they intended leaving me to
die of starvation. Though I first entertained this idea, I
soon banished it, and after a time fell asleep.

" When I awoke I was in perfect darkness, and no sounds
reached my ears. At last I beard the tramp of horses'
hoofs. Immediately the idea occurred to me that my
father had set out on horseback and had traced me thus
far. I shouted out at the top of my voice, fearing that he
might pass the log, ignorant that I was shut up within it.

"Presently the pieces of wood which closed the entrance
were removed, and bitter was my disappointment to hear
my captors'voices. Dawn was already breaking when they
dragged me out.

" I found that they had brought .a horse a-piece with
another for me to ride on. Old Wamegon making signs to
me to mount, which I did, we set off at a rapid rate in the
same direction as before.

" We went on for several days, till we reached an Indian
village consisting of buffalo-skin wigwams. Out of one of
these an oldish woman appeared, who, after a short con-
sultation with Wamegon, bade me get off my horse, and
then taking me in her arms covered me with kisses, which
I would very thankfully have avoided. She was, I found,
Netnokwa, my new mother.

"I felt and looked I dare say very melancholy, and though
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she intended to be kind, nothing she said or did raised my
spirits. She then took me to her hut and gave me some
food, of which I stood greatly in need. I slept in the hut
during the night. Next morning after breakfast she led
me forth to a spot at some distance from the village. Here
all her own people and several strangers from other tribes
had. assembled.

" It was, I found, the grave of her son, which was enclosed
with stakes, and on each side of it there was a smooth open
space. Here all the people took their seats, the family and
friends of Netnokwa on one side and the strangers on the
other.

"The friends had come provided with presents : pots of
sugar, sacks of corn, beads, tobacco, and bottles of fire-
water.

"Some speeches having been made, Netnokwa's friends
began to dance round the grave, when one of them came
up, and taking my hand insisted that I should join them.

" The dance was very like the usual scalp-dance. From
time to time one of them came up and presented me with
some of the articles they had brought; but as I neared the
the party on the opposite side, they were all snatched from
me, and I was left in the end without anything. Thus
they continued to dance till near nightfall when, almost
dead with fatigue, I returned with my new mother to the
village.

"After this we moved farther west, the tents and other
property of the tribe being carried partly on horseback and
partly by the women, while the men rode on ahead without
troubling themselves about the fatigue their squaws were suf-
fering. I was compelled to walk by the side of Netnokwa.
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She was generally very kind, as were her daughters ; but the
men treated me with great harshness, often beating me
because I did not understand what they wanted me to do.
I had all sorts of tasks ; cutting wood and bringing water
to the camp.

" Old Wamegon one day put a bridle into my hand, and
pointing in a certain direction motioned me to go. I
guessed that he desired me to bring him a horse, so I
caught the first I could find, and to my satisfaction dis-
covered that I had done what he intended.

" I remembered the words he had used, as I tried to do
whenever I was spoken to, and thus by degrees picked up
the language of the people.

" Sometimes J accompanied the men out hunting, and had
to return to the camp with as heavy a load of meat as I
could carry. Though I was almost starved, I dared not
touch a morsel.

" My Indian mother, who showed some compassion for me,
would lay by a little food, and give it when the old man
was not in the way. Another day I felt a blow on the
head from behind, and immediately fell senseless to the
ground. It was not till many hours afterwards that I
returned to consciousness, when I saw Netnokwa bathing
my head with cold water.

" The old man coming in, exclaimed, ' What! is he there?
I thought that I had killed him; he'll not come to life again
the next time!

" This remark made me in future carefully avoid the old
tyrant.

"On reaching a place where deer abounded, the Indians
built up a long screen of bushes, behind which they con-
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cealed themselves, and when any deer came near, they shot
the animals with their arrows. This was, however, an un-
certain mode >f obtaining venison.

" Some of their more active hunters would go out into the

plain, and creep up to leeward of any deer they might see,
till they could get near enough to shoot them. Sometimes
when the grass was short they were unable to conceal them-
selves. On such occasions they would lie ·down flat on
their backs, lifting their legs up in the air so as to resemble
the branches of a tree.

" The deer, who had much curiosity in their nature, would
then frequently appr>ach, now stopping, now drawing
nearer, till the hunter would suddenly lift his bow, drawing
his arrow to let it fly at the nearest animal, who would in
most instances suffer the penalty of its inquisitiveness.
Still they often missed.

" At one time when the camp was in great want of venison,
I offered to go out and shoot some deer. The young men
laughed at me ; but I persuaded the old man to let me
have my gun. At first he refused ; but induced by Net-
nokwa; he at last consented, threatening me with severe
punishment if I did not bring back some meat. • It was the
first time that I had experienced anything like pleasure
after being captured by the Indians. When I once more
got my weapon into my hand, 1 resolved to make good
use of it, and hoped that the time would come when it
would assist me in making my escape.

"My Indian mother charged me to be very careful when
she saw me setting out, telling me that she was sure that
old Wamegon would carry out his threats should I fail to

kill a deer.
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SHOOTS A DEER.

" Withdrawing the charge, I carefully reloaded my gun,
and started off. I had been some hours in the prairie
when I caught sight of a herd of branch-horned antelopes,
which I knew were likely to be attracted by the device I
intended to practise.

"Creeping on as I had seen the Indians do, as far as I
could venture, I lay down on my back, and then slowly
lifted my legs in a perpendicular position, stretching them
out so that I could watch the deer between them, while I
held my gun ready for instant use."

Robin made us all laugh by going down on his back as
he spoke, and putting himself in the curious attitude he
described. He remained in it while he continued his
description:-

"The antelopes drew nearer and nearer. Every moment
I was afraid that they would grow suspicious, and bound
away, for they were far more difficult to kill, on account of
their speed, than other descriptions of deer, or the buffalo.
They were evidently attracted, however, by the unusual
object they saw on the ground, and advanced towards me.

" They were soon within shot, and selecting a fine-looking
buck which led the way, I fired and the animal rolled over.
The instant I had pulled the trigger I jumped up and
began reloading my piece, being thus able to send another
shot after the herd, which at the report immediately took
to flight. Fortunately for me the shot took effect on an-
other antelopé, and the animal dropped after going a few
paces.

"I rushed forward, and with my hunting-knife quickly
despatched both of them. I then took out their tongues,
and having partially flayed them, cut off a haunch from
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each, and loaded with meat I returned to the camp in
triumph.

" The Indians on seeing it could not doubt of my success,
and a large party instantly set out to bring in the remain-
der. After this, I was treated with much respect by the
young men; but old Wamegon seemed still to have a spite
against me, and one morning he even went so far as to
drag me out by the hair of the head, and beating me
cruelly threw me into some bushes, shouting as he went
away that he had finished me at last. I had not, however,
lost my senses, and returning to the tent told my Indian
mother how I had been treated. I cannot, indeed, de-
scribe half the cruelties which that terrible man inflicted
on me.

"Oft-times, after the snow had fallen, I was compelled to
follow the hunters, and to drag home to the lodge a whole
deer, though they might have employed their dogs for the
purpose, and it was with the greatest difficulty that I could
move along. J had some relief when old Wamegon was
away. He was only preparing, however, to cause me
greater grief than before.

" When he came back he exhibited a hat which I recog-
nized as that worn by my father.

"'We have killed him,' he said, with a horrible laugh.
'You will have no one now to whom to go should you run
away.'

" I fully believed that my father was dead, and shed bitter
tears at his loss. I discovered, however, that what the old
man said was false. My father had, as I suspected, pur-
sued me; but while riding on ahead of his party, had been
surprised in the wood by Wamegon, and the warriors who
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HIS FATHER'S ESCAPE. I13

had accompanied him. They had secured my father to his
horse, and brought him to their camp. Here they bound
him to a tree, intending to kill him the next morning.

"Though his hands and arms were tied behind him, and
there were cords round his breast and neck, he managed
to bite off some of the latter, when he was able to get at a

penknife which was in his pocket. With this he cut him-
self loose, and finding his horse, which was feeding near
at hand, he mounted, and though pursued by the Indians
rode off.

"They saw no more .of him, and he probably thinking

that I was killed, abandoned the pursuit. This, however,
as I said, I did not learn till long afterwards. Two years
passed away, and I still remained in captivity, though never
abandoning my intention to try and escape, however little
hope I had of succeeding."
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CHAPTER V.

"Arrah ! now, Mr. Injun"-Copper-Snake brings valuable Information
-Danger ahead-Robin continues his Narrative-Skegaw's
Offer-His new Mother Kezha-Indian Gambling-Robin kills
a Bear-Mushgo-Sad plight of Robin and Mushgo-Peshauba
succeeds in purchasing Robin with Fire-water-Robin shoots an
Elk-He is chased by a Grizzly, -which turned out to be old
Peshauba-Robin escapes from the -Indians-He finds a Canoe
-His despair on missing the Canoe-He is discovered by Sandy
-Jack Pipe-Our meeting with Opoihgun-Sandy starts after

Mr. Jack Pipe-The Fugitive Party-Blackfeet on the War-path
-The Fort is besieged-Robin's courageous proposal-He
starts to warn Sandy.

SOME TIME after Robin had arrived, one evening an Indian

was seen approaching the fort.

The gate, as was our custom at that time of dayhad just

been closed, to prevent the risk of surprise, as there was

sufficient cover in the neighbourhood to conceal a body of

enemies, who might have taken it into their heads to try and
possess themselves of our property.

As the stranger, however, came boldly up to the gate, it

was supposed by Pat Casey, who was on watch, that he

could have no sinister intentions; still, Pat, wishing to be

on the safe side, shouted out, "Arrah! now, Mr. Injun,



VISITED BY THE' COPPER-SNAKE.

whoever you may be, halt now, and tell us your name and
business."

Though the Indian could not have understood a word Pat
said, he guessed the meaning of the hail. I, hearing Pat
shout, joined him, when the stranger replied in his own
language, "I am Miskwandib! I received a kindness
from a young pale-face some time back, and come to return

On hearing what the stranger said, I recognized him as
"Copper-Snake," to whom I had given a portion of food
when Pat and I had lost ourselves. I immediately went
down with Pat to admit him. He knew me at once, and
entering the gate without hesitation took my hand.

"I am glad to find that you have got safe back to your
friends," he said. "I knew that you had, for I tracked your
footsteps, that I might be able to guard you from danger.
My people never forget a kindness received, and wishing to
show my gratitude, I now come to warn you that there are
those on the war-path who will before long attempt to take
your fort, and possess themselves of the arms and powder
and shot, and the rest of your property in it. They are cun-
ning as the foxes, and it may be soon, or it may be some
moons hence before they appear, and they'll take good care
not to give you warning. Miskwandib has spoken the truth."

"I feel very sure that you have, my friend," I observed;
"and Ill get you to repeat your account to my brother."
Copper-Snake willingly accompanied me, and I introduced
him to Alick, who, after he had offered him some food and
a pipe, requested him to repeat all he had said to me. He
gave also farther particulars which induced us fully to
believe that he spoke the truth.

I 2
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Alick invited him to remain during the night, as he looked
thin and fatigued. He gladly accepted the invitation, and
was greatly delighted when Alick presented him with a
musket and some ammunition.

· "I shall have no more fear of starving," he exclaimed, as he
eyed the weapon. "I can now kill buffalo and deer, and
defend myself too against all my enemies."

Altogether, Alick was satisfied that the Copper-Snake,
though his name was not significant of good qualities, was
an honest man, and he consequently advised him to come
with his famil y andsettle near the fort.

The Indian replied "that he would think about the
matter, but that though some of the pale-faces he had met
with were good men, there were among them many bad
ones, and that he had hitherto preferred keeping at a dis-
tance from them."

He showed, however, no suspicion of us, and lay down to
sleep in a corner of the hall, making himself perfectly at
home.

The next morning at daybreak, after he had received as
much as he could carry, with his newly-acquired gun in his
hand, he took his departure.

Alick and I considered that Copper-Snake's warning
should be attended to, and that every necessary precaution
should be taken to avoid surprise. Sandy, however, was of
opinion that he had come with a cock-and-bull story for the
sake of gaining credit for the information, and thus getting
something out of us, as he had succeeded in doing.

Some days passed by, and as no enemy appeared, nor
did we hear of one being in the neighbourhood, we began to
think that Sandy was right, and gradually our vigilance
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decreased, till we no longer took any unusual precautions

against a sudden attack.
I must continue Robin's narrative, though, as I said, I only

picked it up piecemeal, as he was in the humour to talk
about past events. He had not been so long among the
Indians without acquiring somewhat of their manner and
reticence. I had, indeed, to pump him to draw out what I
wanted to know. He was more communicative generally
to Martin, to whom he had taken a great liking from the
first.

"Did you ever expect to become like an Indian, and to
be contented with your lot ?" I asked.

"No !" he answered ; "I did not. I always remembered
that I was an Englishman, and resolved to make my escape
if I could. I had won the confidence of Netnokwa, and the
young men respected me for my skill in hunting. At length
my powder and shot came to an end, and I could no longer
use my gun. I tried to shoot with a bow and arrows, but
it was long before I attained anything like the skill pos-
sessed by the Indians, who are accustomed to practise
with a bow from their earliest days. I sank consequently
in the estimation of the tribe. My great wish was to obtain
some more ammunition, but the Indians always prevented
me from communicating with any white men, from whom
alone I could have got it.

"We continued moving farther and farther west, till we
met a tribe of Indians with whom we had never before come
i. contact. They were far better mounted than our people
and looked much more savage. They were Sioux, and
from several articles I saw among them I knew that they
must have been in communication with the fur-traders.
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"They appeared to' be on friendly terms, however, with
Netnokwa's people. I had soon cause to be sorry for this,
as I found that one of their chiefs, Shegaw by name, was
bargaining to purchase me for his wife, who had lost a son
as Netnokwa had done. He offered some blankets,
tobacco, beads, and knives, but Netnokwa would not accept
them.

"'No !' I heard her say; 'I have lost one son, but I will
not willingly lose another.'

"Shegaw, however, persevered, and at length appeared at
our wigwam followed by several men carrying a ten-gallon
keg of whisky, besides the blankets and other things he
had offered. This was more than Netnokwa could with-
stand, especially when old Wamegon came in and declared
that he would kill me, if she refused it.

" The exchange was at once made. I was handed over to
Shegaw, and the whole of Wamegon's tribe set to work to
drink up the spirits. They were not long in doing that.
When last I saw my Indian mother and tyrannical old
father, they both lay on the ground helplessly tipsy. It was
not a very edifying spectacle, but I was very well aware
that my new owners would, should an opportunity occur,
reduce themselves to the same condition.

"I made all the inquiries I could respecting the country
and the rivers running through it, that I might know in what
direction to go should I effect my escape.

"IHow my new mother would treat me it was impossible
to say, but I thought from Shegaw's appearance that I should
not be much better off under him than I had been while
living with old Wamegon.

" The tribes now separated, my new owners moving west-
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ward, while the others returned towards the east. It was
considered a wonderful thing that they should have met
without coming to blows. The farther west they went, the
less hope I had of making my escape, because, even should
I get away from my present masters, I should in all proba-
bility fall into the hands of those who had sold me.

"After'travelling several dayswe reached Shegaw's lodges.
Making me dismount, he led me by the hand to his own
dwelling, where he presented me in due form to his wife,
Kezba. She was rpuch younger and better-looking than
my former mother, and, I thought, had a more amiable
expression of countenance. Thus far I had changed for
the better.

"I soon found, however, that I was not to eat the bread
of idleness, for I was employed in cutting wood, attending
to the fires, and bringing water to the camp. Though Kezha
herself did not beat me, she could not prevent others from
doing so.

" The tribe with whom I was now living were great
hunters ; as they were constantly engaged in the sport food
was plentiful among us, and we did not suffer from the
extremes of famine which many others are doomed to bear,
in consequence of their neglecting to cultivate the ground.
They also p-eserved and laid by a store of provisions for
the time when deer or buffalo might become scarce.

" The abundance in which they lived made them despise
other people and indulge in many vices. Whenever liquor
could be procured, they took it to excess, and I had good
reason to be afraid that in some of their drunken fits they
would take it into their heads to kill me. They were, also,
greatly addicted to gambling. They had a variety of games;
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one was that of the moccasin. It is played by a number of
persons divided into two parties. In one of four moccasins,
a little stick, or small piece of cloth is concealed. The
moccasins are then laid down by the side of each other in
a row, and one of the adverse party touches two of the
moccasins.

" If the one he first touches has the thing hidden in it, the
player loses eight to the opposite party; if it is not in the
second, but in one of the two passed over, he loses two; if
it is not in the one he touches first, and is in the last, he
wins eight. The articles staked are valued by agreement.
A beaver-skin or a blanket is valued at ten; sometimes a
horse at one hundred.

"There is another game played with circular counters, one
side of them being plain, while the other is painted black.
Generally, nine are used, but never fewer. They are put
together on a large wooden bowl, which is placed upon a
blanket, when the two parties playing, numbering perhaps
thirty people, sit down in a circle. The game consists in
striking the edge of the bowl so as to throw all the counters
into the air, and on the manner in which they fall upon the
blanket or into the bowl, depends the players' gain or loss.
If the player is fortunate in the first instance, he strikes
again and again until he misses, when it is passed on to the
next. So excited do the Indians become, that they often
quarrel desperately. They will play on at this game for
hours together, till they have staked everything they possess.

"On one occasion Shegaw, who considered me as one of
his goods and chattels, staked me, and I was lost to a
Cree chief.

" My Indian mother on hearing that I had been staked
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and lost with other property cried very much, and declared
that she would not agree to my being given up. On this
Shegaw, who was afraid of offending her, agreed to
challenge the other Indians to a fresh game, and to stake
several packs of peltries, the whole of our remaining
property.

"I stood by watching the game with some anxiety, not
that it signified very much to me who became my master.
Our party won, and I was restored to Kezha. It was only
for a short time, however. She was as fond of the fire-
water as are many other Indian women, and when once
she began to drink she would give everything she possessed
to obtain more liquor. For a short time she made more of
me than she had hitherto done.

" I managed to regain, too, my credit with the young men
of the tribe. I had obtained a bow and arrows, and by
constantly practising, became tolerably expert. During
the winter I was allowed to go out by myself, for the
Indians could always trace me, and they knew well that
I could not · travel far should I attempt to make my
escape.

" I was one day crossing a small meadow, an open space
encircled by trees, when I unexpectedly fell up to the
middle into the snow. J easily extricated myself and
walked on, but remembering that I had heard the Indians
speak of killing bears in their holes, it occurred to me that
it might be a bear's hole into which I had fallen. I accord-
ingly returned, and, looking down into it, I saw the head of
a bear lying close to the bottom of the hole. Had I gone
down farther I should have fallen into his very jaws.

" He did not appear to be inclined to move, so fixing an
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arrow in my bow, I shot it with all my force into the
animal's head between the eyes. Immediately I had done
so I got another arrow ready, but on looking down I saw
that the bear did not move. I ran to the wood and cut a
long stick, and returning with it thrust it into the bear's
eyes. As the creature still remained perfectly quiet I was
convinced that it was dead, and stooping down endeavoured
to lift it out of the hole.

"Being unable to do this, I returned home, following the
track I had made in coming out. As I neared the tent I
saw a fire burning and a pot boiling on it.

"'Here, my son, is some beaver meat which we have
obtained since you went out in the morning,' said my
mother.

"Having eaten some, for I was very hungry, I whispered
to Kezha, 'I have killed a bear.'

"'What do you say, my son?' she asked.
I have killed a bear,' I replied.

"'Are you sure that it is dead ?'
"'Yes !' I answered, 'it is quite dead.'
"On this my so-called mother seized me in her arms, and

began hugging and kissing me.
" Th e bear was sent for, and as it was the first I had

killed, it was cooked, and the hunters of the whole band
invited to feast with us, according to Indian custom.

"The next day another bear and a moose were killed,
and for some time we had an abundance of food. Old
Kezha had another adopted son, Muskgo. He and I used
to go out hunting together. I suspect that he. was set to
watch over me, though we were on very friendly terms.

"We frequently hunted two or three days' distance from
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the camp, but were very often unsuccessful, when we were
almost starved. On one of our hunting-paths we had
formed a hut of cedar boughs, in which we had kindled fire
so often that at length it became very dry. We were lying
down at night, after an unsuccessful day's hunt, when we
lighted a fire to keep ourselves warm, for the weather was
intensely cold. We had just dropped off to sleep when
some of the sparks blown by the wind caught the cedar,
which immediately flew up like powder. Happily we
scampered out without suffering much, but we were left till
daylight without any protection.

" At dawn we set off towards the camp, hoping that some
of the other hunters would have been more successful than
we were. So intense was the cold that the trees as we
passed were constantly cracking with frost. We had
soon to cross a river which appeared to be frozen over
hard, but as we had got a little distance from the shore the
ice gave way, and I fell in. At the same moment Muskgo
broke through in the same manner.

" I kept upright and only wetted my feet and legs, but he
threw himself down and was wetted nearly all over. Our
hands being benumbed with the cold, it was some time
before we could get off our snow-shoes, and we were no
sooner out of the water than our moccasins and leggings
were frozen stiff. Our spunk-wood got wetted by the
water, and when we at last reached the shore we were
unable to light a fire. Our clothes also were so completely
frozen that we could scarcely move.

"Muskgo was in so much pain that he at once gave in
and declared that he should die. I held out, for though I
had no enjoyment in the existence I was enduring, I still
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hoped some day to make my escape. I therefore kept
moving about, as well as I was able, and at length reaching
the forest found some rotteri wood which I used as a sub-
stitute for spunk, and was able greatly to my satisfaction to
raise a fire.

"We immediately set to work to thaw and dry our
moccasins, and having put them on we had strength to
collect more fuel for a larger fire. Lying close to this we
completely dried our clothes, and though we had nothing
to eat we did not complain, since we had the enjoyment of
warmth.

"Next morning again setting out we proceeded towards
the lodges. We were still some way from them when we
met old Kezha bringing us some food and dry clothes.

She said that " knowing we should have the river to cross,
as we did not appear she was convinced that we had
fallen through the ice." It will thus be seen that the old
woman had a kind heart, though her temper was very
uncertain.

"Sometimes we had an abundance of food in the camp;
at others for many days together we were almost starved,

and h.ad only nuts or berries to feed on. I cannot describe
one-tenth part of the incidents of my life at this
period.

"We had again accumulated several packages of peltries,
which it was intended to exchange with the fur-traders for

blankets and numerous other articles of which the tribe
were in want.

" One day, however, another party of Indians under a

chief called "Peshauba," or the "Crooked Lightning,"
came and encamped near us. He had been trading suc-
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cessfully with the white men, and had a large supply of
blankets, beads, knives, and several casks of fire-water.

" He came into our camp bringing with him a bottle full
of the fire-water. He offered some to Kezha. She at
first refused, but at length was induced to take a cupful.
I watched her as she swallowed it, when her eyes began to
roll, and, stretching out her hand with the cup, she begged
to have it refilled. This Peshauba willingly did, and cup
after cup was swallowed till not a drop remained. She
begged to have some more, but Peshauba replied that he
could not give it without payment, and that he would only
sell a whole cask. She at once offered him all the beaver-
skins, and a large quantity of buffalo-robes.

"Still, he was not content, and insisted on having me and
several other articles. She cried with vexation, but at last,
finding she could not obtain the fire-water, she exclaimed,
'Take them all, but only bring me the rum.'

" Peshauba got up and, without saying a word, returned
to his own camp. He was not long absent, and came back
with a party of his young men, who carried the cask of
rum. On depositing it, they lifted up the bales and other
property which they had taken in exchange, and walked
off with them, Peshauba leading me by the hand. I knew
that there was no use in making any resistance, though I
felt very indignant at being thus bought and sold.

" I was sorry, too, at leaving old Kezha, who, although
now presenting a very melancholy spectacle as she lay
rolling helplessly on the ground, yet she had been kind to
me on many occasions, and I was not likely to be better
treated by any one else.

"l It is not the custom of the Indians, however, to trade in
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slaves; indeed, I was not looked upon as one exactly, but
rather as a new member of the family. The idea of
making slaves of their fellow-creatures is entirely contrary
to the nature of the Indians. They will either kill their
enemies or let them go, or, if they wish it, receive them
into their tribe on equal terms. I had to obey Peshauba
as a son obeys his father. He and his wife treated me
with considerable kindness.

" We moved away westward when my former friends
turned back towards the Red River. I was allowed as
much freedom as before, and as I had become a tolerably
good hunter, was sent out by myself. On one occasion,
Peshauba sent me out to bring in the meat of an elk which
he had killed, accompanied by two girls. Finding the ani-
mal large and fat, they determined on remaining to dry the
meat, that they might have the less weight to carry. I,
knowing it would be wiser to obey the order J had received,
took up my load and started for home.

"Observing several elk as I went along, I resolved to try
and kill one of them. Hiding nmyself in a bush, therefore,
I imitated the call of the female elk. Presently, a large
buck came bounding so furiously towards the spot where I
was concealed that, seeing he would break through the
bush, I dropped my load and took to flight. No sooner
did he observe me, however, than he turned round and fled
in the opposite direction.

"As I should have been laughed at for my fright, I
returned, wishing to kill an elk. I again imitated the cry,
and after some time another animal came towards me, so
cautiously that I was able to shoot him dead. As I could
now make my appearance at the camp with some credit, I
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took up my load and proceeded homewards, intending to
return with others for the flesh of the elk I had killed.

J I had gone some distance when I saw what I took to be
a bear. At first I believed it to be a common black bear,
and prepared to try and shoot it. When, however, the
creature continued to advance, I supposed that it must be
a grizzly, as a common bear would have fled. I therefore
turned and began to run from the beast, but the more
swiftly.I ran, the more closely it followed.

"Though much frightened, I remembered the advice
Peshauba had given me-never to attempt shooting one of
these animals unless trees were near into which I could
climb ; also, in case of being pursued, never to shoot until
the creature was close to me.

"Three times I turned and prepared to let fly an arrow,
but each time the bear was still too far off, so I again
turned and ran on. Thus I continued till I got close to
the lodges, when what was my surprise, on looking back, to
see old Peshauba himself ! He had on a bearskin cloak,
the hood of which he had thrown over his head, thus
making himself, aided by the dusk and my fright, resemble
a real bear. He laughed heartily at my alarm, but com-
mended me for having obeyed his instructions. My con-
duct, though I had not exhibited any great amount of
bravery, greatly raised me in his estimation. Supposing
that I had become reconciled to my lot, he allowed me
even greater liberty than at first, and many months passed
by spent in hunting, and sometimes by the young warriors
in going on the war-path against their enemies. We had
moved a long way to the westward, when, being encamped
on the plain, I went out with several companions on a
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hunting-expedition towards the north. At the extreme
limit of our excursion we found a stream which, I learned,
ran down into a larger river, and I was told that that river
flowed on for hundreds of miles towards the ocean.

" On hearing this, the thought seized me that I might
possibly by its means make my escape. We had several
times been encamped in the neighbourhood of rivers and
lakes, on which I had learned how to manage a canoe.

"A long time elapsed, however, before I could carry my
plan into execution. Though I several times visited the
river on my hunting-excursions, I could not find a canoe;
though I might have built one, I should to a certainty have
been overtaken before I could finish it. I cannot describe
all the events which occurred in the meantime. I was
often ill-treated, both by Peshauba and other members of
the tribe, and often, when game was scarce, almost starved.

"At last I managed to get away from the camp with a
small supply of meat which I had secreted, and making a
wide circuit, proceeded towards the river. I hoped · that
I was not pursued, and that it would be supposed I had
only gone out with the intention of hunting. Reaching
the stream, I continued down it, examining both banks in
the hopes of finding a canoe of some description.

" I cannot express the delight I felt when I discovered a
small one hauled up on the shore. It belonged, I con-
cluded, to some Crees we had met with. As I could find
no traces of the owners, I at once launched it, and, seizing
the paddle, shoved off from the bank. The current carried
me swiftly along. I had got to some distance when I
heard a voice calling to me, but I could not have returned
against the current, even had I wished it. I continued my
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course, therefore, till darkness came on, when I landed, and,
hauling up my canoe, slipped under it.

"The next morning, as soon as there was a gleam of light,
I started off again, stopping only to eat some of the small
supply of food I had brought with me. I had my bow and
arrows, and I hoped to replenish the stock on my way.

"Not wishing to exhaust all the food I possessed before I
had obtained some to supply its place, I one day landed,
with the intention of trying to shoot some birds or animals.
Seeing no signs of any one having visited the spot, I hauled
up the canoe on the bank, and went off into the wood:

"What was my dismay, on returning, to find my canoe
gone! I saw tracks on the ground which puzzled me
exceedingly, as I was nearly certain that they were not
those of an Indian, though I could not surmise who had
formed them. I was almost in despair, believing that I
should have perhaps hundreds of miles to travel on foot,
and might be unable to kill sufficient game to support
existence; still, plucking up courage, I resolved to perse-
vere, and was making my way, as far as I could calculate,
to the north-east, when I saw a person approaching the
spot in which I was hiding myself.

" I could see through the bushes, and great was my joy to
discover that he was a white man. On this I immediately
showed myself. Though I had great difficulty in under-
standing what he said, so long a time had passed since I
had heard English spoken, yet I quickly made out that he
wished to conduct me to a place where I should find my
own countrymen.

" As you may have guessed, my new friend was Sandy
McTavish."

K
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Such is a brief outline of Robin's narrative. He told us
several other events of his life, and observed that there
were many more which he had not mentioned, and which
we only heard at intervals afterwards. He became very
much attached to us all, and he himself was a great favourite
with every one in the fort; indeed Alick and I looked
upon Martin and him as brothers; and few brothers could
have regarded each other with greater affection than we
did.

Still Robin was anxious to set out, in the hopes of rejoin-
ing his parents, and assuring them of his existence. They
might have supposed that he had been killed, or perhaps
as was the case, that he had merely been kept in captivity.

His great fear was that his father might have lost his life
in attempting his recovery, and should such have happened,
he thought of all the sorrow his poor mother must have
endured for their sakes. Still some time went by, but no
opportunity occurred of sending him on to Fort Garry, the
nearest place from which he would be able 1-o make his
way in safety to the States. As he did not remember the
name of the town in which his mother was living, he would
still have great difficulty in finding her.

"I must beg my way through the country till I can do
so, but while I live I will not abandon the search," he
exclaimed.

"You shall not have to do that," observed Alick. "All
the means I possess shall be at your disposal, and I feel
sure that others when they hear your history will gladly
subscribe to assist you."

"But I may never be able to repay you," said Robin.
"I shall not expect repayment," answered Alick. "What
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I have shall be freely yours, and if you ever have the power
of returning the money, and I happen to want it, I will trust
to you to do so."

The spring was advancing; the snow disappeared as the
sun got hotter and hotter, and the ice broke up in the river,
and went rushing downwards; huge masses tumbling over
each other, grinding together till they became small pieces
and quickly melted away.

The grass grew up, the wild flowers bloomed-no others
are to be seen in that region-the leaves burst forth, and
the forests once more assumed their mantle of green.

We were all actively engaged ; some in cultivating a field
of Indian corn, another of potatoes, and a kitchen garden
in a sheltered spot near the fort. Our chief business, how-
ever, was hunting, for though some animals are killed in
the winter, many more are shot in the spring and summer.
We have a spring, though vegetation proceeds so rapidly
when once the winter has taken its departure, that it is a
very short one, and rushes, as it were, rapidly into
summer.

The trappers were away with their traps. to catch beaver.
Nearly all other animals are of value, bears, badgers,
squirrels, foxes, hares, rabbits, opossums, otters, minx,
martens, racoons, skunks, musk rats, and weasels, but the
beaver is one of the most valuable. We one evening had
returned after a shooting excursion to the fort, when an
Indian, followed by two squaws, carrying a couple of packs
of skins, was seen approaching.· Alick went out to meet
him, and invited him in, with the intention of purchasing
the peltries, supposing. that his object in coming was to
sell them.

K 2
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He declined allowing the- squaws to enter the fort, but
when invited came willingly himself. Though he spoke
the Cree language he had more the appearance of a Sioux.

Sandy, who was within at the time, warned Alick not to
trust him. He set a high price on his peltries, and said that
he would only sell them for arms and ammunition, as he
had blankets and cloth enough in his lodge for all his wants ;
he required six muskets and a large stock of powder and
shot.

We were not absolutely prohibited from selling muskets
to the Indians, but our instructions were to try and induce
them to take blankets, cloth, tobacco, beads, and cutlery.

" But you are alone, my friend, and can require but one
gun for yourself," said Alick.

On this the Indian got up and made a long speech. I
should have said that he had announced himself as Opo.h-
gun, "a pipe;" on hearing which Sandy at once dubbed
him "Jack Pipe."

" Opoihgun is not alone," he began; "he has many young
men who follow him, who desire guns to supply themselves
and their squaws and children with buffalo meat and veni-
son. They know how to clothe themselves with the skins
of the animals they kill, and despise those people who wear
blankets and cloth garments. What Opoihgun has said he
intends to keep to. If his pale-face friends have no guns
or ammunition they cannot hope to obtain his peltries. He
has spoken, and is like those mountains in the far west,
not to be moved. Lift them up and bring them here and
he will part with his skins for nothing."

He went on talking for some time in the same strain.
" Well, Mr. Pipe, but suppose you take three guns and
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the remainder of the price in \either blankets or tobacco,
will that not content you ? " asked Alick.

Opoihgun, who was smoking, puffed a cloud from his
mouth, and pointing to the west said, " Bring those moun-
tains here."

We knew by this that he did not intend to change his
mind. Had Alick consented to do, what is done too often,
produce some bottles of whisky, he would very probably
have obtained the peltries on his own terms. To do this
was entirely contrary to his principles. We had some
whisky in the fort, but it was dealt out in small quantities
only to those who required it.

Though the company instructed their factors not on any
account to sell whisky to the Indians, it somehow or other
found its way into the forts, and by the same unaccount-
able means the Indians very frequently got drunk, and
parted with the produce of their long days and nights of
hunting, receiving very small value in return.

Mr. Meredith and Alick had never fallen into the abomin-
able practice of making those with whom they were about
to trade drunk, but always gave fair value for the peltries
they received; consecuently the more soberly disposed
Indians resorted to our fort in preference to others
which they might in many cases have more easily
reached.

Mr. Pipe, though he first only asked for the guns and
ammunition now increased his demands, and begged to
have some tobacco, and ornaments for his squaws. Alick
promised the latter and advised him to trust to his gene-
rosity about other things. At length the bargain was
concluded, and the packs being brought in and found to
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contain the skins the Indian had stated, the guns, powder,
and shot were handed to him. Doing them up into two
packages, he placed them on the backs of the two women,
and ordered them to march, promising soon to overtake
them. Alick suggested that it was imprudent to send them
without protection. On this Mr. Pipe laughed, grimly ob-
serving, "that they knew how to take care of themselves,
and that no one would venture to molest them."

He then returned into the fort, and after smoking another
pipe, got up and went round the place, carefully examining
every portion, looking into the stores and the huts and
round the walls. We had at the time no suspicion of his
object, but thought that he was only prompted by curiosity.
At, length, as evening was approaching he bade us fare-
well, saying that he should overtake his squaws by the time
they had encamped for the night.

The next morning Martin, Robin, and I had agreed to
go out on a shooting, expedition, in order to obtain some
wild fowl, which had assembled in great numbers on a
lagoon, a short distance from the fort, near the river. We
had concealed ourselves in some bushes, hoping that the
wild fowl would come in the course of their flight sufficiently
near to enable us to shoot them. We had remained in
ambush for some time,.and were feeling somewhat disap-
pointed at our want of success, when who should we see
but Opoihgun stealing by out of a wood. He had taken
off most of his clothes, and his black hair was streaming
over his back. He looked about cautiously, as if he ex-
pected some one to meet him.

Just at that moment up flew a covey of wild fowl, when
Martin, forgetting that it might be of importance to ascér-
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tain what Mr. Pipe was about, fired at one of the birds,
which, however, flew off uninjured.

The Indian looked round with a startled expression of
countenance, supposing apparently that the shot was fired
at him, and ran off fleet as a deer towards the narrow part
of the lagoon, across which it was evident he intended to
make his way. We started up from our ambush, but though
he again looked round, and saw us, he only fled the faster.

"I say, David, I believe that fellow came here with no
good intentions," observed Martin. " I vote we give chase,
and make him tell us what he was about."

"l You know more about the Indian customs than I do,
Robin. What do you say ? " -I asked.

" He was here for some bad purpose," answered Robin;
"but I would advise you not to follow him. . He has friends
in the neighbourhood. We may depend on'that, and they
may set upon us if we go far from the fort. As I was
watching his countenance yesterday, it struck me that I had
seen him before, and I am nearly certain that he's a friend
of Peshauba's from whom I made my escape. As I saw
him again to day I felt more certain than ever, and I sus-
pect that one of his objects was to get me back, though as
I do not think he recognized me yesterday, perhaps he
fancied that I was not at the fort.

Robin was so positive on the matter that we thought it
advisable not to follow the Indian. We accordingly re-
treated towards the fort, though very unwilling to return
without some ducks for dinner.

When we told Alick what had occurred, he approved
of our conduct.

"There was something not altogether canny about Mr.
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Pipe," observed Sandy, "and I am very glad no harm
happened to you boys."

. *I didn't like the man's countenance, and suspected
his intentions from the first," said Alick; "however, I
could not refuse to trade with him, though it's more than
probable that he stole the peltries he brought us. We'll
send out and try and find out more about him."
. Besides the old Scotchman there were fortunately six

hunters at the fort, who were immediately despatched,
well armed, under Sandy's command, to follow the trail
of Opoihgun, and to ascertain where he had gone and what
he was about.

Alick would not let any of us accompany the party,
considering that it would be useless to expose us to the
danger we might.have to encounter.

While they were away we caught sight of a small band
of men in the distance coming towards the fort from the
south-west. As they got nearer we saw that there were
six persons.

" They are Indians, and seem in a great hurry from
the way they come along," observed Martin, who was
with Robin and me on the top of the tower.

" They do not appear to me to be Indians from the
way they run," said Robin. "I should say that most of
them are half-breeds, though there is one of them who
looks like an Indian."

I thought that they were all Indians, though they had
no war-plumes, and I saw no ornaments glittering in the sun.

"Whatever they are, they seem very anxious to reach
the fort," said Martin. "We'll soon know the truth of the
matter, for they must be here before long."
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As the strangers approached, we caught sight in the f ar
distance of another party far more numerous, who appeared
to be coming on as fast as the others were; still the latter
were certain to reach the fort some time before them.

Upon informing Alick, who was in his room, he said at
once that the smaller party were flying from the others,
evidently hoping to obtain refuge within the fort.

"We must give it them, whoever they are, whether
Indians or half-breeds," he added, and immediately calling
the few men who remained in the fort under arms, he and
I, with four or five others, went to the gate to receive the
fugitives. They soon got up to us, and we found that
Robin was right; five of them being half-breeds, with one
Chippewa Indian.

They were all panting for breath, having evidently had a
long run.

As soon as they could speak, they told us that they had
been out hunting buffalo, and had already collected a large
quantity of meat, with which they intended to load their
horses, when they were surprised by a body of Sioux, far
outnumbering them, who had carried off their horses.
Believing that to attempt the recovery of their animals
would be hopeless, they had been compelled to leave their
property behind them, and make their escape from their
camp, which they expected woulid be attacked the next
morning.

It was not till daylight, they supposed, that the Sioux
had discovered their flight. They had already made good
a considerable distance, before from the top of a hill they
were crossing they saw their enemies in the far distance
coming after them. They now discovered from the number
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of those who were following, that if they wished to save
their lives they must increase their speed, and not stop till
they had got safe into the fort.

Alick bade them banish their fears, and promised to
protect them.

Though our garrison was greatly reduced by the absence
of Sandy and the men who had accompanied him, we lost
no time in making preparations for the expected attack.

Unless the wily Indians were very numerous they would
scarcely venture, we concluded, to assault the fort in the
daytime, and would probably, on discovering that those
they were chasing had got safe within the walls, halt at a
distarice till they could form their plans.

Our first care was to send out Pat with the other men to
bring in the horses and cattle feeding in the neighbourhood,
which the Indians to a certainty would otherwise have
taken the liberty of lifting, as would be said in Scotland.

There was time to do this : at al events to save the
greater number. Those at a distance would have to take
care of themselves, and their sagacity would induce them
to scamper off on perceiving the approach of the Indians.

We had a well to supply us with water, and abundance
of provisions, with arms sufficient for six times the number
of our present garrison. These we had loaded, and placed
some in each of the four towers, and others at different
spots near the walls, so that one man might fire several in
succession. A look-out was also stationed at the top of
each of the towers, to give due notice of the approach of
the enemy, as we could not tell on which side they might
attack us.

We were well aware of the cunning they would exercise,
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and that they would employ every trick and stratagem to
take us by surprise. Possibly they would creep along the
bank of the river during the hours of darkness and try to
scale the walls on that side, or one party might come boldly
to the fort to attract our attention, while another might be
stealthily approaching from an opposite direction. We
had at all events, we knew, to keep very wide awake.

The hunters who had been pursued, overcome with
atigue, were not likely to be of much use in keeping guard,

so Alick told them to lie down and rest till they were
wanted for the protection of the fort. We anxiously
looked out for the return of Sandy and his party, and our
fear was that they might be -discovered before they could
reach us, and be attacked by the Sioux.

The enemy were now seen drawing nearer and nearer,
coming over the hill in the distance. We could distinguish
even the war-plumes of the chiefs waving in the wind, and
the glitter of their arms and ornaments. They formed a
large band; indeed, we knew that no Sioux, except in
considerable numbers, would venture to cross the Cree
country; feeling themselves strong enough to fight their
way back, should they be attacked, as they might expect
to be, by their hereditary enemies. There is no peace
between the Sioux and Crees.

These we knew from their plumes and war-paint to be
Blackfeet, the most savage and warlike of the northern
tribes.

They approached till they reached a spot just beyond
musket range. They there began forming a camp, so that
we knew they intended regularly to besiege the fort. None
of our little garrison, however, were in the slightest degree
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daunted. We had all the requisites for standing a siege;
water, provisions, and an abundance of arms and ammuni-
tion. A few small field-pieces in our towers would have
been of use, but it had not been thought fit to provide the
fort with them, and we had our muskets alone to depend
on, with some pikes and swords.

Night now. came on, and hid the enemy from view, and
a short time afterwards their camp .fires blazed up, and we
could see dark figures moving about in considerable
numbers. Still, Alick suspected that they might have
despatched a party to come round and try to surprise us
on the opposite side. When Robin heard this he offered
to go out and watch the camp, so that he might track any
body of men who might have set out with this purpose in
view.

" I cannot let you do that," answered Alick; "you may
know the Indian ways very well, but were you to be caught
they would to a certainty kill you, and we can spare no
one from the fort at present."

"But I will, if you'll allow me, try and find Sandy, and
warn him that the Sioux are in the neighbourhood," said
Robin. "I want to prove to you how grateful I am for all
the kindness you have shown me. I might be the means
of saving Sandy from falling into the hands of the enemy."

Alick did not answer immediately.
"Your proposal to warn Sandy is an important one," he

said at length ; "still I am very unwilling to accede to it.
You would run a very great risk of being tracked and
discovered by the Sioux, and I should never forgive myself
if any harm were to happen to you."

" Let me go, then," I said, " I would rather run the risk
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than expose Robin to it. As I am older and stronger, and
know the country better than he does, there will be less
danger of my being caught."

"I cannot agree that you know the country better than
I do," said Robin; " during the different excursions we have
made I noted every leading object we passed, in the mode
I learned to do while I was with the Indians, and though I
do not wish to disparage your knowledge, I suspect that I
could with more certainty find my way on a dark night
than you could."

I could not help acknowledging that Robin was right,
for I had often remarked how perfectly he knew every
spot he had but once passed, and that often he could
find his way when the rest of us were in doubts about the
matter.

Alick was so convinced of the importance of warning
Sandy that an enemy was near at hand, that he at last
consented to allow Robin to set out on his proposed
hazardous expedition. No one in the fort was so likely
to succeed as he was. Martin did not know the country
as well, and Pat would probably have made some mistake,
and be caught by the enemy. The rest of the men were
more accustomed to the river, or to conduct the sleighs
or beasts of burden between the different posts. Robin
having taken a good supper, and examined his gun and
ammunition, declared himself ready to start. The night
was dark, and unless any of the Sioux should have crept
up to the fort for the purpose of watching us, he was
not likely to be discovered on leaving it. Alick, Martin,
and I accompanied him to the gate, and each of us
warmly wrung his hand.
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"May Heaven protect you," said Alick. "Be cautious,
my boy, and don't run any unnecessary risk."

We concealed our lanterns, lest the enemy might per-
ceive the light as the gate was opened, and suspect that
some one was leaving the fort. We stood for some
moments watching our young friend till he disappeared
in the darkness, when the gate was again carefully
closed.

I believe that Alick half repented allowing him to go
now he had set out, for he had endeared himself to us
all, and we felt how deeply we should grieve should any
harm happen to him.
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CHAPTER VI.

Extreme vigilance in the Fort-Fire !-The Charge of the Blackfeet
-Their terrific War-whoop-The Blackfeet retire-The Second
Attack-" Down wid the Spalpeens "-A friendly War-whoop
heard just as Affairs have become desperate-The Blackfeet
retreat-Our Indian Allies enjoy a Scalp-Danice-Having eaten
all our Provisions, they invite us to accompany them on a Hunt-
ing Expedition-Robin's Badger-The Buffalo Hunt -The Herd
of Moose-Watchfulness of the Moose-The "Sunjegwun "-The
Cree Chief's Warning-We start for the Fort.

THERE was to be no sleep for us that night. Alick and I
were continually going our rounds, to see that all the men
were on the alert.

As soon as Robin had set out I went to the tower nearest
to the gate, and watched anxiously for any sign which
would show that he had been discovered by the Sioux. I
stayed as long as I could venture to do, but all remained
perfectly quiet in the direction I supposed he had taken.
So far this was satisfactory; I knew how well acquainted
he was with the ways of the Indians, and that he was not
likely to be surprised. His ear would be quick to detect
the sound of their approach ; his keen eye would be able to
pierce far through the gloom of night ; should any parties
therefore, be moving about I trusted that he would manage
to avoid them.
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Midnight came at last, and so tranquil did all remain
around, that had we not seen the Indian camp fires blazing
up in the distance we should not have supposed that the
enemy was near us.

Our guests were still asleep with their arms by their sides,
ready for instant use. For one thing I was glad that Rose
and Letty were safe at Fort Ross, though I had no doubt
that they would have behaved as courageously as any girls
under the circumstances could have done-and if they had
not fired the muskets, would have helped to load them, and
would have tended any who were wounded.

We showed no lights from the fort, which might have
let the Indians know that we were on the watch. We spoke
also in low voices that, should any of them be skulking
round the fort, they might not hear us.

It was about two hours past midnight; though I confess
that I was beginning to get somewhat tired, neither Alick
nor I had relaxed in our vigilance. Martin was also doing
his part in watching from the tower at the south-west angle.

It was agreed that even should we see the Indians ap-
proaching we should give no sign that we were awake, so
that our fire, when once we opened it, might have greater
effect. If one side only was attacked the whole garrison
was to go over to defend it, leaving only a single man at the

other angles to watch, lest another party might assault it
on that side.

I had just gone into the tower where Martin was keeping
watch, when, turning yound as he heard me enter, he whis-
pered, " They are coming !" and he drew me to a loophole.
I looked through and could distinguish a mass of dark
forms just issuing from the gloom, crouching low down,
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and trailing their arms so as to escape observation. Having
satisfied myself that they were really our enemies coming
on to attack the fort, I hurried down to tell Alick, and to
summon the men for the defence of the side on which I
supposed the assault wouid be made.

" Remember ! lads!" said Alick, "don't fire a shot till I
tell you, and the moment you have fired get another
musket ready for a second discharge."

The men sprang to their posts at the loopholes, some
going to the upper part of the tower, and some to the lower
story. We were all at our posts, when suddenly a most
terrific war-whoop burst upon our ears. I never heard so
awful a noise ; though I had fancied I knew what it was
like. So fearful is the sound of the Indian war-whoop that
even the most savage beasts have often been frightened out
of their wits. Buffaloes have, it is said, been known to fall
down on their knees, unable either to run or make any
resistance, and the bear has been so terror-stricken as to
quit his hold, and fall from the tree in utter amazement and
helplessness.

Again that fearful war-whoop arose, piercing our very
brains ; though neither Martin nor I had ever heard it before
it did not intimidate us, nor did it the rest of the garrison.

We waited, as ordered, till we heard Alick shout "Fire !"
when each man discharged his musket, and immediately, as
directed, grasped another.

The Indians, supposing that some time would elapse
before we had reloaded, sprang forward, but ere they could
reach the walls another volley laid many of them low, and
we were prepared to pour in a third upon them before they
had again moved forward.
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The shrieks and cries of the wounded rang through the
air, for they were so completely taken by surprise that for
the time they forgot their usual stoicism and gave way to the
impulse of human nature to cry out with pain.

" Reload!" cried Alick, who had watched all their move-
ments. "Fire the moment one of them advances." Instead
of approaching nearer, however, the whole band drew back,
when several muskets were discharged from among them;
the bullets being accompanied by a cloud of arrows, but
striking the palisades or flying over our heads they did
no harm.

"Those are the very arms we sold to the Indian the other
day, I suspect," observed Martin. "Sandy at the time
said he was sure Mr. Pipe had some sinister object in view.
He has managed to hand them over to these rascals."

As soon as the Indians began to fire, Alick ordered us to
fire in return, he himself setting the example. As we had
managed to reload all the pieces we had already fired, and
had several others still unused, our bullets produced a fear-
ful effect among the Indians, who retreated further and
further from the fort, till darkness hid them from viewa

We sent another volley after them, when Alick ordered
us to cease firing, hoping that the enemy would not again
venture'to approach.

Immediately silence reigned throughout the fort. Not
a shout was raised, not a word above a whisper uttered,
except whien Alick, in a stern voice exclaimed, "Fire !"

The Indians had discovered that they could have no hope
of taking us by surprise; but, at the same time, we knew
that they might again venture to attack the fort, and that
we must keep as much on the alert as before. We felt con-
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fident that as long as they should assault the fort in the
same manner as at first we could drive them back, but
should they change their tactics the case might be different.

If the chiefs côuld restore the courage of their followers,
they might completely surround the fort, and should they
venture to climb over the palisades on all sides at once, we
might have great difficulty in driving them back.

Suspecting that they mightemake an attempt to get in, in
the way I have last mentioned, Alick sent men to each of
the other angles to be ready should the Indians appear.

The remainder of the night went by. It was one of the
most an:ious times I ever passed in my life. When morn-
ing dawned the Indians could be seen in the far distance in
as great numbers as before, but none of their bands were
visible near the fort. We had little fear of their renewing
the attack during the daytime, and Alick gave orders to all
the garrison, except a few men at a time required to keep
watch, to lie down and get some sleep. He directed me
to do the same, promising to summon me when he required
to be relieved.

After I had rested about three hours he called me up,
and I was very glad to get some breakfast before going on
watch. I spent all the morning in one of the towers, keep-
ing a constant look-out on the enemy, who seemed in no
way inclined to move, while I frequently turned an anxious
eye in other directions, hoping to see Robin with Sandy and
his companions returning to the fort.

In vain, however, I looked. No human being could I
distinguish, either on the more open prairie or among the
trees in the distance. The day drew on; perhaps, if our
friends had discovered the vicinity of the Indians, they

L 2
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might wait under cover till dark ; but if they had not seen
them they would make at once for the fort. Still they did
not come, and darkness closed in upon us. We had another
night before us of anxiety and watchfulness. The same
arrangements were made as on the previous night, and
Alick and I, assisted by Martin, were continually making
the round.of the fort. At any moment we might have the
whole horde of savages upon us, yet, in the meantime, we
could do nothing to defend ourselves, except to keep our
muskets loaded and ready for action. Even though we
could tell the direction in which the Indians had retreated,
there was no use in firing into the empty air.

The silence we maintained would, however, we knew,
have greater effect on our enemies than the loudest shouts
we could have raised.

"I wish they would come on," exclaimed Martin; " the
fellows, after all, are but arrant cowards. They make noise
enough when they fancy that they are going to have things
all their own way. J suspect they are far enough off by
this tirne."

"We must not depend too much upon that," I observed.
"If they think that they can surprise us they will try again.
Perhaps they fancy that we suppose we have driven the-m
away, and will turn in and go to sleep, and they are waiting
till our eyes are fast closed.

"I wonder what o'clock it is," said Martin.
"Not many minutes to dawn," I answered. "We shall

ere long see the light breaking in the eastern sky."
Scarcely had I uttered the words*when Martin, who had

gone back to his loophole, whispered, "There they are
again, but coming on very differently to the first time."
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I looked out and could see a dark Une extending round
the whole front and side of the fort. I hurried. down to
Alick, warning the men in a low voice to be on the alert.
We went over to the opposite side. From this also we
saw the same dark Une slowly approaching nearer and
nearer.

It was very evident that the Indians had surrounded the
fort, and intended to attack us simultaneously on every
side. Alick immediately distributed the men in equal
parties round the stockade, and directed them as before to
await his order to fire. The war-whoop the enemy had
before uttered was terrifie enough. Suddenly the air was
rent by the loudest and most fearful shrieks rising from
every side of us, and the next instant showers of arrows,
and a few bullets, came whistling above our heads, and
directly afterwards the Indians appeared emerging from

xe gloom.
Alick waited till they were near enough for every bullet

to take effect. Most of our men were tolerable shots, but
the Indians, instead of rushing straight forward, ke-pt leap-
ing from side to side, and thus many escaped. Though
we had our second muskets in readiness, urged on by their
former failure, they sprang forward at so rapid a rate, that
before we could fire, a large number had reached the walls,
against which they placed long pieces of light timber, with
notches in them to serve as ladders. The most active of
our people were engaged in throwing these down as fast as
they were placed against the palisades, while the rest by
Alick's orders kept firing rapidly away, taking up musket
after musket.

Active as we were several of the e.nemy climbed to the
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top of the palisades, but were hurled backwards, or, being
shot as they appeared, fell down into the fort. In spite of
the fate which had overtaken their comrades, others made
most daring attempts to get in. Should two or three
succeed, they, with their tomahawks, might keep a space
clear for a sufficient time, to enable others to follow them,
and the fort might be taken. Now they made a desperate
assault on one side, now on another, but were each time
repulsed. We had the advantage of possessing a platform
on which we could run rapidly from place to place, as we
were required, while the enemy had the ditch to pass and
the high palisade to climb, before they could reach the top.
This enabled us to defend ourselves in a way we could not
otherwise have done; still the Indians vastly outnumbered
us, and seemed determined not to abandon their enterprise.
Several of our men had been wounded, but not severely,
while numbers of the enemy had fallen.

Pat Casey was among the most active of the garrison;
now firing his musket, now pronging at an Indian who had
clinbed to the top of the palisade, now using a broad
sword which he had secured to his side, all the time
shouting out, "Erin go bragh! Down with the spal-
peens. Arrah! now, you're coming in, are you? Just
take that thin, and find out that you've made a mistake."

The last sentence he uttered as he ran an Indian
through the shoulder, and hurled him back into the
ditch.

Each man of our party knew that he was fighting for
his life. No mercy could be expected should the fort be
taken; still.in spite of the courage and activity displayed
by our people, there seemed too much probability that the
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enemy would succeed. It was not thought likely that they
would attack the towers, but Alick considered it necessary
to keep a man in each, who was ordered to fire away, while
he watched to give notice should the enemy attempt to
attack that part of the fort.

The darkness prevented us from observing the move-
ments of the Indians, but I fancied as I was looking out that
I saw a considerable number retreating, and I could hear
no voices coming from that side; still the rest continued
the attack, though perhaps with less energy than before.

Some time elapsed without any effort being made to
climb up the palisades. Flights of arrows were continually
shot at us, and our ears were assailed with the most fearful
shouts and shrieks. Presently as I was looking out on the
west side- I saw a dense mass appear out of the gloom, and
to my dismay I discovered that it was composed of men
carrying large fagots.

I told Alick what I had seen, and he immediately sum-
moned six of our best men to that side of the fort, for its
defence.
- It was clearly the intention of our enemies to throw the

fagots down against the walls, so as to fill up the ditch and
form a path up which they could climb, or to set them on
fire and burn down the stockades. Alick, supported by
Pat with half a dozen men, stood ready to receive them;
while others in the towers, which enfiladed the walls, kept
up a hot fire which struck down several of the Indians as
they rushed up to place their fagots.

It being necessary, of course, to defend the walls on the
other side, Martin and I were hurrying here and there as
we saw the enemy approaching.
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" Here they come," I heard Alick shout out.
At the same moment a terrific war-whoop sounded in

our ears.
"Fire steadily at them, my lads," cried Alick, "and

if they get within reach of our bayonets, let them feel the
points."

"Shure ! that's what we'll be afther doing," cried Pat.
"Won't we, boys ? Erin go bragh!" and a well directed
volley drove back the first body of Indians who were
attempting to mount. They had been sent apparently as
a forlorn hope, for the next instant another party still more
numerous appeared, while, as I hurried over to the other
side, I saw a third band, advancing evidently with the
intention of making a separate attack.

At the same instant the entire body of our enemies,
uniting their voices, uttered another of those dreadful war-
whoops. Though we had hitherto kept up our courage,
but few among us believed that we should be able to offer
an effectual resistance. The next instant, however, ere the
shrieks of our enemies had died away, they were answered
by other cries which came from the forest. Could a fresh
body of Indians be about to attack us ? Should such be
the .case our doom was sealed.

Such were the thoughts that passed through my mind.
Again that war-whoop sounded through the night air.

" Hurrah!" cried Pat, "those are friendly Indians. I
know it by the sound."

Pat's assertion was corroborated by several of the other
men. Our well-nigh exhausted strength and courage was
restored.

The Indians had heard these cries, and the formidable
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party which had been mounting the fagots hurried back,
while the last who had been seen approaching retreated.
We plied them more rapidly than ever with our musketry.
We could hear their chiefs issuing their orders, and in
another minute the whole line scampered off and disap-
peared in the darkness.

Not many minutes afterwards we heard Sandy's voice
shouting out, " We have brought some Indian friends to
your assistance."

We now, without hesitation threw open the gate, and the
next instant Robin sprang forward and shook our hands,
while Sandy with his six men appeared directly afterwards.

"No time to stop," exclaimed Sandy. "The youngster
found us, and we fell in with some friends in time of need,
who agreed to come along with us. There they are, but
they're afraid to come near lest you should mistake them
for the foe, and pepper them. They and we must be after
the rascals who have been attacking you. Can't stop to
ask questions; only hope you are all safe. Keep Robin
fast or he'1l be running after us, and there is no need to let
the lad run his nose into unnecessary danger. I hope you
are all right, though ?"

"Yes! thank you! none of us hurt badly," answered
Alick.

" That's well!" exclaimed Sandy, and without more ado
he and his men hurried aftg the Indians, who were already
cautiously moving on in the direction our late assailants had
taken.

" Don't pursue them too far, or you may fall in with fresh
bands, and may have a hard matter to fight your way
back," shouted Alick.
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" Ay! ay! " answered Sandy, "trust me and the
Indians for that," and he and his men were soon lost to
sight in the gloom.

Several of our men eagerly begged for leave to go out
and join Sandy's party. Alick would, however, only allow
six of them, including three of the hunters to whom we
had given refuge, to go. All being well armed we had no
doubt that they would drive back the Sioux, and probably
kill or capture a number of them.

Robin, as Sandy had supposed he would, wanted to go
also, but Martin and I held him fast till the gate was
closed.

"Now go and lie down, my boy," said Alick. "You
have been on your legs a good many hours, and have done
us service enough for one day, or for many days for that
matter."

Robin somewhat unwillingly obeyed, having first taken
some food, of which he stood in need, and as he dropped
off to sleep immediately, it was evident that he was pretty
well worn out.

We- had now to wait for the return of our friends. In
the meantime we did our best to dress the hurts of the men
who had been wounded. In many cases they could help
each other, in their own rough fashion, for they were gene-
rally in so healthy a state, that injuries which might have
proved fatal to people living wlhat is called a civilized life,
compelled them scarcely to lay up for more than a day or
two.

Three of our guests had been wounded, but they made
light of the matter, and declared that they should at once
be able to proceed on their journey.
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Martin and I amused ourselves by collecting all the arrows
which had been shot into the fort, and a fine number we
had of them. We agreed to ornament the walls of one of
the rooms with the arrows, and to send others to our
friends. We could not find the. bullets which had been
fired, and concluded that they had all been shot over the
the fort, and often into the ground on the opposite side,
perhaps killing our foes instead of us.

Considering the vast number of the enemy, and the
desperate courage they had displayed in attacking the
fort, we had great reason to be thankful that we had been
preserved. I believe, indeed, that we ought to be thankful
every day of our existence, for we know not how many
unseen dangers we escape in our walk through life. I
know that I did not think so seriously of such matters as I
do now; but I am sure that the earlier we begin to think of
God's protecting Providence, the more anxious we shall be
to serve Him, and the more we shall fear offending One so
kind and merciful.

Another day broke, but still neither Sandy's party nor
his Indian allies had reappeared, and Alick began to fear
that they had followed the enemy further than was pru-
dent. Should the Sioux have turned upon them with the
same bravery they had displayed when attacking the fort,
our friends would have run a fearful risk of being cut off,
while we should probably be again attacked with less pro-
spect than before of success.

Though pretty well tired with our long watching, and
the desperate exertions we had made in defence of the
fort, we were all in good spirits. Alick, however, who
was always prudent, had the arms reloaded, and made as
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much preparation for defence as he considered neces-
sary.

The Sioux, I should have said, when retreating, had car-
ried off their dead and wounded, to save them from the
ignominy of being scalped, which would to a certainty have
been their fate had our Indian allies found them on the
ground. We were thus saved the horror of witnessing the
spectacle, as also the trouble of burying the dead. The
Indians would probably also have killed all the wounded,
in spite of the efforts we should have made to save them.

At length, about noon the watchman in the tower
shouted out that he saw a party approaching from the
south-west ; the direction the Sioux had probably taken.
We were for some time in doubt whether they were friends
or foes. At length Martin, who was on the look-out with
me, exclaimed: "Hurrah! I'm sure that's old Sandy
marching ahead, with an Indian chief by his side; and
there come the men. They have thrashed the Sioux. , No
doubt about that, and it will be a long time before the rascals
venture to pay us another visit.

I was not quite certain that Martin was right, and feared
that his imagination had deceived him. While we were
discussing the matter, we were joined by Robin, whose
eyes were sharper than either of ours. He at once declared
that Martin was not mistaken. We accordingly announced
the fact to Alick, and the few men who were awake. The
sleepers were quickly roused by the shout of satisfaction
which was uttered, and there being no longer any appre-
hension of danger, we hurried out to meet our friends,
accompanied by Bouncer and a whole tribe of smaller dogs,
which lived unfer'his rule.
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" We've given the Sioux a lesson they'll not forget in a
hurry," exclaimed Sandy, as we met. "We came upon
them while they were encamped, not dreaming that we
were near, and before they could stand to their arms, we
had shot down a dozen or more, including all the fellows
who had muskets, which the others in their fright, as they
jumped up to fly, left behind them. We took possession
of the muskets and followed up the enemy for an hour or
more. How many were killed it would have been hard to
say, as we did not stop to count those we shot down ; but
our redskin friends have got thirty scalps, which would be
about the tally, as they looked out for all who fell. I
don't approve of the custom, for they are not very par-
ticular in seeing whether a man's alive or dead before
they lift the hair from the crown of his head."

Alick would gladly have prevented the slaughter which
had occurred. It struck us that probably the Sioux in
their flight had thrown down the men who had been killed
or wounded in the attack on the fort, and that these were
included in the number Sandy spoke of.

Our Indian allies, after enjoying a scalp-dance outside
the fort,-not a very edifying spectacle, but an amusement
in which they seemed to take an especial delight,-were
invited to partake of a feast which had been in the mean-
time preparing. All our cooks had been engaged on it,
and though not of a very refined description, it suited
the taste of our guests.

We had buffalo meat and venison, boiled, roasted, and
stewed with *flour cakes, and potatoes, the produce of our
garden. A small amount of whisky was served out; but
Alick was careful not to give the Indians enough to make
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them lose their wits. The chiefs, however, who asked for
more, got sufficient to make them loquacious, and some
wonderfully long speeches were uttered, expressing the
affection they felt for us, their pale-face brothers.

When night came on they encamped outside, as it was a
rule never to allow any large body of Indians, whoever
they were, to sleep inside the fort. As they were aware of
this they were not offended. The weather being warm
they had no great hardship to endure, though unable to put
up wigwams for their protection. Before lying down, they
had another scalp-dance, which they kept up to a late hour.

We were in hopes that they would go the next day, but
they showed no inclination to move as long as they could
obtain an abundant supply of food. We, of course, were
obliged to serve it out from our stores, and should have
been considered very ungrateful had we given them a hint
to take their departure. They thus consumed nearly the
whole of the substantial provisions we had in the fort, in-
cluding flour and potatoes; and not till Alick told them
that we had but little more to offer, did they express an
intention of going away.

Before doing so they invited us to accompany them on
a hunting expedition, which they proposed making in a
few days, after they had returned to their own lodges and
obtained horses for the purpose. Martin and I were eager
to go, as was Robin, and we persuaded Alick to accompany
us, as he required a change after the arduous work he had
gone through. At first he was very doubtful about the
matter; but he consented at length to leave Sandy in
charge, which he often had done when compelled to be
absent from the fort.
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We started from home with our guns, intending to shoot
on the way, directing our horses to be brought after us.
We were accompanied by Bouncer, who was always our
attendant on such occasions, and very useful he often made
himself, being expert in attacking all animals, but especially
cautious when he met with those with whose prowess he
was well acquainted. We had bagged two or three small
animals and a few birds, when, forgetting our usual custom
of keeping together, we each took a different path, which
led us to some distance apart. Martin was nearest to me;
I could still see him between the trees, when I heard a shot.
I looked towards him; but, as I saw no smoke, I concluded
that he had not fired. Directly afterwards he shouted,
" Come on, David! I heard Robin cry out; something
must have happened."

I ran as fast as I could, shouting to Alick, who I hoped
might hear me. The ground being tolerably open in the
direction I had taken, I quickly overtook Martin.

"It was there I heard his voice," he exclaimed; "yes!
he's still crying out. I can't understand it, but I hope
nothing terrible has happened to him."

Guided by Robin's voice, we at last got near him. At
the same moment Alick appeared in another direction
between the trees.

Instead of being alarmed, we burst -into a fit of laughter,
for there was Robin holding on to the bushy tail of an
animal which with might and main was making towards a
hole near at hand. " Help me ! help me !" cried Robin,
"or the beast will get away."

Robin pulled in one direction, and the beast, which I
saw was an unusually large badger, was endeavouring to
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scramble off in another, dragging Robin after it. Before
Bouncer, who had followed Alick, could spring forward to
Robin's assistance the badger had reached its hole, down
which it was struggling with might and main to descend;
but Robin, who had now no fears of being bitten, held on
stoutly, while Bouncer flew at the hinder-quarters of the
beast, of which he took a firm gripe.

" Pull away, Robin, pull away," I shouted. "You can
have the honour of killing him yourself, with the help of
Bouncer."

Robin hauled away, and so did the dog; but for some
time it seemed doubtful which party would gain the victory.
At last Robin, by a desperate effort, hauled the unfortunate
badger out of the hole; and, as he did so, he fell back-
wards, still holding on, and drawing the creature almost
over him. On this Bouncer seized it by the neck, and
Martin, taking up a thick stick which lay at hand, stunned
it with a blow, when it was quickly despatched. We took
off the skin, as we had those of the other animals we had
shot, and did them up to be sent back by the men who
brought our horses.

I mention the circumstance as it afforded us much
amusement; and, though it will not appear a very im-
portant one, it showed Robin's determination not to be
defeated in anything he undertook. After that we used
frequently to observe, "Stick to it, as Robin did to the
badger's tail, and you'll get it out of the hole at last."

It is what J would advise others to do when they have
difficulties to contend with, whether great or small.

The horses overtook us in the afternoon, when we rode
on and camped by ourselves for the night, intending to join
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THE TRAMP OF BUFFALOES HEARD.

our Indian friends the next day. We had brought with us
a small supply of provisions, in addition to the game which
we had shot on our way, expecting that the Indians would
be able to furnish us with buffalo meat, on which we had
no objection to live for a few days.

Next morning, having breakfasted and caught our horses,
we rode on ; but it was not till nearly evening that we
reached the Cree camp. We slept in a skin-covered wig-
wam which they appropriated to our use, and the following
morning started for the southward in search of buffalo,
which were supposed to be in considerable numbers in that
direction. We rode on, all day, stopping only to take a
meal about noon, but not a buffalo did we see. We had
exhausted all our provisions, and regretted that we had not
brought more with us for our own private use.

Small fires only were formed, around which we lay down
to sleep. It was nearly dawn when the Cree chief, touch-
ing my arm, awoke me.

"Listen !" he said, putting his head close down to the
ground.

I did so, and could hear a low, dull sound, as if number-
less feet were beating the soil.

"That is the tramp of buffaloes," he observed.
When, however, I sat up I could hear nothing. The

chief told me to call my brother and other friends, and
proposed, as soon as we had had something to eat, that we
should set off in the direction from whence the sounds we
had heard proceeded.

I roused up my companions, and when they put their

ears down to the ground and listened, they also could hear
the same tramping sound.
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I was not yet perfectly convinced that the chief was
right, but he asserted that there was no mistake about the
matter.

When we told the chief that we had no food, he looked
rather blank, and shortly returned with some dried venison,
which we were fain to cook as best we could before the fire.
We had a small supply of biscuit, and a stream at hand
furnished us with water. Thus fortified, we mounted our
horses and rode to the top of a hill near at hand, from
which we could command an extensive view of the prairie.

Not a sign, however, of a buffalo could be seen ; still the
chief was confident that he was not mistaken, and we
pushed our horses in the direction of the sounds we had
heard for at least ten miles. When we had gone about
another ten miles we could just distinguish a black line
crossing the prairie.

"I told you so," said the chief; "there they are, and we
shall in less than another hour be up to them."

All we could as yet see was the mere margin of the herd,
looking, as I have said, like a black line thrown along the
edge of the sky, or a low shore just visible across a lake.

We calculated that the place where we first heard the
sounds of the animals' feet could not have been less than
twenty miles off. As we drew near we observed that the
herd was in the wildest state of commotion; the bulls every
now and then rushing at each other and fighting despe-
rately, the sounds produced by the knocking together of
their hoofs as they raised their feet from the ground, their
incessant tramping and loud and furious roars as they
engaged in their terrific conflicts, created an uproar which
it seemed surprising our horses took so quietly; but we had
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chosen animals well accustomed to hunting the buffalo, and
they were as eager as we were for the chase. Under other
circumstances it would have required great caution to
approach the herd; but engaged as they now were they
were not easily alarmed, and the Cree chief giving the
word we rode directly at them.

" Let the bulls alone," cried the chief, as we galloped
forward, "single out the cows ; they alone are worth eating.
Don't stop to ram down your charges after you have fired,
but pour in the powder, and drop down the bullet upon it.
'Twill serve your purpose, for you must not draw trigger
till you're close to the animal, or you will fail to bring it to
the ground."

We, of course, promised to follow his instructions and
dashed forward. As we got nearer, we saw that the herd
was so densely packed that we should have the greatest
difficulty in making our way into their midst without having
our horses injured by their horns; not that the buffaloes
would have run at them, but -in consequence of the rapid
way in which they moved them about, in their frantic
rage, in all directions. We therefore galloped along in
front of the herd with the intention of getting on their
flanks, or finding some opening through which we might
reach the cows.

At last the chief proposed that we should dismount,
and leaving the horses under the care of some of the men,
try to make our way in on foot. I thought this a very
hazardous experiment, and made some remark to that
effect.

"Not so hazardous as you may suppose," answered the
chief. "The animals will not see you, and you have only

M 2
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to leap out of their way, should any come rushing in
the direction where you are standing."

" I have often shot buffalo in that way," exclaimed Robin;
"keep with me, David, and we'll see what we can do."

I preferred trusting him to the chief, whom Alick and
Martin followed.

Robin and I were soon in the midst of the surging sea

of horns. His boldness gave me courage, bût it was

necessary to keep our eyes round us on all sides, and to

be ready to leap here and there, to get out of the way of
the animals which were constantly on the move. The
part we had entered was of course far more open than that

where we first made the attempt.
Robin's coolness was wonderful. He was the first to

shoot a cow.
" Let it alone," he said, " I see some more out there."

As we made our way onwards and were trying to get at the

cows, a whole mass of the bulls came surging around us,
and presently several putting their heads to the ground

dashed forward, directly towards the place where we were

standing.
" Here! here!" cried Robin, " we shall be safe ;" and he

pointed to a deep hollow which, in the rainy season, had
held water, but was now perfectly dry.

We both leaped in; when the bulls came rushing by us

but again stopped, and others joining them, the whole began
to fight with the greatest desperation. The only chance

we had of getting out of our disagreeable position was to

kill the bulls and make our way through them. We fired

and loaded as fast as we could, and seven lay stretched on

the groundi
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" Now!" cried Robin, "is our time to escape."
We sprang up and dashed through the herd ; but, greatly

to our disappointment, when we looked out for the cows,
we found that our firing had alarmed them, and that they
had all run off. Not quite liking this sort of work, we re-
gained our horses and galloped on to where we saw a party
of our Indian friends, who had just killed a cow.

Most of the herd had moved away from the spot, but
one enormous bull on seeing what had happened, bellowing
furiously, came dashing towards us, ploughing up the ground
with his horns. The Indians, unwilling to stand his charge,
turned and fled; when the animal seeing me rushed for-
ward, determined, it seemed, to wreak his vengeance on
my steed.

My well-trained animal, however, bounded out of the
way, when I, having my gun loaded, fired at the bull, which
was not three yards from me. The ball penetrating his
chest, he fell dead. The Indians now returned and began
cutting up the% cow. While they were so engaged, another
cow, which they supposed to be the mother of the one they
had killed, galloped towards us, bellowing loudly. They,
not having their arms in their hands, took to flight, declaring
that the cow was resolved on revenging herself for the
slaughter of her daughter.

I was much inclined to follow them, but Robin asking me
to hold the horse, slipped from the saddle, and throwing
himself by the body of the dead cow, rested his rifle so that
he could take steady aim, and as the raging cow came
near he fired. She turned, gave one or two jumps, and
fell dead.

We had now an ample supply of meat. Several other
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cows had been killed, and the Indians employed themselves
in cutting them up into pieces fit for transporting to their
lodges. We had crossed no rivers on our way, and when
we came to encamp at night it was found that no water had
been brought, nor were we likely to get any till we reached
the encampment.

We all suffered much from thirst. I do not recollect,
indeed, having ever endured so much torture as I did
during the next day's ride back. The Indians, perhaps,
bore the want of water better than we did. It seemed as
if we should drink the stream dry which bubbled up out of
the hill-side near the camp. It took us a whole day to
recover.

We had intended returning to the fort, but as we required
a large supply of buffalo meat, Alick engaged the chief to
hunt for us, and consented to accompany him on another
excursion.

Martin, Robin, and I were of course perfectly ready, and
set out again with as much glee as at first. The buffalo
had, however, by this time retired a long way to the south,
and it took us three days to come up with them. I need
not describe another hunt. On this occasion the herd was
more scattered. We galloped in among them, firing right
and left. Each man, when he shot an animal, dropped
some article upon the carcase to show by whose prowess it
had been killed.

Full thirty fat animals were killed, and as the meat in
its present condition could not be carried so far, we formed
a camp, and the Indians cut the flesh up in long strips,
which were dried in the sun; a considerable portion also
being beaten up into almost a paste, was mixed with the
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fat to form pemmican. This was then pressed into bags of
skin, and done up into packages ready for transport.

The process is a simple one, but much labour must be
expended on it.

All this time we had scouts out, not to look after the
buffalo but to watch lest any enemies might be in the
neighbourhood. Several horses having been sent for, the
pemmican and fresh meat was packed on them, and we set
off on our return to the Cree camp.

On our arrival there the chief informed us that he had
notice of a large herd of moose being in the neighbour-
hood, and Alick was very anxious to obtain some, as the
flesh is excellent. From their wary nature the moose are,
however, very difficult to kill. We accordingly, having
despatched the laden animals with some of our own men,
accompanied the chief with another party in the direction
where we expected to fall in with the moose.

The moose is also called the elk. It is the largest of all
the deer tribe, sometimes attaining the height of seven feet
at the shoulders, being thus as tall as many ordinary
elephants ; the horns are enormous, their extremities widely
palmated, and so heavy are they that it seems a wonder
how the animal can carry them. It has a large muzzle,
extremely elongated, which gives it a curious expression
of countenance which is far from attractive. When it
moves it goes at a long swinging trot which enables it to
get over the ground at great speed, and it is surprising
how the creature with its enormous horns can manage to
pass through the woods in the way it does. It then throws
back its horns on its shoulders, and calculates the measure-
ment exactly, as it rarely or never is caught by them in
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the branches. It can swim capitally, and often takes to
the water in the summer months for its own amusement.
Over hard ground it is difficult to keep up with it. When
the snow is deep the heavy feet of the moose sink into it
at every step, so that it is during the winter easily captured.
Its colour is a dark brown, with a yellowish hue thrown
over parts of it.

As it is as wary as most of the deer tribe, it is difficult to
stalk it. At the same time, if the hunter knows what he
is about, and keeps well to leeward and under cover, he
can frequently get near enough for a shot, but his powder
must be strong and his gun true, or his bullet will not
penetrate the animal's thick skin.

We killed three elk in as many different ways; one by
stalking up to it, another by lying hid behind some bushes
till it came near enough to receive the fatal shot, and a
third by following it up on horseback. The last chase was
the most exciting, and had we not got on to some swampy
ground, I believe that after all the elk would have escaped
us, but heading it we got a fair shot at its chest which
brought it to the ground.

The next day ·Robin and I again accompanied the
Indian chief on foot, in chase ot moose. We caught sight
of a large animal feeding in the open, but could not for a
long time get near it. At last it moved off, and we
followed till it approached a small pond with a reedy island
towards one end of it. The moose plunged into the pond
and swam towards the reeds, among which it disappeared.
There was apparently no firm footing for it, and it must
have remained almost if not entirely under water.

The chief declared that it was hiding itself beneath the
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surface, and that if we would wait patiently we should see
it again come up, when we should to a certainty kill it.
We, accordingly, moving cautiously round the pond, hid
ourselves among the reeds in a spot from whence we could
see the place where the moose disappeared. We must
have remained upwards of an hour, when at length the
moose rose to the surface and, swimming a short distance,
began to wade towards where we were concealed. We
were afraid of moving, even to get our guns pointed at it,
lest we should startle it-as these animals are very
sharp of hearing-and it should swim off in the opposite
direction.

Nearer and nearer it came, till it was well within shot,
when the chief made a sign with his head, and Robin and
I fired. The moose made one desperate plunge, then fell
over dead. The chief had reserved his fire, lest we should
have missed. He now, giving us his gun, rushed into the
water, and dragged the dead moose to shore. He was
highly pleased at our success, for the Indians consider the
moose more difficult to take than- any other animal. It
is more vigilant than either the buffalo or cariboo, more
prudent and crafty than the antelope. In the most violent
storm, when the wind and the thunder and the falling
timber are making the loudest and the most incessant roar,
if the hunter even with his foot or his hand breaks the
smallest dry twig in the forest, the moose will hear it, and
though it does not always run, it ceases eating and bends
its attention to all sounds. If in the course of an hour the
hunter neither moves nor makes the least noise, the moose
may possibly again begin to feed, but does not forget what
he has heard, and for many hours afterwards is more vigi-
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lant even than before. Our friend told us that the moose
is never found among the cariboo, nor the latter among the
former. The moose frequents the prairie where the buffalo
feeds, while the cariboo generally inhabits low and swampy
regions.

The chief begged us to remain by the animal we had
killed, while he returned to the lodges, that he might send
the horses to bring home the meat, with two others for us
to ride.

With the supplies our own hunters were likely to obtain,
we calculated that we should have enough .food for our-
selves.

We had now been much longer from the fort than we
intended, so we at last bade our friends good-bye, and rode
forward northward alone. We should have, we calculated,
a couple of nights to pass in the open air, but we were all
well accustomed to this sort of life, and thought it no hard-
ship. Our Cree friends purposed moving southward, and
told us that we should not be likely to see them again for
some time.

As it was impossible for us to carry our share of the
moose-flesh with us, we had arranged with the chief that
he should build what is called a "sunjegwun," a high scaf-
fold, on the top of which it was to be deposited and then
securely covered over, so that no birds of prey could reach
it, while, from its height, even bears would not be able to
climb up to the top. This is an ordinary method employed
by the Indians for preserving their provisions, when they
have obtained more than they can transport at a time. Of
course, it may possibly be stolen by their enemies, but they
select such spots as are not likely to be discovered.
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Another risk they run is from those arrant thieves the
wolverines, which, if they discover what is on the top of the
scaffold, though they cannot climb up it, will set to work
with their sharp teeth, and try to gnaw away the posts.

As, however, they are likely to find the operation a long
one, the owners may return before they have accomplished
it, and shoot them for their pains. Our friends agreed not
to place the meat " en cache " till they were on the point
of starting, and we hoped to be able before that time to
send our people to bring it into the fort. We should have
taken some with us, but it required more smoking, and we
could not wait till it was thoroughly cured.

Alick had consulted the Cree chief as to what had
become of the Sioux who had attacked us.

" I am glad you have asked me," he answered; "though
they may possibly have returned to their own country, they
are very likely to come back, and endeavour to take the
fort by surprise. They are cunning as they are daring,
and if they can obtain the opportunity, they are very sure
to take advantage of it. Perhaps they will wait till they
can get reinforced, so that they may make sure another
time of gaining the victory."

"They may think that they are sure," answered Alick;
"but they may find that they have made as great a mistake
as before."

" Well, my friend," answered the chief, "be ever on the
watch, and don't trust them."

Such were nearly the last words the chief had spoken
to us.

The heat was now considerable, and, hardy as we were,
we were glad to rest in the shade during the hotter hours
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of the day, notwithstanding we had a large fire burning
during the night, to scare away the wolres and bears;
while one of us invariably kept watch, both for our own
sakes and that of our animals, which even many of the
Crees would not scruple to steal if they could do so
without fear of discovery.

We had got within a few miles of the fort, when Alick,
alongside whom I was riding, said to me, " I wish that I
had not come on this expedition. I ought not to have left
the fort so long, with only Sandy as commandant. He
is cautious and cunning enough in the field, but I am
afraid that inside the walls he may become less careful,
and allow himself to be taken by surprise."

I laughed at Alick's anxieties; for I had never seen him
in such a humour before.

" I hope you are ftot exercising the gift of second-sight,"
I said; " I didn't know you possessed it."

" I trust that I do not," he answered. "Let us push
forward, and we shall soon reach the fort, and know what
has happened."
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CHAPTER VII.

Return to the Fort-Find it destroyed-Poor Sandy and honest Pat
missing-A watchful Night-The Fish-hawks-Robin's Sus-
picions-No Horses-" Up ! Boys, up ! "-We begin our Tramp-
Turkey-eggs very nice for hungry Men-The Sunjegwun is
reached-Bitter Disappointment-The Bear and its Cub-I kill
them-Robin's Soup-pot-Crees of the Plain-Our new Com-
panions-Picheto-The Young Cree kills a Buffalo-The
"Pound "-The Hunting-Party-The Chief is willing to trade-
Offers us Horses for our Guns-The Feast.

As we approached the fort towards the end of the day,
we looked out for the flag, which we expected to see float-
ing over it, but it was not visible.

"Can Sandy have forgotten to hoist it," observed Alick.
" It is yet too early for him to have hauled it down. Ex-.
pecting us he would certainjy have kept it flying till dark."

" Perhaps your prognostications of evil may have come
true," I said, laughing, not at all thinking that such was the
case.

" I trust not," answered Alick, in a grave tone. "I shall
never forgive myself if any misfortune has happened during
my absence from the fort. I ought to have remained at
my post; though Sandy is so cautious and vigilant that
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I considered he would take as good care of it as I
could."
V Martin and Robin now trotted up to us.

"What has become of the flag?" exclaimed Martin.
"Robin says that he has seen suspicious signs of Indians
having been in the neighbourhood, and see! I've picked up
this arrow-head. It looks as if it had been only lately
dropped."

Robin confirmed what Martin had said, and expressed
his fears that the fort had been again attacked.

"We shall soon know the worst, at all events," said Alick,
and putting our horses into a gallop we dashed forward.

We all uttered exclamations of dismay when coming
near where the fort had stood, we beheld only a blackened
ruin. The towers had been burnt to the ground; the pali-
sades pulled down and destroyed, as was every wooden
building inside the enclosure.

" This has not happened by accident," observed Aick.
" My worst apprehensions are fulfilled. The Indians must
have attacked the fort, and having succeeded in capturing
it, put the whole garrison to death."

"Perhaps some may have escaped, and are hidden in the
neighbourhood," said Martin, and before Alick could stop
him, he shouted out at the top of his voice, "Hillo!
any one hereabouts ? Answer friends."

" Stay !" cried Alick. " Our voices may be heard by
foes as well as friends. Keep a look round; in case the
former should appear, we may have to fly for our lives."

We followed his injunctions.
" Alas! alas ! poor Sandy and honest Pat and the rest.

What has been their fate?" I said to myself. We kept tight
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rein on our horses, ready to turn round and gallop off in
the direction Alick might select; but not a human being
appeared. We first made a circuit of the fort, and exa:
mined the only shelter near at hand in which an enemy
might be concealed ; but no one was discovered. We then
rode into it, expecting to find some signs which might
inform us what had become of the garrison.

That the fort had been attacked by Indians was now
clear, for several of our men lay dead among the ruins,
their bodies fearfully charred, while they had all been
scalped. We searched everywhere for Sandy and Pat, but
could not discover the corpses of either of them. They
might have escaped, or too probably, perhaps, fallen into
the hands of the enemy, and been carried off to meet
with a worse fate. It made us feel very sad indeed.

Further examination showed us that the fort had been
plundered of the stores, provisions, and ammunition ; not a
particle of food had been left behind. We had too much
reason also to fear that the buffalo meat obtained in our late
hunting expedition had been captured by the enemy, either
before or after it had been brought into the fort.

Darkness found us still occupied in the melancholy task
of searching among the ruins.

"What are we to do now ?" I asked.
"We must make the best of our way to Fort Ross,

with the tidings or what has happened," answered
Alick.

" But our horses are knocked up, and we can go no
distance to-night," I said.

"That is indeed too true! We shall have to camp out
in the most sheltered spot near at hand, and allow our
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horses time to feed, though we shall have to go without our
suppers," said Alick.

With heavy hearts we rode out of the fort towards the
nearest spot which would afford a shelter during the night.
We might have remained in the fort itself; but the dead
bodies of the garrison emitted an odour which would have
rendered that disagreeable in the extreme.

Having turned our horses loose, we managed to collect
some sticks for a fire, which soon burned up. We then lay
down supperless, with our saddles as pillows, and endea-
voured to recruit our strength by sleep. One of us in suc-
cession tried to remain awake to keep watch, but I am afraid
that both Martin and I dozed considerably when we ought
to have had our eyes open.

We were unmolested during the night, but when daylight
returned and we looked about for our horses, they were no-
where to be seen. They had, perhaps, found their way to
their favourite pastures, where they were likely to meet
with their former companions.

" We shall have a long tramp in search of them; but I
make no doubt shall find them at last," said Alick.
· Though my brother tried thus to reassure us, the dis-
appearance of our horses was a serious matter. It was not
pleasant to have to carry our saddles in addition to the
knapsacks we each of us had at our backs.

"The first thing we have to do is to try and get some-
thing for breakfast," observed Martin. "If we had but
some fishing-lines or nets, we might easily get some fish
which could quickly be cooked."

" As we have neither one nor the other, we must be con-
tent with whatever we can obtain," I observed.
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IN SEARCH OF WILD FOWL.

Robin proposed that we should at once go down to the
river, on the banks of which we might possibly obtain some
wild-fowl; and as we :vere too hungry to discuss the pros
and cons for any length of time, we immediately set out.
Not far off a stream ran into the river, and we hoped that
near its mouth we might meet with some wild ducks. We
had not gone far when Martin exclaimed, " I see some
birds! we shall have one of them before long."

Great was our disappointment on going a little farther to
discover that the birds whose wings had attracted Martin's
attention, were fish-hawks whose flesh is anything but
savoury; still, hungry as we were, we would gladly have
shot one of them and breakfasted off it till better food
could be procured. There were several of these birds con-
gregated on a tree overhanging the stream. Presently, one
of them which had been perched on a branch pounced
downwards into the water, and quickly returned with a
large fish with which it rose above the surface. It seemed
wonderful that the bird could lift so- heavy a weight.

The fish struggled in the claws of its captor.
" We must manage to have that fish," exclaimed Alick,

and we ran on, intending to shoot the bird and rob it of its
prey ; but as it reached the branches, in its desperate efforts
to lift so heavy a weight its wings struck them, and letting
go its hold, the fish fell to the ground.

''Shout! shout! " cried Alick, and shouting together we
frightened the bird at the moment it was about to pounce
down to recover its prey.

We could see the fish leaping about, and just as it had
almost succeeded in regaining the water, Robin caught it,
and carried it again up the bank.

N
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" Here we've an ample breakfast," he exclaimed, as
he held it up. "Providence has indeed been kind
to us!"

"I propose that we light a fire where we are and cook it
at once," said Martin.

"I suggest that we move farther from the tree, as the
scent is anything but pleasant. These hawks have made
nests here, and see ! the ground is covered with the remains
of their feasts," I observed.

My advice was followed, and we quickly had a fire kin-
dled, and the fish we had solunexpectedly obtained roasting
before it. It was none the worse for having been in the
claws of the hawk.

We saw the birds return, and hoped that they would
again act as fishermen for us; but after this they only
caught small fish, which they swallowed or tore to pieces
as soon as they brought them out of the water, and as it
was important for us to husband our supply of ammunition
of which we had no great quantity, we did not wish to
throw a shot away. The ample breakfast which the fish
afforded us greatly restored our strength and spirits, and
enabled us to consider calmly what course it would be best
to pursue.

",The first thing we have to do is to find our horses," said
Alick. "We will then return to obtain the meat which our
Cree friends were to leave 'en cache' for us. Having
obtained as muci provision as we can carry, we will then
push on to Fort Ross, for it is obvious that we can do no
good by remaining in this neighbourhood. When there, I
hope that Mr. Meredith will send notice to head-quarters,
and that a body of men may be collected to rebuild the
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fort before the fall, or, if not, early in the spring. It will
not do to let the Indians suppose that they can drive us out
of the country."

Notwithstanding the weight we had to carry, consisting
of our guns and ammunition, and a change of clothing with
the few other articles in our knapsacks, and our saddles
and bridles, we walked quickly on. About mid-day we
reached the valley where we expected to find the horses,
but not an animal was to be seen.

Robin, on examining the ground, declared that Indians
had been there lately, and we discovered before long in-
dubitable signs that such was the case. It was too clear,
therefore, that after the attack on the fort, they had lifted
all our cattle.

What, however, could have become of our own horses
was the question ? They possibly might have followed the
tracks of their companions. Alick thought not.

"I am afraid," he said, "that our enemies may still be
hovering about, and that they, either last night or early
this morning, having fallen in with our steeds, have carried
them off."

As he was not very confident of this, we continued
searching about in every direction, following the tracks
which we supposed they might have made. We had also
to be cautious, lest our enemies should really be near at
hand ; in which case they might suddenly attack us. Worn
out with fatigue, we were at last obliged to sit down near a
wood, in a very disconsolate condition.

Had there been any wild fruits ripe, we might have
satisfied our hunger, but there was nothing eatable we
.could obtain.

N 2
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"Are we to continue our search for the horses, or must
we give it up ? " I asked.

"It's useless, I fear, to hunt for them farther," said Alick.
"I feel very sure that the Sioux have carried them off;
and we too shall probably fall into their hands unless we
beat a rapid retreat from this part of the country."

Having duly discussed the matter, it was at last agreed
that we should at once make our way to the "cache,"
-that is to say, the high platform I have described-and
supply ourselves with food. We might there, if the Indians
had not left the neighbourhood, obtain horses and get some
of them to escort us.

" But if the Indians have left the neighbourhood, what
are we to do ?" asked Martin.

"We must tramp it on foot," said Alick. "A couple of
hundred miles is nothing; we can accomplish it in ten
days, even though we may be pretty heavily laden. I wish
that we could get there sooner, and make more sure of
having the fort rebuilt before the winter. I am thinking
not only of ourselves, but of the poor Indians who are
accustomed to obtain assistance from us when hard pressed
for food, as also of the many.white trappers who may come
to the fort expecting to find shelter."

" But how shall we ever reach the 'cache' without pro-
visions?" I asked.

"We are sure to shoot something or other on the way,
and we must not be particular what it is or how we obtain
it," answered Alick.

We had nothing to do but to get up and go on, with our
saddles on our backs. Had we not hoped to obtain horses
from our Cree friends, we should have left them behind us,
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fastened to the bough of a tree out of the way of bears.
Still we sat on for some minutes, lost in our own
reflections.

"Up! boys, up! we'll begin our tramp," cried Alick,
setting the example and springing to his feet. We fol-
lowed him, and, he having laid the course, we pushed
forward rapidly.

We were fain to endure the pangs of hunger all that
day, for nothing did we see to kill. We talked of the fate
of our late companions. Martin thought it possible that
some might have escaped. He could scarcely believe that
Sandy had allowed himself to be taken, and he suggested
that, when everything was lost, he might have slipped
down to the side of the river, and perhaps got off in a
canoe. When he said this I regretted that we had not
examined the river more narrowly.

The canoes belonging to the fort were kept in a cave
with a shed built in front of it which was not visible from
the ground above, and any people escaping from the fort
might have got down during the night, and, having
launched a canoe, might have shoved off before being dis-
covered by their enemies. Alick differed with us. He
was sure that the Indians, when once they had obtained an
entrance into the fort, would have kept too vigilant a
watch to allow any one to get out without being perceived.

It was now too late to go back to ascertain this point, but
he agreed, should our Cree friends have already gone to
the southward, to return, and instead of proceeding over-
land to Fort Ross, to try and make our way down the river
in a canoe. This seemed altogether the most feasible plan.
When once embarked, we should run less risk of meeting
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with hostile Indians ; though, on the other hand, we should
be unable to kill any buffalo or other wild animals except
deer, which we might possibly meet when they came down
to drink at the margin of the stream. I felt much happier
when this plan was aïranged. I knew what it was to
trudge day after day over the prairie, and, though we
might be able to find our way in fine weather, should the
sky become cloudy or rain come on we might have a
difficulty in doing so.

We marched on till near dark, in vain looking out for
game, and at last were conipelled to encamp. We chose
the spot-on account of a small stream from which we could
obtain water. I suppose the cold draught assisted to keep
away.the pangs of hunger, though substantial food would
have been more acceptable. We of course lighted a fire,
and lay down to sleep by it.

In the morning we all found that we had been dreaming
of buffalo humps and deer's tongues, and only wished that
we had the reality before us. Having no breakfast to
cook, we were able to start immediately it was daylight.
We, of course, kept our guns in readiness to shoot anything
we might see, but we could not catch a glimpse of any of
the inhabitants of the forest or prairie.

Martin was nearly sinking with fatigue, for he was less
accustomed to the sort of life than we were; and even
Robin, though much younger, from having been long
habituated to it bore it better than he did.

We were going through a wood when a bird flew out
from a thick bush. It was a wild turkey ; but before
either of us could fire the bird had escaped. Bouncer ran
off in the direction the wild turkey had taken, and Alick
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and I followed him, but were unable to catch sight of it
again. On our return we heard Robin and Martin
shouting. When we were near them we saw them each
holding up an egg.

" There are eight of them," cried out Robin; "two
a-piece. We shan't starve to-day."

They were indeed welcome, and we all expected a
delicious meal off them.

"Don't be too sure," observed Alick. "Till we have
broken one of them, we don't know how long they may
have been sat on."

This remark somewhat abated our delight. However,
we quickly settled the point by breaking one of the eggs,
when, to our infinite satisfaction, it was found to be per-
fectly sweet. Probably the turkey had only just begun
to sit. We, of course, therefore knew that the rest would
be equally good. Without stopping to light a fire, we
each of us eat an egg. Though they were somewhat
strong-tasted, we agreed that we had never had a more
delicious meal. We carried the others, intending to dine
off them, should we not obtain more substantial fare. We
walked on with the same want of success as before; and
about noon, feeling the gnawings of hunger, we lighted a
fire, and cooked the remainder of our eggs. We found
them far more satisfactory than those we had eaten raw.
The next day Alick shot a squirrel. That, besides the
eggs, was the only food we obtained during the journey.
We found our want of botanical knowledge a great disad-
vantage ; for had we been acquainted with the various pro-
ducts of the soil, we might have not only stayed our
hunger, but obtained wholesome vegetable diet.
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We were now approaching the "cache," where we
expected to find an abundance of venison and buffalo
flesh, on which we indulged ourselves in the thoughts of
banqueting, and soon restoring our somewhat reduced
strength.

" There it is," exclaimed Martin, who had run on ahead.
"We must get a fire lighted, and we shall soon have a fine
ham roasting. I feel as if my teeth were in it already."

We reached the platform, and Alick and I climbed to the
top. What was our dismay to find that not a particle of food
remained on it. How thankful we should have been to
find a single ham, or a few buffalo steaks; but neither one
nor the other gladdened our eyes! We had to descend
with the sad intelligence. We looked blankly at each
other.

"What is to be done ?" asked Martin.
"We must try and kill a moose where we killed them

before," said Robin.
" We shall lose three days if we do, and perhaps not get

one after all," observed Alick. "We cannot afford the
time. We ought to get back at the river, and try and make
our way down it. as soon as possible."

"But how are we to get along without food?" urged
Martin.

"We must do our best to obtain it, and trust to Provi-
dence," said Alick. "Though I managed to kill but onez
squirrel, we may possibly meet with more animals on our
return."

Notwithstanding what Alick said, I saw that he was very
much disappointed, as we all were, at not finding the meat,
as we had expected. We hunted about in every direction
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to ascertain whether the robbers had left any small portions
behind them, but none could we discover.

We came to the conclusion that the thieves, whoever
they were, had been watching us and the Crees, and directly
we had afl left the cache had hurried up and rifled it.

Robin was of opinion that our friends had quitted their
camp directly after we set off, and that as they must be
now at a considerable distance it would be hopeless to try
and overtake them.

"All we can do is to turn our faces once more to the
north," said Alick. " Come, boys! there is no use mourning
over our disappointment. Let us push ahead, and keep
our eyes about us. Perhaps we shall even now get some-
thing for supper."

We followed his advice, and without another murmur we
commenced our march. We got over five or six miles
before it grew dusk, when we camped near a pool of fresh
water, numbers of which are found in that well-irrigated
region.

While Martin and Robin were engaged in cutting wood
for a fire, Alick and I went out in different directions in
the hope, before it became perfectly dark, of obtaining
something to eat. I had gone some distance, and as it was
rapidly getting dusk, believing that it would be useless to
continue out longer, I was on my return, when I saw a
small animal-the character of which I could not make
out-rapidly running between the trees.

Before I could get a shot at it, it had disappeared. I
went on in the direction I had last seen it, when it again
appeared, but before I could fire, a large animal, which I
knew at once must be a bear, seized it in its fore paws, and
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carried it, I felt sure, down a hole which was close at hand.
I now knew that the small animal was a bear's cub, and
that the large one must be its mother.

I searched about in every direction, when I at last dis-
covered the mouth of the hole. The darkness prevented
me from seeing the bear clearly, but I was sure that it was
at the bottom of the hole. I accordingly fired right into
it when, on the smoke clearing away, looking down I made
out the bear lying as I supposed dead.

I shouted to Alick to come to my assistance, but he was
too far off to hear me. . Hunger made me forget the
danger I might be running. Having reloaded my gun,
which Sandy had inculcated on me as the first duty of a
sportsman shooting in the forest, I placed it on theground,
and stooping down endeavoured to get hold of the bear to
draw her out.

The moment I put my hand on one of her paws I heard
her jaws snap. I drew back as quickly as I could. It was
providential that I did so, for the bear at the same moment
turned and sprang upon me, and as I retreated she kept
snapping her teeth sô near me that I could feel her warm
breath on my face. How it was that she failed to seize
me I cannot tell.

As I leaped out of the hole, I caught up my gun and
took to flight., hoping to get behind a tree, from whence
I could again take aim. Looking round, I saw the bear
followed by the cub, pursuing me. Should I fail to kill
her, she might quickly tear me to pieces. I remembered
the caution I had received-never to fire at a she-bear
with a cub until the shot is sure to prove effectual. The
bear was close upon me, when I slipped behind a tree.
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She.stopped for a moment to ascertain what had become
of me, thus giving me time to raise my piece, and the
next instant firing, I shot her through the head. A blow
from the butt-end of my rifle stunned the cub, which I
afterwards killed with my knife. Taking the small animal
on my shoulder, I made the best of my way to the camp,
cutting a notch every now and then with my knife in the
trees, that we might return to the spot where I had left
the big bear.

Alick arrived at the camp just before me. Loud shouts
welcomed me, as I was seen coming in witli the young
bear. The little creature was skinned in a very few
seconds ; and having cut it up, we placed it to roast on
forked sticks before the fire. As may be supposed, we
did not wait til it was overdone, but as soon as the
smaller pieces were tolerably cooked, we set to upon
them. It was remarkably fat and tender, and with the
aid of Bouncer, who had the head as his share with other
portions, the whole of it was speedily devoured.

As we could not have found our way through the w.od
in the dark, we were compelled to let the carcase of the
bear remain; hoping that the wolves would not find it out
during the night. Next morning, accompanied by Bouncer,
Alick, Martin, and I set off to cut up the bear, and bring
in as much of the meat as we could carry. Robin was left
to make up the fire.

"I will see what I can do besides," he said; "I think I
can manufacture a pot in which we can boil some of the
bear's flesh. It will be more satisfactory than having so
much roast meat."

We thought he was joking, as we did not see of
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what materials he could possibly form his proposed
pot.

The notches I had made in the trees enabled us without
difficulty to find our way to the bear. The wolves had not
discovered it, though we put to flight a couple of eagles
which had scented it from afar, and were about to plunge
down and feast on the carcase.

As we could not carry away the skin, we ripped it roughly
away, and were not long in cutting off the best portions of
the meat, including the paws, which would make, we knew,
excellent soup, should Robin really have been able to
manufacture a pot, as he had proposed. Martin and I
carried the larger pieces between us on a long stick, while
Alick followed with the rest on his shoulders.

We were longer absent than we had expected. When
we got back, we found that Robin had actually formed a
pot of birch bark, the outside of which he had covered over
with thick clay. It stood half full of water, by the side of
a hole in which a fire was burning. Round the edge of our
former fire were ranged a quantity of clean smooth stones.

"I told you that I should have a pot ready. We shall
soon have some soup if you will cut up the bear's paws,"
he said. "Sece, I have already put in those of the cub."

"I How will you make it boil?" asked Martin, lifting up
the pot, and finding that the water was cold.

"All you have to do," said Robin, who was sitting down
close to the spot, "is to fill it with the hot stones. We will
then rake the fire out of the hole, put the pot in and cover
it up, and in a short time we shall have as good soup as
you ever tasted."

Bouncer, who seeined to take great interest in what was
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going on, drew near to examine the pot, and would have
poked his nose in had not Martin given him a tap on the
tip of it, and sent him off somewhat ashamed of himself.

While Robin's directions were being carried out, Alick
and I prepared some of the bear's meat for roasting, and
cut up the remainder into slices to dry in the sun, intending
also to smoke them well before we commenced our journey.
Though the flesh of the old bear was not as tender as that
of her cub, we ate it with no little relish.

" Leave some room for the soup," exclaimed Robin; "that
will be ready in a few minutes, and will do us more good
than the roast meat. It's a pity we cannot carry some with
us."

We accordingly stopped, and in a short time he produced
the pot from the hole. In spite of the want of salt and
vegetables, the soup was pronounced excellent. We for-
tunately had a couple of tin cups with wnich to ladle it out,

We were on the point of starting, when Robin asserted
that he heard the tramp of horses. Putting our ears to.the
ground we were convinced that he was right, and that the
sound came from the north-west, the direction the wind was
blowing. To attempt to hide ourselves would be useless,
as the fire which was still burning would have betrayed us,
even had the sharp eyes of the Indians not discovered our
tracks. We could only hope therefore that they would prove
friends, who would allow us to proceed on our way, even
should they refuse to supply us with horses. We therefore,
having seen to our fire-arms, remained where we were, with
our backs to the wood, so that we might present as formid-
able an appearance as possible should the new comers
venture to attack us.
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All hope of offering any effectual resistance, however, was
dissipated when we saw coming round the edge of the wood
a large band of half-naked warriors, armed with bows and
arrows, their hair streaming over their backs,-perfect
savages in appearance.

"They are Crees of the plain," exclaimed Robin, "'and
are, I think, on a hunting expedition. If we make friends
with them they will not harm us, as they are generally well
disposed towards the white men."

The Crees saw us, and came galloping up, most of them
flourishing their lances, while a chief who rode at their head,
held out his hand as a sign that he wished to be friends
with us. The next minute we were almost surrounded by
the wild-looking horsemen. The chief dismounted, and
Alick advanced to shake hands. We all performed the
same ceremony, and the chief then asked who we were, and
where we were going. Alick replied that our fort had been
surprised and destroyed by the Blackfeet, and that we were
on our way to Fort Ross to obtain a force for punishing the
marauders.

" They are far away ere this, and you will not overtake
them," answered the chief. "It is a long journey too to
perform on foot, and many days must pass before you can
get there. Come with us. We will entertain you, and in
the meantime will send out a band of warriors to learn the
direction your foes and ours have taken."

I remarked that while the chief was speaking, he had
been eyeing our packs of provisions.

"We are somewhat hungry," he continued; "for we
killed nothing yesterday, and if you will share your food
with us, we will amply repay you."
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We knew by this that the chief's offer was not altogether
disinterested, and Alick saw that he must make a virtue of
necessity.

"You are welcome to our meat, though it will go no great
way among so many warriors," he answered ; "but we will
show you where the carcase of the bear is to be found, and
if the eagles have left any of the meat on the bones, there
will be enough for you all." This answer seemed to please
the chief greatly, and I at once volunteered to conduct some
of the band through the wood to the spot where we had left
the remains of the bear.

Eight of the Crees immediately leaping from their horses,
which they gave in charge to their companions, set off with
me. We found two white-headed eagles banqueting on the
bear, but as they had kept all other, birds of prey at a
distance, a considerable portion still remained. I shot one
of the eagles and the other flew off, and the Indians having
cut up the bear, and formed it into packages for carrying,
one of them taking possession of the eagle, and another of
the bear's hide, they returned with me to the camp. The
flesh thus obtained was quickly roasted, or rather burned in
our fire, when it was rapidly consumed by the hungry
horsemen, Bouncer, who at first showed his anger at the
intrusion of the strangers, standing by and catching the
scraps thrown to him.

The chief condescended to eat some of our store, which
was certainly more tempting than the meat just obtained.
The eagle which had been skinned and cut up, formed part
of the feast. The Indians, who were put into good humour
by the ample supply of food they had obtained so unex-
pectedly after their long fast, laughed and joked, and
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assured us of their friendship. Alick on this observed that
we should prefer carrying out our previous intentions, for we
had still food enough left for our journey, but the Cree chief
had evidently made up his mind that we should accompany
him.

"I cannot permit you to encounter the risk you would
run by making the journey on foot," he answered. "If you
will come with us, you shall have horses, and perhaps some
of our people will escort you."

All the arguments Alick could use were of no avail. We
found that, notwithstanding the fair speaking of the
chief, we were in reality prisoners. As the band had no
spare horses, we each of us had to mount behind a Cree;
far from a pleasant position, as we had to hold on with one
hand, while we carried our guns in the other, and had also
our packs on our backs.

Bouncer followed, keeping at a respectful distance from
the heels of the horses, who showed a very unfriendly dis-
position to kick him when he came near. We rode on for
some distance to the south-east, when we came in sight of
the skin-covered tents forming a large Cree encampment.
The women rushed out to welcome their husbands and
brothers, staring at us, and inquiring who we were.

The chief, who, by-the-bye, was.called " Picheto," having
informed them, they invited us into their tents. They had
been busy collecting a quantity of the mesaskatomina berry,
which they were drying for a winter store. They offered us
some of the juicy fruit, which we found most refreshing,
after having gone so long without any vegetable diet. They
then placed before us pounded buffalo meat, with marrow
fat, served up in birch-bark dishes. We followed the plan
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of the Indians, which was to dip a piece of the pounded
meat into the soft marrow-fat at each mouthful.

At night, we were invited to lie down to rest around the
fire which was in the centre of the tent, but the heat and
smoke, with the close air of so many human beings crowded
together, snoring loudly, after the fresh atmosphere to which
we had been accustomed, prevented us from sleeping till
near morning. At dawn, after a hasty breakfast of more
buffalo-meat and marrow-fat, washed down with a drink
formed of the mesaskatomina berries, we each mounted a
horse provided for us by the chief "Picheto."

Just before starting, we witnessed the prowess of a young
Cree, the son or nephew of the chief. A valley was in front
of us, on the opposite side of which a buffalo bull appeared.
Urging on his horse the young Cree dashed forward, armed
with his bow from the "bois-d'arc," his arrows from the
mesaskatomina tree, feathered with the plumes of the wild
duck, and headed with a barb fashioned from a bit of iron
hoop.

He dismounted at the foot of the steep sides ofthe valley,
which he quickly ascended ; leaving his horse at liberty, and
approaching a huge boulder, he crouched down behind it.
The buffalo was at the time not forty yards from him ;
while slowly approaching, the animal leisurely cropped the
tufts of the parched herbage. When about twenty yards
nearer, the bull raised his head snuffed the air and began
to paw the ground.

Lying at full length, the Cree sent an arrow into the side
of his huge antagonist. The bull shook his head and mane,
planted his fore feet firmly in front of him, and looked from
side to side in search of his unseen foe, who, after letting fly

0
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his arrow, had again crouched down behind the rock. The
Indian, now observing the fixed attitude of the animal-a
sure sign of its being severely wounded-stepped on one
side, and showed himself. The bull instantly charged, but
when within five yards of his nimble enemy, the Cree sprang
behind the rock, and the animal plunged headlong down the
hill, receiving a second arrow as he went, in his flanks.

On reaching the bottom he fell on his knees, looking over
his shoulder at the Indian, who was close behind him, and
now observing the bull's helpless condition, sat down a short
distance off, waiting for the death-gasp. After one or two
efforts to rise, the huge beast.dropped his head and fell over
dead.

Without a moment's pause, the Cree, knife in hand,
springing forward, cut out the animal's tongue, caught his
horse, who had been eagerly watching the conflict, and came
galloping across the valley towards us, being received with
loud shouts by his companions.

" He's a fine youth," observed the chief Picheto; "before
many years are over he will be able to count the scalps of
the Blackfeet he has killed by hundreds."

Towards evening we reached another Cree encampment,
from which we could see some distance off, in a dale be-
tween low hills, a large pound formed for the purpose of
capturing buffalo.

We were hospitably entertained by the Crees, and the
night was spent as our former one had been. The next
morning we rode forward to visit the pound, which I will
briefly describe. It consisted of a large circle of stout
stakes, driven into the ground perpendicularly close together.
There was one opening,. at the entrance of which a strong
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trunk of a tree was placed about a foot from the ground,
and at the inner side an excavation was made sufficiently
deep to prevent the buffalo from leaping back when once
in the pound. From this entrance, on either side, gradually
widening extended two rows of bushy posts, stuck into the
ground about fifty feet apart. The extreme distance between
the outer end of the rows which stretched to about four
miles into the prairie, was about a mile and a half These
bushy posts are called dead-men.

Between each of them an Indian was stationed, their
business being, should the buffalo attempt to break through
the lines, to show themselves, furiously waving their robes
and immediately again hiding. This effectually prevents
the buffalo, when rushing on at full speed, from going out
of the direct course. The chief invited us to take part in
the sport; which of course we readily consented to do.
All arrangements having been made, a part of the band,
numbering some fifty or sixty men, armed with bows and
arrows, with no other garments than their breech-clouts, set
off on horseback in two divisions, followed by a number of
men on foot, who concealed themselves as we went along in
any holes or behind any hillocks they could find.

The two parties gradually separated ; the one keeping on
one side, the other on the opposite side of a large herd of
buffalo, which we saw before us. They both galloped on
till they reached the rear of the herd, leaving a few horse-
men behind on the flanks. Having gained this position,
the Indians set up a shoùt which was almost as terrific as
the war-whoop we had lately heard, and then dashed for-
ward, shouting as they went.

The startled buffalo looked round, and seeing no opening
0 2
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free of their enemies by which they could escape, except
that in the direction of the pound, throwing up their tails
and bending down their heads dashed madly forward
towards it. The Indians renewed their shouts, closing in
on the affrighted buffalo, and every now and then, as a
horsemen got near the animals, he shot one of his arrows,
which, though it failed to bring the creature to the ground,
made it gallop on still more furiously than before, plunging
its horns into the rear of its companions in front.

Thus the herd was rapidly driven between the rows of
dead-men I have described. When once here there was
but little chance of their breaking through ; for immediately
they turned to one side or the other up started several
Indians, who had been concealed, shouting and shaking
their robes. In this way the terror-stricken animals were
kept within the narrowing limits of the two converging lines.

Several had fallen pierced by the arrows of the hunters.
Now and then one would turn upon its pursuers only to
meet with certain death from their weapons. Thus on they
went till *they reached the trunk at the entrance of the
pound, over which they madly sprang, and were now com-
pletely hemmed in by the stout palisades. We pursued
them till the whole herd was inside.

In vain the animals galloped round and round the pound,
endeavouring to find an exit. The instant one of them
appeared likely to charge the palisades, the Indians-men,
women, and children, who were placed round it, started up,
shrieking lustily and shaking their robes or any cloths they
had in their hands. The places of the women and children
were soon taken by the huntsmen, who shot down with
their arrows the bewildered animals, which were rapidly
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becoming frantic with rage and terror; utterly unable to
make their escape, conscious only that they were imprisoned,
and not seeing their foes, they now rushed madly at each
other, the strongest animals crushing and tossing the
weaker.

Dreadful, indeed, was the scene of confusion and
slaughter ; the noise almost appalling created by the shouts
and screams of the excited Indians ; the roaring of the bulls ;
the bellowing of the cows ; and the piteous moaning of
the calves: it was painful to watch the dying struggles of
those powerful animals as they found themselves thus
caged, and we would fain have avoided witnessing them.

It was sad too to think that this waste of life was to
benefit but slightly its authors, who would take only the
tongues and better portions of the meat, and leave the rest
of the carcase to rot.

"What do you think of it ?" asked the chief.
"That you would be wiser to kill only a few of the buffalo

at a time, sufficient to supply your immediate wants," said
Alick. "The time may come when you will repent having
slaughtered so many valuable animals."

The chief laughed. " It is the way of our people," he
answered, and Alick could get no other reply from him.

A considerable portion of the meat, however, was taken
off from the carcases, and carried to the tents, where the
women were employed in cutting it up into slices, after-
wards drying it in the sun, or pounding it into pemmican,
which was preserved in the fat of the animals.

We now thanked the Cree chief for his hospitality, hoping
that he would without demur allow us to go.

"I cannot let you take your departure yet," he said,
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smiling grimly. " We have plenty of good food now, and
we will treat you hospitably. My young men will not like
to leave the camp while the fresh meat lasts."

" We should have been happy to have their company,
but we are quite ready to set out alone," answered Alick.
"If you will sell us horses, we will give you an order in
payment on Fort Ross for blankets, or anything else you
may desire."

"You may purchase horses even now with your guns,"
answered the chief. " We will sell you four horses for your
three guns, and leave you one with which to kill the game
you will require for your support."

Hearing what the chief said, we now guessed the object
he had in capturing us. We were determined, of course,
not to part with our guns, as without them we could neither
kill game nor- defend ourselves.

Alick told the chief that he would think about the matter,
but at the present we were not disposed to agree to his pro-
posal. We all looked as little annoyed as we could, and let
the matter drop. The Indians were preparing to make a
great feast on the meat of the buffaloes they had so ruth-
lessly slain, and we hoped that when gorged with food they
might be off their guard and give us an opportunity of
escaping.

The feast took place that night. The squaws had been
busy for some hours in cooking the flesh in a variety of
ways. We, of course, were invited, and sat down with the
chief and some of his principal men. It is extraordinary,
though generally abstemious, what an amount of food they
consumed, washed down with whisky, of which they had
shortly before obtained a supply from the traders.
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We took but little, pretending often to be eating while
we let the meat drop down by our sides, under the mats on
which we were sitting. The Indians feasted on till a late
hour of the night, when they crawled into their tents Lnd
lay down.

They, of course, might have deprived us of our guns
by force, but from a sense of honour as we were their
guests, though they carried us off against our will, they
would not do this. We had therefore been allowed to
retain them, and took good care not to let them out of our
hands either night or day. Our packs had been left in the
chief's tent, and we used them as pillows.

In a few minutes the whole of the community were fast
asleep, even the dogs, the watchful guardians of a Cree
encampment, had so gorged themselves that they were
unwilling to get up. Had a party of Blackfeet made a
sudden onslaught, the whole of the inhabitants might have
been slaughtered before they could have arisen to defend
themselves.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Our abrupt Departure-Quick Travelling-The fortunate discovery
of the Canoe-Our Provisions run short-The Chase after the
Swans-Bouncer in trouble-Our Canoe is damaged-Roasted
Swan rather strong-Our Wigwam-A Midnight Visitor-The
Morning Start-Ducks-Fish-spears--Our Canoe wrecked-Our
dangerous Situation-A Rope manufactured-Dry land reached
by its means-Swan-meat again.

As soon as Alick was satisfied that the people were sound
asleep, he sat up and made a sign to Martin, Robin, and me
to follow him. We found Bouncer at the door. When I
patted him on the head he opened his eyes, and seeing us
got on his legs ready for a start.

We waited for a few seconds to be certain that we were
not observed. Had we been questioned, we had agreed to
answer that we preferred the open air to the hot tent.

To our great satisfaction, finding that no one had noticed
us, we moved on, stepping as noiselessly as possible, till
we were free of the tents. The night was starry, and we
had noted well the way we had to go. Of course we might
have stolen some of the Cree horses, and very little blame
would have been attached to us for so doing, even had we
been overtaken; but some time would have been lost in
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catching them, and we hoped to get to a considerable
distance from the camp before the Indians recovered from
their debauch.

As soon as we had got so far that there was no chance
of our footsteps being heard, we began to run, keeping
close together. The Crees, who always move about on
horseback, were less likely than most of the Indians to dis-
cover our trail, and we felt sure that they would not follow
us on foot. We were all in good wind, and might be
twenty, or even thirty, miles away before they found out
that we had escaped ; for even when the chief awoke he
would very likely turn to again and drink a farther quantity
of the fire-water.

We went on till we had passed the Cree encampment we
had before visited. We might have ventured into it, for
the women who were alone there would not have known
that we were escaping, and would have consequently
allowed us to continue on our way. We thought it wiser,
however, to avoid paying our friends a visit, as we had
enough food to last us till we could reach the river. After
the abundant meal we had taken on the previous evening,
we could have gone on all day with very little food or rest.

In crossing a small valley we found a number of the
mesaskatomina bushes, from which we obtained a supply
of fruit which greatly refreshed us. I am afraid that it will
be scarcely believed that we accomplished, according to our
calculation, upwards of fifty miles before we stopped to
camp at night. Though nothing on a high road, it was
good going over the prairie grass, with occasionally to have
to make our way through woods and across streams.

We had the satisfaction of believing that the Crees would
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not take the trouble of coming after us, and we were thank-
ful that we had not been tempted to make off with their
horses, though we might have been justified in so doing.
We supped off pemmican, refraining from lighting a fire
lest it might betray our position.

We kept, however, a pile of sticks ready to kindle, should
it become necessary either by the approach of wolves or
bears. As usual, of course, one of us kept watch that we
might have timely warning of danger. The night passed
away without any event of importance, and the next morn-
ing the moment the first streaks of dawn appeared in the
eastern sky, we pushed forward at as rapid a rate as
before. We at last got into the country we knew pretty
well, and in the afternoon of the third day came in sight of
the spot where Fort Black had stood.

" It looks black enough now," observed Martin, as he
surveyed the charred ruins. "I wish I knew where my poor
father and mother are ! Should the Sioux have paid them
a visit, I fear that they will have had great difficulty in
escaping."

"I don't think the Sioux would have gone so far north,"
observed Alick. " They are probably better off than they
would have been had they come to the fort, when they to
a certaihity would have been murdered, with the rest of our
poor people. Don't let us contemplate misfortunes before
we know that they have happened."

Not a human being was seen in the neighbourhood of
the fort; neither cattle nor horses were anywhere visible.
The whole scene was one of perfect desolation. Without
entering the ruins, we at once made our way down the
bank to the spot where we hoped to find the canoes.
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The door of the shed was open. One canoe only out of
three remained.

"So far that is satisfactory," observed Alick. "I trust
that the rest of the men had time to get down and embark
before they were discovered by the Sioux. I wonder the
rascals didn't search for them. Had they done so, they
would have found this canoe and destroyed it."

" It shows, however, that only a few could have escaped;
eight or ten at the utmost. If more had got off they
would have taken all the canoes," said Robin.

Martin and I agreed with the conclusions to which Alick
and Robin had arrived. We examined the canoe and found
it in good condition, only requiring to have the seams
gummed. There was not time to do that and to make any
progress on our way down the river, so we agreed to spend
the night in the shed and to commence our voyage the
next morning.

We had food only remaining for two scanty meals for
ourselves and Bouncer, who had been almost starved during
the journey, and it was settled that we should start the first
thing in the morning and go in search of wild-fowl. As we
had no fear of any enemies being in the neighbourhood, we
lighted a good fire outside the hut, at which we cooked the
remainder of our bear's flesh and eat it for supper.

Martin, while hunting about in the shed, discovered a
lump of the gum used for paying over the seams of canoes.
This we melted in one of our tin pots, and very soon had
the canoe in a fit state to launch. There were several pairs
of paddles, and some cloth which could be used as a
sail.

" Perhaps we may find something else which may prove
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useful," observed Martin, and he twisted up a torch from
the dry reeds which grew on the bank.

With this we thoroughly examined the cave, and our
search was rewarded by the discovery of a flask of powder,
apparently dropped by one of the men who had escaped
from the fort. We also found an axe and a long sheath-
knife. Both were likely to prove very useful.

Altogether we were very thankful that we had decided
on returning to the fort. After our long and rapid journey
we were all very tired, and as soon as we had finished our
search, we lay down to rest without any fear of interruption.
We younger ones should have slept on, I suspect, till long
after the sun was high in the heavens, had not Alick roused
us up.

" Come! boys !" he exclaimed, "turn out; we must have
breakfast and begin our voyage as soon as we can."

" I thought you said that we were to look out for wild-
fowl," observed Martin. "I suspect that if we don't in
good time we shall have to go without our dinner."

"We'll have breakfast, and then talk about that," said
Alick. "I want to feel that we really have begun the
voyage."

Our breakfast was a very scanty one, though we had
plenty of water to wash it down; the last few morsels being
given to Bouncer, who sat wistfully looking up at us as we
ate our food.

The canoe was at last carefully lifted into the water;
Alick took the steering-oar, and each of us three a
paddle.

" Away then we go, boys! and I pray that we may have
a successful voyage," said Alick. As he spoke he gave a
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shove with his paddle, and we dipping ours into the water
the canoe was soon in the middle of the stream.

We glided on rapidly with the current till we came to
the mouth of a broad stream which ran into it from the
opposite side. As we looked up it, we caught sight of
some white objects.

" They are swans," cried Alick, " and one of them will
afford us an ample dinner."

The difficulty, however, was to get near the birds, for
they would take to flight the moment they saw the canoe
paddling towards them. Fortunately the wind was up the
stream.

"VWe will hoist the sail," said Alick, "and it will assist to
conceal us, while the canoe will glide noiselessly towards
the swans."

We had two sticks which we fixed in the gunwale of
the canoe, setting the sail between them. Though of a
primitive nature, it had the advantage of being lowered in
a moment; This was very necessary in so crank a craft as
is a birch-bark canoe. We now allowed the canoe to glide
on, while we got our guns ready and watched the birds
from under the sail. They were mere specks of white in
the distance, and as we glided towards them we had no
doubt that they were swans.

They must have seen the strange-looking object entering
their river for, turning their arched necks from us, they
began to swim up the stream. A strong current was
running down, which impeded our progress, while they
avoided it by keeping close to the bank where the water
was altogether still, or running with less force. This gave
them a great advantage; still, having once begun the chase
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we felt no inclination to give it up, hunger urging
us on.

The trees in many places overhung the water, shutting
out the rays of the sun. Here and there, however, pene-
trating through more open parts, they struck on the snowy
plumage of the birds, enabling us clearly to keep them in
view.

" We are getting near them," whispered Robin, who was
peering under the sail. "We shall soon be close enough
to make our shot tell with effect."

We had no intention on entering the stream of going so
far out of our way. Now having begun we were led on
and on, still hoping soon to come up with the chase. At
last we reached a part where the branches of the trees so
densely overhung the water, that they cast a dark shadow
below which almost completely concealed the canoe.

The swans, we concluded from their movements, no
longer perceived us, for they began to swim about in an
unconcerned fashion, some of them even allowing them-
selves to be carried down by the current. Four of them
at length got quite close to us, when Martin and I lifting
our guns fired, and two immediately spreading out their
wings for an instant, dropped their heads in the water.

Their companions on seeing their fate darted off with
loud screams, while we, lowering our sail, got out our
paddles and propelled the canoe as fast as we could to
secure our prey.

One of the birds was quite dead; the other struggled
violently as Robin seized it by the neck, and tried to dart
its beak at him, very nearly upsetting the canoe. As soon
as Martin and I had hauled the other bird on board, we
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went to his assistance, Martin holding the poor bird tight
round the neck till its struggles ceased, when we also got
it into the canoe.

We might have been satisfied with .our prizes, but we
wished to obtain a supply of provisions sufficient to enable
us to continue our voyage without stopping to hunt. We
therefore re-hoisted our sail, and made chase after the
remainder of the swans. The appearance of the stream
also tempted us to continue our course, as we thought it
possible that we might fall in with some animals; perhaps
deer coming down to drink, or beavers, or smaller creatures,
which might give us a variety of food. Should we be
successful our intention was to land and smoke them
thoroughly, so that they might last us for the remainder of
the voyage.

It would take us several days we knew, at all events, to
perform the voyage, for there were rapids to be passed;
and though we might shoot them, the attenipt, without
being well acquainted with the navigation, would be hazar-
dous, and it would be far wiser, Alick considered, to
make a portage, or in other words to carry our canoe
on our shoulders overland, till. tranquil water should be
reached.

"If we had fishing-lines and hooks we need have no fear
of wanting food," observed Martin, "I must try and manu-
facture some hooks and lines."

"But where are you to find the iron for the hooks, or
material for the lines ?" I asked.

" The first I'll form as the Indians do, out of bone,"
answered Martin. " They use them in the Upper Saskat-
chewan, and on the lakes in the neighbourhood. If we can
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shoot a deer, the skin and inside will supply us with
material for the lines."

"But the deer must be shot first, and fitting bones found
to make the hooks; and then, as to bait ?" I observed.

"We'll try various sorts. We may find grasshoppers
or some other insects on the shore, at which I should
think several fish would bite," answered Martin. "If not,
we must dig for worms, or try the insides of the birds
or beasts we may shoot."

"If we do happen to shoot any ; but so much depends
on that little word if, that we must not be too sanguine,"
I remarked.

"At all events, we have already killed two swans, and
should not be doubting about our success for the future,"
answered Martin. "Just think, David, how remarkably we
have been hitherto preserved! We are positively ungrate-
ful to Heaven, if we doubt that the same kind Providence
will continue to watch over us.''

" Hush! boys !" said Alick. "We are again getting near
the swans, and we may kill one or two more if we approach
them carefully. Get your guns ready, but don't fire too
soon. Stand by to lower the sail when I tell you. Do
you, Martin and Robin, be prepared to get out your
paddles the moment you have fired; while you, David,
must reload in case the others miss."

Soon after he spoke the wind failed us, and the canoe
no longer stemmed the current. The greatest precaution
was now necessary to get up to the swans. Should we use
our paddles we should frighten them, and they might
escape us. The birds, as before, kept swimming slowly up
the stream. We waited in the hopes that the wind would
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again fill our sail. We found that the canoe was slowly
drifting down with the current; still we thought that
another puff of wind would come, and send us along agrain,
and that it would be a pity to risk lowering the sail and
exhibiting ourselves to the birds.

They appeared to have recovered from their former
fright at the loss of their companions, though we saw their
leader every now and then turning round his head to take
a look at the suspicious object the canoe must have
presented to them floating in the middle of the stream.

Again the wind blew softly, and we once more stemmed
the current.

"We are gaining on them," whispDered Robin. "We
must try to get up before they reach yonder point. If
they double it, we may lose sight of them."

The swans were all this time within range of our shot,
but had we fired it vould not have penetrated their thick
feathers, and Alick charged us on no account to pull a
trigger. We were thus long tantalized by seeing the
swans majestically gliding over the water ahead of us.

" They will get round the point, after all, before we are
up to them," said Robin.

"Never mind if they do," answered Alick. "We'll then
use our paddles, as they will not see us, and we shall very
likely soon overtake them on the other side. There seems
to be more breeze on the water out there. Be ready to
hoist the sail again the moment we get off the point."

Though we were still making way, Robin's anticipations
were fulfilled, and the swans one after another disappeared
behind the point. The instant they did so, we lowered
the sail and began paddling away with might and main, as
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we hoped to find ourselves much nearer to them than we
had hitherto been. Bouncer had sat very quietly in the
boat watching all our proceedings. He was too well-trained
a dog to bark or show any signs of impatience; had he,
indeed, attempted to swim out and attack the swans, he
probably knew from experience that he might receive a
blow from their wings which might make him repent his
temerity, for such power does the swan possess, that it has
been known by a single blow of one of its wings to break a
man's leg.

We soon got up to the point, and immediately taking in
our paddles and hoisting our sail, glided noiselessly round
it.

Great was our disa'ppointment, however, to see only one
swan still in the water. What had become of the others we
could not tell. Possibly they had plunged into some tall
reeds which, in dense masses, lined the right bank of the
river. That bird, however, we resolved should become our
prize, and again lowering our sail, we all three fired. As
the smoke cleared off, however, there swam the swan,
stately as before, and apparently uninjured, making for the
reeds I have mentioned.

"We must have that fellow, at all events," cried Alick;
"paddle away, Robin and Martin. We shall be soon up to
him."

While they obeyed the order, I reloaded, determined not
again to miss the swan.

" Wait a moment," said Alick; "he's still rather far off."
" If I wait, he'l get into the reeds. Do let me fire," I

answered; but Alick did not give the word, and as we had
all agreed to obey him implicitly, I, of course, would not set
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a bad example, though I felt sure that I could hit the
swan.

The bird turning round its long neck saw us coming,
and immediately, aided by its wings, as well as its feet,
with a loud cry darted into an opening among the reeds.

"We shall have him stili," cried Alick; "paddle away!
paddle away!"

Laying down my gun, I seized a paddle, and in another
minute we had reached the reeds where the swan had dis-
appeared.

"Now! Bouncer, see what you can do," cried Alick. The
faithful old dog did not require to receive a second order, but
plunging bravely overboard, dashed into the reeds, and
struggled energetically forward amid them, with leaps and
bounds, though he had no firm ground on which to
place his feet. We watched eagerly for the bird, which
we felt sure from Bouncer's movements could not be far
off.

A large tree grew close to the bank, its roots reaching
the water. We urged the canoe forward, and presently up
rose the swan, no longer presenting the same graceful
appearance it did in the water. Though its wings were
powerful enough to lift it in the air, its body had a
remarkably heavy, awkward appearance.

Bouncer would in another instant have seized it, and have
had cause to repent doing so, but the bird rose just beyond
reach of his jaws. I lifted my gun and fired, as did Robin.
Neither Martin or Alick, on account of the tree, could take
aim. With a loud cry the swan flew off, its white body
glittering in the sun, but it had not gone far when down it
came with a heavy flop on the reeds. Bouncer dashed
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forward to seize it. We, finding that the water was deep
enough to allow us to make our way through the reeds,
pushed the canoe in between them, thoughtless of any snags
or branches which might tear a hole in her thin coating.

We had got some way when we guessed by a white wing
every now and then raised above the green herbage, that
Bouncer was having a desperate struggle with the wounded
swan, and this made us the more eager to advance, that we
might hasten to his assistance. Finding at last that the
canoe stuck fast, I stepped overboard, followed by Martin.
Scarcely had we done so, when we sank almost up to our
middles in soft mud-and-water, mixed with dead branches.

Being in for it, we determined to proceed, though we
advised Alick and Robin to keep quiet, which, seeing the
plight we were in, they had every inclination to do. We
floundered on for some yards, when our feet reached firm
ground. As we got up the bank, we saw that Bouncer had
seized the swan by the neck, and that every moment its
struggles were becoming less violent than before. Ere we
got close up to the combatants, the bird was dead, but
Bouncer was bleeding at the nose, and moved with a limp.

As we took the swan from him, he looked up in our
faces as much as to say, "I have done it, masters; but it
has cost me pretty dearly."

We were not aware at that time what a price we had
paid for that swan. Finding that it was quite dead, we
dragged it along towards the canoe, into which we hauled
it. Bouncer followed, though not without difficulty, and
we had to help him on board.

"We must get to some better place than this for land-
ing," said Alick. "I don't know if you are hungry, boys,
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THE CANOE SEVERELY DAMAGFD.

but I know that I am, and the sooner we have one of these
birds roasting before a good fire, the better pleased I shall
be. Shove off." We endeavoured to obey the order.

"Very well to say shove off, but it's more than we can do,"
said Martin, turning round.

" Then you must get into the water, and lift her off. You
are already wet through, so it will not signify."

" Here goes then," I said; and Martin and I stepped into
the water, on to what we found to be the sunken trunk of a
tree, off which we quickly lifted the canoe, though we found
an unexpected resistance. Scarcely had we done so, thàn
we saw the water running like a mill-stream into the canoe.

"We must get out of her, or she'll fill to the gunwale in
a few minutes," .exclaimed Alick.

" We can't land here or haul her up, if we do," I observed,
as I still stood on the sunken trunk. "'If we secure the sail
under the bottom, we may keep the water from running in
so fast till we can get to the opposite bank, where there
must be' a fit place for landing."

Alick agreed to my proposal, and Martin and I stooping
down managed to secure the piece of cloth, as I suggested
might be done. Robin also shoved his handkerchief into
the worst leak.

The plan answered apparently better than we had ex-
pected; and Martin and I stepping on board again, we
paddled the canoe as fast as we could in the direction ofthe
opposite bank. We had got scarcely half-across the stream,
however, when the Water began to rush in again more
violently than at first. There seemed every probability of
the canoe filling. We paddled away with all our force;
still the water came in.
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"The only chance I see of reaching the shore is to
swim for it," cried Alick, throwing off his heavier
clothing.

I did the same, and Martin imitated us.
"Sit quiet, Robin," said Alick. "Take the paddle and

steer the canoe."
Poor Bouncer would have jumped overboard also, but

one of his front legs pained him, and he stood quiet with
the water rushing about his feet.. Alick took the painter
in his mouth and towed ahead, while Martin and I swam
a9tern, pushing the canoe before us. Robin paddled now on
one side, now on the other. We thus proceeded towards
the bank, being carried down, however, farther than we
intended by the current.. We were al three pretty well
exhausted by the time we reached the shore, where, as
soon as Robin had bailed her out, we hauled up the
canoe, he and Bouncer jumping out of her.

"We shall have to camp here," said Alick, "for it will
be nearly dark before we can repair the canoe, and cook
one of the swans, and get our clothes dried."

"I suggest that we get our clothes dried first," said
Martin. "We are hardy fellows, but we may catch cold
notwithstanding, if we remain in our wet garments."

Agreeing with him, we all set to work to collect wood
for a large fire, before which, as soon as it burned up
brightly, he and I spread out our clothes, while we sat
down wrapped in Alick's and Robin's thick coats, which
had been kept dry. They in the meantime searched about
for some gum and birch-bark to repair our damaged canoe.
Martin and I employed ourselves in plucking one of the
swans and preparing it for cooking. I proposed cutting it
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into several portions, that it might cook the sooner; but
he advocated cooking it whole, declaring that it would
not take much longer to dress than if cut up, and be
far better. We were still discussing that knotty point,
when Alick came up and settled it in favour of Martin's
proposal.

" One long spit, which we can tend better than several
small ones, will then serve the purpose," he observed.

Being hung up close to the fire our lower garments were
soon dried, and while the swan was cooking we again
examined our canoe. So extensive was the rent that we
found it would be necessary to sew on a piece of birch-

bark, and then to cover the seams over with gum. We
fortunately found some fibre which would answer the pur-
pose of thread. The operation of sewing in the piece
was a long one, as every hole had to be carefully made
and the fibre passed through it and secured; the only
tool we had to work with being a small pricker from
Alick's pocket-knife.

Robin had remained by the fire to tend the roasting of
the swan, and as we worked away we every now and
then shouted to him to know how the swan was getting
on.

"Pretty well," he answered, "but it would be all the
better for basting, as it seems to dry very fast, and has
somewhat of a fishy odour."

"We must not be particular," said Alick, "and the
sooner you can manage to get it done the better, for I
am sharp set, and so I am sure are Martin and David."

"The scent has taken off my appetite," said Robin, as
he continued to turn the spit.
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We at last got the piece of bark sewn on, and had then
to heat the gum which Alick had collected. It required
a good quantity, as it was not equal to what we had
before obtained. We were rather afraid that it would fall
out and allow the canoe to leak.

By. the time we had accomplished part of our task
Robin announced that the swan was cooked, and as we
found it difficult to labour by the light of the fire we
put off finishing the repairs of the canoe till the next
morning. With appetites ravenous from long fasting we
sat down round the fire to eat the swan. It had the
advantage of being hot, but possessed no other com-
mendable quality, being somewhat tough and of a strong
flavour; still it completely satisfied our hunger, and
Bouncer at all events made no objection to the portion
we gave him. He had been much more quiet than usual,
having stretched himself by Robin's side, and remained in
that position till he got up to eat his supper. He seemed
much better after it, though he still limped when he
attempted to walk, and his nose showed the scars which
the swan's beak had made on it. Had le been
capable of any feeling .of revenge, it would have afforded
him infinite satisfaction to know that he was devouring
his late antagonist; but such a thought did not enter his
canine mind. There was the food-he ate it, and was
grateful.

By the time supper was over, all our clothes were dry,
and we put them on to prepare ourselves for the night.
The air felt much cooler than usual, so we determined to
build a wigwam in which to shelter ourselves. It would
also give us some slight protection from bears or wolves.
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We did not expect to be annoyed by any of the latter
on this side of the river, but it was very probable that a
grizzly or black bear might pay us a visit, for they roam
throughout the whole of the Hudson's Bay territory; the
white bears taking their place in the more northern
regions. The axe we had found enabled us quickly to
cut down some long poles to form the framework of the
wigwam. As there were numerous large birch-trees about,
we soon collected a sufficient number of slabs of bark to
cover it. Some were of considerable size, and all we had
to do was to place them on their ends against the conical
framework of poles. In a few minutes we had a service-
able wigwam formed. As after our fatigues we were
anxious to have comfortable couches, we cut down the
tops of a number of small spruce-firs, with which we
covered the floor, using our knapsacks for pillows, and
before long three of us were fast asleep.

Alick, who was better able than any of us to endure
fatigue, agreed to keep the first watch. I took the watch
after him. Though I paced up and down before the fire,
I had great difficulty in keeping my eyes open. The
murmur of the stream as it. flowed by, and the suppressed
hum of insects, with the occasional cry of some bird, had a
very soporific effect. I kept walking about and stamping
my feet, but every moment I stopped my head began to
nod ; and when I got a little distance from the fire and
turned round to look at it, I could not make out whether it
was the sun or the moon just rising. I pinched myself,
and sang, and walked faster up and down. When I
stopped for a moment the same overpowering drowsiness
came over me.
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I had gone to the farthest extent of my beat, when I
thought that I would just lean against a tree for a few
seconds to rest mysèlf. It was an imprudent act, and the
consequences might have been serious. I remember that I
felt myself sinking down, but the movement fortunately
aroused me; I just then heard the cracking of branches and
a low growl. Turning round, the light from the fire
revealed to me a huge hairy creature not ten paces off.

It was a bear! but whether a black or a grizzly I could
not make-out. The latter would prove a formidable enemy,
and I knew that if I ran towards the fire, he would run after
me. I therefore stood where I was, cocking my piece and
shouting loudly to my companions. "A bear! a bear! up,
up, or he'll be upon us."

In a moment they all three, awakened by my cries, started
to their feet.

"Don't fire," cried Alick, " till we are ready, or should
you only wound him, he'11 make a rush at you."

Alick's advice was sound, though it lost us the bear ; for
the animal, seeing so many opponents ready to do battle
with him, turned 'tail and ran off through the forest. We
followed for a short distance, but he made his way amid
the trees much faster than we could; and not knowing the
nature of the locality, Alick thought it wiser to return.

The glare of the fire enabled us to regain our camp with-
out difficulty, or otherwise we might have lost ourselves in
the gloom of the forest. This incident showed us the
importance of being constantly on the watch ; for the bear,
if a grizzly, might have picked one of us up before we were
aware of his vicinity. After this, during the remainder of
my watch I had no inclination to sleep ; but the moment
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Martin relieved me, I was in the land of dreams, or rather
forgetfulness, for neither bears nor swans, or any of the
events of the previous days in the slightest degree troubled
me.

Next morning, Robin's voice-he having taken the last
watch-aroused us at daybreak; and making a hearty break-
fast on the remaindér of our swan, we set to work to con-
tinue the repairs of our canoe. It.was a long job, but we
hoped that it was effectually done.

Some hours had passed since sunrise, and we could not
hope to accomplish much of our voyage before nightfall.

" I wish we had some of that bear," said Martin. "We
must try and get some fish, or something better for dinner.
It won't be worth while to carry these swans with us.
Will it ?"

" Don't let us throw away what will keep body and soul
together, till we have procured something better," answered
Alick, who wisely considered that many hours might pass
before we could replace what had taken so much trouble to
obtain.

We put the birds into the canoe, and followed by Bouncer
took -our seats. The repairs on which we had bestowed so
much labour were satisfactory, for not a drop of water
came in. Plying our paddles, for the wind was up the stream
and we could not use our sail, we began to make our way
down it. The current being moderate did not help us much,
and it appeared as if we should never reach the mouth.
In our eagerness when chasing the swans, we were not
aware how far we had gone up. Of course, we kept our
guns ready to shoot any animals we might see on the
banks; but though we caught sight of a few birds among
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the branches, they were too far off to afford us a fair chance
of killing them.

We saw no traces either of Indian encampments ; though
from the pleasant character of the country, we thought it
probable that wood Indians might have made it their
abode. We had just rounded a point, and were passing
under some trees which overshadowed the water, throw-
ing a dark shade across it, when we saw ahead of us an
object moving up against the current. The darkness pre-
vented us from distinguishing what it was.

Robin, who had been talking about the tricks of the red--
skins, and was, from having lived so long among them,
inclined to be suspicious, declared that they were the plumes
of Indians who were lying in wait to seize our canoe as we
got near them.

" They are more likely to have waited on the shore con-
cealed among the bushes, and to have shot us with their
arrows," observed Alick. " I don't think any Indians would
venture to attack us in the water.".

Stili, Robin was not convinced, and Martin was inclined
to agree with him.

" Be ready then, to fire if necessary," said Alick; "but
not till I tell you. We can easily paddle out of their way,
and they'll not venture to follow us ; though I repeat that
I feel nearly sure that those are not Indians. We will push
quickly on, and if they are Indians, when they see that we
approach them boldly and have guns ready, they'11 keep
out of our way."

Soon after this, a gleam of light coming through an
opening in the wood, fell on the objects we had been
watching, when our apprehensions were completely dis-
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sipated, for we saw that they were coloured ducks, so
busily engaged among a shoal of small fry, that they did
not observe us.

"Paddle on gently, Robin," said Alick. "Do you, Martin
and David, be ready to fire at the birds in the water, and
we will do so as soon as they rise."

The current helping us, we rapidly neared the ducks.
Martin and I hit two, and Alick and Robin brought down
a brace. Hearing the report of our guns the fiock flew
towards the wood for shelter. We soon picked up those
we had shot ; but the flock had got too far off to enable us
to kill any others. Those we had obtained were fine fat
fellows with rich plumage, and would afford us an ample
feast, with some to spare for Bouncer.

Our success encouraged us tQ hope that we should not
want for provisions during our voyage. We at last got
into the main river. Evening was approaching, and as we
had eaten nothing since breakfast, and a convenient spot
appearing on the left bank, we could not resist the tempta-
tion of landing to cook our ducks.

It of course took time to collect sticks for our fire.
While Martin and Robin were doing this, Alick and I pre-
pared the ducks, which had not, it must be understood,
nearly as much flesh on them as tame ducks, and would
therefore, after all, not afford an overpowering large meal
to each of us, considering that Bouncer was to have his
share.

We soon saw that by the time the ducks were cooked, it
would be too late to proceed on our voyage, and therefore
agreed to camp during the night where we were. While
Alick and I were engaged on our task, Robin arrived with
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a large bundle of wood sufficient to kindle the fire. We
therefore, at once set the ducks on to roast, hoping that
Martin would soon come in with a further supply of fuel. As
he did not appear, Robin and I set off to collect some more,
lest our fire should burn out. We were hurrying back,
when we heard Martin's voice.

He had only a smal bundle of wood on his shoulders,
while he carried under his arm a number of deers'
horns.

" I found these near an old Indian camp," he exclaimed,
"and it struck me at once that we could manufacture out
of them some heads for spears, with which we may manage
to kill some fish."

"I don't know what Alick will think about it, but I
suspect that it will take too long a time," I said; "and
where are the handles to be found ?"

"As I came along, I saw some saplings, which we can
soon cut down with our axe ; besides which I found a
quantity of deer-sinews, which the Indians must have
dropped ; though it is some time since the Indians were at
the camp, the sinews are still in good condition."

Alick was better pleased with Martin's idea than I had
fancied he would be. Martin indeed was very ingenious,
and could turn his hand to anything, as could Robin. As
soon as we had eaten our ducks, as there was still some
daylight remaining, Alick and I cut down four thin saplings
for spear-handles, while our two friends were working away
at the deer-horns, which they shaped into barbs.

"We shall not have time to manufacture more than
two," said Martin, " and those are as many as we can use,
for two must paddle, while the others strike the fish."
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" How are we to get the fish to stop and be struck at ?"
I asked.

"-We must try fishing by night," answered Martin.
"Still less likely we shall be to see them," I observed.
"Not if we have a light on board, and I have been

thinking about that," he answered. "We must fill our pot
with resinous wood, and by placing it on the bows we shall
have the means of attracting the fish. When they come
up we must spear thern. I have seen the Indians on the
upper lakes catch fish in this way, and I know that they
are caught in the same manner in many other countries."

From Martin's description, we all became eager to try
and catch fish in the way he spoke of. We soon found the
wood he mentioned, a species of fir which contained a large
amount of resin, and split up into small pieces it emitted a
bright light.

While seated on the bank we had observed a number of
fish leaping in the river, which here formed a bay with little
or no current; and we agreed that as soon as the spears
were ready, we would go out and try our luck that night.

As the deer-horns were hard, it took a long time to
fashion even two spear-heads, so that it must have been
past ten o'clock when they were ready, though we all worked
away diligently by the light of the fire. Alick proposed
lying down and waiting till the, following night; but we
were all so eager to set out that we persuaded him to start
at once, that we might try the sport for an hour or so,
and then land again with our fish ready to cook for break-
fast in the morning.

We should have time enough for sleep, as having to sit
in the canoe all day, we could do very well with less than
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usual. All things being ready, we started. We still had
our two swans, which Alick observed might be useful
should our spears not answer as well as we hoped. Martin
and I undertook to use the spears, while Alick and Robin
paddled.

As soon as we had got a short distance from the shore
we lighted our fire, which, as it blazed up, cast a lurid glare
over the waters. Though we looked eagerly for the fish
none could we see. They had either swum away, or were
not to be attracted by the bright iight.

"Perhaps there may be more out in the stream," said
Martin. " Let us paddle slowly down, and ten to one we
see some."

Alick consented, and proposed moreover, that as we had
embarked we might as well proceed on our voyage, as the
light enabled us to see our way as well as in the daytime,
while the air was cooler than when the hot sun beat down
on the stream. We had gone some distance when Martin
struck down his spear.

" I hit a fish," he exclaimed, "but it got off. We may
have better·luck the next time."

I shortly afterwards saw another fish, which I succeeded
not only in striking but in securing, though it fell off the
moment I got it into the canoe. It showed us that our
spears were not as perfectly barbed or as sharp as was
necessary. This success encouraged us to continue the
sport, and we went on and on, though we did not succeed
in securing any more fish. Our fire, however, had pro-
duced an effect we had not expected. , As we were passing
a low cliff, loud cries of wild-fowl saluted our ears. The
birds, roused by the appearance of the light, flew off from
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their nests, and came circling around us ; so we fired several
shot at them, and brought three down.

The rest, not aware of what had happened, continued
pursuing us ; their numbers increased from the other
denizens of the banks. Alick, in his eagerness to shoot the
birds, was using less caution than before. I fancied that I
heard the rushing sound of water.

"There must be rapids near us," I exclaimed.
Just as I spoke Alick again fired, and two birds fell into

the water ahead of us. Taking his paddle he urged the
canoe forward to pick them up. None of us could tell how
it was, but all of a sudden we found ourselves whirled on-
wards by an unseen power. Though we got the paddles
out we had lost all control over our canoe. The next
instant, her bow striking a rock, she was whirled round,
when her stern came in contact with a snag also fixed in
the crevices of another rock.

"Jump out for your lives, lads!" cried Alick, setting us
the example.

The water we found was rushing over the ledge on to
which he stepped. Martin and I followed carrying our
guns. Robin sprang after us, catching hold of the sail,
while Bouncer, acting as a brave sailor does, was the last
to quit the ship.

I had just time to leap forward and catch hold of the
iron pot, when the canoe was whirled away down the
rapids. On examining our position we found ourselves on
a large rock nearly in the middle of the stream, which
afforded us a resting-place, but how we were to reach the
bank was the question.

We sat down very disconsolate to discuss the matter.
Q
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It did not do just then to think too much of the future.
Our first business was to get on shore where food was to
be obtained; though, fortunately, having had a good supper
we were not hungry. As far as we could judge in the
darkness, the way to the left bank was most practicable;
but even in that direction, there were broad places to be
passed, across which we might be unable to wade.

We had gone through many adventures, but this was the
most trying, and, perhaps, the most dangerous. The rapids
below us boiled and foamed, and ran with great force.
Should we lose our footing, we might be carried away and
dashed against the rocks.

" Though this is not a pleasant place on which to pass
the night, I think we shall do wisely to remain here till

daylight will enable us better to see our way," observed
Alick.

Our position was too uncomfortable to enable us to

sleep, indeed, had we done so we should have run the risk
of slipping off into the water. We therefore discussed
various plans for getting on shore.

"If we had but a rope we might do it without danger,"

said Martin, " and I think we have materials enough to

manufacture one. The sail cut up and twisted will form a

good length."
"You shall have my overcoat," said Alick. "We must

try to kill a deer, the skin of which will make a covering for

me at night. I can do very well without it in the daytime."

I also had a coat, and imitating Alick offered to sacrifice

it for the public good. " A shirt which I have in my knap-
sack will supply its place," I observed.

" I have a strong linen shirt in mine," said Martin.
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Robin had a couple of handkerchiefs, besides which we
had the straps of our knapsacks and pouch-belts. With
these materials we considered that we could make a rope
sufficiently strong for our purpose. It required consider-
able ingenuity to fasten all these together. The parcel of
sinews which Martin had found were excessively useful,
indeed I don't know how we could have secured the straps
without them. We had to wait, however, till daylight
before we could perform the neater work, though there was
light sufficient in the open river to enable us to cut up and
twist some of the articles we had destined for the purpose.
We had thus made a pretty strong bit of rope when day
broke.

We then began to secure the straps together. To do
this we had to make holes in the ends with the prickers of
our knives, through which to pass the threads, a long and
tedious operation, as, of course, it was of vital importance
that they should be firmly secured ; a weak part might
endanger our safety. As may be supposed, we worked
very diligently, for we were getting hungry and had no
chance of obtaining food where we were. How long it
might be after we reached the shore before we could fall in
with game of some sort it was impossible to say.

Our spears had been lost, so that even should we see any
fish in the rapids we could not catch them.

At last the 'rope was completed. It was sufficiently
long, we calculated, to reach from one side to the other of
the broadest passage we should have to cross, as there were
several rocks which would serve as resting-places between
us and the left or northern bank.

Before using it, by Alick's advice we tried every part,
Q 2
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hauling with all our might, two against two. It was
fortunate it did not give way, for had it done so we all four
might have fallen into the river on opposite sides of the
rock.

" Come, that will do," said Alick; " 'll go first, and you
thr ee hold on to the other end. If I miss my footing, haul
me in ; but if I succeed, you, David, remain behind, and let
either Martin or Robin make their way across, holding on
to the rope. When they are safe over, you fasten it round
your waist, and we'll haul ycu after us."

The plan seemed a good one, with every prospect of
success. The water was apparently of no great depth, and
did not run with nearly as much force on the north side of
the rapids as it did on the south, towards which by a bend
of the river the principal current was directed ; still, as we
looked at the foaming, hissing, roaring waters below us, we
saw the fearful danger to which we should be exposed,
should we miss our footing and be carried away in them.
Indeed, without a rope, the passage seemed to be altogether
impossible.

Alick, of course, ran the chief danger, as he had nothing
to support him, and had besides the rope to drag and his
rifle to carry. We scrambled over to the west side of the
rock, or that which looked up the stream ; then Alick
fastened the rope round his waist, and offering up a short
prayer for protection, he stepped carefully into the foaming
water. At first it did not reach much above his ankles, but
it soon began to rise higher and higher until it reached his
knees, and as we saw it foaming round him, we feared every
instant that he would be carried off his legs.

Though- he stepped directly across the stream he kept
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looking upwards, so that, should he have to swim, he might
strike out at once in the right direction. More than half
the passage had been accomplished. There was ample
length of rope which we allowed occasionally to run out
as it was required. Still the water got deeper.

Alick stopped for a moment as if hesitating whether he
should proceed. Then again he stepped out, and the water
surged up almost to his waist, as it seemed to us at that
distance.

A cry escaped us! We thought he had gone, but he
recovered himself and sprang to a higher level. Again the
water reached no higher than his knees. He went on with
more confidence till he stood safe on the rock for which he
was making.

" Hold on tightly to the rope," he shouted ; "Robin, you
come next. Don't let go your grasp, though you may find
yourself carried off your legs."

"Ay! ay!" answered Robin. "I'Il not do that ; the
rope is what I am going to trust to; " and without more ado
he plunged in, not walking steadily as Alick had been
compelled to do, but leaping like a dog in shallow water, so
that he got across in much less time with apparently less
risk.

Martin followed his example, and was twice nearly carried
off his legs.

It was now my turn. The rope, should it not break,
would haul me back should I lose my footing, but the
danger was that it might break, as it would have to bear my
weight with the current pressing against it, as also that of
the articles I carried.

There was a piece of rope to spare. I put the end into
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Bouncer's mouth, and patting him on the head told him to
hold on and swim after me. He understood perfectly what
was to be done. I did not for a moment hesitate as there
was no time to be lost, and springing in, instead of going
directly across, I waded diagonally up the stream, Bouncer
holding tight on to the rope, and bravely breasting the
current. By this means I found, as I expected, that I was
in shallower water, and was able to get across almost as
fast as the others.had done with the aid of the rope.

The next passage we had to make- was shorter, but quite
as deep, and for a few seconds Alick was in great danger
of being carried down the stream. Two other watery
spaces had still to be crossed; the last looked the most
dangerous, but Alick got over and stood safely on the
bank. He then went up the stream some way, when Robin
and Martin crossed as they had done at the other places.
I followed, with Bouncer towing after me, though J had to
put no small strain on the rope to enable myself to get over.

Every moment I thought that it would give way, but it
held fast, and most thankful we were to find ourselves at
length safe on the northern bank of the river. We had
kept our guns and ammunition dry, though of course our
lower garments were perfectly wet.

"My boys!" said Alick, " we have reason every day to
be thankful to God for His watchful care over us, but espe-
cially now we should return thanks for our preservation, for
I tell you we have run a fearful risk of losing our lives! We
might have been all drowned together when the canoe was
destroyed, and at any moment in crossing above these
rapids we might have been carried off our feet and swept
down them."
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We &all acknowledged the truth of his remarks and,
together kneeling down on the grass, we lifted up our voices
in a prayer of thanksgiving. We then hurried away to
collect wood for a fire, that we might dry our drenched
clothes, and consider what was next to be done.

"One thing is very clear," observed Alick, as we sat
round the fire. "We have no food, and being hungry the
sooner we can get some the better. Our way is down the
stream, and we must set off as soon as possible in that
direction."

The sun and wind assisted the fire in drying our clothes,
and we were soon ready to commence our journey. We
kgL our eyes about us as we went on, on the chance of
any birds or animals appearing. Hunger, it is truly said,
makes keen sportsmen, and we should not have let a mouse
escape us, if we had seen one. We kept close to the bank,
and for a mile or more the rapids continued, though we
saw that on the opposite side a canoe might descend with-
out danger. Alick was constantly examining the bank.
"'I thought so," he exclaimed, when we had got about half-
a-mile below the rapid. Running forward he picked up
three of our paddles and one of the spears. The others
could not be far off, unless they had struck in the crevice
of a rock. This, perhaps, they had done, for we could not
find them.
• Martin immediately took·possession of the spear.

"I may still have a chance of killing a fish, if we come
to any deep littie bay or bend of the river, where some are
likely to be at rest," he observed.

It was getting late, and unless we could kill something
soon, we should have to go supperless to bed.
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" Hillo! I see something," cried Robin, and rushihg for-
ward he held up one of the despised swans.

The sight at all events gave pleasure to Bouncer who
began barking and leaping round it.

"You shall have some directly, old fellow," cried Robin.
As we saw a suitable spot for encamping a little distance

from the bank, we agreed to stop for the night. The wind
blowing somewhat colder than usual, a wigwam, or at all
events a lean-to, was considered advisable. Martin and I
set to work to collect the necessary materials, while Alick
and Robin lighted the fire and spitted the swan for
cooking.
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CHAPTER IX.

Wood-Pigeons and Squirrel for Supper-Bear's Meat-Canoe-build-
ing-Grasshoppers-She floats even-Row, brothers, row !-
The Thunderstorm-Our narrow Escape-Our Hut-Deer !-
The Buck is dead-Venison in plenty-Improvidence of the
Indians-Breakers ahead.

I CANNOT describe our adventures from day to day as I
have been lately doing.

While eating our somewhat unsavoury swan, we discussed
how we should next proceed. We knew but little of the
bank of the river on which we found ourselves, but at all
events we should have a long journey on foot before us,
and we did not fancy the tramp through the woods.

"But if we do not go on foot how are we ever to get to
Fort Ross?" exclaimed Robin. "We can scarcely expect
to find another canoe."

"Why, of course we must *build one," said Martin. "I
have never made one entirely myself, but I have seen them
built frequently, and have helped sometimes, and I am very
sure that we all together could manage to construct one
which will carry us safely down the river."

There were no dissentient voices. Martin warned us
that it would take some .time. We should have to shape
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out all the ribs, and search for birch-trees of sufficient girth
to afford large sheets of bark. The chief object for consi-
deration was, that it would take us almost as long to build
a canoe as to travel to Fort Ross, but then we should be
saved the fatigue and dangers of the journey, and we should
be more likely to fall in with any of the people whom our
friends at the fort might have despatched to look for us,
in the hopes that we had escaped from the massacre at Fort
Black. Another great reason for proceeding by water was
the state of our shoes ; getting so often wet and dry they
had become completely rotten. Alick's were falling off his
feet ; mine were in a very little better condition ; Martin
had thrown his away as useless, and Robin had done the
same, but as he had so long gone without shoes, his feet
were hardened and he cared very little about the
matter.

While the weather was warm it was not of much conse-
quence, but we might expect frost soon to set in, and unless we
could manufacture some moccasins we should suffer greatly.
If we could kill a deer we might supply ourselves, but
hitherto we had seen none along the banks of the river;
still we hoped to fall in with some, as both skins and meat
would be very acceptable.

" Then I consider that the best thing we can do, is to camp
in an eligible spot, and comnence building a canoe without
delay," said Alick.

We all agreed with him.
" I have no doubt about being able to do it," said Martin;

"but we must fix on some place where the white birch
trees are abundant, that we may have a good selection of
bark. Much depends on its perfect condition, and many
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of the trees we have passed are of insufficient size or have
holes in the bark, which would render them useless for our
purpose."

We trudged on therefore, eagerly looking out for a spot
which would answer all our requirements. Before long we
found one with some cedar-trees in the neighbourhood, and
some young spruce firs not far off. On a hill-side a little
way from the river grew a number of pines; the pitch which
exuded from them we wanted for covering the seams.
The wood of the cedar was required for forming the frame
of the canoe, while the slender and flexible roots of the
young spruce-trees would afford us what is called " wattap "
-threads for sewing the bark on to the gunwale, and
securing it to the ribs.

" As we shall be some days building our canoe, we may
as well put up a hut and make ourselves comfortable in
the meantime," observed Martin. "It won't take long to
do that, and should a storm come on we should require
shelter."

"We shall want something of still more consequence,"
observed Alick. " We have no food, and you fellows will
soon be crying out for it. While Martin and David get
the camp ready, light a fire, cut some poles for a wigwam,
and collect some rough sheets of bark to cover it with,
Robin and I will go in search of game. We shall find
something or other before dark, if we keep our eyes open
and our wits awake, and I shall not feel inclined to return
without food, so take care to have a good fire burning to
roast it by."

" But I say, don't go off with the axe," exclaimed Martin,
as Alick was walking away with it stuck in his belt. " We
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cannot cut down the poles without it, or strip off the bark
from the trees."

Alick handed the axe to Martin, who, giving a flourish
with it, observed, " We shall have work enough for this
fellow to' do, but I must take care to keep its edge
sharp."

Alick and Robin set off with their guns, while Martin
and J commenced the work we had undertaken. We at
first collected sticks and had a fire blazing in an open spot
from which we had cleared off all the grass for fear of its
igniting the surrounding herbage and producing a con-
flagration-no unusual occurrence in the woods. The feel-
ing of hunger made us very active, for we hoped that Alick
and Robin would soon return with some game. As they
did not appear, we cut down a number of poles and fixed
them up on a spot a little distance from the river, towards
which the ground gradually sloped down. Having secured
all together at the top, the framework of our hut was com-
plete.

We had then to obtain some slabs of birch-bark.
Several lay on the ground stripped off by the wind. Many
of these we found lying at the foot of the trees, and though
unfitted for building a canoe, were very well suited for our
present purpose. We worked so diligently that we com-
pletely covered our wigwam. We now began to look out
anxiously for the return of our companions, our hunger
reminding us that it was high time for them to be back.
While we were working we had not thought so much about
it. I had thrown myself down on the grass, having finished
my labours.

"Come!" said Martin, who was always very active; " if
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game is not brought to us, I vote we go in search of it," and
seizing his gun he made his way amid the trees.

I followed him. Presently I heard him fire, and directly
afterwards I caught sight of a squirrel on a high branch.
Taking good aim I brought it down, and was soon joined
by Martin who had shot a couple of wood-pigeons. We
hurried back to the camp, stripped the birds of their feathers,
skinned the squirrel, and soon had them roasting before
the fire.

"Our friends will be well pleased not to have to wait for
their supper," said Martin, as he quickly turned round the
wood-pigeons on the spit.

They were soon cooked, and unable to resist the gnaw-
ings of hunger we divided one of them and ate it up. We
then attacked the squirrel, but restraining our appetites,
reserved half for Alick and Robin, for we thought it possi-
ble that they might aft er all return without any game.
Having satisfied our hunger, we thought more seriously
about them. What could have happened to delay
them ? -

At last I began to fear that some accident must have
befallen them. It was getting dusk. Should darkness
overtake them, they would be unable to find their way
through the woods. We piled up more wood on the fire,
and went some way from it in the direction we expected
they would come, shouting loudly at the top of our voices
to attract their attention.

" I cannot fancy that they have lost themselves," observed
Martin. " Robin, with his Indian training, would find his
way anywhere; and Alick is not likely to have gone wrong,
especially with the river to guide him."

SUPPER READY. :237
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Still I grew more and more anxious, and pictured to my-
self all sorts of accidents.

"We should never think of the worst till it happens,"
observed Martin. "They were probably tempted to go
farther than they intended, Perhaps we shall see them
corme back loaded with venison or a few dozen wild-ducks,
which will supply our larder for many days to come.
Hark! I think I hear a shout. Now !" and we again
shouted out. A reply immediately came through the trees.

" That's Alick's voice, and I heard Robin's shriller treble,"
said Martin. " They will be here anon, and will be highly
delighted to sit down and munch the remainder of the
squirrel and the wood-pigeon."

We hurried forward to meet our friends, as far as the
light of the fire would enable us to see our way, and pre-
sently they both appeared, carrying huge masses of some-
thing on their backs.

"We have got food enough to last us till we reach Fort
Ross," exclaimed Alick, as he limped along, and I observed
that he had lost both his shoes. "It might have cost us
dear, though. Robin was nearly getting an ugly gripe.
See! we have killed a bear, and brought as much of the
meat as we could carry, and a part of the skin to form
moccasins till we can kill some deer, which will afford us
more comfortable covering for our feet."

We relieved them of their loads and were soon seated
round the fire, Bouncer lying down complacently watching
us while they discussed the provisions we had cookcd; he
having devoured as much of the bear as lie could manage,
was independent of other food. Alick then told us that
thev had come suddenly on Bruin, who was on the point of
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seizing Robin when he had shot at it, but had missed; the
bear, instead of pursuing them, frightened by the report of
the gun, had taken to flight, when they followed and finally
killed it. In their chase, while passing over a piece of
boggy ground he had lost his shoes. The chase and the
return to camp had occupied a considerable amount of time.

"All's well that ends well," exclaimed Martin, "and now
I propose that we smoke some of the bear's flesh."

To this we all agreed, and thus employed ourselves till
we turned in at night.

" Up, up," cried Martin, the next morning at daybreak.
"We must turn to without loss of time, and begin building
our canoe. We must first cut out the ribs, which will be
the longest part of the operation, and those who like can
accompany me to the cedar wood."

We all did so, and Martin selecting some young trees
cut them down; then, with his axe, chopped them into
lengths. This done, we all worked away with our knives to
form them into thin strips. The wood is remarkably
tough, hard, and white, and can be bent into any form. We
were employed all day in this work, and it was not till the
next that we had a sufficient quantity of strips to com-
mence forming the frame.

To form the gunwale we had to fasten a number to-
gether. The gunwale was kept apart by slender bars of
the same wood, while the ribs were bent into the required
shape, which they easily retained. There was no keel, and
the bottom was nearly flat. The third bar was broader
than the rest, and in it we cut a hole for stepping the mast,
though unless with a very light and perfectly favourable
wind we should be unable to carry sail.
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It took us several days to put the framework together.
We had now to cut the bark from the white birch trees.
To do this we formed two circles round a tree, about five
or six feet apart, and then cut a perpendicular notch down
from one to the other; next, putting pieces of wood under
the bark at the notches we, without difficulty, pulled it off.

Martin having before taken his measurements, the bark
exactly fitted the centre part of the canoe, being also very
nearly of the required shape. We now sewed it on with
the wattap. This was a long operation, as every hole had
to be carefully bored. Another piece of somewhat less
width formed the bows, easily conforming itself to the re-
quired shape. A single thickness of bark formed the sides,
but at the bottom we placed some long strips to serve as
bottom-boards which rested on the ribs.

The bark had to be sewn on also to all the ribs, though
this did not require the same number of stitches as used at
the gunwale. We all worked away at it till some progress
had been made, when Robin took charge of the gum-pot;
he having previously concocted a quantity of pitch from the
pine trees. This had to be thickened by boiling, and the
joinings were luted with it, thus rendering the canoe per-
fectly water-tight.

The seats were formed by suspending strips of bark with
cords from the gunwales in such a manner that they did
not press against the sides of the canoe. Our canoe was
only about twelve feet long, but was sufficiently large to
carry us four. I have seen such canoes thirty-five feet in
length, and six feet in width at the widest part, tapering
gradually towards the bow and stern, which are brought to
a wedge-like point, and turned over from the extremities
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towards the centre so as to resemble, in some degree, the
head of a violin.

These large canoes are calculated to carry sixty pack-
ages of skins weighing ninety pounds each, and provisions
amounting to one thousand pounds' weight. They are
paddled by eight men, each of whom has a bag weighing
forty pounds.

Every canoe also carries a quantity of bark, wattap, gum,
and pine for heating the gum ; an axe, and some small
articles necessary for repairing her. The weicrht altogether
is probably not under four tons. The eight men can
paddle her across a lake, in calm weather, at the rate of
about four miles an hour; and four can carry her across
portages. Altogether, for making voyages in this region,
no vessel has been constructed in any way to equal the
birch-bark canoe, such as I have described. Ours was
very different, being much smaller; and the work though
pretty strong, was not as neat as that performed by Indians.

Robin-who was fond of quizzing, a trick he had learned
from the redskins-declared that she would prove lopsided,
at which Martin, her architect, was very indignant.

"She'll swim as straight and steady as a duck," he
answered.

"We shall see," cried Robin; "the proof of the pudding
wil! be in the eating. However, if she does float a little
crooked she'll manage to get to the end of her voyage
somehow or other, and we can lay her up at Fort Ross as
a specimen of our ingenuity."

While building our canoe, one or two of us were com-
pelled to go out in search of game, as it was necessary to
dry the bear's flesh as provision for our voyage, and we

R
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preferred fresh meat. We generally returned with two or
three wood-pigeons or other birds.

Just before the completion of the canoe, I accompanied
Alick on an excursion which we intended should be longer
than usual. We found the forest extending not more than
a mile from the bank of the river, after which the country
was open, with grassy land and hollows which had once
been the beds of ponds. Here the grass grew especially
long.

We had not long started, when I observed that the
horizon wore an unearthly ashen hue, and it struck me
at once that we were about to have a storm. Presently it
seemed as if the whole air was filled with light silvery
clouds, and what looked at first like flakes of snow falling,
which we saw as they approached nearer to be number-
less large insects with wings. They were, indeed, grass-
hoppers, as they are called in the North-West territory,
though they are really locusts. The number in the air in
a short time became so great, that at intervals they per-
ceptibly lessened the light of the sun. I had seen them
before in much smaller quantities; and I at once knew
what they were. That I might watch them more con-
veniently I threw myself on my back. When looking
upwards, as near to the sun as the light would permit, I
saw the sky continually change colour from blue to silvery
white, ashy grey, and lead-colour-according to the density
of the masses of insects. Opposite to the sun, the prevailing
hue was a silvery white, perceptibly flashing.

On one occasion the whole heavens towards the south-
east and west appeared to irradiate a soft grey-tinted light
with a quivering motion. As the day was calm, the hum
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produced by the vibration of so many millions of wings was
quite indescribable, and was more like what people call a
ringing in one's ears, than any other sound that I can
think of.

Strange as it may seem, there was something peculiarly
awe-producing to the mind, as we watched these countless
creatures ; as it reminded us of those scourges sent by
God on the land of Egypt as a punishment to its in-
habitants.

At first they took short flights, but as the day increased
cloud after cloud rose from the prairie, and pursued their
way in the direction of the wind. As the day advanced,
they settled round us in countless multitudes, clinging to
the leaves of shrubs and grass to rest after their long
flight. The whole district where they had settled wore a
curious appearance, for they had cut the grass uniformly
to one inch from the ground.

The surface was covered with their small round grey
exuvia. Had they passed over any cultivated ground, as
they do occasionally, the entire crops of the farms would
have been destroyed. They leave nothing green behind
them, and devour even such things as woollen garments,
skins, and leather, with the most astonishing rapidity.
Though they fly very high in the air when they are making
their journeys, they pitch usually on the ground, not
touching the forests, or one could easily conceive that
they would in the course of a year or two strip the
trees of their leaves, and leave them with a thoroughly
wintry aspect. .

As, owing to the grasshoppers, we did not expect to
obtain any game in the open country, we returned to the
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wood, and were fortunate in killing a number of wood-
pigeons.

On our arrival at the camp, Martin and Robin shouted
out to us that the canoe was finished, and only required to
have the seams gummed. This task was soon accomplished,
and as we were in a hurry to try the canoe, Alick and I,
lifting her up with the greatest ease, carried her down to
the bank. Without hesitation we stepped in and placed
her on the water, when she floated with perfect evenness.

"Hurrah !" exclaimed Martin, who stood on the bank,
throwing up his cap in his delight at the triumphant success
of his undertaking; " I knew she'd do! I knew she'd do."

Bouncer, who had followed us down, apparently as much
interested as any one, leaped up on his hind legs, barking
loudly; while Robin, who had remained at the fire attend-
ing to the gum-pot that we might stop any leaks which
were discovered, echoed our shouts. We had indeed reason
to congratulate ourselves, for though the canoe was not
equal to the one we had lost, yet it would answer our
purpose, and convey us safely, we hoped, to our destinatïon.
As it was too late to start that day, we lifted her up again,
and employed ourselves in finishing off two fresh paddles,
in lieu of those which had been lost.

We were very merry that evening, as it appeared to us
that our difficulties were well-nigh over. We had meat
enough to last us for some days, and we might reasonably
expect to obtain as much as we could want on the voyage
by landing and spending a day, or part of a day, in hunting;
still we were not altogether free from care. Martin was
excessively anxious about his parents. He could not
avoid recollecting the bad disposition shown by the Indians;
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VOYAGE IN OUR CANOE BEGUN.

and though his father and mother might not have been
molested, or might have managed to escape, there was a
fearful possibility of their having been attacked and
murdered.

We were still also doubtful whether Sandy and Pat had
got away in safety from the fort, though we hoped that
they had and had arrived safely at Fort Ross. If so, we
might, by keeping a look-out on the right bank of the
river, see any expedition which, we felt sure, would be sent
up to restore Fort Black.

Having breakfaste.d, we again launched our canoe, but
we found on putting her into the water, that she leaked
in two or three places, where the gum had been knocked
off. We had to haul her up again, light our fire, and
heat some more gum to stop the leaks. This occupied
us for some time, but at length we were fairly under
way; and singing "Row, brothers! row," we began pad-
dling down the stream.

We agreed not to attempt shooting any rapids we
might meet with, but rather to 'land and make a portage
with our canoe. Two of us could carry her on our
shoulders without difficu-lty, and as Robin remarked, she
weighed scarcely a feather when four of us lifted her.
Though we intended camping on the left bank, we kept
over to the right side that we might have a better chance
of seeing any party travelling towards Fort Black.

The morning had been fine, and we expected to be able
to continue on all day; but before noon clouds gathered in
the sky, from which a vivid flash of lightning darted
towards us, followed by a tremendods peal of thunder;
then came in quick succession another and another flash,
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with deafening peals. The wind began to blow up the
river, and its hitherto calm surface was broken into angry
waves. Down rushed the rain, half-filling our canoe.

" We must make for the shore, lads!" exclaimed Alick,
as a heavy sea broke over our bows. "Paddle, lads, for
your lives! This is no joke," he added; and he had good
reason for saying what he did, for our light bark was
tossed about in a way which rendered it difficult to steer
her.

We all energetically worked at our paddles. We had
some way to go. The wind increased, thé thunder roared,
and the lightning flashed faster than ever.

Alick kept the canoe with her head partly up the stream,
so that we crossed diagonally, or the canoe would have
been upset, as the increasing waves rolled against her. At
length the northern bank was reached, but we had still the
difficulty of landing. The waves were washing against it
with considerable force, and should our canoe be driven
against any projecting braiches, a dangerous rent might be
made in it in a moment, and before we could get safely on
shore we might be carried away by the current. We had
therefore to look out for some bay or creek up which we
could run, so as to be sheltered from the waves.

The wind blew now rather up the river than across it,
and enabled us to stem the current. We had gone
some little distance, when we saw the place we were
seeking.

" Look out! and see that· there are no snags or
branches ahead of us," cried Alick to Robin, who had the
bow-paddle. "If you can find a clear space, we will run
the canoe alongside the bank."
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"There is a spot that will do," answered Robin; "and
l'Il jump on shore, and hold her while you get out."

Gently paddling the canoe, the next moment we got her
up to the bank and stepped on shore in safety. We then
hauled her up, but we were not free of danger. Tall trees
surrounded the place, their tops waving to and fro and
bending to the gale. Every now and then fragments of
branches were torn off and carried to a distance. There
was a risk of one of them falling on us, or on the canoe,
and crushing her; but it was impossible to shift our posi-
tion, so we had to make the best of it and pray that we
might be preserved.

We at first ran for shelter under one of the tall trees, and
Robin proposed that we should build a hut against it, with
a fire in front at which we might dry our wet clothes.

" That would do very well, if it were not for the light-
ning," observed Alick. "At any moment that tree might
be struck, and we, if close to the trunk, might all be killed
or severely injured."

As he said this, Robin and I, who were leaning against it,
sprang out into the open. The next instant, a loud report
was heard ; a branch came crashing down, and the stout
tree appeared riven to the very roots! Happily the branch
fell on one side.

"We may thank Providence that we have all escaped,"
said Alick. " It won't do to be standing out here exposed
to the rain. The sooner we can get up a hut of some sort
the better."

The branch which had fallen afforded us the framework
of a hut. Alick taking the axe, cut off as many pieces as
we required, pointing them so that we could run them
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deep into the earth. A little way off there was an abun-
dance of bark, which seizing we quickly dragged up to the
spot.

Hurrying out of the wood again as fast as we could, in a
short time we had a roughly-formed hut erected, sufficient
to turn off the rain. The spot was almost completely
sheltered from the wind, so that we had no fear about
lighting a fire. At the same time the wood was already so
wet that it cost us some trouble to ignite it. We succeeded
at last, and, drawing it close up to the hut, it afforded us
warmth and enabled us to dry our wet clothes.

The rain soon ceased, but the wind held and whistled in
the branches. The thunder roared, and flashes of lightning
illumined the dark sky. We had reason to be thankful that
we were so far protected, and hoped that we might escape
any other falling branches, or the effects of the lightning.
Had we ventured to land in a more exposed situation, our
canoe might at any moment have been blown off into the
river, while we could neither have put up a hut nor have
lighted a fire.

We sat on hour after hour, hoping that the storm would
cease. The ground was too damp to allow us to lie down
with any prospect of comfort; but we had some pieces of
bark which afforded us seats, and had we had time to get
larger pieces we might have rested with more comfort.

Thus the night passed away, but when daylight returned
the storm was blowing with as much fury as before.
Though we saw masses of leaves and branches flying over
our heads, none of the latter fell into our sheltered little
nook. We agreed that it would be wise to remain where
we were.
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Alick employed himself with Martin's assistance in
making a pair of moccasins, which, though rough and ugly,
were calculated to protect his feet from the thorns and
splinters he might step upon in the forest. I mended my
shoes, patching them with small pieces of bear-skin ; but
they would not have served for a long walk. Robin improved
one of the paddles, which had been roughly cut out at first.

Thus we passed the greater part of the morning seated
before our fire, except when we were cooking and eating
some bears' flesh to satisfy our hunger.

We had formed also two look-out holes at the back of
our hut, through which we could watch should any deer or
other animals come near, which we thought it possible they
might do for the sake of the shelter it afforded. Robin was
continually jumping .up to take a look out ; but in that
respect we were disappointed.

Soon after noon the wind began to fall, as we knew by
the decrease of its sound among the trees, and the lessened
agitation of the boughs overhead.

" Come, boys! we may make a few miles good this
evening," exclaimed Alick, jumping up. "If we find the
river still too rough, we can but put back and spend the
night here; but I suspect that in a short time the wind
will drop altogether, and we shall be able to paddle on till
dark. We are sure to find some place or other where we
can land to camp for the night."

We accordingly lost no time in lifting our canoe into the
water, and getting on board. Bouncer, observing the
careful way in which we stepped into our canoe, imitated
our example, his sagacity showing him that if he were to
leap on the gunwale he might upset her.
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Once more we shoved off, and going down the creek
were soon in the open river. By this time it was almost
calm, and the water was perfectly smooth.

We paddled on at a quick rate, the river being free of
obstructions of aiiy sort, while at the same tirne we kept a
look-out on both sides for the appearance of either friends
or foes, or of any game.

The air after the storm was unusually pleasant, and our
spirits rose. The banks on either side were wooded, and
prevented us from seeing to any distance beyond them.
Here and there, however, grassy points ran out into the
stream, on which it was possible that deer might be found
feeding, while in little bays and indentations of the banks
tall reeds grew, likely to afford shelter to wild-fowl.

We were just about to round one of these points, when a
duck flying up, directed its course across the river. Put-
ting in ny paddle, I seized my gun, and was on the point
of firing at it when Alick exclaimed, " Hold fast! see out
there," and as I looked ahead; I observed on a low, grassy
point a herd of five. or six deer, which had come down to
the river to drink. Some of them catching sight of the
canoe, looked up and stood curiously watching us. Our
great object was now to approach without frightening
them.

"Keep silence, all of you," whispered Alick. "Paddle
cautiously on. Get ready your guns, so as to fire when I
tell you."

We did as he bade us.
" We must have one of those fellows, at all events ; and

two if we can. It will be provoking to lose them altogether,"
said Alick.
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He steered first directly towards the opposite side of the
stream, so as not to alarm the deer sooner than was neces-
sary; then altering the course of the canoe, we made
directly for the point where the animals .were standing,
their curiosity still inducing them to remain watching us.
We had got almost within shot when they took the alarm,
and turning round retreated into the wood.

Extlamations of disappointment escaped from all of us,
for we thought that we should see no more of them.

«" Don't think they are lost ; we may still have them,"
cried Alick. "Paddle away as hard as you can go, and
we'll land and give chase. We may get round them, and
drive them back towards the water."

Instead of steering for the point where the deer had been
standing, he directed the course of the canoe higher up the
river, and as we neared the bank he cried out, " David!
you and Martin remain on board, and Robin and I will
make our way through the wood, and endeavour to turn
the deer."

As he said this, he tried the depth of the water, and
finding that it was shallow, ard the bottom hard, he stepped
out, followed by Robin and Bouncer; when, soon getting
on shore, all three hurried off through the wood, which was
there considerably open.

We watched them making their way amid the trees, till
they were lost to sight. I feared that there was little
chance of their driving back the deer ; still Martin and I
kept a look-out along the shore, on the possibility of the
animals returning, either driven by Alick and Robin, or,
supposing all danger to have passed, to finish their evening's
draught.
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Several wild-fowl got up and went flying across the
stream, some within shot; but we were afraid of firing, lest
we should alarm the nobler game. We kept our paddles
ready to urge the canoe in any direction which might be
necessary.

Our patience was somewhat tried. It was possible, how-
ever, that Alick and Robin might get near enough to the
deer to shoot one of them, and we listened eagerly for the
report of their guns. We waited and. waited, when we saw
some way down the stream a magnificent buck burst forth
from amid the trees, and rush towards the water. With-
out hesitating a moment he plunged in and began to swim
towards the opposite bank.

" Paddle away," I cried out to Martin. "We may have
him before he lands."

We did paddle, with might and main, feeling almost sure
of the prize ; but the deer swam rapidly, and the current,
which he did not attempt to stem, carried him down. It was,
however, impelling our canoe, so that made no difference.
As we advanced, we saw a low island of some extent about
two-thirds of the way across the river. The deer was
making for it. Should he land he would gain considerably
on us.

Martin proposed that we should steer for the southern
side, so as to intercept him. We were close to the western
end of the island, on which the deer was about to land,
when I thought that I could hit him. I fired! my bullet
took effect-of that I was sure! but the deer still continued
his course. Martin now steered the canoe as we had pro-
posed, and we saw the deer land and begin to make his
way across the island,
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A SUCCESSFUL SHOT.

It was evident, however, that my shot had injured him,
for he moved slowly, and by exerting ourselves to the
utmost, we were soon able again to get him within ra'nge.
He stopped and gazed at us, apparently not expecting to
see us again in front of him. Instead of taking to the water
he moved on towards the east end of the island. Again he
stopped facing us, when raising my rifle I sent a shot
directly at his breast.

Lifting up his head, and vainly endeavouring to recover
himself, he slowly sank down on his knees, and the next
instant rolled over dead.

Martin and I, uttering a shout of triumph, paddled to-
wards the shore.

"Shall we cut him up at once, or go back and take Alick
and Robin on board, and then return for 'the purpose ?"
asked Martin.

" It may probably be some time before they get back to
the bank," I answered ; "and I think it would be best to
cut up the deer, and then we shall astonish them with the
result of our exploit."

Of course we felt not a little proud of our success. We
accordingly landed, and set to work in a scientific manner;
first skinning the deer, and then by means of our axe and
long knives cutting it up into pieces. We took only the
best portions, with bits for Bouncer's share, leaving the rest
of the carcase with the head, excepting the tongue and the
antlers, which might be useful for manufacturing spears and
other articles.

We extricated also some of the sinews, which we were
sure to want.

Having loaded our canoe, we shoved off and began to
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paddle back towards the place where Alick and Robin had
landed, looking out for them, in case they should appear in
any other part of the bank. We found it a very difficult
matter however to get up the stream. When we went in
chase of the deer we had the current with us, and the canoe

was light. . Now we had a cargo on board. Though we
exerted ourselves to the utmost, we made but slow pro-
gress, till Martin proposed that we should pull up near the
right bank where the current appeared to run with less
strength.

Neither of our companions appearing, it did not seem
that we need be in any great hurry until we observed that
the sun had sunk low, and that, before long, darkness would
come on; still, as we were doing our best, we could do no
more. We at last got up some way above the spot where
we had seen the deer, and after relaxing our efforts for a

minute or two to regain strength, we directed the canoe
straight across the stream. We hoped, as we drew near
the left bank, that Alick «and Robin would make their ap-

pearance, and we began to be somewhat anxious at not
seeing them.

" They were probably induced to follow the deer farther
than they intended," observed Martin, "and perhaps hear-
ing our shots may have gone down the river, and if so we
might have saved ourselves our fatiguing paddle."

On looking along the bank, however, as we could no-
where see them we finally paddled in for the shore, and
very glad we were to reach a spot.where we could rest.
Throwing the painter, round the branch of a tree which pro-

jected over the water, we hung on to it to wait for our com-
panions' return. We shouted to them to attract their
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attention, but no answer came, and we were unwilling to
expend a charge of powder by firing a signal, as our stock
was limited, and it was necessary to.husband it as much as
possible.

The shades of evening were already extending across the
river; the bright reflection from the clouds graduallygiving
place to a uniform grey tint, which soon spread over. the
whole surface. Martin proposed that we should land and
light a fire to cook our venison, for we neither of us
fancied having to spend the night cramped up in the canoe.

" Let us first give another shout. Perhaps they'll hear
it, and know where we are," I said.

We hailed two or three times. At last, as there was
only just sufficient light to enable us to see our way, we
paddled up to the bank, unloaded our canoe, and hauled
her- up. We then piled up the venison, covering it over
with the deer-skin, lighted a fire and began cooking some
steaks. We were thus engaged when we heard a rustling
in the brushwood. We started up with our guns in our
hands, expecting to see a deer or bear, when Bouncer came
rushing towards us, leaping up and licking his jaws. Martin
examined his mouth and sides.

"Depend upon it he has had a good tuck-out, the rogue,
and feels in a happy humour," observed Martin. "They
have killed a deer, and we shall see them here before
long."

Martin was right; for in a few minutes Alick and
Robin came. trudging up to the camp, heavily laden with
venison.

"We have brought you something to eat, boys," said
Alick. "Thanks to Bouncer's guidance, we followed up one
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of the deer till we shot him, but we have had a heavy tramp
back. We should. have brought the deer-skin, but the
meat was of more consequence, and we must go back and
get it to-morrow morning. Hillo! you seem to have got
something!"

"I think we have," I answered, exhibiting our pile ot
venison.

We then described how we had shot the deer; still, as
the deer-skin would prove of value for many purposes, we
settled to go for it at daylight.

We had now an abundance of venison, in addition to
some of the dried bear's flesh which still remained. Though
the Indians often suffer from hunger in this region, so teem-
ing with animal life, it is entirely in consequence of their
own want of forethought, as most of them when they
obtain food feast on it till it is gone, and few are wise
enough to lay up a store for the future. Thousands of
buffalo are slaughtered on the prairies, and their carcases
allowed to rot, which, if distributed among the people, would
supply every native in the country with an abundance of
wholesome food.

We had never been without provisions, though sometimes
we had run rather short. We had, therefore, no fear for the
future.

Next morning, Alick and Robin having obtained the
skin of the deer they had shot, we proceeded on our voyage.
We at first made good way aided by the current, but as the
day advanced, a strong wind arose which created a con-
siderable amount of sea in the river. Our canoe being more
deeply laden than usual, with the venison we had on board,
the water began to wash over the bows.
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We had set Robin to work to bail it out, still there
appeared to be no actual danger, and we continued our
course. As we went on, however, the wind increased, and
meeting the current, which here ran stronger than in other
places, the canoe was half-filled by a foaming wave into
which she plunged.

Robin bailed away with all his might.
This will never do," cried Alick. "If we meet another

wave like that, the canoe will be swamped. We must make
for the shore. Paddle away, boys, as fast as you can !"

We exerted ourselves to the utmost, for we saw the
danger to which we were exposed. Martin proposed
throwing some of the cargo overboard.

"Not if we can help it," cried Alick. "It would be a
pity to lose so much good meat. The water looks smoother
towards the south bank, and we shall soon be out of
danger."

In this respect he was not mistaken, but we saw that had
we continued on longer the canoe would to a certainty have
been filled, for line after line of white breakers extended
completely across the stream. We found a safe place for
landing, with a sufficient number of trees and brushwood to
afford us fuel for our fire, the place also being sheltered by
a high bank, from the wind. We landed our cargo and,
hauling up the canoe, turned her over to empty out the
water. It seemed a wonder from the quantity there was in
her that she had not sunk.
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As the wind continued blowing with great force, we saw

that there was no prospect of our continuing our voyage

that day. We therèfore made preparations for camping as

usual.
Martin suggested that we should employ the time in

drying some of the venison, which could not possibly last

till it was all consumed. He advised also that we should

try to manufacture some pemmican, which, though not

equal to that of buffalo, would make nutritious food. We.

were thus busily employed for the remainder of the day.

Alick, too, who wished to prepare the deerskins, stretched

them out with pegs on the bank. We then carefully scraped

them over, and, having boiled some wood-ashes in water,
we washed them thoroughly with it. This we did twice

before dark, leaving thern to dry during the night.

"I hope no grasshoppers will come this way," observed
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Alick laughing, while we were afterwards seated at
supper.

As I looked round on the river, my eye caught a bright
glare reflected on it.

"That light comes from a fire somewhere, and not far
off," I exclaimed; and, springing to my feet, I made my
way up to the top of the bank, which was somewhat higher
than the country farther off.

There were but few trees, so that I had an uninterrupted
view to the southward.

There was a fire inideed! and such a fire as I had never
before seen. About half-a-mile off appeared what looked
like a vast burning lake about a mile in width and extend-
ing to a much greater distance.

Presently, beyond it, another began to blaze up, in-
creasing with terrible rapidity ; and, farther off a third
bright light was seen, which also began quickly to extend
itself. I have never seen a volcano in full activity; but
this, I think, must have surpassed in grandeur the most
terrible eruption. The flames rose up to an extraordinary
height, rushing over the ground at the speed of race-horses,
and devouring every tree and shrub in their course. The
wind being from the north-east blew it away from us; but
we saw how fearful would have been our doom, had we been
on foot travelling across that part of the country. We
should have had no chance of escape, for the intervals which
at first existed between these lakes of fire quickly filled up.

The conflagration swept on to the westward, gradually
also creeping up towards us. We. continued watching it,
unable to tear ourselves away from the spot. It was grand
and awful in the extreme! To arrest its progress would
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have been utterly beyond the power of human beings.
What might be able to stop it, we could not tell. As far as
we could see, it might go on leaping over rivers and streamns,
destroying the woods and burning up the prairies to the
very foot of the Rocky Mountains, or even making its fear-
ful progress over the whole of the continent.
. We knew that prairie fires often take place, and we had
seen some on a smaller scale; but this appeared to us
more extensive than any we had heard of. Gradually it
came creeping up towards us; still, however, at too slow a
pace, in consequence of the power of the wind to make us
quit our post.

" This, I have no doubt, has been 'put out' by the Plain
Crees, to prevent the buffalo from going to the eastward
and benefiting the Ojibbeways, Wood Crees, and other
natives in that direction," observed Alick, using a term
common among the Indians; to "put out fire" signifying
to set the prairie on fire..

I could scarcely suppose that such would have been done
on purpose; but he asserted that they very frequently
committed this destructive act simply as a signal to let their
friends know that they had found buffalo; and that in most
instances the fire did not extend to any great distance, being
stopped by marshes, or even narrow streams, when there
was not much wind, and sometimes by a heavy fall of rain.

Robin corroborated what Alick had stated.
"I think the fire has got much néarer than when we first

saw it," observed Martin. "Should the wind shift, we shall
have to run for it, or the burning trees will be tumbling
down upon us and our canoe, and we shall be very foolish
to be thus caught."



WE ESCAPE FROM THE FLAMES.

In the course of a few minutes after this the wind did
shift, and the flames came leaping and crackling to-
wards us.

" We will follow Martin's advice," said Alick. "We
shall have plenty of time, though, I hope, to get our traps
on board, and shove off. We must look out for another
camping-ground to spend the remainder of the night."

We hastened down the bank, followed by Bouncer, who
stood for some seconds barking furiously at the fire as if
indignant at its having put us to flight. We were not
long in launching our canoe, reloading her, and tumbling
in the skins, when, shoving off, we paddled to a safe dis-
tance from the shore. In a couple of minutes we saw the
flames reach the base of the narrow line of trees which
lined the bank; when, aided by the dry creepers which
encircled them, it climbed up at a rapid rate, twisting and
turning and springing from branch to branch till the whole
wood presented a solid wall of fire. It could not injure us,
as the wind, blowing in the opposite direction, carried the
falling boughs away from the river. The valley a little to
the eastward prevented the conflagration from extending
in that direction, but it still gave forth sufficient light to
enable us to select a sheltered bay into which we steered
the canoe. Here we again landed, hoping to remain un-
molested for the rest of the night. As the wind was cold
we lighted a fire, though we could find no bark with which
to put up a lean-to.

We had therefore to sleep as well as we could on the
bare ground. Very frequently one or other of us climbed
to the top of the bank to watch the progress of the flames.
They were sweeping along to the west and south-west,
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leaving a space in their rear still glowing with the burning
embers.

Alick, who was anxious to get the skins dressed as soon
as possible, again spread them out, and those of us who
were unable to sleep employed .ourselves in beating them
with the paddles. As soon, also, as we could scrape a
sufficient quantity of ashes from the fire we made a ley,
with which we kept them moist; the effect being to render
them soft and pliable.

Before morning the fire had got to a considerable dis-
tance, but we could still see a thin line of flame extending
from north to south. After all, I believe that it was not so
destructivesas we had supposed. At the same time, such fires
constantly occurring on the prairies render them arid and
sterile.and prevent the growth of forest trees. Were any
means taken to put a stop to their occurrence, willows and
other trees would soon sprout up, and the prairies would
be converted into humid tracts in which vegetable matter
would accumulate, and a soil be formed adapted to promote
the growth of fine trees.

We were tempted to remain an hour or two after sunrise,
for the sake of making progress with the dressing of our
deerskins; and also to dry some more venison, as it was
very evident that it would not keep fresh wetted as it had
been, with the sun beating down upon it, though covered
up by the skins.

" We have plenty to eat and plenty to drink," observed
Martin, as we were paddling along; ".but I should very
much like a variety, and unless we can get it I am afraid
that we shall be attacked by scurvy, or fall ill in some
other way."
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"To be sure, it will take us some time to drink up the
water of the river, but I don't know that the venison will hold
out quite as long," said Robin. " We might find some
4erries and roots if we were to search for them in any of
the woods we may come to, or perhaps we might shoot
some birds or catch some fish. I should like some fish
amazingly. We have materials for Unes, but I have not
had time yet to manufacture some hooks, as I intended.
If some of you like to search for berries and roots, or to
shoot any birds you may meet, Ill undertake to stay by
the canoe and work away at the hooks."

"But if we delay, we shall nlot get to Fort Ross before
the winter sets in," remarked Alick.

"But it will be better to be delayed than to fall sick
from want of wholesome food," observed Martin. "I have
an extraordinary longing for vegetable diet, and would give
anything just now for a dish of greens or mashed potatoes,
or strawberries and cream."

While this conversation was going on we came to the
mouth of a pretty large stream, the banks of which were
covered with wood of considerable growth, while here and
there grassy spots offered tempting landing-places.

My feelings were very like Martin's, and Robin joining
us, we all begged Alicle to steer up the stream, intending
to land and search for what we were so eager to obtain.

We kept a look-out, some of us on one side of the canoe
and some on the other, for any animals or birds which
might appear on the bank. Martin and I, who were in the
bow, fancied we saw a deer on the right-hand side, and
called Alick's attention to it.

While we were looking out Robin, whose quick sight,
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had been attracted by some movements in the foliage,
exclaimed, " There's a man ! an Indian. If he's an enemy,
he'll have a shot at us ;" and pulling in his paddle, he
seized his gun, ready to take aim at our supposed foe. As
he spoke we turned our heads round in the same direction,
and we all saw among the trees a human being stooping
and apparently intently watching us.

"If he sees that we're all armed he won't fire, though he
should have a musket," said Alick. "We'll wave. to
him, and try and make him understand that we have no
wish to be foes to any -one. Show your. fowling-pieces,
lads !

We all lifted up our guns, then laying them down, again
took to our paddles. We now steered the canoe'towards
the shore, where we had seen the man. We soon reached
a spot where we could land; but Alick desired us to sit
still in the canoe, as possibly there might be other persons
besides the one we saw. *

The gloom of the forest prevented our seeing his features,
but on getting nearer, to our surprise we perceived that
the seeming Indian was a white man, though clad from
head to foot in skins. There he stood, in an attitude of
astonishment with his mouth wide open, unable apparently
to utter a word. Though he was greatly altered I felt
sure that I knew the man before me,

"Hillo ! Pat Casey !" I exclaimed. "What, don't 'you
remember us

"Och! shure! is it yourself that's spaking to me ?" ex-
claimed Pat, for Pat he was ; of that I had no doubt. " I
belaved that you were all murthered by the Injins months
ago, and niver expected to see your faces again."
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DISCOVERY OF PAT CASEY.

"But you see that you were mistaken, Pat! and that
we are all alive and well," I said.

While I was speaking, Pat had been slowly approaching,
still evidently greatly in doubt whether we were real beings
of this world or spirits from another. When at length he
was convinced that we were ourselves, he iushed forward
towards us, and seizing me by the hand, exclaimed,
'Shure! it's a reality, and you have escaped the red-

skins."
The rest of the party also convinced him that we were

alive by shaking him warmly by the hand, and inquiring
how he came to be there.

"Och ! shure, but it's a sad story," he answered, "and
Ill be afther telling you all about it. I need not ask you
whether you know that the fort was surprised by the
Sioux, and all who could not escape put to death, for if
you have-been to the place you would have been afther
seeing the state those thafes of the world left it in. Sandy
McTavish and I, with five others, managed to get away
by leaping from the stockade on one side, as the redskins
came in on the other ; but short time we had to do it and
hide ourselves. Making our way down to the canoe, we
had just time to shove off before they discovered us, and
sent a shower of arrows whizzing round our heads. As it
was dark, they did not take good aim, and though they
came howiing along on the top of the bank, we got over
to the opposite side and soon paddled out of their sight.
We had no food and only a couple of muskets which
Sandy and I carried off, for the other men had dropped
theirs in their fright, and what was worse,'we found that
we had only a few charges of powder and shot. We got
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on very well, barring the want of food-for we could see
nothing Co shoot,-till we came to the rapids, and faith! it
would have been betther iÇ we hadn't thried to shoot
them, for though Sandy and the other man had gone up
and down them several times, it was always in a large

canoe. It was late in the day and getting dusk, and

somehow or other Sandy, who was steering, let the canoe
strike against a big rock-over she went, with a hole knocked
through her bows! Having no fancy to be drowned, I

made a leap on to' the rock, and shouting to my com-

panions to follow, with many a hop, skip, and jump,
managed to reach the shore; but.when I looked out for

the rest of us, and I could nowhere see them. J shouted

again and again, but they did not answer. My belafe is

that they were all carried away and drowned. I sat down

on the bank, and at last, as I had been awake for many a

long hour, I fell fast asleep. When I awoke in the morn-

ing, not a sight was there of the canoe, and I thought to

myself, What was I to do? I knew that Fort Ross was

somewhere in the direction the sun was used to rise, and

so thinks I, if I kape along in that direction I shall some

day get there. I had only four charges of powder in my

pouch, and as I might have been afther starving when I

had shot it all away, I felt gloomy enough. However,

there was no use sighing, so I got up and set forward.

As ill-luck would have it, I missed the first two shots, but

with the third I killed an agle, or bird of that sort. It
was not very·good ateing, anyhow, but it kept body and

soul together for a day or two. I had now got only one

charge remaining, and thinks I to myself, I'il never be

reaching Fort Ross with this, if I don't manage to kill a
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deer or some other big baste which would give me meat
enough to last me all the way. I went on all day, eagerly
looking out for a deer or a buffalo or a bear, and thinking
how I could get up to it to make shure. At last, what
should I see between tlie trees but a crayther with big
horns cro4ping the grass all alone. Thinks I to myself,
'If I can creep up and put a shot into his head, I'il have
mate enough to last me for a month to come.' There was
no time to be lost, so creeping along Indian fashion, I
made towards him. I kept my gun all ready to fire, not
knowing what moment he might start off. All the time
I felt my heart beating pit-a-pat, for thinking what I
should do if I missed. 'Take it easy,' says I to myself,
but that was no aisy matther. At last, I got within twenty
yards of the deer, who hadn't yet seen me. It may be if
I thry to get nearer, he'il know there's danger near and
will be off with a whisk of his tail, and my bullet will be
flying nowhere; so, just praying that I might shoot straight,
I raised my piece as he was lifting his head to look about
him. I fired. He leaped into the air and I thought he
was going to be off, but instead of doing that same, over
he fell. 'Hurrah! good luck to ye, Pat Casey,' I cried
out, making the forest ring with my shouts. I soon had
some slices off the deer, and lighting a fire where I was
I quickly cooked them, for I had had nothing to eat since
I had finished the agle. I had now food enough to last
me till I could reach the fort, but how to kape it swate
tili then was the question. I thried to smoke -some, but
I did not manage it altogether well. I was still consider-
ing what to do, when going into the wood to get some
more sticks for my fire, I saw the river running directly
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in front of me. At first I thought it was the big sthrame
itself, but when I looked down it and up it, I saw that it
was neither, and that if I was going to reach Fort Ross,
I must cross it somehow or other, but how to get over
was the throuble. I'd be dhrowned if I thried, and be no
better off than poor Sandy and the rest, so at last I thought
to myself, ' I'l just squat where I am; maybe some canoes
will be coming this way, or some friendly Indians will be
finding me out.' Well, that's the long and short of my
history."

We agreed that Pat, perhaps, had acted wisely, knowing
the difficulties he would have had to encounter, had ie
continued his journey overland. He took us to his hut,
which was a short distance from the bank of the river. It
was very well formed of birch-bark, and of good size. He
had made himself a bed from the tops of spruce firs.
Alongside it was a smaller hut in which he had hung up
his venison. The top of this smaller wigwam was covered
with the deer's skin.

During the summer he might have done very well, but
in the winter he would, I suspect, have perished from cold
and hunger, as he would have had great difficulty in catch-
ing any animals. It was indeed fortunate for him that we
had put into that river.

We did not forget the object for which we had visited it,
and we immediately set to work under the guidance of
Robin, to search for roots and berries.

Of the latter, Pat had already collected a great quantity
for present use, but remembering how nearly poisoned we
had been, he was afraid to cook any roots. Robin, how.
ever, knew well what were good to eat, and what were
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pernicious, and we had perfect confidence in his judg-
ment

Altogether we addéd a considerable amount of what I
may call vegetables to our stock. As we all had a peculiar
longing for them, we at once cooked as many as we could
eat, scarcely touching the venison, of which we had already
begun to get tired.

Pat, who appeared to consider himself at home, begged
that we would occupy his hut for the night; remarking that it
was already too late to make much progress before nightfall.
We accordingly agreed to stay where we were till the
following morning.

His stock of venison added to ours, would enable us to
perform the voyage without having again to stop and hunt
for game. Martin had been employing himself, as he had
undertaken to do, in manufacturing some hooks and lines,
aided by Robin, who had learned very ingenious arts from
the Indians. The rest of us employed the evening in cut-
ting out some moccasins, for not one of us had a pair of
shoes to our feet, and should we have to make any portages
we should seriously suffer in having to walk with our loads
over the hard ground.

We used but a small portion of our deerskins. We
intended the remainder to serve as a covering for dur pro-
visions in the daytime, and ourselves at night, should the
weather become cold. Our intention, however, was to kill
two or three bears, the skins of which might better answer
the latter purpose. It was with evident regret that Pat
the next morning left the hut in which he had made himself
so completely at home; still, he had no wish to remain
behind.
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"If I had but a few pigs and praties," he observed, with
a sigh, "I'd soon be afther making a garden of this wilder-
ness.

Again we were paddling down the stream, with Pat on
board. There was room for him, and though his weight
brought the canoe much deeper in the water than before,
as long as it remained calm we had no fear.

We paddled along, and were speaking to Pat of the
possibility that Sandy and the other men had escaped. He,
however, declared that they must have been drowned, as
he had seen them, he asserted, a long way below the rocks
in the seething foam, through which it would be impossible
for them to swim; still, we had some hopes-knowing the
dangers from which some men manage to escape-that they
had saved their lives.

Martin had manufactured some hooks, and had greatly
improved his fish-spear, of which he was very proud. We
had not gone far when we came to a slight rapid, down
which, however, Alick declaied he should have no difficulty
in steering the canoe; though the water ran swiftly, and a
few dark rocks appeared above the surface, as there were
no waves of any size and but comparatively little foam,
there did not appear to be much danger.

Martin, who was seated in the bow, exclaimed, "I saw
a sturgeon pass us just now ; if I catch sight of any more, I
must have one of them."

Presently, before Alick could warn him of the danger he
was running, he stood up and darted his spear. The next
instant, what was our horror to see him fall over headlong
into the water, the line attached to the spear catching as he
did so round his leg!
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I was sitting next to him, and attempted to catch hold
of one of his feet, which hung for a moment on the gunwale.

The canoe was nearly upset, the water rushing quickly
in. At the same time, her bow being stopped she was
brought broadside to the current. Before I could catch
Martin's foot, it slipped off the gunwale, and he disappeared
under the waves.

" He's Rose's brother! and for his own sake I must save
him," exclaimed Alick, and without considering the fearful
danger he was running of losing his own life, he threw
himself over the stern, and swam towards the spot where
Martin had disappeared.

Robin, who was sitting next to him, seizing the steering-
paddle, with great presence of mind brought the canoe with
her bow down the stream.

" Back! both of you," he shouted out to Pat and me.
We did as he advised, but the strong current drove the

canoe downwards. Just below us a dark rock of some
extent rose above the water, and we had to exert ourselves
to the utmost to avoid drifting against it.

With the deepest interest we watched Alick's progress.
Presently down he dived, and to our joy returned holding
Martin in one hand, and energetically treading water, while
with the other hand he released him from the line which
had got round his leg. The current was rapidly bearing
them down towards the rock.

I should have said that there was another rock, just
above where the accident happened, and though it scarcely
rose above the surface, it had the effect of deflecting the
current, thus causing it to run with less violence than would
otherwise have been the case, against the larger rock.
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Lower down, a powerful swimmer such as Alick was could
alone have borne up another person, and that person almost
senseless, and at the same time have contrived to direct
his course amid those furious waters. We were using all
our efforts to get up to him.

"Keep off!" he shouted. "You will upset the canoe if
you attempt to take us on board. I'Il make for the rock."

That he would be able to do so, however, seemed very
doubtful, and we trembled for his and Martin's safety, while
we still plied our paddles to stem the current and at the
same time to avoid the rock.

"Go to the other side," shouted Alick; "and, Pat, you
get on the rock and help me."

Understanding his intentions, and seeing that it was the
best course to pursue we obeyed his order, and turning
round into our usual position when paddling, we directed
the canoe so as to round the southern end of the rock, and
then, though drifted down some yards, we once more
paddled up to it on its eastern or lower side. Here we
could approach it without difficulty, and finding bottom
with our paddles, Pat, as directed, stepped out, and
clambered up to the top of the rock.

A minute or more of intense anxiety had passed since we
had last seen Alick and Martin; and Robin and I looked
eagerly up at Pat to hear his report. Without uttering a
word, however, we saw him slip down to the other side of
the rock.

"Can they have sunk !" exclaimed Robin. "He would
have told us if he had seen them."

"He would not have gone down the rocIk had they
disappeared," I answered, but still I felt terribly anxious,
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and wished that Alick had told me to land instead of Pat;
still, under such circumstances, it is always wise to obey
orders, and I hoped for the best.

To leave the canoe and go to their assistance would be
dangerous in the extreme, as, should she drift away, Robin
would be unable by himself to paddle her back. I could
not, however, resist the temptation of sending Bouncer, and
one pat on the back while I pointed to the top of the rock
was sufficient to make him leap on to it, and climb to the
top.

The loud bark he gave, and the wag of his tail, as he
looked down on the other side, convinced me that our com-
panions were safe, and presently afterwards I saw Alick
and Pat lifting Martin's apparently inanimate body to the
summit.

" He is still alive," cried Alick; "but we must reach the
shore, and get a fire lighted as soon as possible."

He said no more, except to direct us to bring the stern
of the canoe closer to the rock.

This we did, when, wading into the water, he placed
Martin on board, he himself getting in, followed by Pat and
Bouncer.

We were now, we found, close to the foot of the rapid, and
a few more strokes carried us into comparatively still water.
A short distance off, on the left bank, was a wood of some
size.- The bank, which here formed a small bay, was suffi-
ciently low to- enable us to land; we paddled rapidly
towards it, but when we got near the spot we found that
the water was'not of sufficient depth to allow the canoe,
heavily laden as she was, to get alongside. Pat therefore
stepped out, and loading himself with a couple of packages
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of meat and all the skins, carried them on shore.. The
rest of us then getting into the water, we were able to drag
the canoe much nearer to the bank. On this, Alick lifting
Martin by the shoulders and I taking his legs, we carried
him on shore.

He made no movement, and as I looked into his face I
certainly feared that he was dead. Robin must have
thought the sam; for putting his hands before his eyes, he
burst into tears.

"Oh ! he's gone! he's gone! " he murmured.
We could say nothing to reassure our young friend. An

open space being found, Pat spread out the skins, and
without a moment's loss of time began to collect wood for
a fire. As soon as Robin and I had unloaded the canoe
and lifted her up the bank, we assisted him, while Alick
regardless of himself, was getting off Martin's wet garments.
Having done so, he called and desired me to rub his feet
and hands, while he wrapped him up in the skins.

Our friend was still breathing, which gave us some
encouragement, and we continued our exertions without
ceasing. As soon as the fire was lighted we placed him as
close to it as was prudent, while Pat and Robin cut some
stakes and collected some bark to form a lean-to, that we
might still further shelter him. He at length opened his
eyes, and recognized us, but was still unable to speak. We
continued rubbing him, our hopes of his complete restora-
tion being raised.

Pat, also by Alick's directions, got water and put some
venison on to boil, that we might have broth to pour down
his throat, as soon as he was able to swallow it. The im-
provement we lookcd for was, however, so gradual, that I
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proposed-as it was impossible for us to continue our voyage
till the next day-that it would be advisable to build a
wigwam which would afford better shelter than the lean-to
during the night.

"I agree with you," answered Alick, "and the sooner
you set about it the better."

"So we will," I said; "but I wish that you would get
off your wet clothes, or strong as you are you may suffer
from remaining in them so long."

Alick laughed at this notion. " This fire will soon dry
me," he answered, "and I'll stay by it and attend, to
Martin, while you three collect the materials and build the
wigwam."

I in vain expostulated with my brother. Even though
my clothes were dry, except my moccasins and the lower
part of my trowsers, I felt the wind very chilly. At last F
was obliged to set off with Pat and Robin.

We settled to put up a good large wigwam, which might
hold us all; and we could then have a fire in the centre. This
for Martin's sake would be very important. We accord-
ingly cut down the largest saplings we could find, and we were
fortunate in discovering numerous large sheets of bark,
some in a sufficiently good condition to have formed a
canoe, had we been compelled to build one.

A very short time only is necessary to erect a birch-bark
wigwam when materials are abundant, as they were in the
present instance; and it is wonderful what a comfortable
abode it affords, impervious alike to rain or wind or even
to an ordinary amount of cold.

When in a sheltered situation, the Indians pass nost
severe winters in these habitations built 'in the recesses of

T 2
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cypress groves through which the chilling blast fails to find
an entrance. Having put up the wigwam, we cleared away
the g*rass from the interior, and then dug a slight hole in
the centre, which we surrounded with the largest stones we
could find. This was to form our fireplace. Four little
trenches around it, leading to the bottom, would enable a
sufficient current of air to enter and keep it blazing. Our
next care was to cut down a good supply of spruce fir tops
to form couches.

The wigwam was quite large enough for all of us, includ-
ing Bouncer, and would have held another guest, leaving
ample space between the feet of the sleepers and the fire.
We little thought at the time how long we should require it.
- As soon as it was finished, we lifted Martin up on one of
the skins, and carried him into it. He was aware of what
we were doing, for as I bent over him I heard him whisper,
" Thank you ! thank you !" but he could say no more.

The soup, which was now ready, greatly revived him,
and we ourselves, after our exertions, were glad of a hearty
meal.

I observed Alick, while we were seated round our fire in
the wigwam, shivering several times, while he looked
unusually pale.

"I am afraid you're ill," I said.
"Oh! it is nothing ; I shall bé better after supper and

some sleep," he a'nswered ; "my plunge into the cold water
was somewhat trying, perhaps, and I wish I had followed
your advice, and dried my clothes at once."

I begged him to put on my coat, and to cover himself up
with one of the deerskins, which was not required for
Martin, while his clothes were more effectually dried. To
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this he at last consented, and we hung them up on the side
of the fire. opposite to that where Martin lay, so as not to
deprive him of the warmth.

On going out into the open air, we were sensible of the
great difference of temperature which existed inside the
hut and outside. We found it necessary to keep the
entrance open, instead of closing it with a piece of bark
which we had prepared for the purpose.

Alick's clothes were soon quite dry, when, having put
them on, he stretched himself on the bed we had prepared
for him. As he did so, I saw him again shiver violently
several times. This made me more than ever apprehensive
that he had received a. chill. He confessed, indeed, that
his head ached .terribly, and that he felt sometimes ex-
tremely hot, and then very cold. Even a mugful of hot
soup, which we got him to swallow, did not seem to do him
any good ; and as he was now unable to attend to Martin, I
took hist place.

The next ·morning, as I feared, though Martin was
slightly better, Alick was very ill and utterly unfit to pro-
ceed on.the voyage. We at once made up our minds to
remain where we were for that day, or perhaps for longer
if necessary. Alick, though very weak, was perfectly
conscious.

" Don't lose time," he whispered to me; " but do you
and Robin go out and try and shoot some game. If our
voyage is delayed, we may be running short of provisions.
Pat will remain with Martin and me, for as he is no shot,
he would only be throwing the ammunition away."

Pat, who was not vain of his powers as a sportsman,
readily consented to this.
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"Shure, Ill be afther taking good care of the jintleman,"
he said. "If a bear or a wolf cormes this way, faith! he'll.
be sorry for it to the ind of his days."

Bouncer accompanied us, and he was so well trained that
he would assist us greatly should we fall in with a deer.
We were more successful even than we expected, for we
killed a small deer and three squirrels, and on our return
saw several other animals,-another deer--a racoon lodged
comfortably high up between the branches of a tree-a black
fox-and a wolverine ; which showed us, that should we
have to remain on the spot, we were not likely to run short
of provisions.

"If we have to remain out during the winter, we shal
want skins of all sorts to make clothes and bed-coverings,"
observed Robin.

"Why do you say that?' I asked.
"Because I think that there. is a great chance of our not

getting to the fort before the winter sets in," he answered.
"We have already been a long time about our voyage, and
I fear, both from your brother's and Martin's state, that we
may be detained here several days. Alick's fever is only
just commencing, and Martin cannot recover in a hurry;
though he's not .worse to-day, he's very little better."

I could not help agreeing with him, and when we got
back to the camp we were both confirmed in the opinion
he had expressed. Alick's fever had increased, and Martin
was still so weak that he could only just open his eyes and
utter.a few words.in a low voice. Pat had been very atten-
tive in feeding hlim with small mouthfuls of soup at a time,
the best thing he could do.

Poor Alick could take nothing, though he was thankful
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to have his lips moistened with cold water. Robin and I
felt very anxious about their condition, but we did not let
them see this, and endeavoured to keep up their spirits and
our own. The fresh meat we had brought was -of great
benefit to Martin, as Pat could make better soup with it
than he had before been able to do with the dry venison.
The next day we were all too much alarmed about. Alick
even to leave the wigwam ; indeed, for several days he
seemed to hang between life and death, till a turn came,
and he began slowly to mend; so slowly though that we
gave up all hopes of continuing our voyage. Martin got
better rather more rapidly, and was at length able to assist
in attending to Alick. He did so with the greatest care.
He was aware of the gallant way, with the fearful risk of
losing his own life, in which Alick had saved his.

The Indian summer, that period between the first break-
ing up of the real summer weather and the setting in of the
frost, lasted but a few days. The leaves of the trees changed
from green to varied tints of red, brown, yellow, and purple ;
hanging but a short time, and the first icy winds brought
them in showers to the ground.

One morning, when we looked out of our wigwam, the
whole face of nature was changed. The boughs of the
trees were bending with the snow, and the country on
every side was covered with a sheet of white. By closing
the entrance of our wigwam, and keeping a fire constantly
burning, we maintained a sufficient heat in the interior.
The severe frost, however, of that northern region had not
yet commenced, but come it would, we knew, and we
talked earnestly of the means we must take to enable us to
encounter it. Robin and I had-been pretty successful with
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our guns, and we had kept our party well supplied with
game. We had killed two more deer, and should have
been glad to fall in with three or four bears. for the sake of
their skins ; but, except that of the bear Alick had killed,
we had no other. Still, we had reason to be thankful that
we had deerskins sufficient·to.clothe all the party.

As Martin got better he 'employed himself in making
some small nets of wattap, of which we obtained a plentiful
supply. He had also manufactured another spear, and he
proposed, as soon as he was able to go out, to attempt
catching some fish.

During one .of our excursions, Robin and I had reached
the shore of a fine lake, in the clear water of which we had
seen several large white fish, and when we told Martin, le
begged that we would take his net and spear and try and
catch them.

"But they are all under the ice now, for the lake must
be frozen over," I observed.

"So much the better; you will catch them the more
easily," he answered. "ll you have to do is to cut a.
hole in the ice, and let down the net, and the fish which
will come to breathe at the open water are ·sure to be
caught."

As Martin himself was unable to go out, Robin and I
undertook to follow his directions, at which he appeared
greatly pleased. As both he and Alick seemed to wish for
fish we set off at once, leaving Pat to take care of them.

We-found the lake comupletely.frozen over, and, though
the ice was not yet very thick, it was sufficiently so to bear
our weight. With our long sheath-knives we contrived
after some labour to cut a hole in the ice; we then let
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down one of the nets, holding tight to the upper edge. We
had not long to wait, when we felt by the violent agitation
of the net that a fish had been caught. We hauled it care-
fully in, not knowing whether the fish might escape; but
it was securely fastened by the gills and we soon had it
safe. It weighed, we calculated, between six and eight
pounds.

Our success encouraged us to proceed, and another fish,
of a still larger size, was captured.

" This is good fun," cried Robin. "We shall never want
food while we can catch fish in this fashion."

Again we put down the net ; but though we waited
long, no fish came into it. Losing patience, we agreed to
cut another hole at some distance off, fancying that the
fish might have been frightened at seeing their companions
drawn so suspiciously out of the water. Having cut the
hole, we, as before, let down the net, and shortly afterwards
captured a third fish. I suspect that, had we remained at
the first hole, we should have been equally successful.

The fish at this early season of the year were probably
swimming about freely under the water, and did not
require the fresh air which afterwards would become so
welcome to them. We cut -two or three other holes, and
altogether caught five fish-a pretty fair load to carry
home. We had the advantage, at this season of the year,
of being able to keep them fresh; for they froze soon after
they were taken out of the water, and would remain thus
perfectly stiff till the return of spring, or till put into water,
when the fost would be drawn out of them.

That evening, for supper, we had roasted fish and boiled
fish, both of which Alick and Martin greatly relished. We
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made several trips after this to the lake, and the first day
Martin was able to set out on an excursion he accompanied
us. On that day we were more successful than ever, owing
to his superior skill and practical experience. We each of
us returned home heavily laden.

Alick was,still too weak to go out, but he had sufficiently
recovered to take an interest in all that was going forward,
as also to consider our prospects for the future.

"One thing is certain, boys: if we are to remain here,
we must buiid a warmer abode than our present one," he
observed. "This does very well to sleep in at present;
but, as you all know, we shall presently have weather
when we may be frozen in our beds, even if we should man-
age to keep up a fire all night. We rmust build a log-hut
with a chimney of stones and clay. I wish we had thought
of it before when the ground was soft and we could have
dug up the stones and found mud to stop the intervals
between the logs. We may still manage it, but there is
very little time to lose, I suspect, if we are to escape the
fate of the gallant Willoughby and his brave men, who
were all found frozen on board their shlip to the north of
Lapland."

We were all eager to do as Alick proposed, but as we
had but one axe between us, it must be a slow process, I
knew; and the axe might break, and the work be stopped
altogether. *The next morning we commenced operations
by marking a number of trees suited for the purpose.
Taking the axe, I began chopping away at the first tree
we intended to fell. No farther progress was, however,
made in the work. I had given but a few strokes, when I
was interrupted in my task.
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CHAPTER XI.

Indians abroad-The Log Cabin in the Wilderness-The-Sick Man
-The Old Iron Pot-The Litter-Bouncer is left in a Barge-
Misticonck's Sledge-Rabushway's Advice-Robin's Delight on
discovering 'his Father-Preparing to start-Snow-shoes and
Fur Coats-Honest Bouncer'works well in harness-Tea and
Sugar a Luxury-Pat's unlucky Mishap-Snow-blindness-
Coyotes-No Food-The Deserted Fort-Bears and Bear's
Flesh-We start for Touchwood Hills-Wolves and Starvation
--We go supperless to bed--Thong Soup-Bouncer saves his
Bacon.

"WHIsT! Mister David, whist!" exclaimed Pat, hurrying
up to me. "There are Indians lurking about, and they
will be sure to be afther discovering us before long. I
caught sight of one of them not half an hour ago, away
there down the river, as I was looking out for a bird or a
baste to shoot for Mister Alick's supper, seeing it's fresh
mate he wants more than anything else to set him up
again. The redskin did not discover' me, as his face was
the other way; but I saw a wreath of smoke curling up
among the trees on the opposite bank of the river, and it
was towards it he was making his way."

"The Indian you saw may be a friend quite as likely as
a foe," I answered, not feeling much alarmed at Pat's
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report. "We must, however, find out who he is. I will
consult my brother, and hear what he advises."

"But if there are a whole band of Indians, they may
corne some night and take our scalps while we are aslape,"
said Pat, who, though brave as need be when it came to
the pinch, held the Indians in especial dread.

Shouldering the axe,. I called Martin and Robin, who
were selecting trees for our proposed hut at some little
distance off. I told them of the information I had just
received from Pat, and together we returned to the wig-
wam to consult Alick. He took the matter with perfect
composure.

"It is important to ascertain the position of their camp,
and whether there are few or many Indians," he observed.

Pat says he has only seen one. If I were well enough I
would go out myself; but as it is;I think'it will be best for
you David, and Robin, to accompany Pat, and to try and
get a sight of the camp. As they must, if we remain here,
discover us before long, it will be wise to try and become
on friendly terms with them. It is possible that they may
be well disposed towards the white men, and have been
accustomed to trade at the forts. If you can. get near their
camp without being discovered as evening approaches, you
will be able to ascertain how many there are of thern, and
to what tribe they belong. If you know them to be
friends, you can at once go up to them and sit down at
their fire. If you are doubtful, it may be better for Robin
alone to make.his appearance. You, Robin, can tell them
that a party of white men, who wish to become their
friends, are encamped near."

" I am very ready to do whatever you propose," answered
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Robin. "I shall have no fear of going among them, who-
ever .they may be, and. I fully believe they are likely to
prove friends."

"Should such be the case, tell them that we shall be
able to assist each other. If they have no fire-arms they
can track out the game for us, and we can shoot it and
share the meat; and say that we will reward them liberally
for any aid they may render us," said Alick.

Our plan of proceeding was soon arranged. Leaving
Bouncer with Alick and Martin,-Pat, Robin, and I set out
towards the spot where the former had seen the Indian.
We then crept forward in single file, carefully concealing
ourselves among the bushes, and before long saw a wreath
of smoke such as Pat had described, curling up amid the
trees at no great distance off.

Though Alick had advised us to wait till sundown, as we
saw no one moving about, and the nature of the ground
afforded us sufficient concealment, we .advanced farther,
when what was our surprise, as we got round a thickly
wooded point, to see, not an Indian wigwam, but a sub-
stantially built log-cabin, with a stone chimney, from which
the smoke was ascending.

"The inhabitants, whoever they are, are not likely to be
unfrièndly,'* exclaimed Robin. "Let us go across the river
at once and announce ourselves."

"The Indians may possibly have taken possession of the
log-hut, and we should follow Alick's directions," I
observed.

"Then, as it seems doubtful, let me go alone," said
Robin. "That will be doing as Alick desired me, and I
have no fear about the matter."
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- While Robin was speaking, an Indian appeared at the

door, whòm we at once knew from his appearance to be

an Ojibbeway, and therefore a friend to the English. He
retired again into the hut.

This settled all our doubts as to the reception we were
likely to meet with. Crossing the river, which was here
strongly frozen over, we made our way towards the hut.
As we advanced we observed the remains of other build-
ings, and I now felt sure that it was a deserted missionary-
station of which I had heard but had never visited, as it
lay out of the direct route between the forts.

Who the inhabitants of the hut could be we could not
surmise. Probably they were weatherbound' travellers
like ourselves.

"If Sandy and the other men hadn't been drowned,
bedad! I should be afther thinking it was themselves,"
observed Pat.

I greatly hoped that our friend Sandy had escaped, and
that we should find him occupying the, hut. It stood a
little way back from the river, on a piece of level ground,
surrounded by trees whose branches were now weighed
down with the snow. Climbing up the bank, we were
approaching the door, when our footsteps must have been
heard, for it opened, and the same Indian we ehad before
seen appeared gun in hand.

On discovering that we were whites he turned round and
uttered a féw words, as if addressing some other person
within.

"You friends!" he exclaimed; "glad see you."
"Yes, indeed we are, and very glad to see you," I an-

swered, advancing and putting out my hand. He took it,
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and then went through the same ceremony with Robin and
Pat.

" Come in! but not make much noise," he said, looking
over his shoulder; "sick man in there-very sick ; glad to
see you ; maybe you do him good."

"I hope that we may," I said, as I advanced into the
hut followed by Robin and Pat.

A fire was blazing on the hearth, and with his feet
towards it lay a tall man on a low rough bunk covered
over with a buffalo-robe. I saw that a number of things
were piled up in the corner of the hut, but the scanty fur-
niture was of the roughest description. The whole was
comprised in a table formed of a slab of fir and a couple of
three-legged stools.

" Who are you, friends?" asked the sick man on the
bunk, feebly raising his head to look at us.

There vas no window to the hut to admit light, but the
fire showed a bright glare on the countenance of the
speaker. It was thin and worn, and deadly pale; it
seemed to me as I gazed at him that he could have but a
few days to live.

Drawing near and sitting down on one of the stools
which he bade me to take, I briefly told him of the capture
of Fort Black, and of our several mishaps while endeavour-
ing to make our way to Fort Ross. I added that my
brother and a friend were at the camp a short distance off,
but that the former was too ill to venture on the journey
at this inclement season of the year, and that we were
about to build a hut in which we might pass the winter.

"You are welcome to share this hut with me, or rather
you have as much right to it as I have, except that posses-
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sion is said to be nine-tenths of the law," he answered.
"However, I will not dispute your right, and should be very
glad of your company, especially if you bring provisions;
for though I have enough for myself and my faithful
Ojibbeways, I could not undertake to feed five more
mouths."

I assured him that we should be very unwilling to
exhaust his store; that we had sufficient meat to last us
for some time.

While I was speaking, I saw him looking at Robin and
Pat, but he asked no questions about them. I told him
that we must now return to the camp, or my brother would
be growing anxious, 'and that I hoped we should be able
to join him the next day, provided that Alick was well
enough to bear the journey.

"You should not delay," he remarked.; "for we may
expect the winter to set in shortly with far greater rigour
than hitherto, and your brother might suffer from being
exposed to it."

" May I venture to ask how you came to be here ?" I
said, as I was preparing to go.

"By a very simple accident," he answered. "I was on a
hunting expedition with several followers when, while in the
neighbourhood, I was suddenly seized with an illness.
Most of my followers took it into their heads that it was
the small-pox, and deserted me, with the exception of two
Ojibbeways, who remained faithful and brought me to this
hut, of the existence of which they were aware, having
received instruction here when it was occupied by a mis-
sionary. We found it in a very dilapidated condition; but
they repaired the roof and rendered it habitable. Had it
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not been for their care I should have died, and I am still,
as you see, hovering between life and death. Don't let me
detain you."

The voice and language of the person whom we found in
this deplorable state, convinced me that he was a gentle-
man. I felt, however, unwilling to leave him longer under
the care of the Indians, for I saw what he said about him-
self ivas too true, and I feared that even before we could
return he might die. I proposed leaving Robin with him,
and Robin himself said that he should very much like to
remain; but then I recollected that we should require four
persons to carry Alick, and that he could not be spared.

The sick man's eyes were again turned towards Robin as
I spoke.

"Strange !" I heard him mutter to himself. "It must be
but fancy, though."

I again expressed my regret that none of us could
reman.

"I would not detain you," he answered. "Your com-
panion requires probably more care than I do. I have
only to lie here and suffer. My medicine-chest is well-nigh
exhausted, and I must now trust to nature. Farewell! I
hope to see you all to-morrow."

He spoke in the tone of a gentleman inviting a party of
guests to his house. We took our departure, and hurried
back as fast as we could go. The shades of evening were
rapidly increasing ; the cold was becoming intense. We
were not likely to lose our way, but that was possible, and
the consequences might be serious.

"There is something strange in the tone of his voice,"
observed Robin, as he walked by my side. " I could almost

U
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fancy that I had heard it before, and yet I don't remember
ever seeing anybody like him."

Before I could answer, Robin had to fall behind me to
follow in my trail, and, indeed, we had to move too rapidly
to allow of any conversation. It was becoming darker and
darker, and I anxiously looked out for the camp-fire, which
I felt sure Martin would keep up to guide us on our way.
I should have been thankful could we have moved into
warm quarters that night, for I feared that Alick would
suffer from the cold.

It was a great relief when I at length caught sight of a
bright light between the trunks of the trees, as I knew that
it must proceed from our camp-fire. We hurried on and
found Martin busily employed in cooking supper. He had
made. some soup for Alick. I don't know what we should
have done without that old iron pot. He had also lighted
a small fire in the centre of our wigwam, which of course
required constant attention, lest any sparks should reach
the inflammable materials ôf which our habitation was
composed.

" What news ?" asked Martin, looking up from his occu-
pation. "Don't· stop to tell me here, it's wonderfully
cold ; but go inside, and 'll, come and hear all about
it. Pat, you carry the pot, and I'l bring in the
roast. You'hl want some food, I suspect, after your
expedition."

We followed his advice. Pat took off the pot, and we
were all soon seated round our wigwam with the entrance
carefully closed. Alick was of course much surprised to
hear the account we gave him, and declared that he should
be perfectly ready to set off the next norning; he would
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go on his own feet if he could, but if not he must ask us to
carry him.

" Shure! it's not on your own feet you're going, Mister
Alick," observed Pat; "we'll build you an illigant litther,
and carry you on our four shoulders."

Alick felt conscious that the journey would surpass his
powers, and thanked Pat for his good intentions. The
Irishman, who was sincerely attached to my brother, pro-
posed immediately setting to work to form a litter, and in
spite of the cold, as soon as supper was over, he went out
with the axe on his shoulder; and, aided by the liglit of the
fire, he cut two long saplings and several smaller pieces,
with which he returned to the hut.

Before they lay down to sleep, he and Martin put to-
gether *a litter well suited for carrying Alick. I was
thankful the next morning to find my brother so much
better, and as soon as we had had some breakfast, having
stretched one ofthe skins over the litter, we placed him on
it, covering him up carefully with the others.

Not till we were about to start, did we think of the
danger to which our camp would be exposed by being left
without any protection.

" Shure, Bouncer will look afther that," said Pat. "Here,
Bouncer, see that not a wolf, or a grizzly, or an Indian, or
any other brute comes to our camp till we are back again
to carry off the things."

The dog clearly understood him, and set himself down
at the entrance of our wigwam. We then, taking up Alick,
commenced our journey to the log-hut.

Considerable as was the cold, the excursion we had to
make kept us warm, and Alick, being well covered up, did

U 2
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not suffer from it. We felt much anxiety as we approached
our destination with regard to the sick stranger, and I was
prepared as we got up to the door to hear the worst.

I was greatly relieved when the Indian, appearing at the
door, told us that the gentleman was no worse. Sitting up
in his bunk, he welcomed us with a languid smile, and
begged that we would place Alick by his side near the fire.

We had brought the iron pot at Martin's request, that
he might make some soup for the two invalids.

"We want you to assist in bringing our provisions from
the camp," I observed.

" Oh! then let me attend to the soup !" exclaimed Robin.
"I don't want to shirk my duty."

As Martin was now -perfectly recovered, he agreed to
Robin's proposal.

" The lad will be able to attend to all our wants," re-
marked the sick man, who seemed pleased that Robin
should remain. He then turned to the Ojibbeway, and
desired him to accompany is, observing that Rabushway,
the other Indian, had gone out hunting in the morning,
and would probably not return till late. Misticook, the
Indian we found at the hut, expressed his readiness to
accompany us, and he, Martin, and I set off at once for our
camp.

In broad daylight the journey appeared much shorter
than it had done the previous evening. As we got up to
the camp, I examined it with no little anxiety, fearing that
during our absence a prowling bear or band of more
ferocious wolves might have broken into it, and carried off
our provisions, though I knew that Bouncer would have
fought to the death before he allowed them to approach.
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My fears were at an end when he came rushing out with a
cheerful bark to welcome us, wagging his tail and leaping
up to assure us that all was safe.

Martin and I at once began making up the packages to
carry ôn our backs.

"That not do; I no carry these things," observed
Misticook.

" Arrah ! thin, why in the name of wonder did you come ?"
exclaimed Pat.

"You see ! J show better way," answered the Indian, and
forthwith taking his axe from his belt, he chopped two
branches from a neighbouring tree, about ten feet long,
turning up at the ends. He then adroitly secured several
cross-pieces a little more than a foot long, and in a short
time had manufactured a rough sledge. To this he lastly
fastened some of the thongs which he had brought with him,
to serve as traces.

"Now what you carry ?" he asked.
We showed him the packages we had done up. Nearly

as much again remained, for which we had intended to
return. He placed the whole of it on the sledge, securing it
firmly.

"Now ready," he said, and started off.
We took a look round, to see that nothing was left behind,

and then followed, but found it difficult to keep up with
Misticook, who glanced round every now and then in
triumph at us.

"I wish that we also had made a sledge," said Martin;
"we might have saved ourselves a good deal of trouble."

However, our pride would not allow us to give in, and,
we managed to reach the hut soon after the Indian.
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We found Robin seated by th'e side of the sick man, who
had fallen asleep. Robin put up his finger as a sign to us
not to make any noise. We placed our packages with the
other things already there, against the walls, as well as those
which had been brought on the sleigh.

I then observedthat there were a number of buffalo robes
and a small tent, and several other articles of travellers'
gear. Alick seemed much better.

"I shall be all to rights in a few days, I hope," he said;
"but I fear that the days of the poor man there are
numbered. He has spoken but little during your absence,
though I remarked that his eyes were continually falling
upon Robin as he moved about the hut."

"We shall see how he is when he awakes. In the mean-
time, as you must be hungry, I advise you to take the food
Robin has prepared."

We very gladly followed the advice, and then lay down
to rest.

In the evening Rabushway, the other Ojibbeway,
returned with a ground-squirrel, the only animal he had
shot; the previous day he had killed nothing; he reported
that game was very scarce. Knowing that we were coming
to the hut, he expressed no surprise at seeing us. He, how-
ever, did not look very well pleased.

" If you wish to live, you must go out and shoot," he
observed ; "or else we all starve."

"We will do what we can, depend on that," I answered;
and Martin and I agreed to accompany him the next
moring.

The sick man slept on and on, till at last I began to fear
that he would not awake. At length, greatly to my relief
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I heard him speaking to Robin, and I went up to the side
of his bunk to inquire how he felt.

"As I have done for several days," he answered.
Robin, who had gone to the fire, brought him some broth.
" This will restore your strength, sir," he said; "for it has

done Alick much good."
The sick man took it with a faint smile, for he doubted

whether anything would do him good.
"Your elder brother will, I hope, soon be well," he eb-

served. " He only requires food and rest."
" He is not my. brother," answered Robin; on which,

thinking it might interest the sick man, he briefly described
how he had been carried off by the Indians, and finally,
having made his escape from them, been brought to Fort
Black.

The stranger was evidently listening with intense interest.
" Tell me, boy !" he exclaimed, interrupting him, " have

you no recollection of your parents ? What's your name?"
"Oh! yes, indeed I have! I remember thém well ; my

father and mother, and my sister Ella, and little brother
Oliver. My name is Robin Gray !"

Almost before the words were out of his mouth, the sick
man stretched out his arms, exclaiming,-

"I thought it was so. Come here, my boy! I am your
father. Long and almost hopelessly I have searched for
you."

Robin embraced his father. "Oh! papa, I remember
you now," he answered, "though you look so ill and sad;
but you must get well, you must not die ; and dear mamma
and Ella and Oliver?"

" They were quite well when I left them many months
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ago; though your poor mother has never ceased to mourn
for your loss," answered Captain Gray. " I could not bear
to see her .suffering, and year after year, since you were
lost, I have set off in search of you, returning home only
when driven back by the winter. While I lay here I be-
lieved that I must abandon all hopes of restoring you to
your mother's arms, and, ungrateful as I was, a merciful
Providence has brought you to me."

" Oh! papa ! papa! I am so happy," cried Robin. "You
must get well, and we'l go back together to mamma and
dear. little Ella and Oliver."

Captain Gray smiled faintly.
" You must pray with me to God, that He will restore

me, for He alone has the power,' he answered; "and we
must never again mistrust His Providence!"

This unexpected meeting between Robin and his father
gave us all sincere pleasure, and made us acknowledge that
our course had been directed by a Superior Power. I can-
not but suppose that Robin's àrrival at that very moment
had the effect of giving a turn to his father's complaint;
though, for several days, we perceived no change in him.

All we could see was that he was not worse.
Alick rapidly recovered, and in the course of a week

was on foot and able to face the wintry cold.
A heavy fall of snow prevented us from leaving the hut,

so we employed the time in manufacturing snow-shoes,
without which we saw that it would be impossible to go in
search of game. On examining our store of provisions, we
found that unless we could kill some large game-either a
buffalo, deer, or a bear-we should be compelled to trespass
on Captain Gray's stock.
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Alick and I discussed the matter when we were out
together.

" I see no other alternative should we fail to obtain an
abundance of meat, than to push on at once to Fort Ross,"
he observed. "You and I, and Martin and Pat must go.
I shall be very sorry to part from Robin, but we must, of
course, leave him with his father, and endeavour as soon as
possible to send them assistance. I wish that we could
find a doctor to send to them, for I fear that the captain
will not recover without medical aid. As it is, should the
two Ojibbeways be unsuccessful in hunting, they will be
very hard pressed for food."

I agreed in this with Alick, but I thought that Captain
Gray would get well in the course of time, without a doctor.
I hoped so, indeed, for there was but little prospect of our
finding one.

As soon as the weather cleared, Alick, Martin, and I set
off on snow-shoes with our guns, but returned without
having seen even the trace of an animal. For three days
in succession we went out, but came back as unsuccessful as
at first. We accordingly, as we had determined, told
Captain Gray of our proposal to start forthwith for Fort
Ross.

He appeared to be very unwilling to let us go.
" I don't wish to detain you on my own account, though

I shall be sorry to lose your society," he said, "but Robin
will be very solitary without your companionship; and
should death overtake me, I dread to think of the situation
the poor boy will be left in with these two Indians alone."

We endeavoured to raise the captain's spirits by
promising to send him aid, and pointing out to him that
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our plan was the best for all parties. We at length suc-
ceeded, and as he consented to our proposal, we made im-
mediate preparations for our departure. We first set to
work to manufacture fresh knapsacks, with one of which
each of us was provided, as also fur coats, and caps, that
we might be enabled the better to withstand the cold,
to which we must inevitably be exposed.

Our snow-shoes were strengthened for, the long tramp
we had in prospect. Fortunately we found a sleigh in the
hut, the wood of which was in good condition. It was
simply a thin board, twelve feet long, twelve inches broad,
and turned up at one end, from the top of which end to the
hinder part, two thin poles were fixed on either side for
the purpose of fastening the thongs by which the baggage
carried on it was to be secured.

We also manufactured some harness from buffalo-thong's
for Bouncer, who was destined to drag it. Pat undertook
to drag the sledge which Misticook had made to bring the
provisions from our camp. The captain insisted that we
should take the tent, as it was but small, and would greatly
contribute to our comfort ; and he also gave us a farther
supply of powder and shot, of which we had run'short.

The morning we had arranged to start arrived. . It was
snowing, but not sufficiently heavy to delay us. We had
tried Bouncer twice before, and he seemed fully to under-
stand the duty required of him. Pat, who was less accus-
tomed to snow-shoes than the rest of us, practised himself
frequently, that he might perform the journey without any
inconvenience. Robin had been too stoically brought up
among the Indians to exhibit the sorrow he felt at seeing
us depart, but he was satisfied that it was 'his duty to
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remain with his father. After shaking us all by the hand,
he resumed his seat by the side of the captain, apparently
being unwilling actually to witness our start.

The two Indians came out of the hut to give us their
final advice as to how, under various circumstances, we
should act. While Alick was securing the cargo of
Bouncer's sleigh, and I held the brave dog, who, once
having got on the harness, was eager to set out; Pat led
the way with his sleigh to make a road, the direction we
were to take having before been arranged.

"Good-bye! good-bye !" we cried to the Indians, and
away we started, Martin following Pat, while I went just
ahead of Bouncer, and Alick brought up the rear.

It continued to snow harder than we liked, though as
there was but little wind, we did not in consequence suffer.
Pat, whose sleigh was but lightly laden, went on bravely, he
having wisely placed his knapsack and gun upon it. We,
having heavier weights to carry, had at first some diffi-
culty in keeping up with him; and as we were compelled
to proceed in Indian file, we could hold but little conversa-
tion with each other.

Bouncer needed no whip, but followed closely at my
heels, assisted by Alick when any hill had to be surmounted.

At first we kept along the margin of the river, then
having ascended the bank we found ourselves on level
ground, covered by an almost unbroken sheet of snow, here
and there only a line of trees showing themselves above the
wide expanse of white.

Captain Gray had given Alick a compass, which much
assisted us in directing our course. The snow ceased about
noon, and wehalted in the open plain, to enjoy what was
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decidedly a cold collation, for there was no wood to light a
fire, and we did not think it worth while to unpack our
sleigh to put up the tent.

We were more fortunate in the evening in reaching a
thick grove, sheltered by which we encamped. On Pat's
sleigh were three short poles, over which the little tent
was stretchea. It was large enough to allow us all four,
with Bouncer, to creep inside, while the sleighs were placed
one on one side and one on the other, to prevent the canvas
from being blown away.

We made up our fire at a sufficient distance from the
tent, to avoid the risk of the flames catching it.

Captain Gray had supplied us with some tea and sugar,
and I shall never forget how much we enjoyed the warm
beverage, after our long tramp across the snow.

Having taken a good meal, we all turned in, wrapped in
our buffalo-robes, knowing that Bouncer would warn us
should any enemy approach. The only enemies we had
to dread were bears or wolves, and we should not have
objected to be visited by one of the former, provided we
had time to get a fair shot at it.

Nothing occurred that night to disturb our repose, and
we arose in good spirits, anticipating a successful termina-
tion to our journey. In the morning the sky was clear, and
the sun glanced brightly over the glittering sheet of snow.
It was perfectly calm and we trudged on cheerfully, every
now and then exchanging remarks with each other. We
had been walking for some hours, and had agreed that it
would soon be time to stop for dinner, when Martin com-
plained of a peculiar pricking in the eyelids.

"Shure! its the same sort of thing I've been fee ling,"
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exclaimed Pat. " It's mighty unpleasant, but I thought
I'd say nothing about it."

It did not occur to me at the time that the symptoms
were those which precede snow-blindness, and Alick was
too far behind to hear what was said. I had found the
glare of the sun unpleasant, and had drawn the front of my
cap somewhat over my eyes, which I kept partially closed,
fixing them only on Martin's dark coat, which served to
guide me. It was owing to this that I did not experience
the sensations of which my companions complained.

Nothing more was said on the subject for some time,
and Pat went forward at his usual pace.

The ground became at length rather more uneven than
before; but Pat manfully dragged forward his sleigh with-
out complaining; and Alick, who, though coming last, was
really directing us like a helmsman at the wheel, seemed to
consider that we were going right.

Presently I heard a cry, and looking over Martin's
shoulder, I saw Pat's legs in the air, and the sleigh, the
hinder part of which Martin had just caught hold of, tip-
ping up, as if about to follow the Irishman down the hollow
into which it was evident he had fallen. I sprang forward
as fast as my snow-shoes would allow me, to catch hold of
the sleigh, when what was my dismay to see Pat's feet dis-
appear altogether beneath the snow, his stifled cries alone
reaching my ears!

"He has fallen into a deep pit, I fear." cried Martin.
"He'll be smothered if we don't dig him out quickly," I

said.
Martin and I going ahead of the sleigh, hauled away at

the traces which were secured round Pat's body, but in our
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efforts to haul him out they broke. We became seriously
alarmed, for the snow falling in completely concealed Pat
from sight.

Alick, seeing what had happened, came hurrying up
ahead of Bouncer who sagaciously halted. Every moment
of delay was of consequence, but before we could do any-
thing we had to take off our snow-shoes. Alick then hold-
ing on to the sledge, which we brought close to the side of
the pit, plunged into it, feeling with his hand in the hopes
of catching hold of one of Pat's feet, while we shovelled
away, lying flat with our heads. and shoulders over the
hollow, endeavouring to throw out the snow.

" I feel one of Pat's shoes !" cried Alick at length.
"Here is a foot ! Pass the broken trace down to me."

We did as he directed. Presently we caught sight of
another foot which was still moving about, showing that
the owner was not yet altogether suffocated.

I succeeded in getting hold of it.
"Now, haul away!" cried Alick. "We mustn't mind

how we get him out, provided he comes out."
We pulled and pulled, the snow slipping in around us,

and at length the Irishman's legs came into view, though
as Alick was on one side of the hole and I on the other,
their owner must have suffered no little inconvenience and
pain. As soon, however, as Alick could get on firmer
ground, the body quickly followed, and at length we heard
Pat's voice in smothered tones exclaiming, " Shure! if you
pull my legs off, Ill niver be able to walk again at all
at all! "

"Never mind your legs, if we can get your head out,"
answered Alick, laughing.
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We saw that Pat was not likely to be much the worse
for the adventure, and in a few seconds we got him safe out
of the hole, and in a few. more he was all to rights, and we
helped him put on his snow-shoes, which were fortunately
not broken. His cap had stuck to his head, and he had
not even lost his mitts.

" Bedad! I thought I was niver going to stop, till I got
to the bottom of the airth! I'm mighty obliged to yese,
for if ye hadn't caught me, I should have been going on
still," said Pat, shaking the snow from his fur dress. -

We again put on our snow-shoes, while Pat was knotting
the traces. Making a circuit to avoid the pit, which was
of considerable extent, we proceeded as before. We had
gone two or three miles farther, and were near a wood,
when Pat cried out, "For the life of me it's more than I
can do to see the way," and Martin confessed that he also
had almost lost his sight.

I told Alick what they said.
"It is snow-blindness," he answered, "a serious matter.

We must camp without delay. Do you go on, David, ahead
of Pat, and show the way."

I told Pat, who was stumbling on, to stop while I took
the lead of the train. He then easily followed, and Martin
kept after his sledge. We went on in this way till we
reached the wood for which I was steering. .

On getting under its shelter we lost no time in putting
up the tent, in which we immediately placed our two now
perfectly blind companions. Alick and I had cause to be
thankful that we had not suffered in the same way.

How dreadful would have been our fate had the whole
party been struck by snow-blindness !
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Alick remembered to have heard that the only cure was
to bathe the eyes in cold water, and to remain under
shelter. We might thus be delayed for several days, but
as we could not tell that we should not be attacked in the
same way, we thought this better than attempting to reach
Fort Ross without stopping. We lighted a fire, and put
some snow into the pot to melt. We had abundance of
food for the journey, so that the delay on that account was
not of much consequence, though we might have to go on
short commons at the end of it.

Our blind companions found great relief from bathing
their eyes. We had to take the pot again and again to the
fire, as it rapidly cooled and began to freeze. All arrange-
ments having been made, Alick took his gun, and went out
in the hopes of finding some game in the wood. Late in
the evening he returned without having shot anything.
Another whôle day passed, and on the third, as Martin
began to see a little, leaving Bouncer to assist him in
taking care of the camp, I accompanied Alick.

We had been out some hours when we caught sight of a
small deer, to which we gave chase. It kept a long way
ahead of us, but we followed its trail, determined,
at all costs, to have it. It stopped several times, and
at last, we having got within range, Alick was tempted to
fire.

His shot took effect, but the deer bounded off, though
we saw by the crimson stains on the snow that it was
severely wounded; still it kept ahead of us, and disap-
peared behind a grove of larches.

Feeling pretty sure that it would seek for shelter in the
wood, and knowing that we could always trace it, as we
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were both weary of our long run, we sat down for a few
minutes to rest.

"Now!" cried Alick, "we'll go and get the deer."
Again we started off, but had not gone many paces when
we heard the faint sounds of yelping and barking. The
trail was clear enough, but the deer, though wounded, had
evidently gone at a great pace. In a short time we dis-
covered that the trail had been joined by that of several
other animals coming from the right hand and the left,
which we at once knew to be wolves.

"We shall lose our venison, I fear, if we don't make
haste," said Alick.

The yelping and barking sounds increased in loudness,
when we saw ahead of us, amid the snow, a flashing of
tails and flying hair, and directly afterwards a dozen or
more dark forms, all tugging and snarling and occasionally
biting at each other, evidently employed in pulling away
at a body on the ground.

They were "coyotes," or small prairie-wolves ; but though
small they exhibit wonderful activity and power of swal-
lowing. By the time we got up to the brutes they had
devoured every particle of the deer, and nothing remained
but a well-picked skeleton, from which they slunk off
when we were almost close enough to knock them over
with the butts of our guns. They were not worth shooting,
so we let them go, and, bitterly disappointed, set off to
return to our camp. We had no difficulty in finding our
way, but it was trying to have lost our game after so long
e chase, especially as we greatly needed the venison both
for ourselves and Bouncer, who required to be well fed.

The next niorning Pat, as well as Martin, had sufficiently
x
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recovered to set off again. By Alick's advice we fastened
some dark handkerchiefs over our faces, with two minute
holes in them through which we .could look. We could,
however, see only directly before us, unless we turned our
heads.

We had been compelled to use up the greater portion of
our food during these four days' delay. On the evening of
the fifth day after leaving the camp at which we had so
long remained, we found ourselves approaching Fort Ross.

All our troubles, we hoped, would now be at an end.
We had exhausted the remainder of our pemmican and
dried meat at the last meal we had taken at noon, having
given Bouncer a larger portion than usual. That did not
matter. We were about. to be welcomed by our friends,
and to enjoy an abundance. We all felt hungry, and could
not help talking of the warm supper which would soon be
placed before us. We therefore trudged cheerfully for-
ward, Pat every now and then giving forth one of his merry
Irish songs.

At last the flanking towers of Fort Ross came into view
through the dim twilight, but no flag was flying, nor did we
see anybody moving about.

"Of course they hauled down the flag at sunset," said
Martin,."but I wonder they didn't see us. They would be
sure to be keeping a look-out."

Alick made no remark. I expected every instant to see
Mr. Meredith or some of the garrison come out to welcome
us.

The gate was reached, but no one appeared. We
knocked and shouted, and Bouncer barked. No answer
came, neither to his ror our calls.
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"The fort is deserted!" I exclaimed. "What dreadful
event can have happened ?"

"Mr. Meredith for some reason or other was ordered to
retire. Had the Indians captured the fort, the gate would
have been left open," observed Alick.

"The sooner we get in and ascertain what has occurred,
the better," said Martin.

"Faix! thin, if you'll give me a lift I'll soon find out,"
said Pat, taking off his snow-shoes.

The poles of the tent were placed against the gate, and
with our help Pat climbed them till he could reach the top
with his hands, when, drawing himself up, he got his head
and shoulders over.

"Sorra a man do I see," he cried out, "but, bedad, there's
a black baste waddling along on the opposite side. There's
another and another. They're bears, and seem to be the
only garrison left in the place. Just hand me up my gun,
plase, for I should not like having them coming to turn
me out without the manes of disputing the matther."

We handed Pat up his gun, when he immediately slipped
down inside and made haste to undo the fastenings of the
gate.

It was opened, and we hurried in, dragging the sledges
after us. We loosened Bouncer, that he might be able to
do battle should any of the bears venture to attack us.
They, however, the very moment we had arrived, were, so
it seemed to us, on the point of evacuating the fort, and the
last of them must have climbed over the palisades while
Pat was engaged in undoing the door. We conjectured
that their object in coming to the fort was to search for
food.

X 2
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Having entered, we again closed the door and took
possession of one of the rooms, in which was a large stove.
Fortunately there was a small store of wood remaining,
with which we lighted a fire, and had there been food we
should have been perfectly comfortable.

The reason our friends had deserted the fort it was
difficult to determine.

Martin thought that it was on account of want of provi-
sions. Alick held to the opinion that they were required
to strengthen the garrison of some more important fort.

I suspected that Mr. Meredith, having heard of the
destruction of Fort Black, and believing that Fort Ross
would be attacked, and that he possessed inadequate
means of defending it, had thought it prudent to retire to
another post.

"Surely they would not have gone away without leaving
some notice behind them, even although they were unable
to spare any provisions, should we arrive here," I said.

" They also probably believed that we were all destroyed,"
said Alick, " and would not have thought about us."

" Whether or not, gintlemen, I'il just take the liberty of
hunting about, and seeing if I cannot ferret out some food
or other," exclaimed Pat. "If these bastes of bears haven't
broken into the pantry, may be there will be a scrap of
something or other to stay our stomachs."

Saying this, Pat lighted the end of a piece of pine-wood,
and set off on his search. Though we had but little hope
of finding anything eatable, we followed his example, and
searched in every nook and corner of the fort.

Not a particle of food of any description could we find,
to confirm the opinion Martin had expressed that our
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friends had been compelled to desert the fort from the
want of provisions. Indeed, when I came to think of the
matter, I did not believe that Mr. Meredith could have
been frightened away by fear of an attack from Indians.

As I was returning to the sitting-room across the square,
the light from my torch showed me a dark form creeping
along near the stockade. I felt sure that it was a bear
which had not succeeded in making its escape. I hurried
in for my gun, which I had left in the room where Bouncer
was lying down by the fire. My companions were at the
time in different parts of the fort.

I was afraid of calling to them, for fear of frightening
the bear; so, taking my gun in one hand and the torch in
the other, I crept forward in the direction I had seen the
animal. Again I caught sight of him attempting to climb
up the palisade.

I advanced a few steps. Whether or not he saw me I
could not tell. Marking well the spot, I dropped my torch
and raising my gun to my shoulder, fired.

By the faint light of the almost expiring torch, I saw a
a huge body fall.

The report of the gun of course quickly brought out the
rest of the party, when, all of us hurrying forward, to our
infinite satisfaction we saw the bear on the ground strug-
gling to get up. My bullet had missed his head, but
broken bis shouider. Alick and Martin immediately fired
and the bear's struggles ceased,

" Be aisy, gintlemen ; he may not be dead afther all,,
cried Pat, advancing cautiously with his torch.

I reloaded my gun, in case Pat should be right in his
conjecture; but the bear gave no signs of life, and
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getting up to him we found that he was perfectly
dead.

We lost no time in skinning him, and as soon as we had
done so Martin cut a few choice pieces out of the carcase,
and hastened back with them to the fire, while we finished
the operation. He was a young animal, less active or
sagacious than his companions.

We at once carried the meat and skin into the house,
where Martin had some steaks ready for us. We lay down
after supper with thankful hearts that a supply of meat
had been so providentially sent to us.

Bouncer had his share, and then composed himself to
sleep near the door, with one eye open ready to warn us of
the approach of danger.

Feeling sure that no unfriendly Indians were likely to
be in the neighbourhood at that season of the year, we
passed the night with a feeling of perfect security.

We had now to determine what farther course it would
be best to pursue. The meat of the young bear would last
us for several days, and perhaps some of its companions
might return to the fort and allow themselves to be shot;
but the probability was, however, slight. Finding that
there was no food and that the fort was garrisoned, they
were not likely again to climb over the palisades. Should
they not do so we might, after all, be very hard pressed
for food.

"WThat do you say, lads, to pushing forward at once to
the fort at Touchwood Hills ? The journey is a long one,
but we are likely to find game on the way, and if not, the
flesh of this bear economized will last us till we get there,"
said Alick.
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There were no dissentient voices. We agreed, however,
to rest that day and keep watch, on the possibility of
another bear appearing. None came, and early in the
morning we again plunged into the wilderness of snow.

For two days we travelled on without any adventure,
looking out for garne as we had before done. The second
day we encamped rather earlier than usual, as we saw
traces of several deer, which we resolved if possible to run
down.

Having hurriedly pitched our tent near a small wood,
Alick, Martin, and I started off, leaving Pat and Bouncer to
guard the camp. Pat had his gun ready, observing that
perhaps a deer would. come that way, and if so he might
hope to kill it.

Though no deer were in sight, their tracks were un-
mistakable, and we were tempted to go 'on farther from
the camp than we had intended. As the sun set, the wind
began to blow colder than before, and clouds to gather in
the sky. Alick exclaimed that we must return as fast as
our legs could carry us.

Before we had got far, down came the snow, and with
good reason we began to fear that we should be unable to
retrace our steps. As long as we had sufficient light
Alick's compass guided us, and we had taken the last
glance, at it, and were scarcely able to distinguish in what
direction the needle pointed when we caught sight of the
tent, and heard Pat's voice shouting loudly to us.

We hurried on, thankful that we had not been benighted;
but Pat, instead of welcoming us, as we expected, stood in
front of the tent wringing his hands.

"What's the matter, Pat ?" asked Alick.
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"Shure! matther enough, Misther Alick dear," he an-
swered. "Just afther you went away, Bouncer and I
caught sight of a deer, far off over the snow. Says I to
Bouncer, 'We'll have that deer;' and off we set, making
sure that we should come up to him before long. Instead
of stopping to be shot, however, the baste took to its heels.
To make a long story short, though we followed for many
a mile, it got away afther all. Now comes the worst part
of the business. As we drew near to the tent I heard a
loud yelling, and what should I see but a pack of hungry
wolves tearing away at my sledge with all the bear's mate
on it, and by the time I got up not a scrap was left, bad
luck to the bastes! Och! shure, shure, what shall we be
afther doing ? "

We cast blank looks at each other, and Bouncer hung
down his head, as if he had been the cause of our loss.
Alick could not blame Pat, though he regretted that he
did not give him a strict charge on no account to leave. the
camp.

After our long chase we were desperately hungry, but
had not a morsel to eat. There was no use repining, how-
ever, and we hoped that we might have better fortune the
next day.

Supperless we turned into our little tent, to try and.
overcome our hunger by sleep. An occasional growl
frorn Bouncer showed us that the wolves were still near.

As we had no breakfast to cook, the next morning we
started as soon as there was daylight sufficient to enable
us to pack up our tent. Not a trace of a deer did we see
the next day; had any passed that way, the snow must
have obliterated their footmarks.
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The second night was approaching, and we had no food.
We came to some hills with a grove of trees near a stream
at their foot, but the stream was frozen over, and the hills
and trees covered thickly with snow.

As we were looking round for a spot on which to pitch
our tent, we heard Pat, who was at a little distance, shout
out, " Here's an Injin wigwam; maybe the owner will give
us some food." On reaching it, however, we found that
the wigwam contained no inhabitants. There were, how-
ever, several articles within, the household goods of a
native: a pot, wallet, basket, buffalo-robe, and other
things.

At first we .thought that the owner had gone out hunting,
and would soon return, but on a farther examination we
were satisfied that it had been deserted for several days, or
perhaps weeks. Too probably, the unfortunate man had
lost his life, either killed by a bear or a human enemy, or,
unable to obtain game, had perished from hunger.

Alick suggested that the occupants might have died of
some disease, and that it would be prudent to pitch our
tent and sleep in that, rather than in the wigwam.

Having cut some wood, we lighted a fire and chopped
up the thongs of Pat's sledge to make some soup. Though
very unpalatable it would serve to keep us alive; it, at all
events, stopped the gnawings of hunger and enabled us to
go to sleep.

We were awakened towards the morning by the howling
of the wind amid the leafless trees and the falling of the
snow from the branches. Looking out of the tent, we
could scarcely bear the chilling blast, which drove the
particles of snow like pins and needles into our faces much
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as spoon-drift is driven from off the waves of the
ocean.

To proceed on our journey was impossible. We dared
not even light a fire néar the tent, lest it might be destroyed
by the flames driven against it by any sudden change of
wind. All that day we sat helpless and disconsolate.
Martin, who had held out bravely hitherto, began to give
way.

" Oh! I must have some food," he murmured, "or I
shall die."

He repeated this several times.
Alick at length, seizing his gun, started up. I thought

he was going out in spite of the bitter weather to search
for game, but I saw him put his hand on Bouncer's head
and lead him forth.

He had got a short distance from the tent when we
overtook him.

"It must be done," he said; "Bouncer must die. J can-
not sit by and see that poor boy perish. What should we
say to his father and mother, should we again meet them,
or to Rose? "

I felt as he did, but, unwilling to see our noble and
faithful dog put to death, I turned aside, expecting to hear
the report of the gun, when Pat stepped up. "Shure,
Misther Alick, you would not be afther killing the poor
baste," he exclaimed. "Let us trust to Providence as
heretofore! We have not been deserted through all our
throubles and dangers. See now ! what's that there ? " he
suddenly exclaimed. "After it, Bouncer!" and he and
the dog started off over the snow.

I turned on hearing his voice, and saw a small animal
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BOUNCER'S LIFE SAVED BY A SQUIRREL.

followed by a larger which I knew to be a fox. The cun-
ning animal, catching sight of us just before I fired, gave a
sudden turn, and though my bullet knocked off the top of
his brush, he was far away, hidden by some low bushes,
before even Alick had seen him.

A " Hurrah!" from Pat at the same instant reached my
ears, and he came running back with Bouncer, who had
caught the smaller animal.

The faithful dog at once surrendered his prize. It was
a ground-squirrel which the fox had chased out of its
winter nest. We should have been compelled to eat it
raw had we not discovered a small open spot among the
trees where we could light a fire.

Skinning the squirrel, we cut it up and put it into the
pot to boil, while Bouncer had the head and skin for his
share. He looked very grateful at being first served, but
licked his chaps, as if he would have been obliged to us
for a larger meal.

That squirrel, I believe, saved Martin's life, and perhaps
me lives of ail of us. We were sufficiently recovered the
next morning, and the storm having abated.we again set
out; for we all of us suffered more from hunger than we
had ever before done during our adventures.
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CHAPTER XII.

"Tripe de Roche "-Desolation-Pat's endurance--Leather Soup-
"It's a Cariole ; there's another and another"-" Alick McClellan!
David ! Can it be you ?'"-A good square Meal-Sandy's Escape
-Honest Bouncer's "rightful Position "-The Cariole-Night
Encampment in the Snow-Buffalo-hunting-Wolves ! Wolves !
-Rose and Letty in danger-I defend them-The Fort reached
at last-Our start for the Log Cabin-Captain Gray recovers-
I accompany Robin to Fort Garry-Ellen and Oliver-Conclu-
sion of my History-Description of the present State of the Red
River Settlement (now called Manitoba) and of the " Fertile Belt"
beyond it reaching to the foot of the Rocky Mountains.

A MODERATE walk on snow-shoes on a fine winter's day,
with agreeable companions, when the sky is blue, the air
still, and the snow frozen hard, is a very pleasant thing;
and so is a hunting-expedition, with attendants carrying
refreshments, and the certainty, even though game may
not be shot, of a good meal after it at a cheerful camp-
fire, with abundance of buffalo-robes for covering; but to
go on tramp, tramp, tramp, day after day over the icy
plains, often with a sharp wind blowing, and but a scanty
fire and imperfect shelter at the termination of the journey,
is a very different matter.

We foind it to be so. Often the ground was uneven,



HARDSHIPS ENDURED.

sometimes we had hills to ascend, and precipitous slopes
to slide down, not knowing what might be at the bottom,
and then a wide plain to traverse, without a tree or a shrub
to break its monotony or to assist us in directing our
course. Soon after we set out in the morning, our eye-
brows became covered with frost, our caps froze to our
brows, surrounded by a rim" of icicles. The fronts of our
coats were fringed with similar ornaments even our eye-
lashes were covered with our congealed breath.

On several occasions we had to camp that we might go
in search of game ; but after many hours' toil wc re-
turned-on one occasion with a fox, on another with a
second ground-squirrel, and on two other days with a single
hare.

The fox, though the least palatable, from being larger
lasted us longer than the other animals, and afforded poor
Bouncer an ample meal.

We had reason to be thankful at obtaining these sup-
plies, or we should otherwise have sunk down on the snow
and perished ; for even had we killed our poor dog, as he
was nothing but skin and bones, his body would not have
long sustained us. For two whole days we feasted on
tripe de roche, which, when boiled in our kettle, afforded us
the only vegetable diet we had for a long time tasted. A
high ridge had to be crossed, and it cost us much
trouble to reach the summit. We had to take Bouncer
out of the traces and drag up the sleigh ourselves.

A dreary prospect met our view from thence. Before us
was a wide extent of country covered with its wintry
clothing; its undulations reminding us of the ocean when
the troubled waves begin to subside after a storm. Here
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and there a few leafless trees partially diversified the chill-
ing scene, resembling the shattered masts of vessels which
had suffered.in the conflict of waters.

In vain did we strain our eyes to catch a glimpse of
anything of human or animal shape. Neither did man, or
fowl, or cattle, or beast or creeping thing meet our gaze.
Animated nature seemed to have abandoned the dreary
solitude, and silent desolation reigned around. Yet this
was the region we had to cross for- many days before we
could reach our destination. I could not avoid asking
myself, should any of us be able to endure the fatigue we
must first undergo, or should we even obtain food to sup-
port life ?

Already we were greatly weakened, while Martin espe-
cially looked a phantom of his former self. Alick, though
only so lately recovered from his severe illness, held out
the best. Pat never made a complaint, though his wan
cheek showed that famine was telling on him. If I sucked
in my cheeks, it felt as if r'y teeth would come through
them, and my knees would often scarcely bear me.

Hitherto, except the lichen we had scraped from the
rocks, we had had no food that day, and we might be
unable to obtain any before night.

" Come, lads! we must push on," cried Alick. " It
won't do to be stopping here doubting whether we shall be
able to get over yonder country. It has to be done, and
the sooner we do it the better."

Allowing the sledge to go first, we all slid down the
steep slope in a half-sitting posture, happily reaching the
bottom without accident. Honest Bouncer then came up
to be again harnessed, and we set off at our usual pace--
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trudge, trudge, trudge. Hour after hour the click of the
snow-shoes sounded in our ears.

"I wonder how long a man can go without eating ?"

asked Martin in a doleful tone.
"It is possible to hold out for three days," answered

Alick, "and perhaps longer, though it would not be pleasant.
Don't you think of giving in yet, Martin. We shall have
some fresh meat to-morrow I dare say, if we don't get it
to-night; and, at all events, we can have some leather
soup before we turn in. We have a spare buffalo-robe or
two to eat up before we cry die!"

That night all we had to sustain nature was the leather
soup Alick spoke of, with the addition of some tripe de
roche. Next morning we breakfasted on the same unsatis-
factory materials.

We were still some days' journey from the fort, and for
the last three days not an animal had we seen.

Alick again began to turn, I thought, wolfish eyes at
Bouncer. The poor dog walked on steadily dragging the
sleigh, and looking up with an affectionate glance at our
faces when any of us passed, happily unconscious of the
fate threatening him.

Even Pat was at length beginning to despair. Alick
cheered us on. "You must not give in, boys! you must
not give in !" he exclaimed over and over again.

I felt that his advice, though good, was impracticable.
The evening was approaching. I could scarcely drag one
foot after another. We yet had some distance to go before
we could reach a valley which lay below us, with a stream
in summer flowing through it and a grove of trees by
its side.
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Unable longer to support myself, I sank down on my
knees, my gun dropping to the ground. My eyes were
dimmed by my frozen eyelashes.

Alick and Pat were assisting me to rise, when Martin,
who was a little ahead, exclaimed, "I see something
coming along the valley: it's a 'cariole.' There's another
and another."

I passed the cuff of my coat over my eyes. My com-
panions held up their hands and shouted at the top of
their voices. Bouncer at the same time lifting up his
head and barking with all his might, as if conscious of the
importance of being heard.

The " carioles" came on at full speed along the valley,
their drivers running behind them. There were twenty
or thirty of them, each drawn by eight or ten powerful
dogs. I could now see them clearly.

Then came a number of baggage-sledges with more
men on snow-shoes, all keeping up the same steady
pace.

Our dread was that the travellers would pass without
seeing us. Who they could be we could not tell, but they
were evidently coming from the direction of the place to
which we were bound. Again we shouted and waved our
hands, and then Alick bethought him of firing off his gun.
We all discharged ours, and presently we saw the leading
sledge stop, the driver making a signal to the one behind
him. It was passed along the line and the whole train
came to a halt.

" We are saved ! we are saved !" we cried in chorus.
The knowledge of this restored our strength.

I was helped up by my companions, and we all,
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WARM GREETINGS.

straggling on, reached the bottom of the valley close to
the leading sledge.

A gentleman got out of it and came towards us. We
at once saw that he was Mr. Meredith, though he at first
evidently did not recognize any of us.

"What !" he exclaimed at length; "Alick McClellan!
David! can it be you ?"

He pressed our hands.
"I little expected again to see you ; and Martin Crisp!

can that be you ? I know you now, though you look
dreadfully pulled down. There are those behind to whom
your appearance will give new life."

"Then have my father and mother escaped ?" exclaimed
Martin, and he burst into tears.

" Yes !" answered Mr. Meredith, 4 I am thankful to say
that they have, and are now returning with us to Fort
Ross, on their way to their former station."

I cannot well describe the greetings we received from
Rose and Letty, and indeed from all the party, with
many of whom besides Mr. and Mrs. Crisp we were well
acquainted.

Fortunately the train was not far from the spot selected
for camping that night, and several of the gentlemen in-
sisted upon getting out of their carioles and letting us
take their places, while they put on our snow-shoes and
ran by our sides. Poor Pat was of course treated in the
same manner, and I took Bouncer in between my legs;
the first time in his life he had ever enjoyed the honour
of being dragged by his fellow-creatures.

The camp was soon reached. A party of men had gone
on before to make preparations. · Tents had been put up
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for the ladies, lean-to's near the fires to shelter the gentle-
men.

Abundance-offood was soon placed before us: soft bread,
hot tea and coffee. Far gone as we were, we were not so
far gone that we could not enjoy it.

The adventures of our friends were recounted. Mr.
Meredith, though he had heard that the Blackfeet intended
to take the fort, would have remained to defend it had he
not been compelled to quit it for want of provisions. He
was now returning with reinforcements of men, and an
ample supply 'of food; besides which, he had a party of
hunters with him, and he hoped to obtain an abundance
of buffalo-meat and venison. So secure did he feel, that
he was bringing back Rose and Letty and Mr. and Mrs.
Crisp.

The two young ladies allowed Alick and me to sit near
them ; and I am compelled to confess, though I heard the
sweet tones of their voices in my ear, it was not long*after
supper when I found my head nodding, and that the power
to rouse myself had gone. I sunk back fast asleep, and
remember nothing more till, opening my eyes, instead of
the fair countenances of my young friends, I saw the well-
bronzed visage of Sandy McTavish bending over me.

"Vera glad to see you, Master David, though I am loth
to rouse yoù from your sleep ; but the sleighs are harness-
ing and the train will presently be on the move." Sandy,
taking my hand as he spoke, helped me to rise. I felt
extreunely stiff, and my joints ached considerably.

While I was drinking a tin of hot coffee which he had
brought me, he told me how he and one of his companions,
after the canoe had been upset, had clung on under ber
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. with their heads just above the water, as she floated
down the river; till at length, by great exertions, they had
managed to direct her with their feet towards the shore.
Believing that Pat was lost, they did not look for him, but
as soon as they had recovered pushed on for Fort Ross,
which they reached aimost dead with hunger, and were of
course the first to announce the tidings of the destruction
of Fort Black.

Sandy had already found Pat, who had given him an
account of our adventures.

I told him how delighted I was, too, to find that he had
escaped, as I had given him up for lost. He told me,
almost with tears in his eyes, how he had mourned for us,
cut off, as he fancied, in our prime.

" But God is vera merciful," he said, " and He has pre-
served you, I hope, to be good and useful men! "

"He has indeed taught us to trust Him, for His arm
alone could have saved us from the many dangers to which
we were exposed," I answered.

We had not much time, however, for conversation, and
Sandy, who had undertaken to look after me, helped me
into a sledge, which had been prepared, he said, for my
use.

Honest Bouncer, who had slept at the door of the tent,
got in after me, seeming to consider that the place at my
feet was his rightful position. There was just time before
starting to exchange greetings with the rest of the party,
who were already in their carioles.

I found that, during the night, four fresh carioles had
been formed, and by taking a dog from one team and one
or more- from others, a sufficient number of animals had

Y 2
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been procured to drag us. Sandy, who drove my tearn,
gave me an account of the various events which had
occurred, and of the grief our supposed loss had caused
our friends. " The young ladies," he said, "lhe feared
would never again have recovered their spirits, and it was
only when some hope was expressed that we might have
escaped, that they at all brightened up."

Letty afterwards told me, indeed, that she had never
altogether abandoned hope. "I could not have borne it,
had I done so," she added.

After the fatiguing way in which we had been accus-
tomed to travel, it was delightful to be drawn along at a
rapid rate over the hard snow, well wrapped up in buffalo-
robes; with a piece of crape drawn over the face to shelter
it from the icy blast, when the wind blew strong, or to
shield the eyes when the sun shone too brightly on the
glittering sheet of white.

The cariole, such as I was now seated in, is a somewhat
simple vehicle. It is formed of a very thin board ten feet
long and fourteen inches broad, turned up at one end in
the form of a half-circle. To this board a high cradle, like
the body of a small carrage, is attached, about eighteen
inches from the end of the floor-board. The framework is
covered with buffalo-skin parchment, and painted accord-
ing to the taste of the builder. The inside is lined with a
blanket or buffalo-robe ; and when the traveller is seated
in it, with his legs stretched out at his ease, he is only
separated from the snow by the before-mentioned floor-
board. Eight, twelve, or even more dogs form the team of
a cariole, dragging it by long traces attached to collars
which are ornamented with bead-work and tassels, and a
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string of small bells, which emit a pleasant tinkling
sound.

The driver runs behind the cariole, guiding it by means
of a line fastened to the floor which projects behind the seat.

When he gets tired of running he stands on this project-
ing board, or should there be any luggage he sits on the
top of it.

When a new road is to be made,-as was the case at the
present-two or three men on snow-shoes go ahead and
beat down the snow, making the road just wide enough for
the passage of a cariole. The dogs seldom attempt to go
off the track thus formed, though the first four or five
teams have the hardest work, after which the road becomes
hard, and the rest easily fcllow. It was curious to look
forward and back at the long thin line, like some vast
serpent moving over the snowy plain, following all the
windings of the pioneers ahead; and it was cheering to hear
the tinkling sound of the bells, and the voices of the drivers
as they urged on the dogs.

When we encamped for the night, a small tent for the
ladies, and another for two or three of the superior officers
who required the luxury, were pitched ; fires were lighted as
close to them as safety would allow, or sometimes one long
fire at which the cooks at once commenced operations.

Supper over, a short time was spent in conversation, and
then all the party except those on guard betook themselves
to repose. The greater number, who slept in the open air,
rolled themselves up in their buffalo-robes in two lines, one
on each side of the fire, with their feet towards it. Most
of the dogs in the meantime had scraped out for then-
selves hollows in the snow, while others found out snug
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berths so close to the fire that they ran no little danger of
burning their fur.

Such was the scene which met my eyes just before I
fell asleep, rolled up like the rest in buffalo-robes with a
knapsack for my pillow, the snow my couch, and the sky
glittering brightly with countless stars overhead ; and such
was the scene which our camp presented night after night.
We had got within three days' journey of our destination,
when numerous buffalo were seen in the far distance, and
as it was important to secure some fresh meat, Mr. Meredith
ordered a halt, that the hunters might go in chase of the
animals. It was supposed that the buffalo were moving
away to the westward, and that another opportunity of
hunting them might not occur during the winter.

A convenient place for a camp, in a hollow surrounded
by trees was chosen, and wigwams were put up for those
who wished to remain in camp. The larger number of the
men, however, all of whom were accustomed to hunting,
were eager to go in chase, so that comparatively few re-
mained to guard the camp.

I resolved to stay behind, both for the sake of enjoying
the society of Rose and Letty, as also because I had had
hunting enough, and had scarcely yet sufficiently recovered
to undergo the fatigue of a long run in snow-shoes.
Alick, though he had held out so well when leading our
small party, had knocked up altogether when his respon-
sibilities were over, and was unfit to exert himself in any
way; all he could do, indeed, was to step into his cariole
and be dragged along over the snow.

Martin was very little better, and this was the first
opportunity he had had of spending any time with his
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parents, who were anxious to hear his adventures. I had
been seated with Rose and Letty before the camp-fire,
when they proposed putting on their snow-shoes and walk-
ing to the top of a slight elevation some distance off, from
whence we fancied that a view might be obtained of the
herd of buffalo.

The air was perfectly calm, the sky bright, and as a
hard crust had formed over the snow we found walking
especially pleasant. We went on and on, consequently
farther than we had intended, expecting every instant to
come in sight of the hunters and the shaggy monsters of
which they were in chase.

The ridge on the top of which we were walking was of
no great height; and others somewhat more elevated inter-
vened, we found, between us and the plain on which the
buffalo had been seen.

Rose-who had been leading, while Letty and I walked
alongside each other-at last proposed going back. We,
that is, Letty and I, had forgotten to watch the sun, which
was already sinking rapidly towards the horizon. Just as
we turned I caught sight of a number of dark objects,
moving quickly over the snow. For a moment I thought
they might be the huntsmen, but I was soon convinced
that they were wolves. I did not at first apprehend
that they were coming towards us, but still I knew
that it would be well to make our way back to camp
as fast as possible. I begged Rose and Letty to go
forward, while I kept watch on the proceedings of the
wolves.

We had not gone far when to my dismay T felt convinced
that they were making towards us, and I could even hear
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the faint sounds of their yelping and barking, coming up
from the plain below us.

I urged my companions to hasten on while I followed
close behind them. J was in hopes that they were merely
coyotes, which are cowardly creatures; but as they got
nearer I saw that they were the larger species of prairie
wolf too probably rendered savage by hunger. I now
bitterly regretted having allowed my young friends to go
so far from the camp. We were still at too. great a distance
to make any signal for assistance.

I knew that by running we should only encourage the
wolves to pursue us, and therefore entreating the young
ladies to stop, I placed myself between them and the
yelping pack of brutes who were now within twenty yards
of us.

The brave girls not only did not continue running, but
came up close behind me, Rose placing herself directly in
front of Letty, and holding her hands to her neck, knowing
that they were too likely to spring at it. I felt that I must
make every effort to drive the brutes away.

Shouting at the top of my voice to try and scare them,
I fired at the leader of the pack, and knocked it over, but
before I could reload, the savage animals were close upon me.

Taki.ng my gun by the barrel, I used it as a club and
struck with it right and left. My first blow beat down a
wolf close to my feet, when its hurLgry companions imme.-.
diately set upon it and with fearful yelps and snarls began
tearing it to pieces, but others still came on, gaunt starving
animals, barking savagely. Another wolf was on the point
of springing at my throat, when I happily struck that
down also, but several were at the same time making at
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A DESPERATE ENCOUNTER.

Rose and Letty. My courage rose to desperation. I must
save them even though I were myself to perish; but how
could I hope to drive off the savage pack that came
scampering on, eager to tear us to pieces ?

There must have been fifty or more of them. Again
and again as I struck round me, I shouted with all my
might. A reply came from behind me. It was that of
human voices.

I heard a shot and another wolf rolled over. I dared
not for a second look round to ascertain who was coming
to our relief. Presently I heard Bouncer's deep bark, and
the voices of several more people. Other shots followed,
and as the wolves fell their companions as before set upon
them, leaving only a few brutes for me to deal with; till
Bouncer, seizing by the throat one of the most daring who
was in the act of leaping at Rose, pulled it down as a
hound does a deer. Sandy, Pat, and several of the hunt-
ing-party now came up, and clubbing their guns, quickly
laid. low many more of the wolves, the remainder panic-
stricken turning tail and galloping off at full speed. Re-
loading, we fired at the retreating pack, a number more
of which fell over killed, or went yelping away. Thankful
for our merciful deliverance, we returned to the camp
accompanied by our friends. They had followed a buffalo,
which they had killed just below the ridge along which we
had been walking when the wolves attacked us.

Messengers arrived from the remainder of the hunting-
party, and sledges were forthwith despatched to bring in
the meat of the animals they had killed. Another day
was spent here, and the second hunting-expedition which
was sent out returned almost as successful as the first.
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We then again moved forward and reached Fort Ross,
without any farther adventure worth recording. The
ladies performed the journey without having suffered any
unusual fatigue.

The fort was uninjured and had evidently not been
visited except by bears, who had managed to break into
one of the store-rooms, but had fouid nothing for their
pains.

We had not forgotten Captain Gray and our young friend
Robin. Mr. Crisp, who had a good knowledge of medicine
and surgery, at once volunteered to go to bis assistance;
and Alick and I having organized a party with four dog-
sleighs, we set off, accompanied by the excellent missionary.

We of course felt very anxious, remembering the pre-
carious state in which we had left Captain Gray. The first
person we saw as we drew near the hut was Robin, who
had heard the sound of our. sleigh-bells, and came rushing
out to meet us.

How is your father ? " was the first question we asked.
"He is still very low," answered Robin sadly, "but if he

had a doctor who knew how to treat him, I think that he
would soon get better."

"The doctor is here," I answered, pointing to Mr. Crisp.
Robin grasped his hand, exclaiming, "Oh! do come and

cure my father!"
" God only can cure the ailments of the body, as He does

those of the soul, my boy. I may prove, I trust, a humble
instrument in His hands ; but I will exert all the skill I
possess, and pray to Him for a blessing on it."

We remained several days at the hut ; and the good
missionary not only ministered as he had promised to the
physical ailments of the sufferer, but to his spiritual neces-
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sities likewise, pointing out to him the great truth, that
though the all-pure God hates the sin, He loves the sinner,
and would have all men, though by nature His enemies,
reconciled to Him, according to His own appointed -Way,
through simple faith in the all-perfect, all-sufficient Atone-
ment for sin which His dear Son Jesus Christ offered up
on Calvary.

That truth, which I suspect had hitherto been rejected
by Captain Gray, came home with force to his heart, and
I heard him say as he took Mr. Crisp's hand, " I believe!
I believe! and I pray that He will help my unbelief."

In a week from the time of our arrival, Captain Gray
was sufficiently recovered to accompany us on our return
to Fort Ross, where he was hospitably received by Mr.
Meredith, and carefully tended by Mrs. Crisp, Rose, and
Letty.

Robin won the affections of all our friends.
Reinforcements having arrived, a strong party was

formed, which, under Alick's command, was to rebuild and
garrison Fort Black, on the return of spring. Before the
snow had disappeared, and sleigh-travelling had become
impracticable, I was ordered to proceed to Fort Garry,
when I was accompanied by my young friend Robin and
his father, who was now perfectly restored to health.

The Governor, who was then residing at the fort, made
Captain Gray an offer to join the Company, which he gladly
'accepted, provided time was allowed him to return to his
wife and family, and bring them up. This request was
willingly granted; and before I left Fort Garry, where I
was engaged for some weeks,.he returned, accompanied by
his long-suffering wife and their three children. I found
that Robin had not overpraised his sweet sister Ella, or his
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little brother Oliver, who, however, by this time had grown
into a fine handsome boy.

Robin had told his mother of our kindness to him, and
she expressed her gratitude in a way which could not fail
to give me very sincere satisfaction; "And oh! how I
long," she added, "to thank that good missionary, Mr.
Crisp, for the change he has been the means of working in
my husband !"

We all went back in the spring to Fort Ross, but Mr.
and Mrs. Crisp had by that time returned to their distant
station. Martin however remained, having been ap-
pointed to a clerkship. In a few years afterwrds, when
Alick married his sister, I became the husband of Letty
Meredith. He proposed and was accepted by Ella Gray.
Before white hairs sprinkled our brows, we were all able to
retire frorn the service, and to settle on adjacent farms in
Canada, where we enjoyed the benefit of having Mr. Crisp
as minister of the district. We formed, I believe, as happy
and prosperous a community as. any in that truly magnifi-
cent colony of Great Britain, to the Sovereign of which we
have ever remained devotedly attached. We have never
forgotten the trials and dangers we went through, or
ceased, I trust, to be grateful to that Merciful Being whose
loving hand guided us safely through them ; while we have
ever striven to impress upon our children the importance
of a loving obedience to our Heavenly Father, a confidence
in the justice of His laws, and a perfect trust in Him.

Since those days, great changes have taken place in the
magnificent region in which the events I have been
describing occurred.

If my readers will run their eyes over a map, across the
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Atlantic, up the St. Lawrence, and from thence westward
along the chain of vast lakés which they will there find, to
the western point of Lake Superior, they will see a country
full of rivers and small lakes.

In those days they were traversed only by birch-bark
canoes, which had in many places to be carried over port-
ages before they could be again launched. Still going
west, they will find the Red River running northwards into
Lake Winnipeg.

The whole region to the north of the forty-eighth
parallel of latitude belongs to Great Britain. The Assinni-
boine River will be seen falling into the Red River. At
its junction stands Fort Garry, the principal post at that
time of the Hudson's Bay Company.

A scanty population of a few white men and a number
of half-breeds and Indians, had then begun to assemble in
its neighbourhood, chiefly on the banks of the Red River.
Westward and northward were scattered about fifty forts,
or trading-posts belonging to the Company, who claimed
the right to hunt and purchase furs over the whole region
to the foot of the Rocky Mountains, or rather to the shores
of the Pacific Ocean.

The country having been surveyed, it was found that,
from the banks of the Red River westward to the foot
of the Rocky Mountains, a region nine hundred miles in
length and from fifty to a hundred in breadth, is covered
with a rich pasture. To this region the name of the
"Fertile Belt " has been given.

Cattle and horses can exist on it during the most severe
winters, being always able to scrape away the snow and
reach the herbage beneath. It is, therefore, capable of sup-
porting a large human population, and also it is well suited
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for the formation of a road across the continent to termi-
nate on the western shore of British Columbia. This
"Fertile Belt " is amply watered, and is almost encircled by
rivers and lakes, in great part navigable, by which timber
can be brought to it from either the east or west. An
abundant supply is to be found in the " Belt" itself, on
ranges of mountains, on the banks of the rivers and streams,
and in separate forests.

A uniformity of climate, soil, and productions exists over
the " Fertile Belt," though improving towards the.west even
in a higher latitude and at a greater elevation. The soil
consists of clay, loam, and marl in various proportions, with
a little sand, and overlaid with a rich vegetable mould of
from two to five feet thick.

The climate is healthy and perfectly suited to British
constitutions. The winter lasts five months ; spring one,
autumn one, and summer five. Although the winter is very
cold, the heat of summer is great and rapidly brings all
cereals and most fruits to perfection.

It is an admirable grazing country, and there is a large
amount of winter pasturage. In some places it is necessary
to cut hay, which the natural grasses supply in profusion.

Sheep thrive and multiply. Pigs, where there are oak
woods, if turned out require no looking after. Agricultural
operations have been carried on for many years at the Red
River, Portage-la-prairie, and along the banks of the
Assinniboine, as also around the trading-posts and mission-
stations, with geat success. Wheat is the staple produce:
the ordinary yield is thirty bushels to the acre, and often-
times forty bushels. It is cut three months from the date
of sowing.

Indian corn is very fine and never fails on the dry lands.
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Root crops, especially potatoes, turnips, and beets, yield
very abundantly and obtain large dimensions.

Potato disease has never been known. Garden vege-
tables grow luxuriantly and equal those of Canada.

Barley and oats, when cultivated with care, yield as
abundantly as wheat.

Tobacco is successfully cultivated.. Hops grow wild in
great luxuriance. Ale is brewed from them at Red River.

Flax and hemp have been cultivated with the greatest
success. A variety of fruits grow wild, such as strawberries,
raspberries, currants, gooseberries, and wild rice.

Melons are very fine; growing in the open air.
Sugar is manufactured from the maple-tree. Numerous

lakes and rivers abound with delicious fish. Wild-fowl, and
game of various sorts are to be shot late and early.

Frosts, wolves, and locusts are the farmer's chief enemies.
The exports on which settlers may at once depend are

cattle, horses, hides, tallow, flax, and hemp.
The Indians show a friendly disposition when properly

managed, and treaties have now been formed with all the
neighbouringtribes. -

Though the Hudson's Bay Company still retain their
trading-posts, the whole of this vast region now forms a
part of the Canadian Dominion. A large city, with churches
and buildings of all descriptions, has sprung up close to
Fort Garry on the left bank of the Red River, called
Winnipeg, which contains from fifteen to twenty thousand
inhabitants. Opposite is the town of St. Boniface. To,
the south is the small town of Dufferin ; and there are
numerous villages and settlements scattered over the whole
of the Province, which is now called Manitoba.

Many of the lakes and rivers on which formerly birch-
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bark canoes alone were to be seen, aré now navigated by
steamers, and the white population is every year rapidly
increasing; while a band of Government surveyors have
for some years past been employed in ascertaining the best
course for a railway, which running entirely through British
territory, will one day form a connexion between the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

From the above account of the country, it will be seen
how great is the change which has taken place since the
events I have described in the preceding pages. I was
then a mere lad; I am now a grey-headed man. It was
then wild in the extreme. It is still wild enough to satisfy
the most romantic; but. it now contains many of the ele-
ments of civilization, and affords every opportunity of
success to hardy, industrious men desirous of forming a
home for themselves and their families. Numerous English
travellers have visited it ; and only lately the Governor-
General of Canada traversed the whole region from the
shore of Lake Superior to Vancouver's Island in the far
west without encountering the slightest difficulty, having
concluded on his way satisfactory treaties with the Indians,
who are never again likely to molest their pale-face fellow-
subjects. Intending settlers can now reach the region from
Canada with ease. A railway has been designed to extend
to the Pacific shore of British Columbia; and until it is
opened a succession of post-stations will enable the traveller -
to pass without impediment from east to west through the
the whole of the Canadian Dominion.

GILBERT AND RIVINGTON, PRINTERS, ST. JOHN'S SQUARE, LONDON.
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Bremer (Fredrika) Life, Letters, and Posthumous Works.
Crown 8vo. xos. 6d.

Brett (E.) Notes on Yachts. Fcp. 6s.

Bristed (C. A.) Five Years in an English University.
Fourth Edition, Revised and Amended by the Author. Post 8vo. xos. 6d.

Broke (Admiral Sir B. V. P., Bart., K.C.B.) Biography
o l.

Brothers Rantzau. See Erckmann-Chatrian.

Brown (Colin Rae). Edith Dewar. 3 vols. Cr.8ivo. I. is.6d.



Browning (Mrs. E. B.) The Rhyme of the Duchess May.
Demy 4to. Jllustrated with Eight Photographs, after Drawings by
Charlotte M. B. Morrell. 21s.

Burritt (E.) The Black Country and its Green Border
Land. Second edition. Post 8vo. 6s.

Lectures and Speeches. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 6s.
-- Ten-Minutes Talk or% all sorts of Topics. With

Autobiography of the Author. Small post 8vo., cloth extra. 6s.

Burton (Captain R. F.) Two Trips to Gorilla Land and
the Cataracts of the Congo. By Captain R. F. BU'RToN. 2 vols.,
demy 8vo., with numerous Illustrations and Map, cloth extra 28s.

Bushnell's (Dr.) The Vicarious Sacrifice. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.
Sermons on Living Subjects. Crown 8vo. cloth.

7s. 6d.

Nature and the Supernatural. Post Svo. 3s. 6d.
Christian Nurture. 3s. 6d.
Character of Jesus. 6d.
'the New Life. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

Butler (W. F.) The Great Lone Land; an Account of the
Red River Expedition, I869-1870, and Subsequent Travels and Adven-
tures in the Manitoba Country, and a Winter Journey across the Sas-
katchewan Valley to the Rocky Mountains. With Illustrations and
Map. Fifth and Cheaper'Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth extra. 7s. 6d.
(The first 3 Editions were in 8vo. cloth. i6s.);

The Wild North Land : the Story of a Winter
Journey with Dogs across Northern North America. Demy 8vo. c nth,
with numerous Woodcuts and a Map. Fourth Edition. z8s. (See also
Low's Library of Travel.)

Akim-foo: the History of a Failure. Demy 8vo. cloth.
x6s. Second Edition. Also in a Third and Cheaper edition. 7s. 6d.

ADOGAN (Lady A.) Illustrated Games of
Patience. By the LADY ApELAIDE CADOGAN. Twenty-
four Diagrams in Colours, with Descriptive Text. Foolscap
4to., cloth extra, gilt edges, 12s. 6d. Second Edition.

Cahun (Leon). Adventures of Captain Magon. See
Adventures.

California. See Nordhoff.

Carlisle (Thos.) The Unprofessional Vagabond. Fcap.
8vo. Fancy boards. zs.

Case of Mr. Lucraft, and other Stories. By the author of
"Ready-Money Mortiboy." 3 vols. crown. 32s. 6d.

Ceramic Art. See Jacquemart.

List of Publications,. 11
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Changed Cross (The) and other Religious Poems. 2s. 6d.
Chefs-d'uvre of Art and Master-pieces of Engraving,

selected from the celebrated Collection of Prints and Drawings in the
British Museum. Reproduced in Photographyby STEPREN THOMPSON.
Imperial folio, Thirty-eight Photographs, cloth gilt. 41. 14s. 6d.

Child's Play, with 16 coloured drawings by E. V. B. An
entirely new edition, printed on thick paper, with tints, 7s. 6d.

China. See Illustrations of.
Choice Editions of Choice Books. 2s. 6d. each. Illus-

trated by C. W. CoPE, R.A., T. CREswIcK, R.A., E. DUNCAN, BIRKET
FOSTER, J. C. HORSLEY, A.R.A., G. Hicics, R. REDGRAVE, R.A.,
C. STONEHOUSE, F. TAYLER, G. THOMAS, H. J. TOWNSHEND, E. H.
WEHNERT, HARRISON WEIR, &c.
Blomfield's Farmer's Boy. Milton's L'Allegro.
Campbell's Pleasures of Hope. Poetry of Nature. Harrison Weir.
Coleridge's Ancient Mariner. Rogers'(Samuel) PleasuresofMemory.
Goldsmith's Deserted Village. Shakespeare's Songs and Sonnets.
Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield. Tennyson's May Queen.
Gray's Elegy in a Churchyard. Elizabethan Poets.
Keat's Eve of St. Agnes. Wordsworth's Pastoral Poems.

[A I now ready.
"Such works are a glorious beatification for a poet."--A thezSnm.
N.B.-This is nota mere reduction in price of the 5. volumes, it is an

entire Refrintfrom Tyoe s#ecially cast for theÉurpose, including also
the whole of the beautiful Woodcuts. Each volume is complete in itself,
and will be sold separately. Small post 8vo., printed on the fmnest cream
white paper and choicely bound, cloth extra. 2s. 6d. each.

Christ in Song. Hymns of Immanuel, selected from all Ages,
with Notes. By PHILIP ScHAFF, D.D. Crown 8vo. toned paper
beautifully printed at the Chiswick Press. With Initial Letters anâ
Ornaments and handsomely bound. 'New Edition. 5.

Christabel. See Bayard Series.

Christmas Presents. See Illustrated Books.

Chronicles of the Castle of Amelroy. 4to. With Photo-
graphic Illustrations. s. 2.

Chronicles of Sir Harry Earlsleigh, Bart. A Novel. 3
vols., crown Svo. 31s.

Clara Vaughan. See Blackmore.

Clark (R. W.) The Work of God in Great Britain under
Messrs. Moody and Sankey. 1873 to 1875. Wiîth Portraits, and
with Biographical Sketches by RUFUS W. CLARK, D.D. Second edi-
tion, over 300 pages. s., cloth cover.

Coffin (G. C.) Our New Way Round the World. 8vo. iass.

Conquered at Last ; from Records of Dhu Hall and its Inmates;
A NoveL 3 vols. Crown; cloth. 3zs 6d.
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Constantia. BytheAuthorof "One Only." vOs. crown8vo. 21S.
Cook (D.) Young Mr. Nightingale. A Novel. 3 vols.

Crown 8vo., cloth. 31s. 6d.

- The Banns of Marriage. 2 vols. crown 8vo. 21s.
Courtship and a Campaign; a Story of the Milanese Volun-

teers of x866, under Garibaldi. By M. DAiN. 2 vols. C 8vo. sr.
Cradock Nowell. See Blackmore.
Craik (Mrs.) The Adventures of a Brownie, by the Author

of " John Halifax, Gentleman." With numerous Illustrations by Miss
.PATERSoN. Square cloth, extra gilt edges. 5s.

A Capital Book for a School Prize for Children from Seven to Fourteen.
Craik (Miss G.) Without Kith or Kin. 3 vols. crown Svo.

31s. 6d.

Hero Trevelyan. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 21S.
Cumming (Miss C. F. G.) From thé Hebrides to the

Hirnalayas; Eighteen Month's Wanderings in Western Isles and
Eastern Highlands. By Miss CONSTANCE F. GORDON CUMMING, with
very numerous Full-page and other Woodcut Illustrations, from'the
Author's own Drawings. 2 vols., medium 8vo., cloth extra. 42s.

Cummins (Maria S.) Haunted Hearts (Low's Copyright
Series). .i6mo. boards. zs. 6d cloth, 2s.

Curley (E. A.) Nebraska; its Advantages, Resources, and
Drawbacks. With Maps and Illustrations. 8vo., cloth extra. i2s. 6d.

ANA (R. H.) Two Years before the Mast and
Twenty-four years After. New Edition, with Notes and
Revisions. z2mo. 6s.

in Dana (Jas. D.) Corals and Coral Islands. Nume
rous Illustrations, charts, &c. New and Cheaper Edition, with numerous
important Additions and Corrections. Crown Svo. cloth extra. 8s. 6d.

"Professed geologists and zoologists, as well as general readers, wll
find Professor Dana's book in every way worthy of their attention."
-The Athenoeum.

Daughter (A)of Heth, by WM. BLAcK. Thirteenth and Cheaper
edition. z vol. crown 8vo. 6s.

Davies (Wm.) The' Pilgrimage of the Tiber, from its
Mouth to its Source; with some account of its Tributaries. 8vo., with
many very fine Woodcuts and a Map, cloth extra. Second Edition. '8s.

A Fine Old English Gentleman, Exemplified in the
Life and Character of Lord Collingwood : a Biographical Study. By
WILLIAm DAVIEs, Author of "The Pilgrimage of the Tiber," &c. r vol.
crown 8vo., cloth extra. 6s. [Ready.

N.B.-This little volume is enriched by a very fine Portrait, engraved
by C. H. Jeens, àfter a mezzotint by Charles Turner from a painting in
the possession of Lady Collingwood in 1811.

* A few Engraver's proofs of the Portrait printed on large paper, suit-
able for the portfolio or for framing. 5s.
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De Witt (Madame Guizot). An Only Sister. VoL V.
of the "Joha Halifax" Series of Girls' Books. With Six Illustrations.
Small post 8vo. cloth. 4s.

Dodge (Mrs. M.) See Hans Brinker.
Doré's Spain. See Spain.
Dougall's ,(J. D.) Shooting; its Appliances, Practice, and

Purpose. See Shooting.
Duer's Marine Insurance. z vols. 31. 3$.
Duplessis (G.) Wonders of Engraving. With numerous

Illustrations and Photographs. 8vo. z2s. 64

CHOES of the Heart. See Moody.
English Catalogue of Books (The). Published

during 1863 to 1871 inclusive, comprising aiso the Important
American Publications.

This Volume, occupying over 450 Pages, shows the Titles of 32,000

New Books and New Editions issued during Nine Years, with the Size,
Price, and Publisher's Name, the Lists of Learned Societies, Printing
Clubs, and other Literary Associations, and the Books issued by them ; as
also the Publisher's Series and Collections-altogether forming an indis-
pensable adjunct to the Bookseller's Establishment, as well as to every
Learned and Literary Club and Association. 30s. half-bound.

*** The previous Volume, 1835 to 1862, of which a very few remain on
sale, price 21. 5s. ; as also the Index Volume, 1837 to 1857, price xl. 6s.

Supplements, 1863, 1864, 1865, 3s. 6d. each; 1866,
1867 to 1874, 5s. each.

English Writers, Chapters for Self-improvement in English
Literature ; by the author of "The Gentle Life." 6s.

Matrons and their Profession; With some Con-
siderations as to its Various Branches, its National Value, and the
Education it requires. By M. L. F., Writer of " My Life, and what
shall I do with it." " Battle of the Two Philosophies,'" and " Strong
and Free." Crown 8vo., cloth, extra, 7s. 6d.

English Painters of the Georgian Era. Hogarth to
Turner. Biographical Notices. Illustratcd with 48 permanent Photo-
graphs, after the most celebrated Works. Demy 4to., cloth extra. 18s.

[Ready.
Erckmann-Chatrian. Forest House and Catherine's

Lovers. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d
The Brothers Rantzau: A Story of the Vosges.

2 vols. crown 8vo. cloth. 21s. New Edition. z vol., profusely illus-
trated. Cloth extra. 5$.

Evans (C.) Over the Hills and Far Away. By C. EvANS,
Author of " A Strange Friendship." One Volume, crown 8vo., cloth-
extra, Ios. 6d.

A Strange Friendship. Crown 8vo., cloth. 5.
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Evans (T. W.) History of the American Ambulance,
established in Paris during the Siege of 1870-71. Together with the
Details of its Method and its Work. By THomAs W. EvANS, M.D.,
D. D. S. Imperial 8vo., with numerous illustrations, cloth extra, price
35s.

E. V. B.'s Beauty and the Beast. See Beauty and the
Beast.

AITH GARTNEY'S Girlhood, by the Author of
"The Gayworthys. " Fcap. with Coloured Frontispiece. 3s. 6d.

Favel (The) Children. Three Little Portraits.
Crown 12mo. Four Illustrations. Cloth gilt. 4s.
"'A very useful and clever story."-2'o/în Bull.

Few (A) Hints on Proving Wills. Enlarged Edition, sewed.

Field (M. B.) Memories of Many Men and of some
Women. Post 8vo., cloth. xos. 6d.

Fields (J. T.) Yesterdays with Authors. Crown 8vo. ios.6d.
Flammarion (C.) The Atmosphere. Translated from the

French of CAMILLr FLAMMARION. Edited by JAMEs GLAISHER,
F.R.S., Superintendent of the Magnetical and Meteorological Depart-
ment of tie Royal Observatory at Greenwich. With io beautiful
Chromo-Lithographs and 8 woodcuts. Royal 8vo. cloth extra, bevelled
boards. 30s.

Fleming's (San-dford) Expedition. See Ocean to Ocean.
Flemish and French Pictures. With Notes concerning

the Painters and their Works by F. G. STEPHENs, Author of " Flemish
SRelics," " Memnoirs of Sir Ed win Landseer," &c. Small 4to. cloth extra,
bevelled boards, gilt sides, back, and edges. i. Ss.

Fletcher and Kidder's Brazil and the Brazillians. En-
tirely new edition. [in the fress.

Fogg's (W. P.) Arabistar; or. the Land of " The Arabian
Nights." Being Travels through Egypt, Arabia,and Persia to Bagdad.
By WILLIAM PERRY FoGG, M.A. Demy 8vo., with numerous Illustra-
tions, cloth extra. z4s.

Fool of the Family, and other Tales. By JOHN DANGER-
FIELD. 2 vOlS., crown 8vO. 21S.

Forbes (J. G.) Africa: Geographical Exploration and
Christian Enterprise, from the Earliest Times to the Present. By
J. GRuAI FORBES. Crown 8vo., cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Forrest (John) Explorations in Australia; being Mr. John
Forrest's Personal Accounts of his Journeys: ist. In Search of Dr.
Leichardt and Party. 2nd. From Perth or Adelaide, around the Great
Australian Bight. 3rd.. From Champion Bay across the Desert to the
Telegraph and to Adelaide. r vol. demy 8vo., cloth, with several Illus-
trations from the Author's Sketches, drawn on wood by G. F. Angas, and
3 Maps. 16s.
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Forrest's (R. W.) Gleanings from the Pastures of Tekoa.
By ROBERT WILLIAM FORREST, M.A., Vicar of St. Jude's, South Ken-
sington. Contents:-The Words of Amos-National Evils-National
Privileges-Serious Questions-The Great Meeting -At Ease in Zion-
Intercessory Prayer-Summer Fruit--The Word of the Lord-Hearing
the Word-Last Words. z vol. small post 8vo., 26o pp., cloth extra 6s.

Franc (Maude Jeane) Emily's Choice, an Australian Tale.
z vol. small post Svo. With a Frontispiece by G. F. ANGAS. 5s.

Hall's Vineyard. Small post 8vo., cloth. 4s.

John's Wife. A Story of Life in South Australia.
Small post 8vo., cloth extra. 4s.

Marian, or the Light of Some One's Home. Fcp.
3rd Edition, with Frontispiece. 5s.

Silken Cords and Iron Fetters. 4.ç.

Vermont Vale. Small post 4to., with Frontispiece• 5s.

Minnie's Mission. Small post Svo., with Frontis.
piece. 4s.

Friswell (J. H.) See Gentle Life Series.

One of Two. 3 vols, il. i is. 6d.

Friswell (Laura.) The Gingerbread Maiden; and other
Stories. .With Illustration. Square cloth. 3s. 6d.

ARVAGH (Lord) The Pilgrim of Scandinavia.
By LoRD GARvAGH, B.A., Christ Church, Oxford, and Mem-
ber of the Alpine Club. 8vo., cloth extra, with Illustrations.

os. 6d.

"Although of late there has been no lack of works on Ice-
land, this little volume is written with so much freshness and vivacity that
it will be read with interest and pleasure."-Standard.

Gayworthys (The), a Story of New England Life. Smal
post 8vo. 3s. 6d

Gems of Dutch Art. Twelve Photographs from finest Engra-
vings in British Museum. Sup. royal 4to. cloth extra. 25s.

Gentle Life (Queen Edition). 2 vols. in i. Small 4to. ios. 6d.
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THE GENTLE LIFE SERIES. Printed in
Elzevir, on Toned Paper, handsomely bound, form-
ing suitable Volumes for Presents. Price 6s. each;
or in calf extra, price i os. 6d.

The Gentle Life. Essays in aid of the Formation of Cha-
racter of Gentlemen and Gentlewomen. Tenth Edition.

"Deserves to be printed in letters of gold, and circulated in every
house."-Cham&rs' <our7naL

About in the World. Essays by the Author of "The Gentle
Life."

" It is not easy to open it at any page without finding some handy
idea."-Morning Post.

Like unto Christ. A New Translation -of the " De Imita-
tione Christi " usually ascribed to Thomas à Kempis. With a Vignette
from an Original Drawing by Sir Thomas Lawrence. Second Edition.

"Could not be presented in a more exquisite form, for a more sightly
volume was never seen."-Illurtrated London News.

Familiar Words. An Index Verborum, or Quotation Hand-
book. Affording an immediate Reference to Phrases and Sentences
that have become embedded in the English language. Second and en-
larged Edition.

"The most extensive dictionary of quotation we have met with."-
Notes and Queris.

Essays by Montaigne. Edited, Compared, Revised, and
Annotated by the Author of "The Gentle Life." With Vignette Por-
trait. Second Edition.

"We should be glad if any words of ours could help to bespeak a large
circulation for this handsome attractive book."-Illustrated Times.

The Countess of Pembroke's Arcadia. Written by Sir
PiimuP SiDNEY. Edited, with Notes, bpy the Author of "The Gentle
Life." Dedicated, by»permission,-to the Earl of Derby. 7s. 6d.

" All the best things in the Arcadia are retained intact in Mr. Fris-
well's edition.-Examiner.

The Gentle Life. Second Series. Seventh Edition.
"There is not a single thought in the volume that does not contribute in

some measure to the formation of a £rue gentleman.-Daiy News.
Varia: Readings from Rare Books. Reprinted, by per-

mission, from the Saturday Review, SpÉectator, &c.
"The books discussed in this volume are no less valuable than they

are rare, and the compiler is entitled to the gratitude of the public."
-Observer.

The Silent Hour: Essays, Original and Selected. By
the Author of "The Gentle Life." Third Edition.

"All who possess the 'Gentle Life' should own this volume."-
Standard.
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Essays on English Writers, for the Self-improvement of
Students in English Literature.

"To all (both men and women) who have neglected to read and study
their native literature we would certainly suggest the volume before us
as a fitting introduction."-Examiner.

Other People's Windows. By J. HAIN FRISWELL. Second
Edition.

"The chapters are so lively in themselves, so mingled with shrewd
views of human nature, so full of illustrative anecdotes, that the reader
cannot fail to be amused."-MorningPost.

A Man's Thoughts. By J. HAIN FRISWELL.

German Primer; being an Introduction to First Steps in
German. By M. T. PREU. 2s. 6d.

Getting On in the World; or, Hints on Success in Life.
By WILLUM MATHEws, LL.D. Small post 8vo., cloth extra, bevelled
edges. 6s.

Girdlestone (C.) Christendom. 12mo. 3$.

Family Prayers. I2mo. Is. 6d.

Glover (Rev. R.) The Light of the Word. Third Edition.
S8mo. 2S. 6d

Goethe's Faust. With Illustrations by Konewka. Small 4to,
Price zos. 6d

Gospels (Four), with Bida's Illustrations. See Bida.

Gouffé: The Royal Cookery Book. By JULES GOTTFFÉ;
translated and adapted for English use by. ALIPHONSE GoUFFE, head
pastrycook to Her Majesty the Queen. Illustrated with large plates.
printed in colours. 16z woodcuts. Svo, cloth extra, gilt.edges. 2. 2s.

Domestic Edition, half-bound. Ios. 6d. -
"By far the ablest and most complete work on cookery that has ever

been submitted to the gastronomical world."-PalZMall Gazette.

The Book of Preserves ; or, Receipts for Preparing
and Preserving Meat, Fish sait and smoked, Terrines, Gelatines, Vege-
tables, Fruits, Confitures. Syrups, Liqueurs de Famille, Petits Fours.
Bonbons, &c. &c. u vol, royal 8vo., containing upwards of son Receipts
and 34 Illustrations. sos. 6d.

Royal Book of Pastry and Confectionery. ByJULES
GoUFFÉ, Chef-de-Cuisine of the Paris Jockey Club. Royal Svo. Illus-
trated with so Chromo-lithographs and 137 Woodcuts, from Drawings
from Nature by E. Monjat, cloth extra,.gilt edges, 35.
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Gouraud (Mdlle.) Four Gold Pieces. Numerous Illus-
trations. Small post Svo., cloth. 2s. 6d. See aso Rose Library.

Gower (Lord Ronald). Hand-book to the Art Galleries,
Public and Private, of Belgium and Holland. z8mo., cloth. 5s.

. The Castle Howard Portraits. 2 vols. Folio, cloth
extra. 46 6s.

Greek Testament. See Novum Testament.
Guizot's History of France. Translated by ROBERT BLACK.

Royal Svo. Numerous Illustrations. Vols. I. II. III. and IV., cloth
extra, each 24s.; in Parts, 2s. each (to be completed in one more volume).

Will be comf leted about May, 1876.
Guyon (Mad.) Life. By Upham. Sixth Edition. Crown

8vo. 6s.

- A Short Method of Prayer and Spiritual Torrents.
Translated from the F ench osiginal of Madame DE LA MOTHE GuooN.
12mo., cloth extra. . [Now ready.

Guillemin. Comets. Translated and Edited by JAMES
GLAISHER. Numerous Chromos and other Illustrations, [in Press.

Guyot (A.) Physical Geography. By ARNOLD GUYoT,
Author of " Earth and Man." In s volume, large 4to., 128 pp., nume-
rous coloured Diagrams, Maps and Woodcuts, price sos. 6d., strong
boards.

ACKLANDER (F. W.) Bombardier H. and
Corporal Dose; or, Military Life in Prussia. First
Series. The Soldier in Time of Peace. Translated (by per-
mission of the Author) from the German of F. W. Hackländer.
By F. E. R. and H. E. R. Crown 8vo., cloth extra, e.

Hale (E. E.) In His Name; a Story of the Dark Ages.
Small post 8vo., cloth, 3s. 6d.

Half-Length Portraits. Short Studies of Notable Persons.
By OLIVER ST. JAMES. Small Post 8vo., cloth extra. 6s. [Skortly.

Hall (S. P.) Sketches from an Artist's Portfolio. See
Sketches.

Hall (W. W.) How to Live Long; or, 1,408 Health
Maxims, Physical, Mental, and Moral. By W. W. HALL, A.M.,
M.D. Small post, 8vo:, cloth. 2s. Second Edition. [Ready.

" We can cordially commend it to all who wish to possess the mens
sana in coùrjore sano."-Standard.

Hans Brinker; or, the Silver Skates. An entirely New
Edition, with 59 Full-page and other Woodcuts. Square crown 8vo.,
cloth extra. 7s. 6d. [Ready.

N.B.-This is an Edition de Luxe of an old fávourite.

Harper's Handbook for Travellers in Europe and the
East. New Edition, 1875. Post 8vo. Morocco tuck, il. sas. 6d.
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Hawthorne (Mrs. N.) Notes in England and Italy. Crown
Svo. ros. 6d

Hayes (Dr.) Cast Away in the Cold; an Old Man's Story
of a Young Man's Adventures. By Dr. L IsAAc HAYs, Author of
"The Open Polar Sea." With numerous Illustrations. Gilt edges, 6s.

-The Land of Desolation; Personal Narrative of Ad-
ventures in Greenland. Numerous Illustrations. Demy 8vo., cloth
extra. 14s.

Hazard (S.) Santo Domingo, Past and Present; With a
Glance at Hayti. With upwards of One Hundred and Fifty beautiful
Woodcuts and Maps, chiefly from Designs and Sketches by the Author.
Demy 8vo. cloth extra. x8s.

Hazard (S.) Cuba with Pen and Pencil. Over 300 Fine
Woodcut Engravings. New edition, 8vo. cloth extra. z5s.

Hazlitt (William) The Round Table. (Bayard Series.)
2s. 6d

Healy (M.) Lakeville. 3 vols. Il. i is. 6d.

A Summer's Romance. Crown Svo., cloth. ios. 6d.

The Home Theatre. Small post Svo. 3s. 6d.

Out of the World. A Novel. Three Volumes,
crown 8vo, cloth extra. L xxs. 6d.

Hearth Ghosts. By the Author of "Gilbert Rugge." 3 Vols.
xZ xx. 6d.

Heber's (Bishop) Illustrated Edition of Hymns. With
upwards of roo Designs engraved in the first style of art under the
superintendence of J. D. CooPR. Small 4to. Handsomely bound,
7s. 6d.

Henderson (A.) Latin Proverbs and Quotations; with
Translations and Parallel Passages, and a copious English Index. By
ALFRED HENDERSON. Fcap. 4to., 530 pP. zos. 6d

Higginson (T. W.) Atlantic Essays.. Smal post Svo. 6s.

Young Folks' History of the United States. Small
post Svo., cloth. 6s.

Hitherto. By the Author of " The Gayworthys." New Edition.
cloth extra. 3s. 6d. Also in Low's American Series. Double VoL 2s. 6d

Hofmann (Carl) A Practical Treatise on the Manufac-
ture of Paper in all its Branches. Illustrated by One Hundred and
Ten Wood Engravings, and Five large Folding Plates. l One Volume,
4to, cloth ; about 400 pages. 31. t3s. 6d.
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Holland (Dr.) Kathrina and Titcomb's Letters. Se Low's
Arnerican Series.

Mistress of the Manse. 2s. 6d. Seealso Rose Library.

Holmes (Oliver W.) The Guardian Angel; a Romance.
2 VOIs. 6r.

(Low's Copyright Series.) Boards, is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s.

Songs in Many Keys. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Mechanism in Thought and Morals. i2mo. is. 6.

Horace (Works of). Translated literally into English Prose.
By C. SuAr, A.M. New edition. 18 mo., cloth. 2s.

How to Live Long. See HALL.

Hugo (Victor) " Ninety-Three." Translated by FRANK
LE BENEDICT and J. NIN FRISWErLL. New Edition. Illustrated.
One vol. crown 8vo. 6s.

- Toilers of the Sea. Crown Svo. 6s.; fancy boards,
w.; cloth, s. 6t. ; Illustrated Edition, ros. 6d

Hunt (Leigh) and S. A. Lee, Elegant Sonnets, with
Essay on Sonneteers. 2 vols. 8vo. 18.

Day by the Fire. Fcap. 6s. 6a.

Hutchinson (Thos.) Summer Rambles in Brittany. Il-
lusrated. [SIortly.

Hymnal Companion to Book of Common Prayer. See
Bickersteth.

LLUSTRATIONS of China and its People.
By J. THomsoN, F.R.G.S. Being Photographs from the
Author's Negatives, printed in permanent Pigments by the
Autotype Process, and Notes from Personal Observatior

*, The complete work embraces 200 Photographs, with Letter-press
Descriptions of the Places and People represented. Four Volumes,
imperial 4tm, each.43 3s.

Illustrated Books, suitable for Christmas, Birthday, or
Wedding Presents. (The fuil titles of which will be found
in the Alphabet.)

Adventures of a Young Naturalist. 7s. 6d.
Alexander's Bush Fighting. x6s.
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Illustrated Books, contnued-

Andersen's Fairy Tales. 25e.
Arctic Regions. Illustrated. 25 guineas.
Art, Pictorial and Industrial. New Series, Vols. I. to III., 18s. each.
Bida's Gospels. 3 . 3s. each.
Blackburn's Art in the Mountains. s2s.

Artists and Arabs. 7s. 6d.
- Harz Mountains. zes.

Norrnandy Picturesque. 16s.
- Travelling in Spain. sGs.

- The Pyrenees. s8s.
Butler's Great Lone Land. 7s. 6d.

Wild North Land. 7s. 6d.
Akim-foo. 7s. 6d.

Cadogan (Lady) Games of Patience. s2s. 6d
Chefs-d'oeuvre of Art. 41. 54s. 6d.
China. Illustrated. 4 vols. 31. 3s. each vol.
Choice Books. 2s. 6d each. Se Choice Editions.
Davies's Pilgrimage of the Tiber. s8s.
D'Avillier's Spain. Illustrated by DoRi. 3. 3s.
Dream Book, by E. V. B. sas. 6e
Flammarion's The Atmosphere. 3os.
Goethe's Faust, illustrations by P. KoNEWxA. sos. 6d.
Gouflé's Royal Cookery Book.- Coloured plates 42=.

- Ditto. Popular edition. sos. 6d
Book of Preserves. zos. 6d

Hans Brinker. 7s. 6d.
Hazard's Santa Domingo. i&.

- Cuba. zss.
Heber (Bishop) Hynns. Illustrated edition. 7s. 6d.
How to Build a House. By VIOLLET-IE-DUC. 8vo. s2s.
Jacquemart's History of the Ceramic Art. 42s.

oldewey's North German Polar Expedition. xl. i5s.
MacGahan's Campaigning on the Oxus. 7s. 6d.
Markham (Capt.) Whaling Cruise-to Baffin's Bay. 7s. 6d.
Markham(Clements) Threshold of the Unknown Region. sos. 6d.
Markham's Cruise of the Rosario. s6s.
Masterpieces of the Pitti Palace. 31. s. 6d.
Milton's Paradise Lost. (Martin's plates). 31.13s. 6d
My Lady's Cabinet. 21s.
Palliser (Mrs.) History of Lace. 21s.

Historic Devices, &c. 21s.
Pike's Sub-Tropical Rambles. x8s.
Read's Leaves from a Sketch Book. 25S.
Red'Cross Knight (The). 25s.
Schiller's Lay of the Bell. :4s.
Stanley's How I Found Livingstone. 7s. 6d.

- Coomassie and Magdala. s6s.
Sullivan's Dhow Chasing. x6s.
Thompson's Old English Homes. 27. 2s.
Thomson's Straits of Malacca. 21s.
Verne (Jules) Books. 12 vols. See Alphabet.
Werner (Carl) Nile Sketches. 2 Series, each 3. 'os.
Wilson's Rambles in Northern India. 21s.

In the Isle of Wight. Two volumes, crown Svo., cloth. 21s.
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ACK HAZARD, a Story of Adventure by J. T.
TizowsaaixsH. Nsnnerus illustrations, smail post y. 6&.

Jackson (H.) Argus Fairbairne; or, a Wrong
Never Righted. By HENRY JACKSON, Author of "Hearth

Ghosts," &c. Three volumes, crown svo., cloth, 31s. 6d

Jacquemart (J.) History of the Ceramic Art: Descriptive
and Analytical Study of the Potteries of all Times and of all Nations.
By ALBERT JACQUEMART. 200 Woodcuts by H. Catenacci and J.
Jacquemart. 12 Steel-plate Engravings, and r,ooo Marks and Mono-
grams. Translated by Mrs. BURT PALLIs. In i vol., super royal
Svo., of about 700 pp., cloth extra, gilt edges, 4.S. [Ready.

" This is one of those few gift books which, while they can certainly
lie on a table and look beautiful, can also be read through with real
pleasure and profit."-Tmes.

Jessup (H. H.) The Women of the Arabs. With a Chapter
for Children. By the Rev. HENRY HARRIS JEssuP, D.D., seventeen
years American Missionary in Syria. Crown Svo., cloth extra, ros. 6d.

Jilted. A Novel. 3 vols. Second Edition. il. uis. 6d.

John Holdsworth, Chief Mate. By the Author of " Jilted."
3 vols., crown 8vo. Second Edition. 31$. 6d

Johnson (R. B.) Very Far Wes.t Indeed. A few rough
Experiences on the North-West Pacific Coast. Cr. 8vo. cloth. zos. 6d.
New Edition-the Fourth, fancy boards. s.

ENNAN (G.) Tent Life in Siberia. 3rd edition. 6s.

Kennaway (L. J.) Crusts. A Settler's Fare due
South; or, Life in New Zealand. Illustrations by the
Author. Crown 8vo., cloth extra. se.

Kennedy's (Capt. W. R.) sSporting « Adventures in the
Pacific. With Illustrations. [Skortly.

King (Clarence) Mountaineering in the Sierra Nevada.
crown 8vo. Third and Cheaper Edition, cloth extra. 6s.

The Times says "If we judge his descriptions by the vivid im-
pressions they leave, we feel inclined to give them very high praise.»

Koldewey (Capt.) The Second North German Polar
Expedition in the Year 1869-70, of the Ships "Germania" and
" Hansa," under command of Captain Koldewey. Edited and con-
densed by H. W. BATES, Esq., and Translated by Louis MERCIER,
M.A. (Oxon.) Numerous Woodcuts, Maps, and Chromo-lithographs.
Royal 8vo, cloth extra. L ises.
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ANE (Laura C. M.) Gentleman Verschoyle.
3 vol&S, i is. 6d.

Lang (Dr. J. D.) An Historical and Statistical
Account of New South Wales, from the Founding.of the

Colony in 1788 to the present day, including details of the remarkable dis-
coveries of Gold, Copper, and Tin in that Colony. By JoHN DUMmoRE
LANG, D.D., A.M., Senior Minister of the Scotch Church, Sydney.
Fourth Edition. In 2 vols., crown 8vo, cloth extra. zl. xs.

Lang (Dr. J. D.) The Coming Event. Svo. I2s.
Leared (A.). Morocco and the Moors. Being an Account

of Travels, with a general Description of the Country and its People.
By ARTHUR LEARED. M.D., Memiier of the Royal Irish Academy, and
of the Icelandic Literary Society. With Illustrations, 8vo., cloth extra,
z8s.

Leavitt's (Professor J. M.) New World Tragedies.
Le Duc (V.) How to Build a House. ByVIOLLET LE DUC,

Author of "The Dictionary of Architecture," &c. Numerous Illustra-
tions, Plans &c. One vol., medium 8vo, cloth, gilt edges. Seccid Edi-
tion. x2s.

Annals of a Fortress. Numerous Illustrations and
Diagrams. Demy 8vo, cloth. extra. 15s.

The Habitations of Man in ail Ages. By E. VIOLLET-
z.x-Doc. Illustrated by ro3 Woodcuts. Translated by BENJAMIN
BUCKNALL, Architect. 8v6., cloth extra. i6s.

- Lectures on Architecture. By VIOLLET-LE-DUC.
Translated from the F7rench by BENJAMIN BUcKNALL, Architect. In 2
vols., royal 8vo., 31. 3s• [In the Press.

On Restoration. By VIOLLET-LE-DUc, and a Notice
of his Works in connection with the Historical Monuments of France.
By CHARLEs WETHERED. Crown Svo., with a Portrait on Steel of
VIoLLEr-LE-DUc, cloth extra, 2s. 6d. [eady.

Lessing's Laocoon: an Essay upon the Limits of Painting
and Poetry, with remarks illustrative of various points in the History of
Ancient Art. By GOTTHOLD EPrnAIM LESSING. A New Translation
by ELLEN FEOTHINGHAM, crown 8vo. cloth extra. 5s-

L'Estrange (Sir G. B.) Recollections of Sir George
B. L'Estrange. With Heliotype reproductions. 8vo. cloth extra. 14s.

Lindsay (W. S.) History of Merchant Shipping and
.Ancient Commerce. Over z5o Illustrations, Maps, and Charts. la
4 vols., demy Svo. cloth extra. Vols. i and 2, 21S. each; vols. 3 and 4,
24.. each ; 4 vols. £4 os.

"Another standard work."- The Times.
Little Preacher. 32mo. Is.
Locker (A.) The Village Surgeon. A Fragment of Auto-

biography. By AR-THUR LocKER, Author of "Sweet Seventeen."
Crown Svo., cloth. New Edition. 3s. 6d.
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Low's German Series.
Tie attention of the Heads of Colleges and Schools is respectfully directed
to this New Series of German School Books, which has been projected
with a view to supply a long-felt want, viz. : thoroughly reliable Text-
Books, edited by German scholars of the highest reputation, and at a
price which will bring them within the reach of all. The Series will
comprse :-
a. The Illustrated German Primer. Being the easiest introduction

to the study of Gernan for all beginners. is.
2. The Children's Own German Book. A Selection of Amusing
- and Instructive Stories in Prose. Edited by Dr. A. L. MmssNER,

Professor of Modern Languages in the Queen's University in Ire-
land. Small post 8vo., cloth. rs. 6d.

3. The First German Reader, for Children from ten to fourteen.
Edited by Dr. A. L. MissNER. Small post 8vo., cloth. rs. 6d.

4. The Second German Reader. Edited by Dr. A. L. MmssNER.
Small post 8vo., cloth. as. 6d. [In prejaration.

Buchheim's Deutsche Prosa. Two volumes, soldseparately:-
5. Schiller's Prosa. Containing Selections from the Prose Works of

Schiller, with Notes for English Students. By Dr. BUCHHEIM, Pro-
fessor of the German Language and Literature, King's College,
London. Small post 8vo. 2s. 6d. [Ready.

6. Goethe's Prosa. Containing Selections from the Prose Works of
Goethe, with Notes for English Students. By Dr. BUCHHEIM.
Small post 8vo. [Infrqearation.

Low's Half-Crown Series, choicely bound, cloth, gilt edges,
small post 8vo.

x. Sea-Gull Rock. By JuLEs SANDEAU. Numerous Illustrations.
2. The House on Wheels. By Madame STOLZ. Numerous Illus-

trations.
3. The Mistress of the Manse. By Dr. HOLLAND.
4. Undine, and the Two Captains. By FoUQuÉ. Illustrations.
5. Draxy Miller's Dowry and the Elder's Wife.
6. The Four Gold Pieces. By Madame Gou5AuD. Numerous

Illustrations.
7. Picciola; or, The Prison Flower. By X. B. SAINTINE. Nume-

rous Illustrations.
8. Robert's Holidays. Profusely Illustrated.
9. The Two Children of St. Domingo. Profusely Illustrated.

2o. The'Pearl of Orr's Island.
xx. The Minister's Wooing.
&2. Aunt Jo's Scrap Bag.

Low's Copyright and Cheap Editions of American
Authors, comprising Popular Works, reprinted by arrange-
ment with their Authors:-
m. Haunted Hearts. By the Author of" The Lamplighter."
2. The Guardian Angel. By " The Autocrat ofthe Breakfast Table."
3. The Minister's Wooing. By the Author of " Uncle Tom's Cabin."
4. Views Afoot. By BAYARD TAYLoR.
5. Kathrina, Her Life and Mine. By J. G. HoLLAND.
6. Hans Brinker: or. Life in Holland. By Mrs. DoDE.
7. Men, Women, and Ghosts. By Miss PHELPS.
8. Society and Solitude. By RALPH WALDO EMERSON.
9. Hedged In. By E'izzABETH PHELPS.
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Low's Copyright and Cheap Editions, continued-
xz. Faith Gartney.
12. Stowe's Old Town Folks. 2s. 6d.; cloth, 3s.
13. Lowell's Study Windows.
z4. My Summer in a Garden.. By CH3AIEs DUDLEY WARNER.
x5. Pink and White Tyranny. By Mrs. SToWE.
x6. We Girls. By Mrs. WHITNEY.

17. Other Girls. By Mrs. WHITNEY. 2s.
20. Back-Log Studies. By CHARLSs DUDIEY WARNER, Author of

"My Summer in a Garden."
"This is a delightful book."--Atlantic Monthly.

22. Hitherto. By Mrs. T. D. WHITNEY. Double Volume, 2s. 6d.
fancy flexible boards.

23. Farn Ballads. by WilL Carleton. is.

Low's Standard Library of Travel and Adventure.
Crown 8vo.' Bound uniformly in cloth extra.

i. The Great Lone Land. By W. F. BUTLER. With Illustrations
and Map. Fifth Edition. 7s. 6d.

2. The Wild North Land : the Story of a Winter Journey with
Dogs across Northern North America. By W. F. BUTLER. With
numerous Woodcuts and a Map. Fifth Edition. 7s. 6d.

3. How I Found Livingstone. By H. M. STANLEY. Introductory
Chapter on the Death of Livingstone, with a Brief Memoir. 7s. 6d.

4. The Threshold of the Unknown Region. By C. R. MARK-
HAM. With Maps and Illustrations. Fourth Edition, with Addi-
tional Chapters. ios. 6d.

5. A Whaling Cruise to Baffin's Bay and the Gulf of Boothia.
By A. H. MARKHAM. New Edition. Two Maps and several
Illustrations. 7s. 6d.

6. Campaigning on the Oxus. By J. A. MAcGABAN. Fourth
Edition. 7s. 6d. iShortly.

7. Akim-foo : the History of a Failure. By MAJoR W. F. BUTLER.
New edition. 7s. 6d.

* Other rolumes in rejaration.

Low's Standard Novels. Crown 8vo. 6s. each, cloth extra.
Three Feathers. By WILLIAM BLACK.
A Daughter of Heth. Thirteenth Edition. By W. BLACK. With

Frontispiece by F. WALKER, A.R.A.
Kilmeny. A Novel. By W. BLACK.
In Silk Attire. By W. BLACK.
Alice Lorraine. By R. D. BLACKMORE.
Lorna Doone. By R. D. BLACKMORE. Eighth Edition.
Cradock Nowell. By R. D. BLACKMORE.
Clara Vaughan. By R. D. BLACKMORE.
Innocent. By Mrs. OLIPHANT. Eight Illustrations.
Work : a Story of Experience. By LoUIsA M. ALCOTT. Illustrations.

(See also "Rose Library.")
Mistress Judith: a Cambridgeshire Story. By C. C. FRAzER-

TYTLER.
Ninety-Three. By VICTOR HUGO. Numerous illustrations.

Low's Handbook to the Charities of London for 1874.
Edited and Revised to February, 1875, by CHARLES MACKESON, F.S.S.,
Editor of "A Guide to the Churches of London and its Suburbs," &c
Price a's.
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Linn (J. C.) Only Eve. 3 vols. 31s. 6d.

Lyne (A. A.) The Midshipman's Trip to Jerusalem.
With illustration. Third Edition. Crown 8vo., cloth. zos. 6d

Lyra Sacra Americana. Gems of American Poetry, selected
and arranged, with Notes and Biographical Sketches, by C. D. CLEvE-
LAND, D. ). author of the " Milton Concordance." i8mo. 4s. 6d.

AC GAHAN (J. A.) Campaigning on the Oxus
and the Fall of Khiva. With Map and numerous Illustra-
tions. Fourth Edition. Small post 8vo., cloth extra, 7s. 6d.
See also Low's Library of Travel and Adventure.

Under the Northern .Lights; or, The Cruise of the
Pandora to Peel's Straits in Search of Sir John Franklin's Papers. With
Illustrations by Mr. DE WYLDE, who accompanied the Expedition.
Demy 8vo., cloth extra. [Shortly.

Macgregor (John,) " Rob Roy " on the Baltic. Third
Edition, smsll post 8vo. 2s. 6d.

A Thousand Miles in the " Rob Roy" Canoe.
Eleventh Edition. Small post, 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Description of the " Rob Roy " Canoe, with
plans, &c. is.

The Voyage Alone in the Yawl " Rob Roy.'
Second Edition. Small post, 8vo. 5$.

Mahony (M. F.) A Chronicle of the Fermors; Horace
Walpole in Love. By M. F. MAnoav. 2 vols. demy 8vo., with
steel portrait. 24s.

Manigault, The Maid of Florence; or, a Woman's Ven-
geance. 3s. 6d.

March (A.) Anglo-Saxon Reader. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

-- Comparative Grammar of the Anglo-Saxon Lan-
guage. 8vo. 12s.

Marigold Manor. By Miss WARING. With Introduction by
Rev. A. SEWELL. With Illustrations. Small post 8vo. 4s.

Markham (A. H.) The Cruise of the " Rosario." By
A. H. MARKHAM, Commander, R.N. Svo. cloth extra, with Map and
Illustrations. z6s.

---- A Whaling Cruise to Baffin's Bay and the Gulf
of Boothia. With an Account of the Rescue, by his Ship, of the
Survivors of the Crew of the " Polaris ; " and a Description of Modern
Whale Fishing. Third and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 2 Maps
and several Illustrations. Cloth extra. 7s. 6d.
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Markham (C. R.) The Threshold of the Unknown Region.
Crown 8vo. with Four Maps. Fourth Edition. With additional chap-
ters, giving the history of our present expedition as far as known, and
an account of the cruise of the Pandora. Cloth extra. zos. 6d.

Marlitt (Miss) The Princess of the Moor. TauchnitzTrans-
lations.

Marsh (G. P.) Origin and History of the English Lan-
guage. 8vo. z6t.

- - The Earth, as modified by human action, being
a New Edition of " Man and Nature." Royal 8vo., cloth, z8s.

Lectures on the English Language. 8vo. I5s.

Martin's Vineyard. By Agnes Harrison. Crown Svo. cloth.
xos. 6d

Mason (C. W.) The Rape of the Gamp. 3 vols. 31s. 6d.

Masterpieces of the Pitti Palace, and other Picture Gal-
leries of Florence, with some Account of the Artists and
their Faintings. Atlas 4to. handsomely bound in cloth extra, gilt
edges. 31. z3s. 6d -

Maury (Commander) Physical Geography of the Sea and
its Meteorology. Being a Reconstruction and Enlargement ofhis former
Work; with illustrative Charts and Diagrams. New Edition. Crown
Evo. 6s.

Price ss 6d., a New Monthly Periodica. (See also page 47.)
Men of Mark; a Gallery of Contemporary Portraits

(taken from Life of the most emir ent men of the day). Printed in Per-
manent Photography. With brief Biographical Notices. A specimen
of the Photographs, mounted complete, will be forwarded on receipt of
six penny stamps.

"The miniatures now before us -retain the personal characteristics,
the expression peculiar to each face, and the air of the sitter, withgreat
goodforune. The book is sure to succeed as a serious companion to
'Vanity Fair.'"--A then&-um.

" It contains three splendid photographs, rendered permanent by th
Woodbury process, and is got up ln faultless style."-Globe.

Mercier (Rev. L.) Outlines of the Life of the Lord Jesus
Christ. a vols. crown 8vo. es.

Michell (N.) The Heart's Great Rulers, a Poem, and
Wanderings from the Rhine to the South Sea Islands. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Milton's Complete Poetical Works; with Concordance by
W. D. CLrvE.AND. New Edition. 8vo. sas.; morocco xs. ss.

Miss Doroth~y's Charge. By FRANK LEE BENEDICT, Author
of " My Cousin Elenor." 3 vols. crown 8vo. 31s. 6d.



Missionary Geography (The); a Manual of Missionary
Operations in all parts of the World, with Map and Illustrations. Fcap.
e. 6d.

Mistress Judith. A Cambridgeshire Story. By C. C.
FRASER-TYTLER, Author of "Jasmine Leigh." A New and Cheaper
Edition. In one volume, small post 8vo., cloth extra. 6s.

Mohr (E.). To the Victoria Falls of the Zambesi. By.
EDwARD MoiHR. Translated by N. D'ANvERs. Numerous Full-page
and other Woodcut Illustrations, and four beautiful Chromolithographs
and a Map. z vol., demy Svo., cloth extra. 24S.

Mongolia, Travels in. See Prejevalsky.

Monk of Monk's Own. 3 vols. 31:. 6d.

Montaigne's Essays. See Gentle Life Series.

Moody (Emma). Echoes of the Heart. A Collection of
upwards of 200 Sacred Poems. z6mo. cloth, gilt edges, price 3s. 6d.

Morocco, Adventures in. See ROHLFS.

--- and the Moors. See LEARED.

Mountain (Bishop) Life of. By his Son. 8vo. ros. 6d.

Mundy (D. L.) Rotomahana, or the Boiling Springs of
New Zealand. Sixteen large Permanent Photographs, with descrip-
tive Letterpress. By D. L. MuNDY. Edited by Dr. F. VON liocH-
STETTER. Imperial 4to. cloth extra. 42$. Second Edition.

My Cousin Maurice. A Novel. 3 vols. 'Cloth, 31s. 6d.

My Lady's Cabinet. Charmingly Decorated with Lovely
Drawings and Exquisite Miniatures.' Contains Seventy-five Pictures.
Royal 4to., and verj handsomely bound in cloth. il. zs.

APOLEON I., Recollections of. By Mrs. ABELL.
Third Edition. Revised with additional matter by her daugh-
ter, Mrs. CHARLES JOHNSTONE. Demy 8vo. With Steel
Portrait and Woodcuts. Cloth extra, gilt edges, ios. 6d.

Napoleon III. in Exile: The Posthumous Works and Un-
published Autographs. Collected and arranged by COUNT DE LA

CHAPELLE. Svo., cloth extra. 24s.

Narrative of Edward Crewe, The. Personal Adventures
and Experiences in New Zealand. Smail post 8vo., cloth extra. -S.

Never Again: a Novel. By Dr. MAYo, Author of "Kaloo-
lah." New and Cheaper Edition, in One Vol., smali post 8vo. 6s.
Cheapest edition, fancy boards, as.

List of Publicaions. 2g
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New Testament. The Authorized English Version; with the
various Readings from the most oelebrated Manuscripts, including the
Sinaitic, the Vatican, and the Alexandrian MSS., in English. With
Notes by the Editor, Dr. TIscHENDORF. The whole revised and care-
fully collected for the Thousandth Volume of Baron Tauchnitz's Collec-
tion. CloLn flexible, gilt edges, 2s. 6d ; cheaper style, 2s. ; or sewed,
xs. 6d.

Noel (Hon. Roden) Livingstone in Africa; a Poem.
By the Hon. RoDEsN NOEL, Author of 4 Beatrice," &c. Post 8vo., limp
cloth extra, 2s. 6d.

Nordhoff (C.) California : for Health, Pleasure, and Resi-
dence. A Book for Travellers and Setlers. Numerous Illustrations.
8vo., cloth extra. z2s. 6d.

-- Northern California, Oregon, and the Sandwich
Islands. Square 8vo., cloth extra, price i2s. 6d.

Nothing to Wear, and Two Millions. By WILLIAM
ALLEN BUTLER. Is.

Novum Testamentum Graece. Edidit OSCAR DE GEB-
HARDT. i8mo. cloth. 3s. 6d.

LD English Homes. See Thompson.

Old Fashioned Girl. See Alcott.

Old Masters. Da Vinci, Bartolomeo, Michael Angelo, Ro-
magna, Carlo Dolci, &c., &c. Reproduced in Photography from the
Celebrated Engravings by Longhi, Anderloni, Garavaglia, Toschi, and
Raimondi, in the "Collection of Prints and Drawings in the British
Museum, with Biographical Notices. By STEPHEN THOMPSON. Iniperial
folio, cloth extra. 31. z3s. 6d.

Oleographs. See page 45.
Oliphant (Mrs.) Innocent. A Tale of Modern Life. By

Mrs. OLIPHANT, Author of " The Chronicles of Carlingford," &c., &c.
With Eight full-page Illustrations. Small post 8vo.. cloth extra. 6s.

On the Rock. See Whitall.

One Only; A Novel. By Eleanor C. PRICE. 2 vols. Crown
, 8Vo., Cloth, 2IS.

Only Eve. By Mrs. J. CALBRAIr LUNN. Three Vols.
post 8vo. cloth. 31s. 6d.

Our American Cousins at Home. By VERA, Author of
" Under the Red Cross." Illustrated with Pen and Ink Sketches, by
the Author, and several fine Photographs. Crown 8vo, cloth. 9s.

Our Little Ones in Heaven. Edited by Rev. H. RoBBINS.
With Frontispiece after Sir JOSHUA REYNOLDs. Fcap. cloth extra. New
Edition, the Third, with Illustrations. Price ss. About March, 1876.
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ALLISER (Mrs.) A History of Lace, from the
Earliest Period. A New and Revised Edition, with addi-
tional cuts and text, with upwards of zoo Illustrations and
coloured Designs. z vol. 8vo. z?. zs. Third Edition.

"One of the most readable books of the season; permanently valuable,
always interesting, often amusing, and not inferior in all the essentials
of a gift book."-Tim.Ws.

Historic Devices, Badges, and War Cries. Svo.
zI. ls.

The China Collector's Pocket Companion. With
upwards of z,ooo Illustrations of Marks and Monograms. Second
Edition, with Additions. Small post 8vo., limp eloth, 5.

" We scarcely need add that a more trustworthy and convenient hand-
book does not exist, and that others besides ourselves will feel grateful
to Mrs. Palliser for the care and skill she has bestowed upon it."-
A cademy.

77w fîrst attempt at afull and connected nilitary history of tw
whole war.

Paris (Comte de). History of the Civil War in America.
By the COMTE DE PAIs. Translated, with the approval of the Author,
by Louis F. TAsIsTEo. Edited by IIENRY COPPEE, LL.D. Volume I.
(Embracing, without abridgment, the First Two Volumes of the French
Edition). With Maps faithfully engraved from the Originals, and
printed in three colours. 8vo., cloth, i8s.

Parisian Family. From the French of Madame GuXZOT DE
WITT. Fcap. s.

Phelps (Miss) Gates Ajar. 32mo. 6d.
Men, Women, and Ghosts. izmo. Sd. rs.6d.; cl. 2s.

Hedged In. 12mo. Sewed, is. 6d.; cloth, 2s.
Silent Partner. 5s.
Trotty's Wedding Tour. Small post 8vo. 3s. 6d.
What to Wear. Foolscap 8vo., fancy boards. is.

Phillips (L.) Dictionary of Biographical Reference. 8vo.
Il. xs. 6d

Photography (History and Handbook of). See Tissandier.

Pictire Gallery of British Art (The). Thirty-eight beautiful
and Permanent Photographs after the most celebrated English Painters.
With Descriptive Letterpress. Vols. z to 4, cloth extra, z8s. each. Each

varate and complete in itself
* * For.farticulars of the Montihly Parts, see.Éage 46.
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Pike (N.) Sub-Tropical Rambles in the Land of the
Aphanapteryx. In x vol. demy 

8 vo. z8s. Profusely Illustrated from
the Author's own Sketches, also with Maps and valuable Meteorological
Charts.

Plutarch's Lives. An Entirely New and Library Edition.
Edited by A. H. CLouGE, Esq. 5 vols. 8vo., 21. ios.; half morocco,
top gilt, 31.

Morals. Uniform with Clough's Edition of " Lives of
Plutarch." Edited by Professcr GooDwiN. 5 vols. 8vo. 3. 3

Poe (E. A.) The Works of. 4 vols. 2. 2s.
Poems of the Inner Life. A New Edition, Revised, with

many additional Poems, inserted by permission of the Authors. Sumal
post 8vo., cloth. 5s.

Polar Expedition. See Koldeway and Markham.
Portraits of Celebrated Women. By C. A. STE.-BEUVE.

z2mo. 6s. 6d
Preces Veterum. Collegit et edidit Joannes F. France. Crown

8vo., cloth, red edges. 5e.
Prejevalsky (N. M.). Travels in Mongolia. By N. M.

PREJEVALSKY, Lieutenant-Colonel. Russian Staff. Translated by E.
DELMAR MORGAN, F.R.G.S., and Annotated by Colonel YULE, C.1
2 vols., demy 8vo., cloth extra, with numerous Illustrations and Maps.

Preu (M. T.) German Primer. Square cloth. 2s. 6d.

Prime (I.) Fifteen Years of Prayer. Small post 8vo., cloth.
3s. 6d

(E. D. G.) Around the World. Sketches of Travel
through Many Lands and over Many Seas, 8vo., Illustrated. x4s.

(W. C.) I go a-Fishing. Small post 8vo., cloth. 5s.

Publishers' Circular (The), and General Record of British
and Foreign Literature; giving a transcript of the title-page of every
work published in Great Britain, and every work of interest published
abroad, with lists of all the publishing houses.

Published regularly on the ist and s5th of every Month, and forwarded
post free to all parts of the world on payment of s. per annum.

(See also page 48.)
Purdy (W.) The City Life, a Review of Finance and

Commerce. Crown 8vo., cloth.

ALSTON (W. R. S.) Early Russian History.
Four Lectures delivered at Oxford by W. R. S. RA.STON,
M.A. Crown 8vo., cloth extra. 5.

Randolph (Mrs.) Clarice Adair. 3 vols. il. iis. 6d.
Second Edition.
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Rasselas, Prince of Abyssinia. By Dr. JOHNSON. With

Introduction by the Rev. Wzt.rA WEST, Vicar of Nairn. (Bayard
Sene.) 2s. 6d

Read (S.) Leaves from a Sketch Book: Pencilings of
Travel at Home and Abroad. By SAMUEL READ. Royal 4to. containing
about 13O Engravings on Wood, cloth extra. 25S.

" We do not think that the season is likely to yield a more artistic, sug-
gestive, and beautiful gift-book than this.'-Nonconformist.

Reminiscences of America in z869, by Two Englishmen.
Crown 8vo. 7. 6d

Retzsch (M.) Outlines to Burger's Ballads. Etchings by
MoziTz RETzScH. With Text, Explanations, and Notes. Designs.
Oblong 4to., cloth extra. ros 6d.

Outlines to Goethe's Faust. Etchings by MonrTz
RETZSCH. 26 Etchings. Oblong 4to., cloth extra. zos. 6d -

Outlines to Schiller's " Fight with the Dragon,"
and " Fredoline." Etchings by MonrrZ RETzsc. 26 Etchings.
Oblong 4to., cloth extra. zos. 6d.

Outlines to Schiller's " Lay of the Bell." Com-
prising42Etchings, after Designs engraved by MoRITz RETZScH. With
Lord Lytton's Translation. New Edition. Oblong 4to., cloth extra.

os. 6d.
Reynard the Fox. The Prose Translation by the late THoMAs

RoscoE. With about zoo exquisite Illustrations on Wood, after designas
by A. J. ELWES. Imperial z6mo. cloth extra, 7s. 6d

Richardson (A. S.) Stories from Old English Poetry.
Small post 8vo., cloth. 5u.

Rivington's (F.) Life of St. Paul. With map. 5s.
Rochefoucauld's Reflections. Flexible cloth extra. 2s. 6d.

(Bayard Series.)
Rogers (S.) Pleasures of Memory. See " Choice Editions

of Choice Books." 2s. 6d
Rohlfs (Dr. G.) Adventures in Morocco and Journeys

through the Oases of Draa and Tafilet. By-Dr. GERHARD RoHiLF,
Gold Medallist of the Royal Geographical Society. Translated frorn
the German. With an Introduction by WINwooD RADE. Demy 8v.
Map, and Portrat of the Author, cloth extra, z2s.

Rose Library (The). Popular Literature of all countries. is.
each volume. Many of the volumes are Illustrated. The
folowing volumes are now ready :-

z. Sea-Gull Rock. By JULES SANDEAU. Illustrated. as.
2. Little Women. By LoursA M. ALCOTT. Is.
3. Little Women Wedded. (Formmng a Sequel to " Little Women."

rs.
4. The House on Wheels. By MADAME DE STOI.Z. Illustrated. iç.
5.5 Little Men. ByLoursA M. A.corT. xs.
6. The Old-Fashioned Girl. By LouisA M. ALCOTT. M.
7. The Mistress of the Manse. By J. G. HOLLAND. Is.
8. Tinothy Titcomb's Letters to Young People. Single and

Married. rs.
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Rose Library (The), continued-
9. Undine, and the Two Captains. By Baron DE LA MOTTE

FoUQUE. A new Translation by F. E. BUNNETT. Illustrated. is.
ro. Draxy Miller's Dowry and the Elder's Wife. By SAXE HOLM. Xs.
xx. The Four Gold Pieces. By Madame GoURAUD. Numerous

Illustrations. is.
12. Work: a Story of Experience. First Portion. By LoUisA M.

ALcOTT. 1S.

13. Beginning Again: being a continuation of "Work." By LouisA
M. ALCOTT. TS.

24. Picciola; or, The Prison-Flower. By X. B. SAINTINE. Nu-
merous graphic Illustrations. is.

x5. Robert's Holidays. Illustrated. zs.
x6. The Two Children of St. Domingo. Numerous Illustrations. zs.
17. Aunt Jo's Scrap Bag. is.
z8. Stowe (Mrs. H. B.) The Pearl of Orr's Island. is.
ig. -- The Minister's Wooing. is.
20. -- Betty's Bright Idea. is.
21. The Ghost in the Mill. s.
22. Captain Kidd's Money. as.
23. We and Our Neighbours. (Double vol.), 2s.
24. My Wife and I. (Double vol.), 2s.
25. Hans Brinker, or-the Silver Skates. xs.
26. Lowell's My Study W indow. is.
27. Holimes (O. W.) The Guardian Angel.
28. W arner (C. D.) My Surnmer in a Garden.

Notice.-The Volumes in this Series are also published in a more ex-
pensive form on fine toned paper, cloth extra, gilt edges, at as.
or 3$. 6d. each, according to size, &c. See Low's H alf-Crown
Series.

Ruth and Gabriel. A Novel. By LAURENCE CHENY.
" The reader's interest is sustained from the first page to the last.-

Scotsman.

ANTO DOMINGO, Past and Present. Set
Hazard.

Sauer's (E.) Handbook of European Commerce.
What to Buy and Where to Buy it, &c. By GEORGE SAUER,

for many years Correspondent of the "New York Herald." Crown 8vo.,
cloth. 5S. [In the-fress.

Schiller's Lay of the Bell, translated by Lord Lytton. With
42 illustrations after Retsch. Oblong 4to. xos. 6d.

School Prizes. -See Books.
Schuyler (E.) Turkistan. See Turkistan.
Schweinfurth (Dr. G.) The Heart of Africa; or, Three

Years' Travels and Adventures in the Unexplored Regions of the Centre
of Africa. By Dr. GEORG SCHwEINFURTH. Translated by ELLEN E.
FREwER. Two volumes, 8vo., upwards of 5oo pages each, with s3o
Woodcuts from Drawings made by the Author, and 2 Maps. 42s.

.[Second Editon.
Artes African . Illustrations and Descriptions of Pro-

ductions of the Natural Arts of Central African Tribes. With 26 Litho-
graphed Plates. Imperial 4to., boards. 28s. [Ready.
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Sea-Gull Rock. By Jules Sandeau, of the French Aca-
demy. Translated by ROBERr BLACE, M.A. With Seventy-nine
very beautiful Woodcuts. Royal 16mo., cloth extra, git edges. 7s. 6d.
Cheaper Edition, cloth gilt, 2s. 6d. See also Rose Library.

" It deserves to please the new nation of boys to whom it is presented."
-Times.

Shooting: its Appliances, Practice, and Purpose. By
lAMES DALZIEL DOUGALL, F.S.A, F.Z.A., Author of "Scottish Field

ports," &c. Crown 8vo., cloth extra. zos. 6d.
" The book is admirable in every way . . . . We wish it every

success."-GlCobe.
" A very complete treatise . . . Likely to take high rank as an

authority on shooting."-Daily News.

Silent Hour (The). See Gentle Life Series.
Simson (W.) A History of the Gipsies, with specimens of

the Gipsy Language. zos. 6d New Edition.

Sketches from an Artist's Portfolio. By SYDNEY P. HALL.
Folio, cloth extra. 31. 3s.

N. B.-This volume contains about 6o Facsimiles of the-original
Sketches by this well-known Artist during his travels in various parts of
Europe.

" A portfolio which any one might be glad to call their own."-Times.

Sketches of Life and Scenery in Australia. By a Twenty-
five Years' Resident. î vol., demy 8vo., cloth extra. î4s.

Smith (G.) Assyrian Explorations and Discoveries.
By GEORGE SMITH (of the British Museum). Illustrated by Photographs
and numerous Woodcut Illustrations of his recent Discoveries. Demy
8vo. r8s. Fifth edition.

-- The Chaldean Account of Genesis. Containing
the description of the Creation, the Fall of Man, the Deluge, the Tower
of Babel, the Times of the Patriarchs, and Niarod; Babylonian Fables,
and Legends of the Gods ; from the Cuneiform Inscriptions. By GEORGE
SMITH, of the Department of Oriental Antiquities, British Museum,
Author of " History of Assurbanipal," " Assyrian Discoveries," &c., &c.
With many Illustrations. Demy 8vo., cloth extra. 16s. Third Edition.

Smith and Hamilton's French Dictionary. z vols. Cloth,
21s. half roan, 2a.

Spain. Illustrated by GUSTAVE DoRÉ. Text by the SARON
CH. D'AvILLIER. This fine work contains over 240 wood engravings,
half of them being full-page size. All after drawings by the celebrated
artist. Imperial 4to., elaborately bound in cloth, gilt extra, gilt edges.
£3 3-. (Now ready.

" In the summer of 1872 the Baron Charles D'Avillier and M. Gustave
Doré set out on a long projected tour through Spain. What they saw
and heard on that tour is now reproduced in a large and handsome
volume, the office of translator being ably filled by Mr. J. Thomson,
F.R.G.S. . . . They seem certamuly to have made good use of their
time these two gentlemen, and have seen pretty nearly everything
worth seeing."-Times.
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Socrates. Memoirs, from Xenophon's Memorabilia. By
E. LEvIN. Flexible clotb. as. 6. Bayard Series.

Spooner (Very Rev. E.) St. Oswald's Sunday School.
SmalIl post 8vo., cloth. [In tMe ress.

Stanley (H. M.) How I Found Livingstone. Crown 8vo.,
cloth extra. 7S. 6.

*?This Edition has been revised most carefully from begining to end
and all matters of a personal or irrelevant character onitted.

"My Kalulu," Prince, King, and Slave. A Stosy
from Central Africa. Crown 8vo., about 430 pp., with numerous graphic
Illustration.s, after Original Designs by the Author. Cloth, 7. 6.

Coomassie and Magdala: A Story of Two British
Campaigns in Africa. Demy 8vo., with Maps and Illustrations, z6s.
Second Eltion.

Steele (Thos.) Under the Palms. A Volume of Verse. By
Tzromas SrLEE., translator of "An Eastern Love Story." Fcap. 8vo.
Cloth, _g.

Stewart (D.) Outlines of Moral Philosophy, by Dr. McCosh.
New edition. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

Mental Philosophy. i2mo. 2s. 64.

Stolz (Madame) The House on Wheels. SUall post Svo.
ss. 6d. See also Rose Library.

Stone (J. B.) A Tour with Cook Through Spain. * Ulus.
trated by Photographs. Crown 8vo., cloth. 6s.

Storey's (Justice) Works. See Low's American Cata-
logue.

Story without an End, from the German of Carové, by the
late Mrs. SARAH T. AusTr, crown 4to. with rs exquisite drawings by
E. V. B., printed in colours in facsimile of the original water colours,
and numerous other illustrations. New edition. 7s. 6d

square, with illustrations by HARVEY.'. 2s. 6d.

of the Great March, a Diary of General Sherman's
Cumpaign-through Georgia and the Carolinas. Numerous illustrations.
-smo. coth, 7S. 6d -

Stowe (Mrs. Beecher). Dred. Tauchnitz edition. r2mo. 3s. 64,
also in boards, is

Geography, with 6o illustrations. Square cloth, 4s. 64.

Little Foxes. Cheap edition, is.; library edition, 4s. 64.



Stowe (Mrs. Beecher). Minister's Wooing. 5s.; copyright
series, zs. 6d.; cloth, as.

Old Town Folk. 6s. Cheap Edition, 2s. 6d.

Old Town Fireside Stories. Cloth extra. 3. 6d.
My Wife and I; or, Harry Henderson's His-

tory. Small post Svo, cloth extra. 6s.

We and Our Neighbours. i voL, small post 8vo.,
6s. Sequel to " My Wife and "

- Pink and White Tyranny. Small post Svo. 3s. 6d.
Cheap Edition, xs. 6d. and 2s.

- Queer Little People. rs. ; cloth, 2s.

Chimney Corner. is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

- The Pearl of Orr's Island. Crown 8vo. 5s.
Little Pussey Willow. Fcap. 2s.

Woman in Sacred History. Illustrated with 15
ebromo-lithographs and about soo pages of letterpress, forming one of
the most elegant and attractive volumes ever published. Demy 4to.,
cloth extra, gilt edges, prie. il. es.

Studies from Nature. Four Plates, with Descriptive Letter-
press. By STEPHEN THioMPsON. Imperial 4to., 4s. 6d. each part.
Parts 1, 2, 3, and 4. (Complete in 6 parts.) [Now ready.

"Altogether the style of the work is excellent."-British yournal of
Photografky.

Sub-Tropical Rambles. See Pike (N.)

Suburban Sketches, by the Author of "Venetian Life."
Post 8vo. 6s.

Sullivan (G. C.) Dhow Chasing in Zanzibar Waters and
on the Eastern Coast of Africa; a Narrative of Five Years' Expe-

Sriences in the suppression of the Slave Trade. With Illustrations from
Photographs and Sketches taken on the spot by the Author. Demy 8vo,
eloth extra. z6s. Second Edition.

Summer in Leslie Goldthwaite's Life, by the Author of
"The Gayworthys," Illustrations. Fcap. 8vo. 3Y. 6d.

Sweet not Lasting. A Novel, by ANNIE B. LEFURT.
z vol. crown 8vo., cloth. ios. 6d.

Swiss Family Robinson. i2mo. 3s.- 6d

List of .Pblicaiol. 3'7
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B AUCHNITZ'S English Editions of German
Authors. ' acli volume cloth flexible, 2s. ; or sewed, ri. 6d
The following are now ready:-

On the Heights. By B. AuxERAcH. 3 vOls.
In the Year '23. By Firz REuTER. I vol.
Faust. By GoETHE. I vol.
L'Arrabiata. By PAm. HEYEs. z vol.
The Princess, and other Tales. By HEINRICH ZSCHoKKE. i vol.
Lessing's Nathan the Wise, and Emilia Galotti.
Hackländer's Behind the Counter, traniated by MAny HowITT.

2 Vols.
Three Tales. By W. HAUFF.
Joachim v. Kammern; Diary of a Poor Young Lady. By M.

NATRUsIus.

Poems by Ferdinand Freiligrath. Edited by his daughter.
Gabriel. From the German. By ATHuR MILMAN.
The Dead Lake, and other Tales. By P. HEYsE.
Through Night to Light. By GuTzEow.
Flower, Fruit, and Thorm Pieces. By JEAN PAut RICHTER.

2 Vols,
The Princess of the Moor. By Miss MARLrrr. 2 Vols.
An Egyptian Princess. By G. EBERS. 2 VOLS. -

Ekkehard. By J. V. SCHEFFEL. 2 Vols.
Barbarossa and other Tales. By PAUtL HEvsE. From the German.

By L. C. S.
Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship. By GOETHE. 2 VolS.
Prince Bismarck, a Biographical Sketch by WILHELM GtRLACU.

I vol.
Doubtful Plays of Shakespeare.

Tauchnitz (B.) German and English Dictionary, Paper,
xs. ; cloth, Is. 6d ; roan, as.

- 6. French and English. Paper is. 6d.; cloth, 2s.
roan, aS. d

Italian and English. Paper, is. 6d.; cloth, 2s.
roan, 2e. 6d

Spanish and English. Paper, is. 6d.; cloth, 2s.;
roan, 2s. 6d

New Testament. Cloth, 2s.; gilt, 2s. 6d.
Tayler (C. B.) Sacred Records, &c., in Verse. Fcap. Svo,

cloth extra, 2s. 6d.
Persis. A Narrative of the Seventeenth Century.

Small post 8vo., cloth. 5s.



Taylor (Bayard) The Byeways of Europe; Visits by Unfre-
quented Routes to Remarkable Places. By BAVARD TAYLoR, author
of "Views foot." 2 vols. post 8vo. z6s.

Travels in Greece and Russia. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Northern Europe. Post 8vo. Cloth, S. 6d.
Egypt and Iceland. 8s. 6d.

Beauty and the Beast. Crown Svo. îos. 6d.

A Summer in Colorado. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Joseph and his Friend. Post 8vo. zos. 6d.

Views Afoot. Enamelled boards, is. 6d.; cloth, 2s.
See Low's Copyright Edition.

Tennyson's May. Queen; choicely Illustrated from designs by
the Hon. Mrs. Bovz.. Crown Svo. See Choice Series. 2s. 6d.

The Banns of Marriage. By DUTTON CooK, Author of
"Hobson's Choice," &c. 2 vols., crown 8vo., 21s.

The Fool of the Family, and other Tales. By JOHN DAN-
GERFIELD. 2 vols., crown SvO.,2se.

This Indenture Witnesseth. By Mrs. ALFRED HUNT,
Author of " Under Seal of Confession," &c. 3 vols., crown 8vo., 3is. 6d

Thomson (J.) The Straits of Malacca, Indo-China, and
China; or, Ten Years' Travels, Adventures, and Residence Abroad.
By J. THOMsoN, F.R.G.S., Author of " Illustrations of China and its
People." Upwards of 6o Woodcuts, from the Author's own Photographs
and Sketches. Demy Svo, cloth extra. 21s.

Thompson (Stephen). Old English Homes: a Summer's
Sketch-Book. By STEPHEN THoMPSON, Author of "Swiss Scenery,"
&c. 25 very fine Permanent Photographs by the Author. Demy 4to.,
cloth extra, gilt edges, 2. ns. [Ready.

Thorne (E.) The Queen of the Colonies; or, Queensland
as I saw it. r vol., with Map. [Shortly.

Thornwell Abbas. 2 vols. 21s.

Timothy Titcomb's Letters to Young People, Single and
Married. Cloth, 2s. (See also Rose Library.)

Tinne (J. E.) The Wonderland of the Antipodes:
Sketches of Travel in the North Island of New Zealand. Illustrated
with numerous Photographs. Demy 8vo., cloth extra. 16s.

Tischendorf (Dr.) The New Testament. See New Testa.
ment.

39.List of «Publications.
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Tissandier (Gaston). A History and Handbook of
Photography. Translated from the French of GASTON TISSANDIER;
edited by J. TiiomrsoN, F.R.G.S. Inperial 16mo., over 3oo pages,
and 75 Wood Engravings and a Frontispiece, cloth extra, 6s.

" This work should fnd a place on the shelves of every photographer's
library."-Thze Britisk Yournal of PhotograÉky.

" This capital handbook will tend to raise photography once more to-
its true position as a science, and to a high place amongst the fie arts."
-The Soectator.

Tolhausen (A.) The Tecnological Dictionary in the
French, English, and German Languages. Containing the Technical
Terms used in the Arts, Manufactures, and Industrial Affairs generally.
Revised and Augmented by M. Louis Tolhausen, French Consul at
Leipzig.

The First Part, containing Frenc-German-English, crown 8vo. 2 vols,
sewed, 8s.; z vol. half roan, ps.

The Second Part, contaminug English-German-French, crown Svo.
" vols. sewed, 8s.; x vol. bound, s.

The Third Part, containing German-English-French. Crown 8vo.,
" vols. sewed, 8s.; r vol. bound, gs.

Trollope (A.) Harry Heathcote of Gangoil. A Story of
Bush Life in Australia. With graphic Illustrations. In z vol. Smal
post, cloth extra, 5s. Second Edition.

Trowbridge (A. C.). The Young Surveyor. i vol., small
post 8vo., cloth extra, with numerous Illustrations, 5s. [Ready.

Tuckermann (C. K.) The Greeks of To-day. Crown 8vo.
<loth. 7s. 6d.

Turkistan. Notes of a Journey in the Russian Provinces of
Central Asia and the Khanates of Bokhara and Kokand. By EUGENE:
Scaeuvra., Secretary to the American Legation, St. Petersburg.
Numerous illustrations. Demy 8vo., cloth extra. [Nearly ready..

Turner (Rev. F. S.) British Opium Policy. [In tkprers.

Twining (Miss). Illustrations of the Natural Orders of
Plants, with Groups and Descriptions. By ELIZABE'TH TwNIzNG.
Reduced from the folio edition, splendidly illustrated in colours from
nature. 2 volS. Royal 8vo. 51. 5.

Under Seal of Confession. By AVERIL BEAUMONT,
Author of " Thornicroft's Model." 3 vols. crown svo., clti. 31S. 6d.

ANDENHOFF'S (George), Clerical Assistant,
a d ' (Fcap. 5.

-Ladies? Reader (Thse). Fcap. 5.
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VERNE'S (JULES) WORKS.
Five Weeks in a Balloon. New Edition. Numerous

Illustrations, printed on Toned Paper, and uniformly with "Around
the World," &c. Square crown 8vo. 7s. 6d

Meridiana: Adventures of Three Englishmen and
Three Russians in South Africa. Translated from the French.
With Numerous Illustrations. Royal 16mo., cloth extra, gilt
edges. 7s. 6d.

The Fur Country. Crown 8vo. With upwards of So
Illustrations. Cloth extra. zos. 6d.

Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea. Trans-
lated and Edited by the Rev. L. P. MERCIER, M.A. With szi
very Graphic Woodcuts. Large post Svo., cloth extra, gilt edges.
'os. 6d.

Around the World in Eighty Days. Nuncrous Ilus-
trations. Square crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

From the Earth to the Moon, and a Trip Round It.
Numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo., cloth, gilt edges. 'os. 6d.
New Edition.

A Floating City and the Blockade Runners. Con-
taining about So very fine Full-page Illustrations. Square crown
So. Cloth, gilt edges. 7s. 6d

Dr. Ox's Experiment; Master Zacharius; A Drama
in the Air; A Winter Amid the Ice, &c. Numerous full-page
Illustrations. Cloth, git edges. 7s. 6d.

The Mysterious Island. In 3 Vols., all Illustrated.
Square crown 8vo., cloth extra. 7s. 6d. each.

The Titles of the Volumes are:-
z. Dropped from the Clouds.
2. Abandoned. '
3. The Secret of the Island. -
The Survivors of the Chancellor. i vol, square crown

8vo., with many Illustrations. 7s. 6d.
SPECIAL NOTICE.-Messrs SAMPSON Low & Co. beg to in-

form the public, in reply to many inquiries with reference to an announce-
ment of Cheap Editions of JULES VRNE'S WoRKs by other houses, that
they are the Sole Proprietors of the Copyright in all the Translations of
the Works by this Author published by themselves.

The English Copyright of French Works, under the International
Copyright Law, being of limited duration, they wish to intimate that, as
the original Copyrights fall in by lapse of time (or in anticipation thereof),
it is their intention, with a view to meet the requirements of those readers
who wish to possess these interesting books, but who are unwilling to
purchase the more elaborately illustrated editions, to issue their Copy-
right Translations in the cheapest possible form. Accordingly, they have
prepared and have now ready-

z. Adventures of Three Englishmen and Three Russians
in South Africa. Illustrated. xs.
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Verne's (Jules) Works, continued-
- 2. Five Weeks in a Baloon.r Illustrated. s.

3. A Floating City. Illustrated. rs.
4. The Blockade Runners. Illustrated. rs.
5. From the Earth to the Moon. Illustrated. s.
6. Around the Moon. Illustrated. is.
7. Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea. Vol. I. is.
8. Ditto ditto VoL II. is.

These volumes are printed in large type, on good paper, contain several
Illustrations, and are published at ONE SHILLING EACH, in avery
handsome and attractive cover.

N.B--These works will continue to be sold in the original form, and
t the usual prices.
*.* The remaining and forthcoming works, having yet many years of

Copyright to run, and ha-ving beenproduced at an immense expense,
both as to Author's Copyright and Illustration, will not yet be brought
out in any other form than as at present.

The Public must kindly be careful to order Low's AuTHoR's EDITIONS.

Vincent (F.) The Land of the White Elephant: Sights
and Scenes in South-Eastern Asia. With Maps, Plans, and Illustrations.
8vo. cloth extra. 18s.

ALLER (Rev. C. H.) The Names on the Gates
of Pearl, and other Studies. By the Rev. C. H. WALLER,
M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 6s.

Warburton's (Col. Egerton) Journey across
Australia. An Account of the Exploring Expedition sent out by
Messrs. Elder and Hughes, under the command of Colonel Egerton
Warburton; giving a full Account of his Perilous Journey from the
centre to Roebourne, Western Australia. With Illustrations and a Map.
Edited, with an Introductory Chapter, by H. W. BA'Es, Esq., of the
Royal Geographical Society. Demy 8vo. cloth. a6s.

Warner (C. D.) My Summer in a Garden. Boards, Is. 6d.;
cloth, as. (Low's Copyright Series.)

Back-log Studies. Boards is. 6d.; cloth 2s. (Low's
Copyright Series.)

Mummies and Moslems. [In the.press.

Weppner (M.) The Northern Star and Southern Cross.
Being the Personal Experiences., Impressions, and Observations of Mar-
garetha Weppner, in a Voyage Round the World. 2 vols. Crown 8vo,
cloth. 24S.

Werner (Carl), Nile Sketches, Painted from Nature during
his travels through Egypt. Imperial folio, in Cardboard Wrapper. Com-
plete in Five Parts. The four first at £3 aos. each; Part V. at 42 5s.
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Westropp (H. M.) A Manual of Precious Stones and
Antique Gems. By HODDER M. WESTROPP, Author of " The
Traveller's Art Companion," " Pre-Historic Phases," &c. Numerous
Illustrations. Small post 8vo, cloth extra. 6r.

Wheaton (Henry) Elements of International Law. New
edition. [Zn bts ress.

When George the Third was King. 2 vols., post 8vo. 21S.
Whitall (Alice B.) On the Rock. A Memoir of Alice B.

Whitall, by Mrs. PEARSALL SMITH. Small post, cloth. 2s.
White (J.) Te Rou; or, The Maori at Home. Exhibiting

the Social Life, Manners, Habits, and Customs of the Maori Race in
New Zealand prior to the introduction of civilisation amongst them.
Crown 8vo. cloth extra. zos. 6d.

White (R. G.) Memoirs of the Life of William Shake-
speare. Post Svo. Cloth. sor. 6d.

Whitney (Mrs. A. D. T.) The Gayworthys. Small post
8vo. 3s. 6d

Faith Gartney. Smal post Svo. 3s.6d. And in Low's
Cheap Series, is. 6d. and as.

Real Folks. 12mo. crown. 3s. 6d.
Hitherto. Small post Svo. 3s. 6d. and 2s. 6d.
Sights and Insights. 3 vols. crown. 31s. 6d.
Summer in Leslie Goldthwaite's Life. Small post

8vo. 3s. 6d
The Other Girls. Small post Svo., cloth extra. 3s. 6d.
We Girls. Small post 8vo. 3s. 6d. Cheap Edition.

as. 6d. and 2s.
Whyte (J. W. H.) A Land Journey from Asia to Europe.

Crown Svo. s2s.

Wikoff (H.) The Four Civilizations of the World.
An Historical Retrospect. Crown 8vo., cloth. 6s.

Wills, A Few Hints on Proving, without Professional
Assistance. By a PROBATE COURT OFFIcIAL. Fourth Edition,
revised, and considerably enlarged, with Forms of Wills, Residuary
Accounts, &c. Fcap. Svo., cloth limp. is.

Wilson (F. H.). Rambles in Northern India; with Inci-
dents and Descriptions of the many scenes of the Mutiny, including
Allahabad, Cawnpore, Delhi, Lucknow, &c., with permament Photo-
graphic Views. By FRANCEScA H. WiLSON, Author.of " TruthBetter
than Fiction." 4to., cloth extra, gilt edges. _£r as.

Winter at the Italian Lakes. With Frontispiece View of
Lake Como. Small post 8vo., cloth extra. 7s. 6d.



"Likely to popularise English art more than anything hitherto attemptedA valuable repertory of great works of the English schooL"-The

Ne and Enlarged Series of

-THE PICTURE GALLERY.
NCOURAGED by the success which has attended the
publication of THE PICTURE GALLERY for the pastthree years, the Proprietors have resolved to issue aNew Series, with Lives of the Great English Artists,illustrated with selections from their most important works.Each part to contain eight pages of Biography and four per-manent Photographs.

The Phrts already publish&d contain:-
SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS. The Strawlberry Girl; The Hon.Mrs. Lloyd; The Holy Family; Kitty F]her (with theq)ovesi.
THOMAS GAINSBOROUGH. The Blue boy; The Market Cart;Mrs. Siddons; The Harvest Waggon.
WILLIAM HOGARTH. His Portrait by Himself; The Rake'sProgress-plate I.; The Enraged Musician; Strolling Actressesm a Barn.
BENJAMIN WEST. The Battle of La Hogue; The Death of

Nelson; Cromwell Dissolving Parliament; The Landing of King
Charles IL

SrR THOMAS LAWRENCE. Pope Pius VIL; Cardinal Gon-salvi; Miss Murray; Miss Selina Meade.
JOHN CONSTABLE. The'-River Stour; Salisbury Cathedral;

The Corn-Field ; The Valley Fari.
SIR DAVID WILKIE. Village Politicians; The Blind Fiddler;The Parish Beadie; The Highlander's Home.
GILBERT' STUARt L9-FWTON. Captain Macheath; Shylock

and Jessica; Lear and Cordelia; Mrs. Lister.4 ErTTY AND COLLINS. The Combat; Joan of Arc; The Saleof the Pet Lamb; Rustic Civility.
SIR AUGUSTUS WALL CALLCOTT. Anne Page and Slender;

Rei g from Market; Rotterdam; Trent, in the Tyrol.
CHARLES ROBERT LESLIE. Taming the Shrew; Florizel andPerdita; Wlo can this be ? Who can this be from?
JOSEPH WILLIAM MALLARD TURNER.

THE PICTURE GALLERY is published k nonthly, rice One Shilling. andmay
be had at all Booksellers, and a t therincÉal Ralway Bookstalis.

LOND ON:
SAMPSON LOW MARSTON -SEARLE, AND RIVINGTON,

CROWN BUILDINGS, 188, FLEET STREET.



"Sure to succeed."--A thenaum.

Commenced January, 1876.
In Monthly Part, price Eigteenence.

MEN 0F M-.ARK.
A Trustworthy Biography of the Distinguished Men of the

Day, uith Portraits in Permanent Photography
(medallion cabinet size), spcially

taken for this work.
Parts I. and IL contain Portraits and Memoirs of-

THE RIGHT HON. THE F,ARL OF DUFFERIN, Governor-General of Canada.
SIR EDWARD CREASY, Pèfessor of Jurisprudence in the four'Inns of Court,

late Chief Justice of Ceylon.
THE RIGoi HON. SIR RICHARD BAGGALLAY, Judge of the Supreme Court

of Apea, late AttorneysGeneral.
CAPT. BuRTON, the Great Âtrican.traveller.
THE RIGHr HoN. SPENcER WALPOL, M.P. for the University of Cam-

bridge, formerly Secretary of State for the Home Department.
THE RIGHT HON. SIR MICHAEL PCS-BEACu, M.P., Chief Secretary for

Ireland.
The portraits of the following amongst other distinguished men wil appear

in early succeeding numbers.
LORD LVTroN, YICEROYOF INDIA.

THE LoRn BIsuoP OF LONDON. VICE-CHANCELLOR MALieS.
THE DuaE OF ABERCORN, Lord J. A. FRoUDE.

Lieutenant of Ireland. J. E. MILLAIs, R.A. .,
SIR GARNET WOLSELEY, K.C.B. F. LrIGHTON, ARKA. ,
CARDINAL MANNING. SIR W. FERGussoN, BART.
THE RIGHT HON. THE SPEAKER. SAMUEL PLIMSOLL, M.P.
THE RT. HoN. JON BRIGHT, M.P. ARCHDEACON DENISON.

The portraits are all taken expressly for this work, and cannot be obtained
in any other form.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS,
"The miniatures now before us retain the j¶ersonal charaCteristics, the

expression peculiar to each face, and the air of the sitter, with great good
fortune. The book is sure to succeed as a serious companion to 'Vamity
Fair.'"-A thenaum.

" It contains three splendid photographs, rendered permanent by the Wood--
bury process, and is got up in faultless style."--Gobe.

"The portraits are excellently done, and the same may be said 'e
memoirs."-Scotsmnan.

"We have seen no more beautiful examples of the photografhic art than
the portraits which commence the series. . . . The plan of the Gallery of Con-
temporary Portraits is an excellent one."-SAeffeld Daily Telegraoh.

"The specimens in the part. are excellent; they present admirable por-
traiture combined with definiteness absolutely microscopical and a balance
of light and shade which bespeak then the work of a genuine artist."-
Brikton Gazette.

LOND ON:
SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE, AND RIYINGTON,

CROWN BUILDINGS, I88, FLEET STREET. '
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cHswIcK PRESS :-PRINTED BY WHITTNGHAM AND WILKINS,TOOKS COURT, CHANCERY LANE.

sPS. SAMPSON Low AND Co. send- us an anaysis ofhe
nu #r of books issueti dzring the year 1875, as chronicled in thgfort-mi9%tZy list of the 'Publishers' Circular,' in which may 6efound.te

Jui tde of over 5,400 5ublications issued during the past yr-TRa- TIýMES, January 4, 1876; see also leading article in THEOf Januaryý 5, î86.

Established 1837

IHE PUBLISHERS§ CÏýCULAR, and GENERAL
RECORD of B-ITISH and FOREIGN LITERATURE
is Published by SàýWÉSON Low and Co., 188, Fleet
Street, London, on the Ist and 15th of each Month.
It gives a Transcipt 6f the Title-Page of every Workpublished in Great Britain, and ever svork of interest publishedAbroad. 8s. per annum, including postage.

Publishers are requested te-send their ANNOUNCEMENTS ofNEW BOOKS m good. time for publication on the Ist and i5th ofeach Month.
N.B. Having a large circulation amongst Literary Men, Pub-lishers, Booksellers, and all connected with Literature, this is one ofthe best nfediuriis for4Announcements of New Publications. Sub-scribers have the right to advertise for ''Books Wanted " which are

out- of print.

§CALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS
Ld.OnelPage (Demy 8vo.) 3 3 0Half a Page • •1• 1 6Less than Haif a Page, per inch . o xo 6Four Lines 0 2 6

Per line after • • . o o 6
New Publications for Review must be addressed to THE EDITOR.

LONDON:
SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE, & RIVINGTON

CROWN BUILDINGS, 188, FLEET STREET, E.C.
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